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Abstract
According to the Packard Commission, "Unreasonably long acquisition cycles -- ten to
fifteen years for major weapon systems is a central problem from which most other acquisition
Problems stem." Since the commission issued its report in 1986, the time required to develop
new military systems has only grown. This research and its recommendations are intended to
identify and eliminate the causes of those long development times for military systems. This
report addresses a key factor in determining the development time for military projects: the
project's initial schedule. Part 1 outlines the current situation, previous efforts to reduce
development time, and experiences with cutting development time in the commercial sector. It
also documents the military product development process. Part 2 identifies a key area--the
schedule development process, and its impact on development time--for in-depth research.
Through understanding what is driving the initial project schedule and the impact of the initial
project schedule on the eventual development time, the author identifies key drivers of
development time. Part 3 presents the results of three surveys and analyzes the processes used to
develop a project's initial schedule, the process used to develop a contracted schedule, and the
impact of these schedules on actual development time. Part 4 presents observations, draws
conclusions, and makes specific recommendations for remedial action.
The key barriers to reducing development time for military systems are the lack of
importance placed on project schedules; the lack of effective schedule-based information and
tools; the lack of schedule-based incentives; and the overriding impact of the funding-based
limitations on defense projects. The steps necessary to establish a focus on reducing
development time are: 1) recognizing the impact of development time, 2) providing the necessary
information for decision makers, 3) providing proper incentives at each organizational level, and
finally providing a structure to effectively managce #,- -et of all development projects to ensure
that each project can be funded based on its dev-.opment related requirements.
Implementing the recommendations and focusing on reducing development time will
force other changes in the acquisition process. The focus on reducing the time to develop and
field systems will drive the acquisition system to better meet the needs of our warfighters, more
rapidly, and at lower cost. Better, Faster, and Cheaper. Even more importantly, shortening
development times is critical to develop and produce with limited resources, the rinht wcapon.s at
the right time to deter or to defeat any potential enemy at any time with the minimum cost to our
warfighters.

Prologue and Overview
The U.S. Department of Defense spearheads the world's largest product development
operation. In 1997 alone it spent $32.5 billion developing new or improved military systems. In
the past 20 years DoD has spent the 1998 equivalent of $732.5 billion on researching,
developing, testing, and evaluating new systems. Through these critical activities, the DoD
creates the equipment its forces need to fight and win. An effective product development system
should ensure that those forces have the right weapons at the right time in the right quantity to
deter any potential enemy.
Product development activities determine which systems will be built, what capabilities
they will have, how reliable they will be, when they will be available, and how much they will
cost. Product development also influences how many systems are fielded, how the systems can
be employed, and how they will be maintained. Improving the performance of the DoD product
development system could result in more effective weapon systems, acquired at lower cost, in a
shorter time.
Over the last 10 years, companies; in a wide array of industries have made d,,inaatic
improvements in their approaches to creating new products, largely by focusing on cutting
development time. Companies with this focus often achieve 50% to 70% reductions by forcing
continuous improvement across their entire organization. The result is higher-quality products
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that are easier to manufacture that are ready for market faster, and that can be sold for a higher
profit. These companies have also dramatically increased the number and variety of products
they manufacture. Development time is a key component of a company's ability to meet
customers' changing needs. Many companies and industry leaders see shorter development
times and more effective product development as the key to long-term competitive advantage.
Several previous DoD efforts to reduce development time have proven ineffective. In
1983 Dr. Jacques Gansler of led the Air Force Affordable Acquisition Approach study, which
examined 109 DoD programs to answer the question, "Does it really take longer and cost more to
develop systems now or is it just perception?" The study group found that development time had
indeed increased significantly since the 1950s and made a series of specific recommendations to
reduce them. In 1986, the Packard Commission's Acquisition Task Force, headed by Dr.
William Perry, stated in its Formula for Action that excessively long acquisition cycles are "a
central problem from which most other acquisition problems stem," ' concluding that it was
"possible to cut this cycle in half."' The Packard Commission then made its own series of
recommendations. President Reagan directed DoD to implement the Packard Commission
recommendations, and Congress legislated recommended organizational changes. Yet since
1986 the development time foý major defense systems has continued to grow: major new systems
fielded during the 1990s have required an average of 1 years from the decision to proceed to
initial operational capability. The time from decision to proceed to delivery of the first
production item accounts for 112 of the average 132 months.
Despite continuing growth in development times, recent acquisition reform efforts have
focused almost solely on reducing costs. While conducting this research, the author has
encountered many people within DoD and the military services who do not believe that reducing
development time is important. One senior DoD acquisition reform leader stated bluntly that she
was not interested in such an effort unless it would cut costs. Survey results obtained as part of
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' President's Blue Ribbon Commission
on Defense Acquisition" (The Packard

on Defense Management. "A Formula
Commission Report) Washington D.C.
on Defense Management. "A Formula
Commission Report) Washington D.C

For Action: A Report to the Presidenr
April 1986. Pg. 8.
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April 1986. Pg. 15.

Prologue and Overview

this research confirm the low priority placed on reducing development time by the acquisition
community.
The objective of this research is to improve the DoD acquisition process to allow better
equipment to reach warfighters more quickly and at lower cost. Cutting development times is
also key to developing systems that respond effectively to changing military needs and take
advantage of new technologies. An overall shift in strategy away from developing a wide array
of systems to counter all potential threats toward one more responsive to specific threats will
ensure that the right weapons are ready when they are needed.
Cutting development cycles will also extend the time that forces maintain their technical
advantage. If a system is quickly compromised by countermeasures, its long-term worth is
questionable. Thus the U.S. Air Force now builds systems "just-in-case" as insurance against a
"pop up" threat. That is one argument for the F-22 and the Joint Strike Fighter. both of which
are intended to counter threats that may develop over the next 30 years. Indeed, while 70% of
the projects surveyed were designed to meet current operational deficiencies, fully 30% were
intended to meet projected needs.
The net effect of such a strategy is that some systems are often developed to counter
threats that never materialize. What's more, when systems are finally fielded they often must
perform a dramatically different mission than they were designed for. This produces the worst
type of inefficiency: developing and producing the wrong weapon at the wrong time with
obsolete technology, or one that does not meet the current need when fielded. The B-2, designed
as a long-range nuclear bomber, and the Milstar, conceived as a strategic communication system
for the second stage of a nuclear exchange, are visible examples of systems designed to meet
missions that never materialized or disappeared before they were completed. The Milstar has
been used instead as a tactical terminal something which its low data rate makes it ill suited in
today's digital environment and large demand for information. The "just-in-case" strategyv also
forces the US to spread its resources over many systems, resulting in even longer development
times.
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To change the basic development philosophy to a "just-in-time" strategy, where systems
are fielded as they are needed to maintain technological superiority, the US needs to be able to
both develop and field a sufficient number of units quickly. Today the US takes 10 to 20 years
to develop and field major new weapon systems, which are expected to be in operation for 20 to
25 years. That approach forces the US to project threats 40 years into the future -- a nearly
impossible feat. The requirements that the F-22 and other planes retain technological superiority
in the year 2020 and beyond is what pushes their demanding technology performance
requirements and drives much of the cost of military systems. In general, the recent response to
long cycle times has been to establish a long term planning organization in the Pentagon to
project the required force structure, the weapons, and the technologies required a full 25 to 40
years in advance. This may not be that bad except that the effect of these plans is to lock in the
planned future systems and related schedules long before it is possible to know the actual threat.
Once made these plans and schedules prove very difficult and costly to change. The system is
most closely comparable to the central planning function of the former Communist systems with
little free market or entrepreneurial forces at work. Bureaucratic processes dominate the
planning processes and one result of this process, as shown by the research, is long development
times.
One effect of long development times for weapon systems i ; a large number of projects
in development at once. This is the same problem found in many commercial firms that are
experiencing product development problems. Too many producis and too few resources to
eccute them effectively and efficiently result in long development times, significant schedule
slips, and cost overruns. As will be shown, exactly what is happening in Air Force development
efforts. It also forces large technology step sizes to ensure they are technologically superior
when they are eventually fielded, which only exacerbates the problem.
As an alternative to the "just-in-case" strategy, one could go to a "just-in-time" strategy.

where systems would be quickly developed to counter actual identified emerging threats.
Resources could be more effectively targeted to counter the real threats instead of being spread
over many systems to counter many potential emerging threats. This could allow for a more
targeted approach in deciding which systems are needed and should be developed.

Prologue and Ovenrview

Having an effective and quick development process would allow a rapid response to a
"pop up" threat that may be based on a new technology which would limit the duration and depth
of any military exposure. Without an efficient and responsive development process, the US is
vulnerable to unpredicted emerging systems based on new technologies or novel combinations of
existing technologies.
A historical point is that this "just-in-time" approach is not new. It has been the
traditional US military strategy from the Revolution through the Second World War. Only
during the Cold War did we feel the need to have long term technological superiority over all
enemies. During W.W.II, the US developed better systems quickly and produced them
massively. The speed and potential effects of the nuclear war and our lack of preparation for the
Korean War made the US fear being caught unprepared. This developed into the idea of the
"come as you are war" which would be fought in Europe and the ultimate winner would be
determined in a matter of weeks before any mrodoctior, could effect the outcome. The fear of this
type of total lightning war has been eliminated by the changes in Russia and the lessening of the
perceived nuclear threat. Smaller opera:tions will still be on a "come as you are" basis requiring
significant, but not massive, inventories of the highest technology weapons.
This fast development strategy may rely on a pre-developed set of critical technologies
and subsystem components that are developed to the point where they can be assembled quickly,
tested, and then produced as needed en masse. Such key technologies would be in the areas of
sensors, signal and computer processors, communication systems, warheads, autonomous
control, and navigation. The "develop and test but not produce" strategy would keep the US
aerospace industry's product development capability in shape to ensure that it could be called
upon when needed. It would facilitate multiple iteration of the designs. allowing for continual
improvements without the cost of modifications. This strategy is similar to the design, build, test
policies or the "Silver Bullet" ideas that surfaced during the early 1990's. Those were proposed
more because of a lack of production money rather than a shift in the overall military
development strategy to "just-in-time". The "Silver Bullet" strategy was not widely accepted for
a variety of political reasons which may have changed since the end of the Cold War and the
acceptance of decreasing defense budgets.
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Another key aspect of this strategy would be to have a large reserve of production
capacity that would be available in time of an emergency or an emerging threat. The central and
enabling aspect of this would be reliance on the US commercial production capacity as a sort of
"Civil Reserve Industrial Capacity," much as the Air Force relies on the Civil Reserve Air Fleet
to augment its transport aircraft with airline aircraft. This requires that the military and
commercial production capacities be merged. The merger of the defense and commercial
production capacity is the major goal of the previous Defense Acquisition Executive, Dr.
Kaminski's efforts to remove military specification and standards and to go to single commercial
standards and processes'. Dr Gansler, the current Defense Acquisition Executive. wrote of
similar objectives and specified specific steps to begin to achieve civil-military integration in his
book Affording Defense' and more recently in a June 3 letter to the Service Secretaries on the
Single Process Initiative.' Integration of the defense and commercial industries allows the US to
maintain the defense capacity for times of emergency without the cost of constantly producing
defense products that we do not need at the present time. This also allows us to get away from
the "defense industrial complex" requiring constant feeding and production to sustain itself as
they would have commercial products that they can produce to maintain their capacity. The DoD
would pay them to maintain military specific equipment and capacities and maintain the ability
to rapidly shift to produce needed military systems. Before that can happen, the defense industry
must either become lean to compete in the commercial market, or the commercial companies
must be allowed to compete in the defense market without large barriers. If one reads many of
the Defense Science Board studies that were led by Dr. Perry and Dr. Kaminski as far back as the
1970's, the emphasis on the merging of the defense and commercial industry is a central theme
and for this very reason." This merging of production lines is starting to occur in the satellite,

' Perry. William "Secretary of Defense Memorandum: Common Svstems/ISO-9000/Expedited Block Change," Dec
6, 1995.
Gansler. Jacques. Affording Defense Cambridge MA MIT Press. 1989 Pg 239. 279-282
Gansler. Jacques. "USD(A&T) Memorandum. The Single Process Initiative-A Long Term Perspective " 3 June
1998.
Department of Defense. "Report of the Defense Science Board- 1986 Summer Study on Use of Commercial
Components in Military Equipment" Office of the Undersecretary of Defense For Acquisition. Washington D C.
January 1987.
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electronics, and engine industries, but to date it has not occurred in the aircraft or munitions
areas.
TI

."are both political and technology reasons that make the change from "just-in-case" to

"just-in-time" strategy is not only desirable but also possible in today's environment where it may
not have been possible 10 years ago. The technology based reasons are: the key technologies for
military systems are now primarily drawn from commercial technology developments: the rapid pace
of commercial technologies has overtaken the military development effort; the development of open
system architectures from commercial computer systems is making its way into military systems
(Open Systems Initiative); the quality of commercial products often exceeds the military standard
equivalents; and the acceptance of field replaceable instead of field repairable components allows the
maintenance concerns to be reduced. Some of the political changes that may allow for this type of
change to occur now are: the reduction of the military threat and a period of clear military superiority
(we can take this time to reorganize without exposing ourselves to risk); the acceptance of
substantially lower long-term defense budgets: the diminished threat of a global war and instead, a
focus on regional conflicts; and a recognition on the part of industry and military leaders that things
can and must change if we are to provide effective weapons for our forces over a long period.
The key to making such a change in development strategy is the reduction in the time it
takes to develop and produce military related products. The demonstrated capability to quickly
develop and produce weapons is the key enabling capability that will enable such a change to
occur. Not only is reducing the product development time a key to improving the product
development process but it is also key to changing the strategy used to decide which systems to
develop and how to equip our forces.
This research and its recommendations are intended to identify and eliminate the causes
of long development times for military systems. It addresses what will be shown to be a key
factor in determining the development time for military projects, the development of the project'.
initial schedule. This report is organized around the process used to carry out the study. Part I
outlines the current situation, the previous efforts, the commercial experience associated with
development time. It also documents the product development process. Chapter I identifies the
current development time for military systems and found that they have consistently increased
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since the 1970s. It identifies some of the impacts of development time on military capability,
cost, and the DoD acquisition system. Chapter I also identified the previous significant efforts to
shorten development times such as the Packard Commission and other more contemporary
efforts. Chapter 2 looks at the commercial successes at improving product development
capability by focusing on development time. It provides experiences from the automobile
industry and aerospace industries more closely related to the defense industry. Chapter 3
provides a descriptive of the Air Force product development process as a representative example
of how the DoD accomplishes its product development activities.
Part 2 of this report identifies a key research area, the schedule development process, and
its impact on dev'elopment time. for in-depth research. Through understanding what is driving

the initial project schedule and the impact of the initial project schedule on the eventual
development time, the author hopes to identify the key drivers of development time. Chapter 4
identifies the specific area of research and provides the framework for the research. Chapter 4
also reviews the previous research associated with project schedules associated with military
projects. Chapter 5 describes the research method selected and used to collect the required data.
It describes the reasons a survey-based method was selected and the factors that were considered
in developing the three surveys used to collect project level data at the Program Offices, the
Pentagon. and the Contractors. Chapter 6 presents the demographics of the 317 surve,
respondents to show that it is a representative sample of the current development efforts, both
large and small. Chapter 7 describes the methods used to analyze and illustrate the results of the
surveys.
Part 3 presents the results of the three surveys and the analysis of the processes used to
develop a project's schedule and its impact on actual development time. Based on the survey
results. Chapter 8 identifies the factors involved in developing a project's initial schedule. It
analyzes user's schedule desires, the project objectives, and the influences on schedule. It
identifies the schedule information and tools used, and the organizations involved in the
development of a project's initial schedule. Chapter 9 shows the impact of the project's initial
schedule on the project's contracted schedule. It shows what is driving the length of the
contractor's proposed schedules and the results of these schedules. Chapter 10 identifies the

Prologue and Overview

incentives associated with the length of project schedules for the development of a project. It
describes both the organizational and personal incentives at the Pentagon, Program Offices, and
Contractor for associated with project schedules. Chapter 11 then documents the achieved
schedules and compares them to both the initial project schedules and estimates of the project
managers of the minimum required time to develop the projects. It shows the impact on the
overall development time that the project's initial schedule and the various factors that cause
delays in projects has on the time it eventually takes to develop the project.
Based on the survey results, Part 4 draws conclusions, presents observations, and makes
specific recommendations for remedial action. Chapter 12 draws specific conclusions on the
schedule development process and its impact. Chapter 13 places these conclusions in the larger
context and makes specific observations about the entire product development process. Chapter
14 makes specific recommendations for action that must be taken to improve the product
development process and in particular the process used to develop the initial schedules of a
development project. Chapter 14 then revisits the larger changes in development strategies
enabled by the reduction in development times and how shorter development times may allow
for a change from a "just-in-case" development strategy to "just-in-time" approach.
The ultimate objective of this research is to reduce development time in order to meet the
ever-changing needs of our warfighters. Reducing development time is the key to improving the
development process to allow it to provide higher quality products, more rapidly, and at lower
cost. Current long development times for military systems have significant negative impacts.
Many commercial firms have achieved dramatic improvements in their product development
processes by focusing on reducing development time. This research provides a detailed
description of the complex processes the military uses to select, plan, and carry out development
projects and the impact those processes have on the time it takes to develop and field these
projects.
This research identifies key barriers to reducing development time and makes specific
recommendations on how to remove them. The key barriers to reducing development time for
military systems are the lack of importance placed on project schedules; the lack of effective
schedule-based information and tools; the lack of schedule based incentives; and the overriding
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impact of the funding-based limitations on defense projects. The steps necessary to establish a
focus on reducing development time are: 1) recognizing the impact of development time, 2)
providing the necessary information for decision makers, 3) providing proper incentives at each
organizational level, and finally providing a structure to effectively manage the set of all
development projects to ensure that each project can be funded based on its development related
requirements.
The implementation of the recommendations and a focus on reducing development time
will force other necessary improvements in development and other acquisition processes. The
focus on reducing the time to develop and field systems will drive the acquisition system to
better meet the needs of our warfighters, more rapidly, and at lower cost. Better, Faster, and
Cheaper. Even more importantly, shortening development times is critical to develop and
produce with limited resources, the right weapons at the right time to deter or to defeat any
potential enemy at any time with the minimum cost to our warfighters. The recommendations of
this effort should be implemented forthwith to begin the long and difficult process that is
required to shorten the development times and increase the effectiveness of our military product
development system.
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Part 1
Problem Identification and Development
Process Overview

Overview
Part I of this thesis, consisting of chapters 1 through 3, describes some current issues
associated with the Air Force product development process and the problem of long development
cycles. Chapter 1 identifies the nature of the problems that lead to long cycle times and discusses
past and current efforts to address them. Chapter 2 describes significant advances in the
commercial sector that have resulted from applying lean development practices. Chapter 3
specifically describes Air Force product development processes to establish a frame of reference
for discussions in later chapters.

Chapter 1
Long Development Times for
Military Systems
The U.S. Department of Defense oversees the world's largest product development
operation. Over the past 20 years, DoD has spent the 1998 equivalent of $732.5 billion on
researching, developing, testing, and evaluating new systems. In 1997 alone it spent $32.5
billion developing new or improved military systems, despite a 30 percent drop in annual
development dollars since 1989.
Today development-related activities represent 42 percent of DoD's total procurement
costs. This amount does not include the tens of thousands of military and civilian DoD
employees assigned to acquisition-related positions, nor the development-related activities
associated with operating and maintaining existing systems. Overall, the money going to R&D
on new weapon systems represents an increasing fraction of all modernization dollars, and this
fraction is currently at an all-time high. For many programs, development costs significantly
exceed procurement costs. Development costs combined with the rapid rate of technological
advances-plus the impact on operational capabilities and costs-make the DoD development
process a central issue in defense acquisition.
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Many efforts have been made to improve the military acquisition system over the last
several decades. The most influential reform initiative was the Presidential Blue Ribbon
Commission led by David Packard in 1986. The Packard Commission identified long
development time as the key problem and stated in its conclusion:
"Serious result of this management environment is an unreasonably long acquisition
cycle--ten to fifteen years for our major weapon systems. This is a central problem from
which most other acquisition problems stem: . . . it leads to unnecessarily high costs of

development, . .. obsolete technology ... and aggravates the very gold plating that is one
of its causes."
Packard Commission Report "
As it introduced its recommendations, the Packard Commission stated:
"Acquisition problems have been with us for several decades, and are becoming more
intractable with the growing adversarial relationship between government and the defense
industry, and the increasing tendency of Congress to legislate management solutions. In
frustration, many have come to accept the ten-to-fifteen years acquisition cycle as normal,
or even inevitable.
"We believe that it is possible to cut this cycle in half."
Packard Commission Report"
Long product development cycles have a serious impact not only on the military's
acquisition system but also on its warfighting capabilities. DoD leaders have !ong complained
that it takes too long to develop and field new systems and too long to meet the needs of
warfighters. In 1986, the Packard Commission reported:
"The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated that the most important way technology
could enhance our military capability would be to cut the acquisition cycle in half."'

'President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management (Packard Commission). "Formula For Action: A
Report to the President on Defense Acquisition". 1986. Pg. 8.
8Packard Commission "Formula For Action: A Report to the President on Defense Acquisition". 1986. Pg. 15.
Packard Commission "Formula For Action: A Report to the President on Defense Acquisition". 1986. Pg. 35.
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More recently, Secretary of Defense William Cohen in March of 1997 stated:
" ... We need a fast-paced acquisition system that can seize upon new technologies....
We need to quickly get technology to the warfighters' hands to met their needs while ...
it is new and competitive." "'
General Ronald R. Fogleman, former U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff, indicated the importance of
making the acquisition system more responsive to warfighters' needs:
"It's essential that we make our acquisition system more responsive to the needs of the
warfighter. We've engaged our partners in industry to help us improve our acquisition
process and produce more combat capability for the dollars we invest .... Working

together, we can provide a truly responsive acquisition process that fields the capabilities
required to underwrite asymmetric force application in a timely and cost-effective
manner.
The Honorable Paul Kaminski, undersecretary of defense for acquisition and technology, put it
more straightforwardly when he told a Senate Committee:
"The Department of Defense cannot afford a 15-year acquisition cycle time when the
comparable commercial turnover is every 3 to 4 years. The issue is not only cost. The
lives of our soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen may depend upon shortened acquisition
cycle times as well. In a global market, everyone, including our potential adversaries.
will gain increasing access to the same commercial technology base. The military
advantage goes to the nation who has the best cycle time to capture technologies that are
commercially available; incorporate them in weapon systems; and get them fielded
first."' 12

' Cohen. William and Kaminski, Paul. "DoD Press Conference". 14 March 1997. Reported in Program Manager.
Defense Systems Management College May June 1997. Pg. 15-18.
" Fog!eman, Gen. Ronald R., U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff. "Air Power and the American Way of War". Presented
at the Air Force Association Air Warfare Symposium. Orlando, Florida. Feb 15, 1996.
" Kaminski, Paul G. "Statement of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology, Paul
Kaminski, before the Subcommittee on Defense Technology, Acquisition and Industrial Base of the Senate
Committee on Armed Services on Dual Use Technology". May 17, 1995.
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A. Acquisition Response Time
The acquisition cycle to which the leaders refer can also be described as the acquisition
response time. Acquisition response time is the time from the emergence of a threat, an
operational need, or a new technological opportunity to the delivery of enough systems to
provide operational capability. Acquisition response time is thus a measure of the
responsiveness of the entire acquisition system to meet the needs of warfighters. This time
includes recognition time, decision time, development time, and production time.

Acquisition Response Time

i2,

LmAe riA
n I ieat
Need
Identified
Technological
Opportunity
Current Deficiency
Changed Military
Strategy

LJI'•I" on...
to Proceed

.....

_--

upJati
,•Lal

Production
Item

Capability

Figure 1-1: Components of Acquisition Response Time -- Time to Meet the Customer's or
User's Needs

Recognition time begins when a new threat emerges, a deficiency in the ability to execute
a military strategy appears, a change in military strategy that requires new systems occurs, or a
technological opportunity with significant military application emerges. Recognition time ends
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when the services formally recognize the need for a new system. This is typically done through a
Mission Needs Statement.
Decision time begins when the need is recognized and ends when a decision is made to
proceed with a development effort to fill that need. During this period due leaders must decide
which needs among many to address, and which opportunities to pursue. During this time
leaders also define the requirements for a new system, determine which technology to use,
allocate the resources, and create a development plan. Decision time ends with a Milestone I
decision or project approval.
Development time begins with the decision to start the project and ends with the delivery
of the first production item. This stage includes selecting contractors, refining the product's
design and the process used to make it, prototyping, testing, and producing the first
representative system. By the end of this period, the vast majority of product and process
development activities are complete. Further improvements to the production process can be
attributed to the learning curve during production.
Production time begins with completion of the first item and ends when enough systems
are produced and fielded to provide an effective operational capability. In the military this is
marked by the "required asset availability" (RAA) date, or by the declaration of "initial
operational capability" (IOC). Not until this point do warfighters consider a system usable for
the intended mission.
Determining overall acquisition response time is often difficult because it is unclear
exactly when an opportunity opens or a threat emerges. Decisions can occur quickly if an
opportunity or threat catches a leader's attention, but potential projects can also languish for years
within the modernization planning process, never managing to make it above the cutoff line.
Decision makers may also take as long as five years to build the necessary consensus for starting
a development project.
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B. Development Times for Military Systems
Development time is easier to examine and analyze since it has a more defined begi :ning
and end. Development time for all major defense acquisition programs" averaged 106 months, or
nearly 9 years, from 1965 to 1995, as shown in Figure 1-2 below. Air Force ACAT II projects-those costing between $355 million and $140 million for development averaged 66 months.
Smaller ACAT III projects--those costing less than $140 million for development-averaged 51
months.
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Figure 1-2: Distribution of Product Development Time for Major Defense Acquisition
Systems Since 1965"

" Major Defense Acquisition Programs are those that have more than $355 million in projected development costs
or more than $1 billion in projected production costs.
" Jarvaise, Drezner, and Norton. "The Defense System Cost Performance Database: Cost Growth Analysis Using
Selected Acquisition Reports." Santa Monica CA: Rand. MR-625-OSD Data Current as of December 1994.
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Development times have increased since the Packard Commission report was issued in
1986. Development time for major defense projects, based on the date of the first delivered
operational item, has grown from 97 months in the first half of the 1980s to 108 months in the
first half of the 1990s. Development time appears to be headed for 115 months for the second
half of 1990, and to over 12 months--more than 10 years--after 2000, as shown in Figure 1-4.
(No future data are available for smaller projects.)
The figure shows the times from program start (Milestone 1) to first operational delivery.
The figure does not include Pre-Milestone I activities, which can last up to 5 years, nor does it
include time from first operational delivery through delivery of enough quantities for operational
use.
As shown in Figure 1-5, long product development times occur across all types of
systems. Of particular note are that electronic systems, munitions systems, and helicopters
average more than 10 years in development.

5 Data provided by Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisition) SAF/AQXR. Definitions of start and stop points used
to determine development time could not be verified.
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Figure 1-5: Average Time from Program Initiation to First Operational Delivery for Major
Defense Acquisition Systems."

;"Data from Rand SAR Database. Jarvaise, Drezner, and Norton The Defense System Cost Performance Database
Cost Growth Analysis Using Selected Acquisitie.. Reports." Santa Monica CA Rand. MR-625-OSD Data Current
as of December 1994. Averaged over all major defense acquisition programs with available data Note the 70-74
data may not contain some long running program data that was not included in the SAR database as they' preceded
the SAR reporting requirements.
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Little solace can be taken from the relative speed of the process for developing military
aircraft, such as the F-16, KC-10, and A-10. More contemporary efforts, such as the C-17 (150
months), F-22 (144 months), and T-45 (111 months), average significantly longer development
times.
Average development times for smaller Air Force ACAT II and ACAT III projects
(below $355 million in development costs) are shown in Figure 1-6 below.
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Figure 1-6: Projected Average Development Times for Current Smaller Programs (ACAT
II and ACAT III Projects) 1

"~Data from Jarvaise, Drezner, and Norton. The Defense System Cost Performance Database: Cost Growth
Analysis Using Selected Acquisition Reports." MR-625-OSD. Santa Monica CA: Rand. Data Current as of
December 1994.
" Projected development time provided by the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition (SAF/AQXR).
Definition of start and stop points used to determine development time could not be verified. Percent of
development complete also could not be determined.
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For new programs completed in the 1990s, the average time from program start to initial
operational capability-the real test-is over 10 years. This average is available from a recently
developed database from the Office of the Secretary of Defense. This database is based on
Selected Acquisition Reports and is current as of March 1998."
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Figure 1-7: Time from Program Initiation to Initial Operational Capability for Major
Defense Acquisition Programs (from OSD(A&T) API ACTS database of 215 Major
Defense Acquisition Programs)

The scenario feared by the Packard Commission-that the military would come to accept
10-to-15-year acquisition cycles-has apparently occurred Systems now in initial stages have
been planned with long development cycles. The newest system, the Joint Strike Fighter, which
has just begun its demonstration phase, is scheduled to be operational in 2008 after 12 years of
development. The AIM-9X off-bore sight missile used in close air-to-air combat is expected to
reach initial operational capability in 2003. Nine years after program initiation despite the fact

"Department of Defense OSD(A&T) API. DoD Cycle Time Analysis Tool 15 January 1998
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that a prototype was demonstrated as early as 1994, and despite the fact that the weapon fulfills a
strong identified need and that it has significant political backing. 20 Even the F/A-18 E/F. an
upgrade of an existing fighter, is scheduled to take 11 years from initial contract award in 1991
until initial operational capability in 2002.
The "nominal" or planned times for proceeding from program initiation to the beginning
of production, shown in Table 1-1 and taken from a Defense Systems Management College
chart, range from 6 to 13 years. When one includes the production process, the acquisition cycle
takes 8 to 21 years-potentially one year longer than a successful military career.

Phase 0
Milestone 1
Phase I
Milestone 2
Phase II
Milestone 3
Phase III
Phase IV

Concept Exploration
Program Initiation
Demonstration and Validation

2-4 years

Engineering and Manufacturing Development

4-7 years

Production and Deployment
Support

Development Range
Deployment Range

0-2 years

2-8 years
10-50 years
6-13 years
8-21 years

Table 1-1 "Nominal" or Planned Defense Acquisition Time Scales 2 '

Exacerbating long planned development cycles, only half of DoD development programs
meet their schedule. Many programs are delayed for years, some because of technical problems,
some for funding reasons, and some because of changing requirements. Electronic systems and
munitions systems, for example, average 21 months' delay. Figure 1-8 below shows the number
of major defense acquisition programs that experience schedule slips. Table 1-2 shows the
planned and actual schedules for different types of major development projects.

Dornheim, M. and Hughes D.. "U.S. Intensifies Efforts to Meet Missile Threat". Aviation Week and Space
Technology. October 16, 1995. Pg. 39 and June 6, 1994. Pg. 44.
2"Defense Systems Management College Chart - Defense Systems Acquisition Management Process. May 92 and
20

97.
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Planned
(months)

System Type

Number of
Programs
in Database

Average Slip
(months)

Achieved
(months)
106

All Programs
in database
Aircraft
Ship
Munitions
Missile
Space
Electronic
Vehicle
Hehcopter
Other

83
107
121
105
109
121
95
131
68

Table 1-2: Months from Program Initiation to First Operational Delivery of Major Defense Acquisition
Programs"
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Figure 1-8: Distribution of Schedule Slip for 131 Major Defense Acquisition
Programs (mean schedule slip: 13.8 months)"

" Data from Jarvaise, Drezner, and Norton. The Defense System Cost Performance Database: Cost Growth
Analysis Using Selected Acquisition Reports." Santa Monica CA: Rand. MR-625-OSD. Data Current as of
December 1994.
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The data show that development time, including the slip in the schedule, averages over
106 months for major defense systems. Recognition time, decision time, and the time from first
production item to delivery of enough systems for effective capability only add to these lengthy
periods. The last of these, the time from decision to proceed to initial operating capability was
the primary focus of the Packard Commission faulting the excessively long acquisition cycle and
their recommendations to reforming the acquisition system.

C. Impact of Long Development Times
Long development times impact the DoD in many ways. It impacts our military capability
through systems, long in development, not being ready when needed. It impacts our military
capability through systems not meeting the current need when fielded. It impacts our military
capability through fielding of dated technology in our newest systems. It impacts our ability to
quickly respond to new or emerging threats or to respond to known safety issues. Long

2" Data

from Jarvalse, Drezner, and Norton. The Defense System Cost Performance Database: Cost Growth

Analysis Using Selected Acquisition Reports." Santa Monica CA: Rand. MR-625-OSD. Data Current as of

December 1994.
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development times also result in increased cost to develop and sustainment of our weapon
systems. Examples of each type of impact of long development times are provided in appendix 2.

C.1. Systems Not Ready When Needed
Desert Storm provided a unique opportunity to identify military needs in a wartime
environment and determine the possible impact of equipment in the development pipeline had it
had been deployed more quickly. Seven systems that were long in development would have
mitigate critical needs during the early part of Desert Shield and Desert Storm. These systems
were the C-17 strategic and tactical heavy lift cargo aircraft (started 1980), MILSTAR survivable
satellite communications (started 1981), LANTRIN Precision Targeting System (started 1979),
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (started 1974), Global Positioning System
(started 1973), Advanced Air-to-Air Medium Range Missile (started 1978), Sensor Fuse Weapon
wide- area anti-tank capability (started 1983). Additional details are provided as o the program
circumstances and impact in Appendix 2.
Many other major defense systems under development for at least five years were not
available for use in Desert Shield or Desert Storm. Those included the Stingray Anti-Aircraft
Missile, the V-22 Osprey, the AGM-130 Powered Glide Bomb, the Mark XV Identification
Friend or Foe, the Army Brilliant Anti-Tank Weapon, the Advanced Apache Long Bow and
Hellfire Missile System, the Commanche attack helicopter, the AWACS Block 30-35 upgrade
program, the F-22 Air Superior Fighter, and the B-2 strategic bomber. All these systems were
started based on an identified need. Many of these systems have still not reached operational
status 7 years later.
A few systems were rushed through development and made available to troops during the
six months prior to Desert Storm. The Joint STARS surveillance plane was pushed into service
and provided critical observations of Iraqi troop movements. A bomb system, the Bunker
Buster, was developed and fielded in 29 days. This rapid action demonstrated that the
acquisition system can move quickly to meet the needs of warfighters when they are seen as
essential. But such efforts are the exception rather than the rule.

1. Long Development Times for Military Systems

C.2. Systems Not Meeting Current Needs When Fielded
With the average development time for a new major defense system approaching 10
years, the need for and requirements of any system in development may dramatically change.
Many of the systems now in the pipeline are based on the threat and political environment that
existed before the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the Gulf War. Of 26 current major
development programs in the Rand database and due for completion between 1995 and 1999,
only 6 were started following the end of the Cold War. Twelve began during the early 1980s,
when the U.S. faced a radically different environment. One result is that systems often do not
adequately meet warfighters current needs when fielded.
C.3. New Systems Fielded with Dated Technology
In the time now required to develop and field a new military system, technology is no
longer state of the art, and in some cases it is obsolete and out of production. Ten year ago, the
Packard Commission stated that long development cycles "lead to obsolete technology in our
fielded equipment. We forfeit our five-year technological lead by the time it takes us to get our
systems from the laboratory into the field."" This problem is severely exacerbated by the rapid
rate of advance in electronics. Technologies are usually selected and "frozen" early in full-scale
development, significantly undermining programs based on fast-moving electronic and
computing technologies. These effects can be seen in programs such as the F-22, Joint STARS,
and AWACS Radar System Improvement programs (RSIP), all of which are heavily dependent
on computer processing. Current processors available operate significantly faster. As a point of
reference of today's technology used in home computers, the current Pentium II processor,
operating at 300MHz, can execute the equivalent of 627 million instructions per second (MIPS).'
The specific program details are contained in Appendix 2.

* President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management. "A Formula For Action: A Report to the
Pru-ident on Defense Acquisition" (The Packard Commission Report) Washington D.C. April 1986.
" Based on analysis of processor performance from Intel Corporation processor facts sheets from their web pages.
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Figure 1-10: The Progression of Commercial Computer Processors vs. Those Fielded in
AWACS RSIP, Joint STARS and F-22 Aircraft: '

Computer processors are not the only area of technology that is rapidly changing. Other
areas include digital signal processors, memory, sensors, communication systems, autonomous
control, and navigation technologies. The rapid advances within the commercial electronics area
are driving many of these technology advances. Military aircraft, ships, and space systems rely
heavily on such electronic systems to provide communication and control.
C.4. Slow Response to New or Emerging Threats
Emerging threats based on new technology or a unique combination of existing
technologies can pose a significant challenge to U.S. forces, and leave thenm exposed. Closln.
the performance gap and quickly developing counter-systems is an important aspect of

1. Long Development Times for Military Systerns

maintaining technologically superiority.
One example of the U.S. failure to pursue this strategy has been development of a
counter-system to the Soviet Archer AA- 11 off-boresight air-to-air missile that the soviets
deployed in 1985. Off-boresight missiles can attack aircraft at a wider angle then standard air-toair missiles allowing aircraft equipped with them to fire on opponents at greater angles from the
nose of the aircraft and significantly increasing their chances of killing their the opponent before
being shot down. In response to the threat the Israeli's developed and fielded a similar missile
the Python in 1993.
The U.S. system developed in response to the new threat is the AIM-9X, which is expected to
reach operational capability in 2002, 17 years after the threat was identified. Currently, no U.S.
fighter has any off-boresight missile capability.
C.5. Slow Response to Known Safety Problems
The current development process is also often slow to respond to identified safety
requirements. Two high-visibility programs that highlighted this slow response are the
integration of Traffic Collision and Avoidance Systems and Global Positioning System
Receivers on military aircraft. The time to field these systems contributed to a number of
avoidable aircraft accidents. The lack of GPS equipment contributed to the crash of a T-43
(Boeing 737) in Bosnia carrying U.S. business leaders on a trade mission and the crash of a C130 Presidential support plane. The lack of the Traffic Collision and Avoidance system on
military transports contributed to the collision of a U.S. Air Force C-141 and German C-130 off
the coast of Africa in 1997.
C.6. Effects of Development Time on Cost
Long development times also impact the cost of the systems that we buy. It leads to
higher development cost and less money being spent on producing the products. Conventional
wisdom indicates that the longer the development time, the more a project will cost. The

2"Source F-22, AWACS, and Joint STARS Program Offices.
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Packard Commission concurred, stating that "Time is money, and experience argues that a tenyear acquisition cycle is clearly more expensive than a five-year cycle."" There is significant
evidence of this effect in commercial development efforts." Unfortunately, no data estimating
the cost of different development schedules are available for specific military projects. The cost
models now used by DoD and the services do not account for the effects of time.
Data on major defense acquisition projects available from Rand show a positive
correlation between development time and cost. Of the ACAT I programs, those that take less
than 7 years to complete have an average development cost of $1.2 billion. Projects that take
between 7 and 14 years have an average cost of $1.8 billion. Those taking over 14 years average
$3.6 billion in development cost.29

" President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management. "A Formula For Action: A Report to the
President on Defense Acquisition" (The Packard Commission Report) Washington D.C. April 1986.p. 8
:"See discussion in Chapter 2.
29 For the 123 projects in the Rand database
with the necessary information, the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the length of project schedules and cost of development is positive 0.25, with a two-tailed significance
level of 0.005 This indicates that though there is considerable scatter in the data, longer programs on average do
cost more.
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Figure 1-11: Cost by Years in Development for Major Defense Acquisition Programs (Data
from Rand SAR Database)

Similarly, cost and schedule data on 154 projects of all sizes included in the surveys
conducted as part of this research effort indicate that the correlation between development time
and cost is both positive and statistically significant."'
More Funds Towards Development - Less Towards Production
Not only do longer programs cost more to develop but a larger percentage of the total
project cost is consumed during development. Data from the Rand SAR database indicate that
projects requiring less than 14 years of development time saw 27 percent of their cost go to
development and 73 percent go to production. Project with development times over 14 years had
46 percent of their cost go to development and 54 percent go to production.

"'Please see appendix 2 for additional details.
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As development programs have lengthened over the years, so has the percentage of DoD
funding going to research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E). RDT&E funding for
1997 is $32 billion, representing 42 percent of total DoD investment funding (RDT&E plus
production). This is the highest percentage ever. The rising percentage spent on RDT&E means
that a smaller percentage is available for producing new systems or enhancing the operations,
training, and readiness of existing forces. While both RDT&E and production funds have been
cut significantly in the last 10 years, the RDT&E accounts have sustained smaller decreases.
This has resulted in fewer new systems being fielded and made available for the warfighter.
C.7 Increased Program Instability and Cancellations
Increased Program Instability
No only are long development times associated with higher costs but the costs are less
certain. Analysis of the Rand SAR database indicates that longer programs typically have larger

" Source of Data: Rand SAR Data Base
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percentages of cost growth then shorter programs. Programs taking less then 7 years to reach
first operational delivery overrun their initial planned development budgets on average 15%.
Programs taking longer then 14 years on average overrun their development budgets by 42%."
This leads to additional program instability effecting this and other programs.
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Figure 1-13: Average Program Development Cost Growth by Development Time.
Analysis based on data from the RAND SAR database.

Increased Program Cancellations
Long development times also appear to increase the probability that a program will be
canceled before entering production. All efforts obtain a information on canceled programs from
the Pemnagon were unsuccessful. The only data found comes from the book Augustine's Laws.
According to Norm Augustine's analysis of 114 canceled programs. each program stands about a
4.4% chance per year of being canceled. Efforts to obtain the names and data on the canceled
programs were unsuccessful. However, in a later article he cites representative examples of
canceled programs including four canceled Army air defense systems: Mauler, Roland, Sgt York,
and ADATS. None of which were fielded. These systems cost $6.7 billion in development costs
and produced no combat capability."

Jarvaise, Drezner, and Norton. "The Defense System Cost Performance Database: Cost Growth Analysis
Using
Selected Acquisition Reports." MR-625-OSD Santa Monica CA: The RAND Corporation. 1996.
33Augustine, Norman. "From Industry...Acquisition Reform: Dream or Mirage." Army RD&A Magazine.
September-October 1996. Pg. 20-22.
12
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Figure 1-14: Cumulative Probability of Cancellation of Defense Programs Over Time.'
Norm Augustine indicates the cost of these canceled programs in terms of lost military
capability. He states the funds expended on the canceled "could have purchased 1,000 Abrams
tanks, 100 F-16 Fighters, 1,000 AMRAAM Missiles, 10 Titan IV Rockets, 20 JSTARS, 10.000
Javelin Missiles, 70,000 MLRS Rockets, and One Nuclear Attack Submarine"'' "
Increased Management Turnover
One potential reason for the increased program instability and increased cancellations is
the difficulty maintaining a consensus among a large number of program and service leaders over
time. As shown in the table below, the average program taking 11 years to go from program
initiation to initial operational capability has experienced a significant amount of management
turn over.

1 Augustine,

Norman R.Augustine's Laws. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Washington DC.

1983.

" Augustine, Norman. "From Industry...Acquisition Reform: Dream or Mirage." Army RD&A Magazine
September-October 1996. Pg. 20-22.
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Number of: (132 Months Avg ACAT I)*
Program Director
Program Executive Officer
Service Acquisition Executive
Defense Acquisition Executive
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Secretary of Defense
Presidents
Budget Cycles

4
5
8
8
5
7
3
11

Table 1-3: Management Turnover for the Average Development Time for a Major Defense
Acquisition Programs."

C.8 Increased Sustainment Costs
Long development times also contribute to increased cost of operations and sustainment.
It increases the time required to replace systems with high operating costs. One example is the
DD-21 destroyer that is expected to lower the operating cost of a Navy destroyer by 70%
compared to today's destroyers. Long development times increase the time to replace hard to
maintain systems such as the current F-15 Radar which has a 12 hours Mean time between
failure. The upgraded radar systems under development are expected to have 120 hours mean
time between failure."
Long development times also increased the impact of diminishing manufacturing base
parts and with long development times the problems occur earlier in a systems life. One example
is F-22 which is approaching its production decision currently has 593 parts which are already
out of production. Replacing these parts in the design is expected to cost $279M.'"
Another way that long development times impact sustainment of systems is that once a
new program is started it typically freezes upgrades to the existing systems. This is done in part
to ensure a significant difference between the new system and the old system to justify the new

* Developed by looking at management turn over in key offices for the last I 1 years.
" Information obtained from the F-15 Program Office in March
98.
'"Information obtained from the F-22 Program Office in March 1998.
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system. Upgrades and modifications to existing systems must compete for the same scare
resources with new programs. Many examples exist including fighter Aircraft, satellite
communications, bombs and missiles. Prior to the delivery of the new systems or in the event
the new system is canceled the warfighter is left with less then optimal equipment.

C.9 Other Impacts of Long Development Time
There are many other potential impacts of long development time. A sample will be
mentioned but not covered in detail. The analysis is contained in the appendix or left for
subsequent work.
Increase requirements and specification due to uncertain threat forecasts
Increased technology step sizes
Increased number of programs in development at once
Increased competition for resources
Decreased management attention per project

D. Efforts to Shorten Development Times
While there have been a flurry of acquisition reform activity in recent years, little of this
effort has been aimed primarily at reducing development time. The primary aim of the current
acquisition reform efforts has been focused on lowering costs. Acquisition reform initiatives that
focus primarily on cost include cost as an independent variable (CAIV), elimination of military
specification and standards, single process initiative (SPI), performance based specifications.
clear accountability in design, and the manufacturing development initiative. These initiatives
may also effect development time, though indirectly. A few efforts have aimed at shortening
acquisition schedules including the Packard Commission and the Affordable Acquisition
Approach Study. These efforts are outlined below.

1. Long Development Times for Military Systems

D.1. Previous Efforts
Many reports, teams, and commissions have, in one way or another, attempted to address
the DoD development problem. Most have focused on long production schedules and high costs.
Many have focused on the inability to meet projected schedules. Those efforts include the
influential Packard Commission and the current National Performance Review. But although
reform efforts have focused on long development times since the late 1970s, none appear to have
had significant effect.
Affordable Acquisition Approach Study
The Air Force Systems Command Affordable Acquisition Approach completed in 1983
focused on two questions: are projects taking longer and what can be done about it. The study
found that development times had increased significantly over the previous 30 years. The study
also found that the major cause of lengthening development and production times was the over
commitment of resources within the Air Force budget." The emphasis on development time
decreased as the study progressed and is evident in the change of the projects name from its
original name as the Accelerated Acquisition Approach Study to the Affordable Acquisition
Approach Study. One notable participant was the lead contract leader was Dr Jacque Gansler, the
current Defense Acquisition Executive. Few identifiable actions resulted from the study.

The Packard Commission
The 1986 Packard Commission looked at the entire defense acquisition process, citing
long development times as the central problem from which most other acquisition problems
originate. The Packard Commission's stark assessment identified problems at all levels, from
program managers to Congress. Its major recommendations were to cut acquisition time in half
by emulating successful commercial firms with world-class customers In its Formulafor
Action, the Packard Commission stated:
Acquisition problems have been with us for several decades, and are becoming
more intractable with the growing adversarial relationship between government and the
defense industry, and the increasing tendency of Congress to legislate management

'1Air Force Systems Command. "Affordable Acquisition Approach". Andrews AFB MD. 1983
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solutions. In frustration, many have come to accept the ten-to-fifteen years acquisition
cycle as normal, or even inevitable.
We believe that it is possible to cut this cycle in half. This will require radical
reform of the acquisition organization and procedures. It will require concerted action by
the Executive Branch and Congress, and full support of the defense industry.
Specifically, we recommend that the administration and the Congress join forces to
implement the following changes in the defense acquisition system.
Packard Commission Formulafor Action 1986"'
To achieve this goal, the commission recommended streamlining acquisition
organizations and procedures, using technology to reduce costs, balancing performance with
costs, stabilizing programs, expanding the use of commercial products, increasing competition,
and raising the quality of acquisitions personnel. The commission further aimed to consolidate
acquisition efforts under the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), create acquisition
executives at the assistant secretary level for each service, and rely on executive officers to
oversee major projects within the services. The commission also established rigid objectives for
cost, schedule, and performance for all major programs, and advocated standards and training
programs. President Reagan quickly accepted the commission's recommendations, and
Congress, which had been eager for acquisition reform, quickly turned them into law.
With the bold charge to cut acquisition time in half, strong support from the president and
Congress, and quick response by DoD, one would have expected dramatic results. However,
although DoD implemented the commission's recommendations, it did not widely internalize the
goal of slashing development time. Few of the people I interviewed realized that reducing
development time was even a significant objective of the Packard Commission. The current
focus of acquisition reform efforts is clearly on cutting costs, not reducing development time.
Only a few of the hundred or so current reform initiatives are aimed at reducing development
schedules.

"VPresident's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management. "A Formula For Action. A Report to the
President on Defense Acquisition" (The Packard Commission Report) Washington D.C. April 1986 Pg. 15.
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D.2 Recent Efforts to Shorten Product Cycle Time
Nevertheless, three recent efforts do directly address product development time: Air
Force Acquisition Reform Initiative ("Lightening Bolt #10"), the DoD Advanced Concept
Technology Demonstrations (ACTDs), and the Lean Aerospace Initiative, a consortium
involving industry, government, and academia of which this research is a part. Two new
initiatives, the Defense Systems Affordability Council Acquisition Cycle Time Reduction Tack
Force, and the Air Force Cycle Time Reduction Tiger Team, are focused directly on reducing
development time.
AF Lightning Bolt Initiative #10
Just after his confirmation in 1996 as assistant secretary for acquisition, Arthur Money
began a new initiative to cut the time to develop and field new Air Force systems time in half.
T'he description of Lightning Bolt #10 in March 1996 read:
Lightning Bolt #10. The time from initial effort by a buying office to satisfy a user's
validated requirements (for a new product, services, parts, etc.) until delivery will be
reduced by 50% 41
AFAR April/March 1996
However, the project's scope was soon narrowed to cutting the time from receipt of requirements
and allocated funds to contract award in half. The acquisitions community therefore limited the
complicating factors and focused only on those parts under its control.4 ' The objective of the
initiative was changed to read:
Reduce by 50% the amount of time to award contracts that meet our customers' needs.
This time begins with receipt of a validated user requirement and funding commitment,
and ends with contract award. Lightning Bolt #10 applies to efforts to develop and
acquire systems, and support their operational readiness."
AFAR June/July 1996

41Air Force Acquisition Reform Online newsletter March/April 1996.
4:
4'

Personal discussion with Col Ben McCarter. Lightening Bolt 10 Leader 13 June 1996.
Air Force Acquisition Reform Online newsletter June/July 1996
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The Lightning Bolt #10 group conducted interviews with program managers and
documented a set of best practices and new ideas to reduce time to contract award. The
Lightning Bolt #10 group disbanded after issuing its report and placing its "tool box" of ideas on
the Iniernet.
Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations (ACTDs)
Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations, an initiative of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD), are designed to reveal the utility of readily available technologies
for meeting pressing military needs. The idea is to allow the warfighting community to evaluate
a technology's military utility before committing to a major development effort.. The OSD
expects these demonstration programs to last between 2 and 4 years.
Paul Kaminski, former undersecretary of defense for acquisition and technology.
envisioned the program as a way to compress the time required to develop and field weapon
systems and to stimulate innovations needed to implement a revolution in military affairs."
ACTDs are expected to reduce cycle time by allowing an acquisition process to begin at
Milestone II-the beginning of full-scale development. Former Undersecretary Kaminski also
points out that because they are not part of the official acquisition process, ACTD projects can
incorporate considerably more flexibility in their contracts as they do not fall within the formal
rules of an acquisition program and are often able to use a different procurement category. After
completing an ACTD, the warfighting commanders can recommend proceeding to low-rate
initial production, pursue additional demonstration to improve the technology's performance, or
drop the technology.
DoD now provides a financial incentive for services to conduct ACTDs by adding 10
percent to what a service commits, although the number of ACTDs is limited by total DoD
funding. As of 1997, some 15 small development efforts are operating under the ACTD model--

" Kaminski, Dr. Paul G. "Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations: Challenges and Opportunities"
Keynote Address, ACTD Manager's Conference, DSMC, Fort Belvoir, VA, Sept 10. 1996.
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a small but visible effort. However, this approach is intended to circumvent the official
development process, not change the process used to develop most systems and projects.

The Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI)
The Lean Aerospace Initiative, a consortium encompassing industry, government, labor,
and academia, is led by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where 17 professors, 9 fulltime research staff, and over 20 graduate student research assistants work under the LAI purview.
The program is intended to reduce cost, development, and production time for military products
by half by infusing commercial lean practices throughout the defense aerospace industry.
Participants are conducting research in all phases of the development and manufacturing process,
including = factory operations, supplier relations, and government policy.
This approach contrasts with most efforts to reduce development time, which often focus
only on certain aspects. The figure below maps the cycle time-related initiatives against the
phases of the development effort that they effect.
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D.3 New Cycle Time Initiatives
In the late fall of 1997, two new programs, one at the DoD level and one at the Air Force
level, were initiated to help address long development time. DoD's Acquisition Cycle Time
Reduction Task Force aims to cut the period from project initiation to initial operational
capability for major systems in half. The Air Force Cycle Time Reduction Team aims to
dramatically cut the time to develop and field new and modified systems. This research has
shaped a significant portion of these efforts."

Note: The author is the Air Force Representative on the DoD Cycle Time Reduction Task Force and the Coleader of the Air Force Cycle Time Reduction Team.
'
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Chapter Summary
The Packard Commission identified long cycle time as the central problem in the
acquisition process. Development times for military systems have increased significantly over
the last 30 years. Current development times for major defense acquisition program is
approaching 115 months. Time from program initiation to initial operating capability (when the
system is ready for use) is even longer. The time required to develop or modify major military
systems is now approaching 11 years. Long development cycles affect warfighters as systems
long in development are not available for use, the technology included in these systems when
fielded is dated, the time to meet new threats is long, and the time to fix identified problems is
long. Long development times also impact the cost of developing and maintaining weapon
systems. Long development times also cause program uncertainty as costs are less certain, more
programs are canceled, and leadership changes as do leadership priorities.
While several studies have attempted to identify the causes of long cycle times, they have
had little effect, as development times have continued to grow. Part of the problem is that most
of the reform initiatives focus solely on cutting the cost of weapons. Few of the current
initiatives focus on reducing development or acquisition response times. What's more, two of
the three initiatives to reduce development time address only part of the problem. Clearly much
needs to be done if the time required to develop new military systems is to be significantly
reduced.

Chapter 2
Commercial Efforts to Reduce Product
Development Time
A. "An Acquisition Model to Emulate"
Commercial companies and practices are often held up as a model for the DoD acquisition
system. The Packard Commission, for example, referred specifically to an analysis by the Defense
Science Board of large commercial development programs. The board evaluated several multiyear, multi-billion-dollar programs comparable to the complex efforts required to develop major
military systems. The commercial projects included the IBM 360 personal computer, the Boeing
767 transport, the AT&T telephone switch, and the Hughes communications satellite. The Defense
Science Board study found that these projects were completed in half the time required for similar
DoD development efforts, and cost concomitantly less." The Packard Commission noted that
"these commercial programs clearly represent the models of excellence we are seeking . . ."The
commission also cited several defense projects, such as the Polaris and Minuteman missiles that
had achieved the accelerated schedules of commercial programs. Based on these results, the

4" President's

Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management. A Quest For Excellence: A Report to the
President on Defense Acquisition (The Packard Commission Report) Washington D.C. April 1986. Page 11.
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commission concluded that it was possible to apply commercial lessons to the Department of
Defense. The commission stated:
It is clear that major saving are possible in the development of weapons systems if DoD
broadly emulates the acquisition procedures used in outstanding commercial programs. In
a few programs, DoD has demonstrated that this can be done. The challenge is to extend
the correct management techniques to all major defense acquisitions, and more widely
" '
realize the attendant benefits in schedule and costs.

The commission identified six management features necessary to cut cycle time and cost: clear
command channels, program stability, limited reporting requirements, small but high-quality
staffs, good communication with end users, and effective prototyping and testing. The
Commission made specific recommendations in these areas, which were implemented. But, as
we have seen, development times for military systems have not decreased, indicating either a
problems with implementing the recommendations or other critical factors associated with
commercial projects not addressed by the Packard Commission. Dramatic changes have
occurred in the commercial product development world since the Defense Science Board and
Packard Commission issued their reports. More efficient and effective development time has
become the competitive focus of many of the most successful firms.

B. Competing on Product Development Time
In the last 15 years, the time required to develop and market commercial products has
been dramatically reduced. Firms are competing not only on price but also on their ability to
quickly produce high-quality products that meet the changing needs of their customers.
Commercial firms have found that by reducing time to market, they can also lower costs.
This has allowed companies to expand the number of new products they develop. The result is a
wider array of products that cost less than their predecessors.
Companies with fast product development abilities have a number of options open to
them. They can deliver a product to market before their competitors, thereby capturing market

" President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management. A Quest For Excellence: A Report to the
President on Defense Acquisition (The Packard Commission Report) Washington D.C. April 1986. Page 12.
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share and setting industry standards. Alternatively, they can choose to start a project after a
competitor but deliver it to market at the same time--with more cutting-edge technology or
specific attributes that meet customers' needs. Fast product development times also allow a
company to quickly respond to a new product introduced by a competitor. The ability to develop
and manufacture products quickly allows a company to select from a number of competitive
strategies not available to companies with significantly longer development times.
A number of books have recently appeared on the subject of reducing product
development time. Two of the more popular are Revolutionizing Product Development, by Kim
Clark, and New Product and Process Development, by Steven Wheelwright. Others include
Developing Products in Half the Time, Lightning Strategiesfor Innovation, Competitiveness
Through Total Cycle Time, Fast Cycle Time, and Survival of the Fittest: New Product

Development for the 90s."' All these books focus on reducing cycle time as a critical method for
improving commercial performance.
Competing on time to market is not limited only to consumer products some companies
in the defense industry also rely on this approach. Firms involved in communications, satellites,
computers, and aircraft, for example, have all cut product development times.
Of all these, the automobile industry's efforts to reduce product development times are
the most thoroughly documented. Major research on the automobile industry, such as the MIT
International Motor Vehicle Program and the Harvard Automobile Study, aas revealed detailed
information on how these efforts have succeeded.

C. Reducing Product Development Time in the Automobile Industry
In the late 1980s, Japanese automobile companies maintained a substantial lead over
American and European companies in product development and manufacturing. The Japanese
were able to develop and produce higher- quality cars, with more new parts, in significantly less
time, with significantly fewer people, at significantly lower cost, than their U.S. competitors.
These advantages allowed the Japanese to offer significantly more new models and model

" For full bibliography information, please see the reference section in Appendix 5.
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upgrades every year, and to rapidly include new features and technologies demanded by
customers. This, in turn, enabled them to dramatically increase their market share at the expense
of their U.S. competitors, who struggled for their very survival. Table 2-1 provides a view of the
product development performance of Japanese and American automobile manufacturers in the
mid-1980s. The table shows that the Japanese developed new models using only 68 percent of
the time required by U.S. companies. This allowed the Japanese to start a new -evelopment
project one and a half years later than an average American company yet bring it to market at the
same time.
Japanese companies developed equivalent, if not superior, cars with roughly one-third the
engineering hours and used only 485 engineers per project compared with 903 at U.S. firms--a
figures that account for the majority of development costs. Ratings by services such as JD
Powers and Associates attested to the significantly higher quality of the Japanese vehicles.
Japanese companies also found not only that they could undertake more development efforts
with a given level of resources but that they maintained more control over their development
efforts. The result was significantly fewer delayed products (one in six) than their American
counterparts (one in two).
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Automobile Producers
Average Development Time (Months)
Average Engineering Time (Millions of Hours)
Total Product Quality (Rating)
Number of Employees in Project Team
Number of Body Types per New Car
Average Ratio of Shared Parts
Supplier Share Engineering
Engineering Change Costs
as share of total die cost
Ratio of Delayed Products
Return to normal quality after new model (months)

Japan
42.6
1.2
58
485
2.3
18%
51%
10-20%

U.S.
62.0
3.5
41
903
1.7
38%
14%
30-50%

I in 6
1.4

1 in 2
11

Table 2-1: Product Development Performance of U.S. and Japanese Auto Industries (Mid1980s)"

When analyzing the performance of Japanese and American companies, for example,
Kim Clark and Takahiro Fujimoto '" found that the Japanese were not "buying" lead time by using
additional resources, as had been expected.5 ' Instead, they found a positive correlation between
speed and efficiency: faster firms were more efficient and slower firms were less efficient.": This
result may have been partly due to the ability to use the design-build-test cycle to quickly
identify and eliminate problems. Clark and Fujimoto noted:

Time-To-Market is such a critical dimension of performance in the outstanding project,
that all of the processes, systems, and activities are geared to fast action. This is
particularly true for the critical design-build-test cycles that are at the heart of problem
solving in development..."

"Composite data from Product Development Performance and Womack, Jones, and Roos. The Machine that
Changed the World: The Story of Lean Production. Ney York: Harper Perennial. 1990. Pg. 118.
"Clark, Kim and Takahiro Fujimoto. Product Development Performance: Strategy, Organization and Management
in the World Automobile Industry. Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press. 1991.
" The idea of buying lead-time was wide spread in DoD Programs and is called "crashing a program" by applying
additional resources to shorten the schedule.
'~ Clark, Kiin and Takahiro Fujimoto. Product Development Performance: Strategy, Organization and Management
in the World Automobile Industry. Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press. 1991. Pg. 87.
" Clark, Kim and Takahiro Fujimoto. Product Development Performance: Strategy, Organization and Management
in the World Automobile Industry. Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press. 1991. Pg. 304.
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Japanese automakers used their product development ability to increase the number of
models they offered from 47 in 1982 to 84 in 1990. American automobile manufacturers, in
contrast, increased their offerings from 36 in 1982 to 53 models in 1990. During this same
period, the Jaanese were replacing their models on average every 4 years, while the American
manufacturers were replacing their models on average every 10 years.
By updating their models more quickly, the Japanese were able to adapt and market new
technologies faster than U.S. companies. They also could quickly incorporate new and cheaper
manufacturing processes, and build on lessons from the previous generation. Japanese product
development performance allowed them to enter market areas in force, such as the luxury car
market, with new lines such as the Lexus and Infinity, that compete effectively with established
brands in this profitable sector.
The Japanese focus on reducing development time played a central role in this success.
Clark and Fujimoto indicate the impact of a focused effort on cutting development cycle time:
Faster Development Time -- A Unifying Driver. Just as engineers need a vision of the
overall product to guide their efforts in developing a new car, the people involved in
changing the development organization need a vision, an objective that captures their
imagination. Where changes have taken hold and worked, senior managers have linked
the need for a new organization to competition and the drive for tangible results in the
market place. The quest for faster development lead-time has been a particularly
powerful driver of this effort during the 1980s. Lead-time is not an end in itself, but its
pursuit leads people to do things that improve the system overall. In respect, lead time is
like inventory in a Just-In-Time manufacturing system; of itself, a low level of work in
progress inventory has some effect, but going after the root causes of excess inventory
brings about powerful system changes.""

Finding themselves at a severe competitive disadvantage, U.S. automakers responded
quickly to the crisis in the early 1990s and significantly reduced their product development
times, which are now are now less than two years for a new car. The variety of U.S. vehicles has
dramatically increased, and quality has never been higher. Cars are lasting longer, and their
costs are actually declining.

" Clark. Kim and Takahiro Fujimoto. Product Development Performance: Strategy. Organization and Management
in the World Automobile Industry. Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press. 1991. Pg. 282
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D. Reducing Product Development Time in Other Industries
Automobiles are not the only industry to significantly reduce its product development
time; that focus is spreading to nearly every sector. The driving forces behind this phenomenon
are intense international competition, fragmented and demanding markets, and diverse and
rapidly changing technologies." The result of this competition has been an explosion in product
variety, dramatic increases in quality, and large decreases in costs over a wide range of
industries, from textiles to consumer electronics. These developments have also affected
commercial sectors related to the defense industry, such as the commercial aircraft, satellite,
computer, and communications industries.
The commercial aircraft industry is seeing significant competition in several categories,
from business jets, to regional jets, to wide body jets, in part because of decreases in product
development times. Boeing produced the 777 in five years during the 1990s. Boeing has now
set an aggressive goal to reduce development time for future aircraft to two and a half years for
new aircraft and 18 months for modifications to existing aircraft." Such a focus gives all groups
within the firm a clear and effective measure of performance.
The commercial communication satellite industry has also seen a large reduction in cycle
times. Hughes Aircraft Co. states that it can develop and launch a new satellite that responds to a
specific customer's needs in as little as 18 months. Previous development times exceeded five
years." Similarly, computer companies have cut product development cycles to less than six
months to keep up with rapidly changing technology.

Clark, Kim and Wheelwright, Steven. Revolutionizing Development:.Quantum Leaps in Speed, Efficiencv, and
Quality. New York: The Free Press. 1992
'"Walt Gillette, Boeing Commercial Aircraft Company MIT Seminar Fall 1997.
" Hughes Spacecraft. Effort known as "Project 18," representing 18 months from contract to on orbit operations.
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Industry

Old Time

Current

Goal

Automobile

7 years

2 years

<18 months

New Commercial Aircraft

8-10 years

5 years

2 1/2 years

Commercial Spacecraft

8 years

18 months

12 months

Consumer Electronics

2 years

6 months

Table 2-2: Various Industry Product Development Times and Goals

Of course, the purposes of military systems and commercial systems differ. The
motivations of commercial firms--profits and market share-differ from that of the DoD of
providing the most effective defense. However, the means to achieve those objectives are
similar: to develop and field the highest-quality, lowest-cost systems that meet customers' needs.
The fast commercial time-to-market competitor can charge a price premium for a new product
with higher quality or additional features until a competitor matches the offer. Alternatively,
manufacturers can decide to increase market share by offering better performance for the same
price. The slow competitor does not have these options. The same is true for DoD: if it can
deliver a better system with more advanced technology that meets warfighters' needs faster than
an opponent can field a counter system, the U.S. can achieve a significant military advantage.
This fact was not lost on Undersecretary Kaminski, who told a Senate subcommittee: "The
military advantage goes to the nation who has the best cycle time to capture technologies that are
commercially available; incorporate them in weapon systems; and get them fielded first.""
This view is shared by at least some defense industry leaders such as Dean Clubb, head of
Texas Instruments' Defense and Electronics Group, who wrote: "As the pace of the world
quickens, the value of being first to market with innovative solutions is the key to true
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competitive advantage. This is true in the commercial market place and it is also true in the
1
military market.""

Chapter Summary
The commercial industry has been often cited as an example for DoD to emulate. The
commercial industry has made great strides in reducing their development times. The have done
this for competitive reasons and the requirement to quickly meet their customers changing needs
with high quality and low cost products. The focus on the reduction on development time is seen
as an organizing focus from which to organize development efforts. They have found that by
focusing on the reduction of development time, they force dramatic improvements in their
business processes. This has resulted in higher quality products, at lower cost, in dramatically
less time. Reductions in development times are often between 50% and 75% in many industries,
even in industries closely related to the defense industry.

" "Statement of The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology. Paul G. Kaminski before the
Subcommittee on Defense Technology", Acquisition and Industrial Base of the Senate Committee on Armed
Services on Dual Use Technology. May 17, 1995
" G. Dean Ciubb, "Blinding Speed Equals Competitive Advantage." Acquisition Review Quarterly. Fall 1996

Chapter 3
The Air Force Product Development Process
This chapter provides an overview of the various organizations, stages, and processes
involved in the current Air Force product development process. It is intended to provide an
understanding of the actors and their roles in the process of developing a procurement schedule,
which is described in later chapters. The description provided here is quite general, and any
individual development project may follow a slightly different path.
The description is based on federal, DoD, and Air Force regulations and instructions,
published books on the defense acquisition process, material for acquisition training courses
from industry and specific companies, interviews and discussions with a wide range of people,
and personal experience within the acquisition process. Appendix 3 contains references as well
as additional detail on each process.

A. Core Product Development Processes
Air Force product development processes can be separated into six distinct stages:
identifying the need, developing the requirements, allocating resources, planning the acquisition,
contracting, developing the product and establishing the process to produce it.
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Force planning determines which systems are needed. Requirements determine what the
new system must do to meet the need. Resource allocation determines the funding for the
development effort, given the range of activities and responsibilities of the services. Acquisition
planning entails determining how the system will be contracted and creating the plan to develop
the system Contracting entails selecting the contractor to develop the product and specifies the
contract conditions. Development turns the ideas, requirements, resources, and plans into a
working system that can be produced.

xduce

First

Technological Opportunity

Emerging Threat
Current Deficiency
Changed Military Strategy

Initial

Production Operational
Item
Capabilit%

Figure 3-1: Major Steps in the Air Force Product Development Process
Identification of need begins when an operational deficiency, an emerging threat, a
technological opportunity, or a change in military strategy occurs. Influences at this stage
include the Pentagon's long-range planning, the Major Commands' modernization planning
process, and priorities of the senior leadership. A "mission needs statement" specifically
identifies the need, which leads to a Milestone 0 decision authorizing further analysis and
determination of system requirements. To determine those requirements, the major commands
provide an analysis and obtain the Pentagon's approval. The result is an "operational
requirements document" outlining what a new system must do.
The major commands' resource planning process and the Pentagon's programming,
planning, and budgeting systems identify the dollars, equipment, and number of people
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authorized for the project. The result is a program objective memorandum and a requested
budget sent to Congress. The program offices then develop an acquisition plan and obtain
approval within the Pentagon. This results in a Milestone I decision authorizing contracting and
development efforts.
A Program Office then produces a request for proposal (RFP) and selects the winning
proposal from those submitted by contractors. The result is a contract that describes the
specifications for the project and the terms under which the contractor will pursue it.
The contractor then designs both the system and the process used to produce it. The
program office oversees this process and the Pentagon oversees the Program Office. Completion
of development is marked by delivery of the first production item. Each of these major areas will
be described in more detail later in the chapter.
The acquisition process typically proceeds through formal phases and milestones
designed to allow for periodic review. Need identification occurs in the Pre-Milestone 0 phase.
Setting requirements, allocating resources, performing early acquisition planning occur during
phase 0. The contracting and the development effort occur during phases I and II. The
development effort is typically complete by Milestone III or the production decision that marks
the beginning of Phase III. Milestone II and Milestone III decisions are administrative-based
decisions that do not always tie directly to event-based milestones in the development process.
Figure 3-2 below shows the relationship between the process areas and the milestone phases.
An overall metric of this process is acquisition response time: the time from when the
need arises to the time when the system is fielded and ready for use. Development time is the
major component of acquisition response time.
Understanding how this process complex requires a more detailed look at the
organizations and sub-processes involved.
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Mission Need
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Requirements
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Figure 3-2: Major Steps in the Air Force Product Development Process

B. Organizations Involved in Development
The organizations primarily involved in developing defense systems are the users, the
service headquarters, the Program Offices, and the defense contractors. Each group plays a
different role during various stages, and still more organizations play secondary roles. Figure 3-3
shows the distribution of various sub-processes by the organizations primarily responsible for
them
The users--the ultimate customers--do much of the planning and establishing of
requirements. The users are organized by different Air Force mission areas into major
commands such as Air Combat Command (ACC), Air Mobility Command (AMC), and Air
Force Space Command (AFSPC); or by geographic area such as US Air Force Europe (USAFE)
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and Pacific Air Forces (PACAF). A major command's mission is to organize, train, equip, and
maintain combat-ready forces for use by the Unified commands, such as US Central Command,
which are composed of units of all the services.
Each of the major command headquarters contains planning offices that project future
needs, requirements officers who identify future requirements for systems, and programming
offices that project the budget for major command activities. (These roles will be discussed in
detail below.) The officers in these positions are typically from the operational units within the
major command.

Figure 3-3: Major Product Development Processes by Organization
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The service headquarters and the Department of Defense together compose the Pentagon.
Each service headquarters is the approval authority for planning, requirements, and acquisition,
allocates resources, and oversees the development effort. Each function is duplicated at the DoD
level, with the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff playing an
integrating, authorizing, and oversight role. DoD typically becomes involved at this level only
with the largest defense acquisition programs and those with joint service application.
Many functional and cross-functional organizations fulfill the service headquarters' role
in the development effort. Those organizations are divided between the secretariat and air staff.
The key organizations include the deputy chief of staff for plans and programs, the assistant
secretary for acquisition, the assistant secretary for financial management, and the director for
program integration. Headquarters-level groups such as personnel, manpower, logistics, C41,
and test also become involved through several organizations such as the Working and
Overarching Integrated Product Teams and the Requirements Review Councils. These
organizations are the primary interface with senior Air Force leaders, DoD, and external
organizations such as Congress and the administration.
The System Program Offices oversees planning and contracting for major weapon
systems or groups of similar weapons, and act as the primary interface with the contractor
community.. Program Offices are supported by Development Centers and Logistics Centers,
which provide the necessary personnel. Each Program Office typically oversees many product
development efforts.
Before developing a new product, defense contractors must win the contract. This
involves several organizations within the company: marketing, typically referred to as the
business development group; the proposal development team, and the integrated product team,
which develops the actual product and processes. Financial management, engineering, and
manufacturing groups oversee the company's development efforts.
Many other entities such as the testing community, the defense laboratories, and various
defense think tanks also influence a development project but play a secondary. Higher-level
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decision makers such as the administration and Congress are primarily involved in funding
decisions for major development efforts and typically not in the details.

C. Identification of Needs
In the Air Force, the long-range planning group within headquarters Air Staff, the
modernization planning process through the major commands, and an ad hoc process based on
direction from senior leadership identify current and future needs. Needs based on current and
future threats, military strategy, current military capabilities, and available technology are
documented and approved through the mission needs statement, which in turn feeds the
requirements and resource-allocation processes.

Threat Strategy
Capabilities
TorchnnInow

juirements
eneration

Figure 3-4: Components of Identifying Needs and Force Planning
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C.1 Long-Range Planning
The Pentagon's Strategic Planning Office was established in 1996 to focus on a 25-to-40
year time frame. This new organization has not yet had a significant impact on product
development but may in the future.

C.2 Air Force Modernization Planning Process
The modernization planning process determines Air Force needs for new or improved
capabilities to ensure that the service can accomplish its mission, including the president's
national security strategy and national military strategy. The process used to convert the national
military strategy into the required weapon systems is referred to as "strategy-to-task." Once the
tasks are defined, WHO evaluates the capabilities of existing forces and identifies requirements
for new and upgraded systems. This -- process referred to as "task-to-need." (The processes used
to accomplish the "strategy to task" and the "task to need" analyses are defined in several
documents, including the CJCS MOP 77 Requirements Generation System Policy and
Procedures,Air Force Directive AFPD 10-14 Modernization Planning, and Air Force
Instruction AFI 10-1401 Modernization PlanningDocumentation.)
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Figure 3-5: The Modernization Planning Process

The Air Force modernization planning process is conducted by the major commands
through a number of mission area teams and associated technical planning integrated product
tearns (TPIPTs). These plans project 25 years into the future and guide investments hy the
scientific, development, and contractor communities. The major commands lead the mis,,on
area teams, and the TPIPTs are managed by Air Force Materiel Command and the teami"
associated product centers.
Thirty-eight mission area teams and functional area team,,s anal e capabilities in specitic
rmrwision areas One example is the Aerospace Control ,Mission Area Team. which examince
offensive counter-air, defensive counter-air, and theater missile defense IThe appendi\ contatinv

more detailed information on these teams and their makeup.) The teams are supported by subteams associated with each weapon system, and by technical planning integrated product teams,
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The TPIPTs include representatives from Program Offices, defense laboratories, and
industry. These teams identify potential systems and concepts to meet needs set by the mission
area teams. The TPIPTs also identify future technological needs that direct much Air Force
laboratory research.
All these teams follow the "strategy-to-task" and the "task-to-need" process to determine
current capabilities, future deficiencies, and how best to overcome those deficiencies. After
estimating potential enemy forces and capabilities for 25 years and projecting Air Force
requirements, mission area assessments and needs analysis rely on the national military strategy
to determine future needs. Mission solution analysis then determines the major commands'
preferred solutions for correcting deficiencies.
Mission Area Assessment (MAA) analyzes the ability of the unified commands and the major
commands to undertake their assigned tasks and to fulfill a military contingency plan.
Mission Needs Analysis (MNA) then uses as the task-to-need process to determine if existing
forces can meet the current and future assigned missions. Identified mission needs are
documented in a mission needs statement, which is used to make a Milestone 0 decision for
developing any new or modified system.
Mission Solution Analysis (MSA) evaluates potential solutions and produces an "unconstrained
set of preferred options."" These options may include changes in operations tempo, readiness,
training procedures and tactics, modification programs, force structure changes. new
acquisitions, and science and technology programs.
Mission Area Plans (MAP) use the results of the mission area assessment and the mission needs
analysis to "document the most cost effective means of correcting task deficiencies from among
nonmaterial solutions, changes in force structure, system modification or upgrades, science and
technology applications, and new acquisitions.'"' The MAPs are roadmaps outlining the

SBriefing by HQ USAFIXOXP, AQ/XO Offsite. 1997.
AFI 10-1401 Modernization Planning Documentation.
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modernization plan for each weapon system in the mission area. Function area plans are
developed for cross-cutting areas such as communications.
The modernization planning process culminates with a four star review by senior Air
Force leaders, who approve the mission area and functional area plans. The potential solutions in
the MAPs are then "racked and stacked" to determine which will be pursued.
From the finalized MAPs, the major commands develop a prioritized list of new or
modified systems. Requirements for new systems and modification of existing systems
identified through this process will help determine how much funding each service receives, as
well as when the process for establishing specific requirements begins and pre-acquisition
planning occurs.

C.3. Leadership-Directed Projects
In a directed project, a senior leader begins a development effort not included in mission
area plans. This frequently used top-down process contrasts with the bottom-up process used in
modernization planning. Respondents to the surveys conducted as part of this research indicate
that 42 percent of current Air Force projects were initiated as the result of leadership direction as
opposed to formal modernization planning.":
Directed programs may result from a new technology, a highly visible deficiency, or the
personal interest of a national or service leader. These directed programs will be incorporated
into future mission-area plans for the major commands. A mission needs statement or
operational requirement document used for this kind of program often references the senior
leader's direction.

"'The surveys and responses will be discussed in detail in Chapters 7-11.
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C.4. Mission Needs Process
A mission needs statement (MNS) documents the capability required to accomplish a
certain operational task, as well as the inability to fulfill the need through training, tactics, or
other non-materiel solutions. A validated MNS is required for a Milestone 0 decision, which
allows for early studies of alternatives and the operational and cost implications of developing a
new system.
Generating the Mission Needs Statement
The major commands write the mission needs statement based on the outcome of the
mission needs analysis and mission solution analysis. A major command will also generate a
mission needs statement at the direction of senior leaders. Major commands submit the mission
needs statement to service headquarters for validation.

Figure 3-6: Mission Needs Statement Generation and Validation
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Validating the Mission Needs Statement
The validation process ensures that all operational needs are properly documented and
agreed to by various functional groups before any development effort is begun.
A major command forwards a completed MNS to the Operational Requirements Division of the
Pentagon, where it is assigned to a requirements action officer who shepherds it through the
validation process. This officer submits the MNS to the working level of the Requirements
Review Council, which consists of major and lieutenant colonel-level action officers from the
functional groups. Following approval at the working level, the MNS is reviewed by the
Requirements Review Council, which consists of colonel and brigadier general-level officers
from various functional groups. Following council approval, the MNS is then submitted to the
Air Force Requirements Oversight Council (AFROC), a two-star-general-level review by the
deputy chiefs of staffs.
Once reviewed and approved by the AFROC, the MNS is returned to the major command
for final review and signature by the commander. The final document is then sent to the Air
Force chief of staff for approval and signature. Depending on the size of the potential project or
the joint applicability, the MNS may also then be sent to the Joint Requirement Oversight
Council (JROC) within the Joint Chiefs of Staff for further validation. The MNS is officially
validated by the Air Force chief of staff or by the Joint Requirements Oversight Council.
The completed mission need statement is then sent to the Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force for Acquisition, or to the undersecretary of defense for acquisition and technology. That
person makes the Milestone 0 decision to authorize studies of how to best meet the identified
need and to define the operational requirement for the new or modified system.
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D. Generating and Validating Requirements
Requirements document the capabilities a new system must have to succeed. In practice,
there is significant overlap between the process of establishing requirements and the planning
activities described earlier. The requirements community consists of groups at the major
command headquarters and the Pentagon. Each major command has a director for requirements
who is responsible for evaluating current capabilities, identifying deficiencies, and defining the
requirements for new systems in operation requirements documents. Within Air Force
headquarters, the Operational Requirements Division (HQ AF/XOR) reviews the documents,
coordinates them with other Pentagon organizations, and maintains the library of validated
documents. Depending on the project's size and scope or joint service applicability, the
document must be validated by the Air Force chief of staff, the Air Force Requirements
Oversight Council (AFROC) or the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC).

Modernization
Planning
Process Output

eq Generation Proce
MAJCOMs

MAJCOM

Commander
Review

Figure 3-7: The Process for Generating and Approving Requirements
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D.1. Generating Requirements
Operational deficiencies and solutions are turned into a set of requirements that form the
basis of a development effort. When complete, the systems will be tested to determine how well
they meet the requirements. The major commands specify requirements by evaluating
alternatives, performing Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analyses (COEAs), determining the
operating parameters for a specific system, and developing the operational requirements
document.
The general characteristics of the desired system are defined by various outputs from
modernization planning--often the mission solution analysis--or by directions from senior
leadership. The process focuses on how to fulfill the need with the selected system, how the
system should work, and what the specific operating characteristics should be. For example, if
service leaders have selected a new aircraft to fill a specific need, the requirements will define
what the characteristics of the new aircraft must be to fill the need.
The primary steps involved in generating requirements are analyzing alternatives,
analyzing cost and operational effectiveness, and generating the operational requirements
document.
Analysis of alternatives (AoA) identifies alternative methods of meeting the operational
requirements and resolving mission deficiencies following a Milestone 0 decision. The results of
these concept studies are used to prepare the cost and operational effectiveness analysis.
Cost and operational effectiveness analysis (COEA) is used to assist decision makers in
selecting the most cost-effective method to fulfill a mission need. The COEA process compares
several solutions on the basis of cost and operational effectiveness and documents the rationale
for choosing the preferred solution. COEAs are required for all major defense acquisition
programs. Formal COEAs are not required and are not typically performed for smaller program,,
(ACAT II and III).
The Operational Requirements Document (ORD) describes the concept of operations and the
specific performance measures-both the minimum and threshold (desired) levels that the new
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system is to fulfill. If the system cannot meet the threshold parameters, senior leaders must
decide whether to continue the project. These key performance parameters are included in the
acquisition program baseline and are reviewed as part of the milestone decision points. No
acquisition effort can proceed through Milestone I without a validated operational requirements
document.
The ORD is updated before full-scale development (Milestone II)
and production
(Milestone III) to include additional information as the system is further defined. A requirements
correlation matrix tracks changes in.the requirements over time and documents the reasons for
the changes. These and other analyses form the basis for the subsequent acquisition efforts for
the system.
D.2. Approving the Requirements
Leaders in the major commands review the ORD. which is then submitted to headquarters
and the Requirements Review Council and follows a path similar to that of the Mission Needs
Statements. Validating the requirements can take several months to several years, depending on
the contentiousness of the issues and the desires of the leadership.
A validated ORD is considered the definitive statement of users' requirements and
becomes the technical input into the acquisition process. Once the requirements are established
and validated through this process, they cannot be changed without a new review. A validated
ORD is required to authorize the start of a formal acquisition process.

E. Allocating Resources
Following the modernization planning process and concurrent with the requirements
process. any acquisition effort must successfully negotiate and obtain fonding, equipment, and
personnel through the resource allocation process. This process is used to develop Air Force and
DoD budgets for all activities, and includes the major commands, the Pentagon, DoD, the
administration, and Congress. Several different functions are involved, including programming,
which authorizes activities; budgeting. which projects costs and develops annual budget requests:
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and resource distribution, which disburses and tracks funds once Congress appropriates them.
Approved and scheduled funding for development and production is required for the Milestone I
decision that authorizes the start of a project.

Resource Allocation Process and PPBS

Figure 3-8: Resource Allocation Processes
Resource allocation and the Pentagon's programming, planning, and budgeting system
(PPBS) include multiple steps over a two-year period. Each major command develops a Program
Objective Memorandum (POM), which the Pentagon then uses to develop a POM for each service
and the total annual request included in the president's budgei. Once Congress has allocated the
money, funds are distributed in accordance with the POM as defined by defense appropriations
law.
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E.1. Developing the Program Objective Memorandum
Every year each major command projects the resources required to accomplish the
missions it must fulfill and to procure the new systems it desires. This information is captured in
the program objective memorandum (POM), which covers activities ranging from purchasing
fuel and maintaining systems, to developing new products, to training and deploying troops and
sustaining existing operations. The POM covers all funding projections for six years and force
structure for nine years, and is submitted two years before the first fiscal year to which it
pertains. Headquarters for the major command typically develops this document with input from
each group within the command. After internal reviews, the commander approves the requet
and it is forwarded to service headquarters. This document then becomes the initial input to the
Pentagon's planning, programming, and budgeting system.

E.2. The Pentagon's Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System
The PPBS is a multi-step annual process used to authorize activities, allocate resources,
and develop the service and DoD budgets. Secretary' George MacNamara began the PPBS
system during the 1960s in an attempt to bring focus, coordination, and control to the defense
planning and budgeting processes.
Each activity the service undertakes must be covered by a program element,. wvhich
allocates all funds and resources. The lowest level in the PPBS svstem, the program element.
can represent a single weapon system undergoing development or an ongoing military operation.
A Program element monitor (PEM) is the official spokesperson for that activity within the
Pentagon.
Planning and Programming
The planning and programming process develops and integrates the Program Objective
Memorandum and maintains the future year defense plan (FYDP). These documnent, authorize

3
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the services to both carry out and budget each specific activity. The director of program and
evaluation under the Air Force chief of staff oversees the planning and programming process."'
The planning function within the Pentagon begins with the submission of the POMs from
the major commands. These inputs assist the chiefs of staff and the service secretaries in
advocating their positions and developing Defense Planning Guidance (DPG). The latter is a
high-level document that sets the stage for apportioning resources among the services and within
various mission areas. After the DPG is issued, the malor commands update their POMs based
on the expected allocations among services and mission areas.
The programming function takes the updated POMs sand develops a consolidated
program outline of all Air Force activities. This program is then worked through an elaboratc
process to ensure that it fits within the expected budget and program guidelines directed h•
Office of the Secretarv of Defense, and that it meets the requirements of the senior Air Force
leadership. The elaborate process used to make these decisions and tradeoffs is known a, the
enhanced Air Force corporate piocess, and includes over 70 separate weapon teams, 10 mission
area panels, and 3 additional levels of review, before it is submitted and approved by the Chief of
Staff and the Secretary of the Air Force This entire process involves the participation of a
significant number of people in the Pentagon.
The secretary of defense then approves a program decision memorandum. vhich outlines
the proposed programs for the services. T'his memorandum forms the basis for the future , ear
defense plan (FYDP), which outlines the path for the military services over the next six years.
The program decision memorandum is then submitted to committees in Congress for their
authorization.

The Enhanced Air Force Corporate Process
The enhanced Air Force corporate process includes five levels of review within the
Pentagon prior to the final review by the chief of staff and the secretary of the air force
Intended to provide the senior leadership with the "corporate position while retaining the

"'HQ ISA/IPE was recently placed undc; HQ USAi/X() to create HQ USAF/X()P

It is
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responsibilities of the functional organizations." In other words, the "corporate position" is a
negotiated result and compromise solution on the funding levels for various Air Force activities
between the organizations and personalities represented within the various panels, board, groups,
and council.
The different levels of review are described below and depicted in Figure 3-9. In 1997,
development and procurement activities represented 32 percent of the total Air Force budget.
Integrated process teams (IPT) are staffed by the various program element monitors and action
offices associated with a weapon system. The IPT is the single point of contact for the major
commands to specific programs. There are roughly 70 separate weapon system IPTs.
Mission and mission support panels serve as the Air Force "centers of expertise" and represent
the first level of corporate review within each of 10 mission areas. While retaining a corporate or
Air Force wide perspective, the panels must still play the role of advocate for a particular project
within the corporate process.
The Air Force G;roup undertakes the first integrated Air Force-wide review and consists of 23

core members and 7 members representing the functional areas of the Air Force During the
POM process, this group is empowered with "off-the-table" decision authority (They can say no
to a decision, but not yes) as it brings ideas forward to the Air Force Board.
The Air Force Board is a two-star-level review staffed by the deputiec

of senior leader, In each

major functional area. The board now consists of 23 core functional areas and 7 other members
The Air Force Council, a three and four-star-level review, consists of senior leadcrs from the various
functional areas and major commands. The council provides recommendations that are coordinated at
senior levels across the Air Force and forwarded to the Air Force chief of staff and the secretary of the

Air Force.
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Budgeting
The Air Force budget process is organized and controlled primarily by the assistant
secretary of the Air Force for financial management, and more particularly by the budget
division. The annual budget is developed based on the results of the program objective
memorandum. The budgeting process develops more accurate estimates of the costs of executing
approved activities by updating previous estimates using current prices, inflation estimates, and
economic forecasts. The budgeting process also separates the required funds into categories used
to submit the overall Air Force budget estimate and compose the president's budget to Congress.
Based on these estimates and changes as directed by guidance from the secretar-y ol
defense, the Air Force Corporate Process Structure reworks the Air Force program to create the
budget estimate submission (BES).The BES represents the Air Force input into the annual DoI)D
budget request. Following a review by the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Office of
Management and Budget, the secretary of defense issues a president's budget decision (PBD).
The services again adjust their program to comply with the PBD and finalize the Air Force
budget. The president's budget is then submitted to Congress for approval and enactment.
Once the budget is passed by Congress and signed by the president, the budget and
comptroller communities distribute funding and track expenditures to ensure that no money is
spent that is not allocated and appropriated for a specific project.
The outcomes of this entire process--Program Objective Memorandum and the
Future Year Defense Plan-- are inputs into the acquisition processes and critical to a product
development effort. With the added expectation of an approved Operational Requirements
Document, the steps typically associated with the acquisition processes begin. Participants in the
acquisition processes take the users' requirements and expected resources and develop an
acquisition plan, select a contractor, and develop the product and the manufacturing process.

3. The Air Force Product Development Process

F. Acquisition Planning and Approval
In the acquisition approval and milestone decision processes, the service headquarters and
service acquisition executive review the proposed plans and decide if the project can proceed to
the next stage.

Acquisition Planning and

Figure 3-10: Acquisition Planning and Approval Processes

F.1 Acquisition Planning
This process develops plans based on the users' Operational Requirements Document.
The major acquisition planning steps include developing a team, collecting information, creating
program plans, projecting costs, and developing an acquisition strategy. The major products are
acquisition plans, cost estimawes, proposed project schedules, and a proposed acquisition program
baseline that outlines the project's cost, schedule, and performance objectives.
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The planning effort is accomplished by a newly formed Program Office specific to the
project, or by a team within an existing Program Office. The Program Office typically surveys
potential contractors to understand abilities and technologies available to the project. From this
information, the Program Office develops a series of plans that outline how, when, and at what
cost the project can proceed. The plans typically include an acquisition plan, a source selection
plan, and system engineering plans including a work break down structure, a master plan and a
master schedule. The plans also include an integrated logistics support plan; a test and
evaluation master plan; a human system integration plan, and a threat assessment report. These
plans and reports cover the entire expected life of the program, not just the development effort.
During this phase, the Program Office develops detailed cost estimates showing that the plans are
affordable within the expected resources, as required for a Milestone I decision. The reports
officially required for a Milestone I decision for major defense acquisition programs are shown
in Table 3-1.
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Acquisition Strategy Report

Description of Data Requirements

Acquisition Program Baseline

Exit Criteria

Affordabilitv Assessment

Independent Estimate of Life Cycle Costs

Future Year Defense Plan Funding Profile

Operational Requirements Document

Analysis of Alternatives

Program Office Life Cycle Cost Estimate

Component Cost Analysis

System Threat Assessment Report

Cost Analysis Requirements Description

Test and Evaluation Master Plan

Table 3-1: Information Required for a Milestone I Decision for Major Defense Acquisition
Programs
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When the plans are complete, the Program Office holds an acquisition strategy review
with a panel of outside experts and consolidates the results into an integrated program summary.
This summary is signed by the program director and forwarded to the Pentagon for review and
approval.
F.2. Acquisition Approval
Milestone approval is the formal process used to review projects and authorize them to
proceed to the next acquisition phase. Formal Milestone decisions are required by Defense
Acquisition Regulation 5000. 1, which gives the defense acquisition and service acquisition
executives milestone decision authority for major programs. For smaller programs the product
center commanders, also known as defense acquisition commanders (DACs), have milestone
decision authority. Milestone decisions are intended to ensure that all essential issues are
addressed prior to approval for the program to proceed. After a Milestone I decision initiates a
formal acquisition program. a Milestone II decision authorizes full-scale development, and a
Milestone III decision authorizes full-rate production.
Before a milestone decision, a project must pass through a series of Pentagon reviews.
Each major organization involved with any aspect of the development program is represented on
two respective teams: the Working-Level Integrated Product Team (WIPT), and the Overarching
Integrated Product Team (OIPT The people and organizations involved with these teams overlap
significantly with the earlier integrated product teams that allocated resources.
These committees are intended to resolve all issues before submitting the entire package
to the Air Force System Acquisition Review Council and the assistant secretary of the Air Force
for acquisition for final approval. The largest programs are reviewed in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, by the Joint Requirements Oversight Council, the DoD-level Overarching
IPT, and the Defense Acquisition Board prior to approval by the secretary of defense for
acquisition and technology.
A Milestone I Decision yields a signed acquisition decision memorandum authorizing the
a formal acquisition project and a baseline specifying cost, schedule, and performance.
Deviations from the approved requirements or the acquisition strategy require similar approval
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from the milestone decision authority. An approved Milestone I decision allows the program
office to start the contracting processes.

G. Contracting
Contracting is a critical part of the development process. The basic contracting process is
dictated by federal acquisitions regulations and applies across all federal agencies. Its two
primary purposes are to select a contractor, and to agree on terms and conditions for the contract.
Contracting can be separated into three periods: planning for release of the request for proposal,
the period in which the contractors develop their proposals and selection of a contractor and
award of a contract by the Program Office.

Contracting Processes

Figure 3-11: The Contracting Process
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G.1 Solicitation Planning
The many-step process of planning the solicitation overlaps significantly and is often
indistinguishable from some of the early acquisition planning processes. One early step is
market research to identify potential contractors. The solicitation planning stage also includes
developing the acquisition plan, which schedules the contracting steps and specifies the
requirements for the solicitation.
This phase also spells out the process to be used to select the winning contractor,
including the evaluation criteria and the specific weights assigned to each. The criteria and the
relative weighting are provided to the contractors as part of the request for proposals. The source
selection criteria cannot be changed after the request for proposal5, is issued, to prevent
manipulation.
A malor part of solicitation planning is developing the formal document that tells
contractors what the government requires and how the contractors are to respond. Contractors
are typically asked to comment on the RFP while it is in draft, to identify particularl\ onerous or
costly requirements.
The first part of the RFP typically includes a model contract and the procedures and
ground rules for selection. The second part describes the procedures and ground rules to be
followed in the proposal, the basis for selection, and the specific information needed to make the
selection. This section usually asks for technical, management, and price or cost proposals
detailing various aspects of a contractor's proposed development effort. All Air Force RFPs are
reviewed by the centralized RFP support team to ensure that the requests do not tell contractors
how to do things but instead simply states the objectives.
As part of solicitation planning, the Program Office develops detailed cost estimates for
the proposed contracts it is requesting. This helps ensure that the Program Office is not
requesting more development effort than it can afford, and is used to select and negotiate ,wIth
the contractors.
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Each step in the solicitation planning process undergoes legal review to ensure that it
adheres to appropriate laws and regulations. The final review is a business release that allows the
RFP to be issued. The solicitation planning phase ends when the Program Office releases request
for proposal, -after

which no informal discussion between industry and the Program Office is

allowed, to prevent favoritism. The next process entails development by the contractors of a
proposal.

G.2 Proposal Development
For defense contractors, winning the source selection process is the most important aspect
of their business. Because a single contractor usually develops, produces, and maintains defense
systems, not being selected at any point in the process will often eliminate a company from the
entire market. Defense contractors therefore place great emphasis on their ability to develop
proposals and their responsiveness to customers. The following description is based on a number
of industry guidelines for developing proposals, interviews with industry participants in the Lean
Aircraft Initiative, and a course run by the Educational Service Institute that teaches gox ernment
personnel on source selection procedures."'
Proposal development and marketing activities begin long before release of the RFPand indeed even before the Program Office establishes a project. Companies often propose
solutions to needs directly to users, the Pentagon, and the Program Offices in an attempt to
initiate contracts they can easily win. One primary function of companies' marketing divisions is
to identify upcoming projects that fit within the company's product line. Marketing divisions
seek information such as the budget for potential projects, their sponsors and their inter-'st,, and
concerns, and the concerns of the Program Office leaders. One objective is to slant specifications
and source selection criteria toward the company's approach. Marketing divisions also identify
potential competitors, their likely approaches, and their level of interest in the project. Early

"'The description is obtained primarily from two company proposal development guides for which doc.umentwaiion
was obtained The companies requested not to be identified Interviews with other industry representative,,
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market research ensures that a company has adequate time and the necessary information to
develop an effective proposal, as companies often submit their proposals right after the legal
minimum of 30 days following release of the RFP.
When a company identifies a project that the firm stands a significant chance of winning,
it establishes a proposal development team. This initial team evaluates the information from
marketing and develops a strategy for winning the contract. After consulting with engineering
groups, the team selects the best technical approach and develops a "capture plan" detailing and
coordinating the company's efforts to win the contract. The capture plan includes a marketing
plan and a proposal development plan. The marketing plan ensures that the Program Office is
fully informed--and hopefully convinced--of the benefits of the company's specific approach.
Marketing efforts also ensure that the proposal addresses Program Office concerns, and the
contractor's internal proposal evaluation ensures that the proposal has met all R[P requirements
and provides specific answers to fulfill the criteria. The capture plan is presented to senior
management for their approval.
According to industry guidelines, "the proposal is primarily a selling tool designed to
stress customer objectives and customer benefits, while stating the customer's problem in his
terms and presenting the solution in a clear and straight forward manner." The guidelines stress
that "the proposal is not the place to tell the government it is wrong

. [That] is not a winning

strategy." Instead, L;company often portrays alternative approaches by other firms as inferior, to
make the strongest case for its approach. Many companies also create groups that solely prepare
or assist in preparing proposals, led by a proposal manager and a proposal development
specialist. The proposal manager often becomes the program manager if the company wins the
contract.
Proposals are typically written in sections, each targeted to different evaluators on the
source selection team. Those elements, which typically include an executive summary, the
technical approach, the program plan, and the management plan, is expected to stand -alone.

supported the statements contained in the guides The process de.crihed i, similar to the process outlined in an
Educational Services Institute course on source selections
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The program plan and the technical approach require creation of a work breakdown structure and
the systems engineering management plan.
Companies often have the option of submitting an alternative proposal that presents a
program different from the one the government has requested. Such proposals may not meet all
the government's requirements but may showcase an innovative approach to meeting users'
needs. However, according to the Aeronautical Systems Center Pre-Award Support Office (a
group that helps many program offices develop requests for proposals and run source selections)
contractors take this route only rarely.
After drafting and evaluating the proposal, company management sets the price it will
bid. Managers base this decision based on cost estimates developed by the proposal team,
evaluation of potential competitors strategies, and the importance of winning the project. Once
the final price has been set, final proposal production occurs. Submission of contractors'
proposals begins the source selection process.
G.3 Source Selection
Before beginning source selection, a Program Office a plan that describes the process to
be used to evaluate the proposals. The Source Selection Authority approves this plan before
release of the RFP.
The selection process typically includes a Source Selection Evaluation Board (SSEB)
composed of several panels that evaluate different aspects of each proposal; a Source Selection
Advisory Council (SSAC); and a Source Selection Authority (SSA). The SSEB is solely
responsible for evaluating the proposals against the set standards--it does not evaluate different
proposals against each other. The Source Selection Advisory Council, composed of senior
military and government personnel, reviews the SSEB finding, compares the proposals, and
considers contractors' past performance. This committee makes a recommendation to the Source
Selection Authority, which then selects the competing contractors with which DoD will
negotiate. The committee can pursue a contract without negotiations by choosing one of the
original proposals unmodified.

3. The Air Force Product Development Process

Negotiations further refine and clarify the contractors' proposals to better meet the
expectations and concerns of the Program Office. Care must be taken to provide all competing
contractors with similar information but not to share proprietary information. Companies then
modify their proposals and develop their "Best and final offer." During this period a proposed
formal contract between the Program Office and the contractor, specifying which aspec t s w'ill be
made legally binding and under what conditions, is written and prepared
Using the contractor's best offer and the finalized contract, the Source Selection
Authority can choose either the best-value proposal or the lowest cost technically acceptable
proposal. Decision makers may ignore the scores, re-score the proposals, or declare differences
insignificant, but the selection is susceptible to protest and judicial review. While protests occur
frequently, few are upheld. Of the 47 protests in 1995, for example, only 2 were upheld." The
Air Force often goes to great lengths and expense to ensure that the source selection is "fireproof' and can withstand a protest.
Following the source selection decision, the Program Office can award the contract and
development can begin.

H. Developing the Product and Process
Development of the actual product and the process used to make it is conducted primarily
by the contractors. The contractors' development activities are overseen by the Program Office.
to identify problems early on. The Pentagon oversees the activities of the Program Offices and
the contractors, to alert senior leaders to problems. A process is also available to modify the
contract and requirements to adapt to unforeseen events.
H.1 Product and Process Development
Contractors themselves can determine how best to develop a product and the process used
to make it, as long as they remain within the bounds of the contract. Contract specifications

' Lt Gen Franklin's Briefing to Industry Day at Electronic Systems Center. Hanscom AFB MA. March 1996
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contract can be extensive if they include the system engineering management plan and work
breakdown structure. A company's development efforts typically follow standard system
engineering approaches, with a series of internal reviews. tests, and audits as a design matures.
Many of the company's activities are driven by program oversight requirements.
Contractors receive progress payments throughout development. The amount is,
deiermined by the cost work breakdown structure and its packages as described in the contract
and as measured through the company's cost/schedule control system (C/SCS), which they keep
in accordance with DoD accounting requirements. Contractors' requests for payment are
certified by the Program Office and sent to the Defense Finance and Accounting Service.
H.2 Development Oversight
The development oversight process involves two distinct levels: program oversight of the
defense contractor, and Pentagon oversight of the Program Office. Each is intended to ensure
that the proper actions are taken, and that the development of the desired product is proceeding
within the technical and cost parameters.
Program Office Oversight of the Contractor
To ensure progress towards completing the design, and a design that will meet the
requirements, the Program Office conducts periodic reviews of both the design and its financial
performance. These reviews offer insight into the technical aspects of the development process
and allow for early identification of potential problems. Progress is measured against the
company's planned or contracted schedule.
The Program Office performs financial oversight through the cost/schedule control
system, which formalizes periodic reports indicating the funds spent by the contractor and the
amount of work accomplished. From these reports the Program Offices can determine the
budgeted cost of the work performed, the actual cost of the work performed, the budgeted cost of
the work scheduled, and the estimated cost at completion. These are used to determine if the
contractor is meeting the schedule and cost estimates established in the contract.

37.Thle Air Force Product Dev~~elopment Process
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Pentagon Oversight of the Program Offices
Pentagon oversight of the Program Office and the contractor is more limited than
Program Office oversight of contractors. Pentagon oversight is often dependent on Program
Office reporting. Quarterly reports are due from all major defense acquisition programs as part
of the defense acquisition executive summary (DAES), completed by the Office of the Secretary
of Defense. Smaller programs are subject to reviews by their respective program executive
officer or product center commander. (Each Development Center and Program Executive Office
also conducts an annual portfolio review with the senior acquisition executive to review the
breadth of projects.)
Test results and completion of major milestones on schedule indicate that the technical
aspects of a program are likely under control. Missed milestones or failed tests indicate that
there may be problems and often provoke greater Pentagon scrutiny and oversight. A final
operational test and evaluation (OT&E), which follows completion of the development effort and
precedes full-rate production. OT&E tests the system against the operational requirements
document and provides an independent assessment of the development effort.
H.3 Change
During development effort requirements may change, the contract may change, and
annual funding may change. These changes may be directed by the Pentagon or the users, or
they may come from the contractoi-s. Changing established program plans is difficult for both
DoD and contractors.
Revisions in the annual projected budget are one of the major sources of change in
defense programs. When the allocated budget is changed, the Program Offices must adapt to the
often lower level of funds, and the contract must often be re-negotiated. Additional requirements
based on changing circumstances, or the availability of newer technology, may also change
users' desired capabilities.
Bottom-up changes are often the result of problems within a development effort. The
inability to meet cost, schedule, or technical performance requirements often force a contractor
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and a Program Office to suspend requirements, increase funding, or to delay the product. These
changes often require a significant amount of effort to obtain agreement from the Pentagon
organizations that must review and approve them. Such changes must follow a similar path as
the original approval process, as must requests for additional funding, which must also compete
with other projects. What's more, changes to the acquisition program baseline require a similar
level of review as the original milestone decision process. Surmounting these hurdles requires
considerable effort and attracts greater scrutiny to a project.

Chapter Summary
The Air Force product development process described is a complicated and elaborate
process. The major players in the development process include the major commands, the various
Pentagon organizations, the program offices, and the defense contractors. The earliest
development processes includes many processes from the modernization planning process, to the
mission needs process, to the requirements generation and approval processes. The planning,
programming, and budgeting system as implemented by the Air Force through its corporate
process is an very elaborate process encompassing 6 layers of review multiple times per year.
The acquisition processes include the acquisition planning and approval process, the contracting
process and the contractor oversight process. Many of the processes involve multiple levels of
reviews within the Pentagon and major commands. Each of these processes are currently
required to develop a project. While the Air Force product development process may be slightly
more complicated than other services, the basic steps are similar. How the structure of this
complicated process effects the development time of indi-'idual acquisition efforts and how it
effects the development process as a whole is the subject of this investigation.

Part 2

Research into the Process Used to Develop
Project Schedules
Part 2 Overview
The areas associated with long cycle times in Air Force development projects are too
numerous to study within the time and resources available. Initial interviews and preliminary
research indicated that the process used to develop project schedules was likely to play a
significant role in determining the time to develop new products. Thus, I chose to focus the
research on the process used to develop the project schedules and its impact on the resulting
development time.

Chapter 4 provides the justification for focusing on the process used to develop project
schedules. It also describes previous research on the topic and the limited available data.
Chapter 5 describes the selection of the research approach and identifies a multilevel survey as
the appropriate method to collect the required data. Chapter 6 describes the Pentagon, Program
Office, and Contractor surveys used to collect the necessary data on development of the initial
project schedules, and discusses the characteristics of the 3 17 projects surveyed. Chapter 7
describes the process used to analyze and present the data.
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Chapter 4
Narrowing the Research Focus to the Schedule
Development Process and Its Impacts
The primary goal of this study is to identify the key factors that influence product
development time, and that keep the military from making reductions similar to those achieved
with commercial products. This chapter provides the rationale used to narrow the research focus
from acquisition response time to product development time, and then to the programmatic
aspects of a project. To do so, the chapter describes the conceptual framework used to separate
different aspects of a project that may affect development time.
This chapter includes initial observations of the schedule development process based on
preliminary research, describes the relationship between the project schedule and development
time, and poses the series of initial questions that guided the research. The chapter then
summarizes previous research associated with project development schedules. The overall
objective is to identify key factors or processes that influence the actual time from decision to
proceed to delivery of the first production item for military products.

A. Narrowing the Research Focus from Acquisition Response Time
Narrowing the research focus to the process used to develop the project schedule entailed
several intermediate steps. First, the focus was narrowed to look at product development time,
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then to look at the programmatic aspects associated with the planning of a project, and then to the
process used to develop the project schedule. The rationale for the focus at each level is
discussed below.
A.1. Narrowing the Focus to Development Time
As discussed in Chapter 1, acquisition response time is a measure of the ability of the
acquisition system as a whole to respond to the needs of warfighters. Acquisition response time
includes periods--recognition, decision, development, and production--involving significantly
different types of activities and groups, as described in Chapter 3. Combining the different
periods would obscure important factors driving acquisition response time, but addressing all the
periods would have been too broad a scope. I decided to focus on one of the periods in detail.

1

Acquisition Response Time

I

Emerging Threat
Need
Technological
Identified
Opportunity
Current Deficiency
Changed Military Strategy

Decision to
Proceed

First Production
Item

Operational
Capabilty

Figure 4-1: Components of Acquisition Response Time
Product development time appears to be the largest component of acquisition response
time. Development time starts at project initiation in the commercial case or at a Milestone 1 or
equivalent decision for a military system, and ends with delivery of the first production item.
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New major defense acquisition programs completed between 1990 and 1994 averaged 132
months-- 11 years--from project initiation to first operational capability."' Of those 132 months,
108 months were spent on the product development phase, from the decision to proceed until
delivery of the first production item. Development time for major defense products has
continued to increase over the last 20 years.
Average times for product development alone are projected to soon approach 11 years.
Thus I decided that for this research to effectively reduce the time required to field new military
systems, it must focus on product development time. However, the time required for
recognition, decision, and production is equally important in contributing to acquisition response
time. These areas are left for follow-on research.
A.2. Narrowing the Research within Product Development
Many elements contributing to development time could be studied. To identify which
areas were likely to have a large impact on development time, preliminary interviews, analysis of
available data, and literature reviews were conducted in both commercial and military arenas.
This initial research into the causes of long cycle times led to a framework for categorizing
various aspects of a military project, and then to one area - the programmatic aspects - for
further research.
To provide a contextual framework for product development efforts, three different areas
affecting development time were defined: programmatic, organizational, and engineering. Each
of these areas can be described at two levels: the company level, affecting a portfolio of projects:
and the project level, affecting a particular project.
Programmatic aspects at the project level include defining the project and the product
concept, determining available resources: setting the project schedule, and establishing the
project's technical objectives. Other programmatic aspects include the acquisition strategies

"'See Figure 1-7
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used to develop the project, the acceptable risk associated with the project, and the criteria to
make cost, schedule, and performance tradeoffs within the project.
The programmatic aspects at a company level include the overall development strategy,
the strategic planning process to select one project, and the resource allocations among projects
in development. Shared among many of these aspects are the number of projects, the aggregate
funding levels, and the relationships between projects in the portfolio. For defense projects, the
government (the users, the Pentagon, and the Program Offices) largely controls the programmatic
aspects of a military project at both the project and the corporate levels, as government entities
determine the project objectives, allocate the resources, and define the portfolio of development
projects.
Organizational aspects of development focus on how the government and companies
organize to carry out the development projects. At the project level, organizational aspects may
include the use of integrated pioduct teams, the seniority of the program manager, the level of
integration of government and contractor teams, and the integration of the defense contractor
with its suppliers. Decisions regarding who designs the product and where are also
organizational issues. Whether a particular design will be developed in-house or by suppliers is
one example.
At the company or corporate level, the organizational aspects provide a framework for
determining a project's structure. For defense projects, the government often determines - or at
least strongly influences - the relationship between itself and the contractors, but the contractors
and their suppliers decide how to organize to develop the projects.
Engineering aspects include the methods and tools used to design the project. and the
companies' manufacturing processes. At the project level, these may include specific design
tools to be used, design and review processes, the use of prototypes, and the method used to
make cost, schedule, and performance tradeoffs. At the company level, these may include firms'
development and manufacturing infrastructure and those of their suppliers. In developing
military products, the government has traditionally required specific tools and techniques, such
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as a work breakdown structure, system engineering models, and information for periodic review.
The government has also determined other aspects of the manufacturing process through military
specifications and standards, but has recently eliminated many of these and moved to
performance-based requirements. While the Program Offices request design reviews as part of
the oversight of dvelopment contractors, the ast majority of decisions,- on designing and making

the product are left to the contractors and their suppliers.
Review of a large number of papers and books on commercial product development
revealed significant effort devoted to improving all three areas - programmatic, organizational,
and engineering. Figure 4-2 shows how recent commercial efforts to improve product
development map against this framework, at the company and the project level.
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Figure 4-2: Mapping Efforts to Improve Product Development onto the Programmatic,
Organizational, and Engineering Categories

To significantly reduce development time, one would expect changes would be needed in
each area. However, some areas do not currently limit development time. As the development
process improves, the limiting constraint will likely change. Since the overall goal is a
significant cut in development time, items in each area will likely need to be addressed to make a
major dent.
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A.3 Relationship to Other Lean Aerospace Initiative Research This thesis is part of the larger Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI), which encompasses
many areas of product development. LAI research has so far focused primarily on contractor
organizations and what they can do to become lean. This research has concentrated on
organizational and engineering aspects of development time, not on government-related
activities. Figure 4-3 shows the mapping of LAI research against the proposed framework.
Because each development project may be limited by different factors, research in all three areas
is required.

DoD Schedule
Development
Process

IPT Effectiveness
Make/Buy Decision
Early Supplier
Integration in Design
Design Structure
Matrix (Organizations)
Risk Management

Database Commonality
Software Factory
Design Change Reduction
Key Characteristics
Design Structure Matrix (Product)
Architectural Innovation
Technology Insertion

Figure 4-3: Mapping Research under the Lean Aerospace Initiative onto the
Programmatic, Organizational, and Engineering Categories

In the organizational and engineering areas. there is significant overlap between military
and commercial development projects. Some of this overlap can be seen in the focus over the
past decade on using integrated product teams and advanced engineering tools and practices in
both commercial and defense systems. Yet only commercial industries have significantly
reduced development times, while those for defense systems have continued to increase.
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Long development times are evident across all types of military projects, including
aircraft, electronics, munitions, spacecraft, radar, and helicopters. Each of these areas is run by
different Program Offices and defense contractors, all of which use somewhat contrasting
approaches to organizational and engineering aspects. Significant effort has also already been
applied in the engineering and organizational areas. This indicates that something more
systematic may be affecting development times, and that the organizational and engineering
areas may not be the limiting aspects.
Based on initial observations, it appears that further improvements in organizational and
engineering areas, without changes in the programmatic area, are unlikely to yield desired
reductions in time to develop new military products. Yet little research has been conducted in
this area. I therefore decided to examine programmatic aspects to determine if they could be the
key to reducing development times for military systems.

B. Programmatic Aspects and Development of the Project Schedule
The programmatic area of a project includes many potential areas for in-depth research.
They include the methods and processes used to determine a project's objectives, allocation of
resources to a project, selection of which projects to initiate, and determination of a project's
schedule. The initial investigation revealed that many of the programmatic aspects of a project
appear to be determined very early in a project's planning phase. Numerous discussions with
government and contractor participants in the LAI revealed that one area - the process used to
determine a project's schedule - appears most directly related to time to develop a product.
Initial investigation also indicated that an in-depth analysis of that process would yield
significant insight into the factors driving development times. A focus on a project's initial
schedule can reveal the processes, influences, information, and organizations involved. It also
appeared that an analysis of the process to develop and execute a project's schedule would clarify
the impact of other programmatic, organizational, and engineering aspects of development time,
and identify the primary causes of long times. Thus I decided to focus this research on the
process used to develop a project's schedule, and its impact on eventual development time.
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B.1. Preliminary Research Observations on Schedule Development Issues
In trying to identify the causes of long cycle times and narrow the research, I interviewed
many people, reviewed relevant literature, and uncovered sources of schedule-related data.
The potential causes of long development time identified in initial interviews and
research included advanced technology, aggressive requirements, complex users' needs, funding
limitations, contractors' capabilities, testing, support requirements, and training requirements.
People interviewed at the Pentagon, Program Offices, and defense contractors held disparate
views of the causes of long development time and their impact. There was also a wide range of
views on the importance of shortening project schedules, ranging from those who considered that
effort critical to those who thought it irrelevant. Those interviewed had little information on the
development of project schedules other than for those in which they were directly involved.
The primary focus of existing studies and those interviewed appeared to be meeting
schedule and minimizing slip. Reducing schedule beyond the existing plan was not a significant
priority and, in many cases, not considered an objective at all. Little research was available on
the development of the initial project schedule.
Interviews with industry and government representatives revealed that the Program
Office's plans and expectations appeared to significantly affect a project's initial schedule
Industry representatives indicated that the Program Office's expected schedule played a large
role in their proposed project schedules. One industry representative said that the government
had to tell him what type of program to bid and provide guidelines to help him be responsive to
the government's desires. Many industry representatives indicated they had little incentive to bid
anything other than the expected schedule. Several indicated they had a disincentive to do so,
since they feared they would be seen as unresponsive and assumed to pose a higher risk, and
would thus be less likely to win the contract. Winning the development contract was companies
central goal. When they do not win the contract, they are essentially locked out of the market for
that product forever.
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Many people stated that few positive incentives related to project schedules exist. No
documentation addressing incentives related to project schedules could be found. The schedulerelated data that were available from a number of sources indicated that many projects were
completed on schedule and few were ever completed early.
Initial research indicated that schedule development was likely to exert a strong impact
on the project's outcome but little supporting data were available. There was no agreement on
the factors involved in determining a project's initial schedule, or on the structure of the process
involved. Research into the process used to develop the initial schedule appeared to have
significant potential to answer continuing questions and identify which factors drive project
development times.
B.2. Initial Research Questions
Questions based on the initial research observations were developed to establish the scope
and direction of the research. One set of questions dealt with the development of the initial
project schedule. How are these initial schedules determined? Who is involved? What schedule
information and tools are used? And what factors are considered important?
A second line of questions dealt with how these initial project schedules affect
development of the contractor's schedules and the eventual contracted schedule. What impact
does the project's initial schedule have on the contractor's proposed schedule? What are the
incentives associated with the contractor's proposed schedule? What are the results of this
process when comparing the government's initial schedule with the eventual contracted
schedules?
A third line of questions dealt with the impact of the initial and contract schedules on a
project's actual development schedule. How do a project's initial schedule and contract schedule
affect the actual development schedule? What are the schedule-related incentives during the
development phase? Are there significant barriers to shortening project schedules and actual
development times?
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These represent only a few of the questions that must be answered to understand the
process used to develop the project schedule, and the impact of the initial schedules on actual
development time.
B.3. The Relationship between Project Schedules and Development Time
It is important to clearly define the relationship between project schedules and product
development times. Project schedules set the major milestones: they are forward projections of
activities that will be accomplished as part of the development effort. Project schedules are not
an objective measure but are intended to estimate accurately the time it will take to develop a
product, based on the perceived and observed constraints placed on the Program Office and the
contractors.
For this research a project's initial schedule is defined as the schedule used for a
Milestone 1 decision, or for approval of project initiation. This schedule is used to plan the many
aspects required to develop and field military products. A project's initial schedule is developed
during early acquisition planning activities in the Pre-Milestone 0 or phase 0 period, and are
included in the acquisition Milestone 1 decision or its equivalent. The project schedule becomes
the basis for planning activities at many levels, including those of the contractors, the testers, the
funding organizations, and the users. Other significant schedules include the contract schedule
between the government and the contractor to develop the product, and the actual development
schedule as the project moves forward.
A project's initial schedule is not necessarily an estimate of the minimum time required
to develop the project, assuming that all unnecessary activities, constraints, and delays have been
eliminated. The minimum required time would be based primarily on the time necessary to
define the requirements, develop the required technology, design the system to meet the
requirements, and develop the process to manufacture the system. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
identify the period actually required to develop a product without a good example ahead of time
or a retrospective analysis.
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The initial schedule is not just an unbiased estimate of the time required to develop a
project-it appears to affect the time it takes to develop the project. If initial schedule were
simply an unbiased estimate, one would expect a distribution of projects delivered before and
after the date determined by the initial schedule. But Figure 1-8, which compares planned
schedules with eventual development times, shows that 50 percent of projects meet their initial
schedule, many are completed behind schedule, and very few finish early. The fact that so many
projects finish exactly on their in-tial schedule appears to indicate either that those who develop
initial schedules are very good at estimating the minimum time required, or that a project's initial
schedule affects the minimum time it actually takes. The two are not necessarily exclusive
explanations. The extent and the mechanisms of this impact are one of the key areas of this
study.
If one were to develop the most accurate initial schedule, the processes used and the
factors considered in developing it would be very important. If one were interested in
developing a product as quickly as effectively and efficiently as possible. one would expect
technology development, engineering requirements, and manufacturing development to play a
central role in determining project schedules. Reducing the time required for those areas has
been a major focus of many commercial finns and academic researchers. Most military
initiatives have focused on integrated product and process development, integrated product
teams, concurrent engineering, rapid prototyping, prototype production lines, key characteristics,
computer-aided design, and computer-aided manufacturing. All these initiatives are aimed at
reducing the engineering and organizational time required to develop products. But if those
areas are not central to the schedule development process, they probably will not have the
expected impact on actual development time.

C. Relation to Previous Schedule-Related Research on Defense Projects
Many people at distinguished organizations have examined development times for
defense projects. But none have addressed the development of the project's initial schedule, or
its impact on development time it. Most researchers have investigated the ability of project
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managers to meet planned schedules and reduce delays. Several studies have examined the
effects of acquisition reform on reducing cycle time and improving schedule performance. Most
studies have relied on case studies although some have used statistical analysis of databases.
These reports focus on the duration of projects, the deviation from the expected plan, and the
estimating techniques for several types of weapon systems.
C.1 Research on Schedule Duration and Slip
It is difficult to separate the studies that examined schedule duration and slip, as the same
report often includes both topics. Below is a quick summary of the research in the area.
AFSC Affordable Acquisition Approach Study
The Affordable Acquisition Approach Study, completed in 1983 by the Air Force
Systems Command (AFSC), began as the Accelerated Acquisition Approach Study. This study
focused on whether projects actually take longer than scheduled, or whether that is simply the
perception. The study also investigated the reasons for any delays, and techniques for shortening
the process of procuring systems at lower cost. The research was based on literature reviews,
interviews, and analysis of 109 acquisition projects. The study found that development and
production times had increased significantly over 30 years. The study identified the major cause
as funding instability caused by budget cuts and ballooning project cost. The study called for
longer-term planning, more program stability, and fewer projects. The study also recommended,
as well as the use of program baselines, firm commitments at acquisition milestones, and
program management tools. The study did not address development of project schedules but
only their execution. Of note, the manager for this effort was Dr. Jacques Gansler, now
Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology.
Rand Research
The Rand Corp. has pursued several research efforts examine acquisition costs and
schedules. In a 1980 study of 67 programs, Giles Smith and Friedmann found that the
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demonstration validation phase was growing by 10 months per decade."' They found that the
time required for full-scale development had not significantly changed, but that the production
phase had increased by 6 months per decade.69 This was a statistical analysis of programs based
on schedule outcomes. The authors did not evaluate how the schedules were developed. In a
Rand follow-up study in 1987, Rothman updated the database and looked for effects of the
starting date on full-scale development but did not find a significant correlation.7 "
In 1990, Rand issued a report by Jeff Drezner and Giles Smith entitled An Analysis of
Weapon Acquisition Schedules. This report used a case study method to analyze the major
drivers of schedules and deviations from the plan for 10 major defense acquisition programs.
The authors looked primarily at programmatic factors such as competition, prototyping, military
priority, funding adequacy, and joint service management. However, they found that the lack of
documentation on the rationale for the original plan limited their insight into the factors affecting
that plan and why the actual program deviates from the plan. They also found that because of the
small number of programs studied, meaningful statistical analysis on many variables was not
possible. Their approach was therefore generally heuristic.'
Drezner and Smith identified four factors with discernible but not measurable effect on
the original schedule. They found that competition in contracting generally lengthens schedules,
concurrency or overlapping between development and production shortens schedules, use of
prototypes lengthens schedules, and making a project a service priority shortens schedules. The
authors could not discern effects from funding adequacy, separate contracting actions between
development phases, external guidance, joint program management, program administrative
complexity, technical difficulty, and stability of system requirements." The authors also found

" Smith, Giles and Friedman. E.T. "An Analysis of Weapon Systems Acquisition Intervals. Past and Present "

Contract F49620-77-C-0023. MDA903-78-C-0188 Santa Monica. The RAND Corporation, November 1 80(R
2605-DR&E/AF). Pg 15 and 25.
. Smith and Friedman 1980 Pg 30
" Rothman. M.B "Aerospace Weapons System Acquisition Milestone A Data Base". Contract MI)A9()3-85-C0030 Santa Monica CA. The RAND Corporation. October 1987 (N-2599-ACQ) Pg 15
" Drezner. J and Smith G. "An Analysis of Weapon System Acquisition Schedules" R-3937-ACQ
CA: The RAND Corporation Dec 1990. (R-3937-ACQ)
7: Drezner and Smith Pg. 30

Santa Monica
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the lack of data on schedule-related issues a significant barrier to research on program schedules
and the causes of slip. Because documentation was lacking, they reported they could not
evaluate the adequacy of the projects' initial schedules.
In 1996, Rand released a significant database documenting the schedules and cost
performance of several hundred major defense acquisition projects.'7 Although tthe study limited
schedule variables to major milestones and decision, this database provides the most
authoritative measure of schedule performance compared with planned schedule. Unfortunately,
it does not provide insight into the factors involved in developing a project's initial schedule.
Institute for Defense Analysis
In 1989 Karen Tyson, Richard Neslon, Neang Om, and Paul Palmer issued a report
examining the outcome of cost and schedule plans and the effects of acquisition reform activities
on cost and schedule growth." These authors evaluated the effects of six factors--prototyping,
competition, multi-year procurement, design to cost, sole-source procurement, fixed-price
development, and contract incentives--on 89 major acquisition programs They did not evaluate
the adequacy or the development of the project schedules.
The Analytical Sciences Corp.
In 1986 and 1987 The Analytical Science Corp. released two papers on possible schedule
drivers." 7'These reports identified six potential schedule drivers: technical complexity, degree
of technological change, system mission, procurement period, acquisition strategy, and funding
profile. The first report found the physical parameters of a system marginally significant in

"Jarvaise, Drezner, and Norton. The Defense System Cost Performance Database: Cost Growth Analysis Using
Selected Acquisition Reports." MR-625-OSD Santa Monica CA: The RAND Corporation. 1996.
" Tyson, Karen, Richard Nelson. Neang OM, and Paul Palmer. Acquiring Major Systems- Cost and Schedule
Trends and Acquisition Initiative Effectiveness. Contract MDA903-84-C-0031. Alexandria VA Institute tor
Defense Analysis, March 1989 (P-2201)
Nelson, Eric K. Independent Schedule Assessment FSD Study" Contract F33657-82-D-0064 Fairborn OH The
Analytical Sciences Corporation. 30 June 1986. (TR-5300-2-2)
' Nelson, Eric and Trageser, Jay. "Analogy Selection Methodology Study". The Analytical Sciences Corporation.
Fairborn OH. Contract F33657-82-D-0064 1 December 1987 (TR-5306-7-2)
7'
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affecting schedule. Neither effort was able to identify a combination of parameters that could
account for the large variance in the Engineering and Manufacturing Development schedules. 77
Air Force Institute of Technology
The research most closely related this thesis was conducted by two British Air Force
officers, Richard Hazeldean and John Topfer, who did a master's thesis on the effect of
contracting actions on eventual schedule performance of smaller development programs.7' These
authors painstakingly gathered schedule data on 25 smaller projects from contract records,
finding that smaller contracts posted worse schedule performance than larger contracts. The
authors also found that several pre-contract factors affected schedule performance: advance
scheduling, the level of concurrency between development and production, the preliminary work
breakdown structure, use of a network format to present schedule information, and the number of
reports required. The authors also found that the methods used to manage the schedule were not
well understood by Program Offices. They cited It many observations from their efforts to
collect data: Considerable schedule information was buried within a number of different RFP and
proposal sections.
*
*

*
*

*

Schedule management requirements were rarely specified in a coherent and
integrated manner.
The work breakdown structure--a primary schedule document--was usually hidden in
the cost section of the proposal, implying a primary cost usage as opposed to
schedule focus.
Schedule management requirements were rarely proactive but were reactive to
problems once they occurred.
Only a limited number of techniques for managing the schedule were specified, so
sophisticated scheduling tools such as PERT or contingency schedules were rarely
used.
The schedule management sections in the RFP and contracts appeared to be derived
from the "Copy-From" principle taken word-for-word from previous documents.

Nelson. Eric and Trageser, Jay. "Analogy Selection Methodology Study". The Analytical Sciences Corporation
Fairborn OH. Contract F33657-82-D-0064 1 December 1987 (TR-5306-7-2) Page 5-1.
'" Hazeldean Richard, and Topfer John, "Contracting for Schedule Performance: The Relationship Between Precontract Award Actions by the DoD and the Resultant Schedule Performance. AFIT Thesis Wright Patterson AFB
OH. 1993.
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The authors' efforts were hampered by the lack of schedule-related data for many programs
and the difficulty of gathering data that did exist. Hazeldean and Topfer did not address issues
related to developing the initial schedule, concentrating instead on the effect of contractingrelated actions on adherence to the schedule.
C.2 Research on Schedule-Estimating Relationships
Bruce Harmon, Lisa Ward, and Paul Palmer of the Institute for Defense Analysis have
attempted to estimate the time required to develop new aircraft and missile systems.7m

"'

The

system parameters they studied included an item's weight, the number of engines, the wing area,
the percentage of titanium, and many other variables. Programmatic variables included
prototyping, contractor teaming, service, and contractor. These authors are now attempting to
uncover a simple relationship between a system's physical characteristics and its schedule, much
like the apparent correlation between weight and cost of an aircraft. But no such relationship has
so far been found. The authors have found that programmatic aspects play a significantly larger
role than system characteristics in determining project schedules and development times. Major
drivers include funding levels, the use of prototypes, and the use of contractor teaming. Analysis
of statistical relationships is limited by the lack of available data and the small number of
projects studied, which included 9 aircraft and 14 missile programs.
Scott Boyd and Brian Mundt found similar results when they focused on 56 efforts to
develop transport, tanker, and bomber aircraft. The authors found that only two variables they
studied affected development schedule: whether the project entailed modifying rather than
creating an aircraft; and whether the project included a prototype phase. No physical
characteristic of the system affected time from the start of Engineering and Manufacturing

7"Harmon, Bruce, Lisa Ward, and Paul Palmer. "Assessing Acquisition Schedules for Tactical Aircraft," Cost

Analysis Applications of Economics and Operations Research (proceedings of the Institute of Cost Analysis
National Conference), 259-280. New York NY: Springer-Verlag 1989.
"' Harmon, Bruce and Lisa Ward. "Schedule Estimating Relationships for Air-Launched Missiles," Cost Analysis
and Estimating: Tools and Techniques (Proceedings of the Institute of Cost Analysis National Conference), 115157. New York NY: Springer-Verlag. 1990.
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Development (EMD) to delivery of the first production item."' The lack of available data from
which to base the analysis was cited as the most significant impediment to developing effective
schedule estimating relationships.
C.3 Other Relevant Studies
The Packard Commission s:
A central focus of the Packard Commission was comparing acquisition times between
similar commercial and the military projects. The commission found that military development
efforts took considerably longer and cost significantly more. The commission concluded that
long cycle times were a central problem in the acquisition process and caused many other
problems. The commission also concluded that military development times were excessively
long and could be cut in half. It made specific recommendations for changing the structure of
acquisition organizations, which were quickly implemented. But despite these changes,
acquisition schedules have not been reduced. Interviews reveal that the commission's schedulerelated goals are not widely recognized.
Defense Science Board Reports
Many Defense Science Board reports have addressed development times, beginning with
the 1977 report of the Acquisition Cycle Time Task Force. Many reports have since focused on
acquisition reform efforts, the use of commercial practices and components, performance-based
specifications, and research and development strategies. Other studies have looked at
development and manufacturing tools and practices. Analysis has been largely based on case
studies, briefings on various efforts, and the judgment of the people involved. None of the
Defense Science Board reports have looked at the schedule development process and its impacts
on development time.

"'Scott Boyd and Brian Mundt Schedule estimating relationships for the Engineerng and Manufacturing
Development of Bomber, Transport, Tanker and Surveillance Aircraft Systems. Masters Thesis. Air Force Institute
of Technology. Wright Patterson AFB Ohio. AFIT/GCAILAS/93-2

"2President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management. "A Formula For Action: A Report to
the President on Defense Acquisition" (The Packard Commission Report) Washington D.C. April 1986.
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C.4 Conclusions of the Literature Review
Many respected groups have made significant efforts to identify causes of long
development times. Most studies have focused on the causes of deviations from planned
schedules or on total development time. A few have tried to estimate schedules based on project
characteristics. Most studies report being hampered by a lack of detailed schedule-related data.
No studies have addressed the process used to develop a project's initial schedule or its impact
on development time.

D. Schedule Development Overview
D.1 Phases of Schedule Development
The three main phases entailed in developing and executing a project schedule include
the planning phase, the contracting phase, and the development phase. Activities in each phase
affect the downstream phases.
Planning Phase
The planning phase occurs in a project's initial stages, when rough schedules are
developed to help organize the eventual effort. During this phase acquisition plans, strategies.
and schedules, funding profiles, and program objectives are set. Development of the initial
project schedule establishes the initial program objectives. These activities usually occur before
the Milestone I decision to initiate the project.
Contracting Phase
During this phase the development contractor is selected and awarded a contract based on the
initial plans. This phase includes developing the requirements and objectives to be part of the
contract, developing the RFP, developing the contractor proposals, and selecting an appropriate
contractor and negotiating the contract. Through this process, the initial project schedule is
converted to a contract schedule that is binding on the government and the contractors. The
contract schedule can be changed only by amending the contract.
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Development Phase
Once the contract is signed, the development phase begins, and lasts until delivery of the first
product. This period may include developing, testing, and producing prototypes, and other
actions that affect the design of the product and the process used to make it. The schedule for this
period is largely defined within the integrated master schedule and the work breakdown structure
incorporated into the contract. Adherence to the schedule is tracked through a variety of
methods. including technical and financial reviews.
These three phases are followed by a production phase that yields the required number of
items. Schedules in the production phase affect the time required to reach operational capability,
but they are not a focus of this study. For more information on production cycle times, see other
research conducted under the purview of the Lean Aerospace Initiative."

i

Project
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First
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Item

Figure 4-4: Schedule Development Phases
D.2. Actors and Organizations Involved in Developing and Executing Project Schedules
As described in Chapter 3, the product development process includes four primary
organizations: the users, the Pentagon, the Program Office, and the defense contractor. These
same organizations play a critical role in developing the schedule and determining the duration of

" ILean Aerospace Initiative research is available through the LAI web site at http.//lean.mit.edu
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the development effort. These four organizations also contribute to defining and executing the
development effort.
Users
The users are typically the major military command that will employ the equipment. The users
develop modernization plans and requirements, as well as and a preliminary program objective
memorandum outlining the preferred allocation of resources. The individuals responsible for a
given project are spread over several organizations: major command headquarters typically
includes a planning organization, a requirements organization, and a funding organization..
The Pentagon
The Peritagon organizations key to developing program schedules are those involved in the
requirements, funding, and acquisition processes. The primary interfaces between individual
projects and other various groups within the Pentagon are the program element monitor, the
acquisition action officer, and the requirement action officer. These officers are spread between
offices of the assistant secretary of the Air Force for acquisition, and the Air Force deputy chief
of staff for operations, depending on the operational status of the weapon system.. The various
offices in the Pentagon make the final decisions on requirements, funding levels, and major
acquisition issues
The Program Offices
The Program Offices are the primary acquisition organizations in the Air Force, and are
responsible for contracting for product development. Each Program Office is organized around a
major weapon system or set of similar systems. The Program Office is led by a program
director, typically a colonel. The average Program Office has many development programs
under way, ranging from a major aircraft project to small upgrades. Each effort is led by a
program or project manager, whose rank depends on the project's size, scope, and cost; and an
associated team. The Program Office and the project manager are the primary links to the
contractor, and they develop the acquisition plans, the RFP, and source selection criteria.
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Defense Contractor
The early stages of a project may include a number of competing development contractors. The
contractor's proposal includes a detailed schedule of the actions to be undertaken as part of the
contract. This schedule becomes the basis for the contracted schedule used throughout the
development phase. The central individual within the contractor organization is the program
manager-typically the proposal manager, who has been very involved in establishing the
proposed schedule. Once on contract, the program manager must ensure that the cost, schedule,
performance, and financial objectives are met.
Other organizations that play a role in the schedule are the Department of Defense,
suppliers, testing organizations, personnel organizations, training organizations, and logistics
organizations. These organizations play a secondary role in determining schedules.

Chapter Summary
No significant effort has attempted to characterize the process used to develop the initial
schedule for military development projects. Preliminary research conducted as part of this thesis
indicated that the initial project schedule may play a significant role in determining the time
required to develop projects. Others within the Lean Aerospace Initiative are exploring
organizational and engineering avenues for reducing product development time. This indicates
that research on development of the initial project schedule and its impact an appropriate focus of
considerable effort.

Chapter 5

Research Methodology
A. Exploratory versus Hypothesis-Driven Research
The two major approaches to studies of this type are exploratory-based and hypothesis-based
research. Exploratory research is a broader, more open-ended approach that allows examination
of many factors that may affect the process in question. Hypothesis-driven research establishes a
presumed mode by which a system operates and then proves or disproves the hypothesis.
Hypothesis-driven research is very effective when building on research in areas with several
theories of how a system works. In the area of developing initial project schedules, there is no
apparent consensus and little previous research on how the process works. Any attempts to
define a testable hypothesis before doing the research would not seem to stand a high chance of
success in addressing all the issues that may affect initial project schedules. There are also
widely varying opinions of causes of long cycle times for defense systems. Exploratory research
allows many more leads and avenues of investigation to be followed and analyzed. Because of
these factors, I decided that my research into the schedule development process and its impacts
would have a broad scope. It would attempt to explain how the schedule development processes
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works, and characterize the impacts on development time, rather than define a few specific
hypotheses that might or might not prove relevant when the data are analyzed.

B. Level or Unit of Analysis
The individual development project was chosen as the appropriate level of analysis for
this research. The typical approach has been to regard schedules and schedule slip for major
acquisition programs as a single entity. This typically has limited the analysis to major defense
acquisition programs or weapon systems. But the program-level data can hide the factors driving
the schedules of various subordinate development projects. Those data may also mask specific
problems and issues encountered with one project within an overall program.
Analysis of individual development projects allows a larger number of projects to be studied, and
the factors driving each project to be identified. Smaller projects are often grouped together to
form larger development programs, but they may also stand-alone. Some Program Offices have
a large number of project-level development efforts. One Program Office for a mature aircraft
system followed over 66 different projects. Those projects can have separate schedules and
budgets, and are often accomplished through different contractors or teams within a primary
contractor. One example of a separate development project within a larger program is the Crew
Training System for the Joint STARS Aircraft Program. But not all programs are run as separate
efforts. For highly integrated development efforts such as the F-22, it is more difficult to
separate many of the development efforts from the central project. In that case, it may be more
meaningful to look at the entire program as a single development effort.
Another alternative is to look at the development phases--phase I: demonstration and
validation, and phase II: engineering and manufacturing development--within a project. But
many projects have only a single development phase, and the activities in phases I and II are
often not distinct or distinguishable. A long first phase can lead to a short second phase, with no
effect on actual development time.
I decided that the appropriate level for this research is the individual project level and
program level, where the program could be considered a single large development project. This
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level provides the most information about the schedule development process and its impact on
the eventual project schedule.

C. Depth versus Breadth of the Research
The issue of depth versus breadth of research is important given the limited resources and
time for research projects. An in-depth study of a single area would allow for a full description
of the process but might leave out related areas that may play a significant role. The issue of
depth versus breadth of this research has been partially addressed by limiting this research to the
area of the schedule development process and its effects on product development time. Within
the specific area of development of the project schedule, the research is broader and covers a
range of potential issues.
The question of depth versus breadth also applies to the individual projects studied. One
can study a few projects in-depth or a large number of projects in less depth. Research
conducted as part of the Lean Aircraft Initiative has relied on both broad-based surveys and indepth case studies, depending on the objectives of the research.
The overall intent of the Lean Aircraft Initiative and of this research is not simply to
identify issues in defense acquisition and the defense industry, but to improve the defense
acquisition system and the defense industry. For the results of this research to result in
widespread change, it must be possible to draw broad-based conclusions and recommendations
that apply to a large number of projects, not just a few individual cases. Because of the unique
nature of each development effort, this implies that in-depth research on even a few carefully
selected projects may not be representative of the issues affecting other projects. Without a large
number of case studies, it may be difficult to demonstrate convincingly that the issues in the case
studies are applicable to a broader set of projects. Others research on schedules based on a
limited number of case studies has not had cut development times. I personally observed this
result early in my research, when I presented data on one current project. My early conclusions
were discounted as unique to a special case and not applicable to a broader set of projects. No
set of current project could be found that would be widely accepted as representative of the
acquisition process. Each project encompasses unique circumstances and issues. Thus I decided
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that to have the desired impact on acquisition policy and practice, I must evaluate a wide range of
projects to determine influences affecting all of them, and discover which influences affect which
projects.

D. Evaluating Available Schedule-Based Data
When trying to determine what scheduling data exist, particularly for individual projects,
I quickly found that very little information was available. I did identify and evaluate many
potential sources of information. These are described in Table 5-1 below.
I did nt locate any database or list of current project-level development efforts. let alone
one that contained the needed schedule-based information. The data that could be located were
often based on defense acquisition executive summaries (DAES), acquisition program baselines
(APB), and selected acquisition reports (SAR). Data available through these sources are limited
to major defense acquisition programs. None of the databases identified contained more than the
resulting project or program schedules. The database for project schedules developed by The
RAND Corporation from the selected acquisition reports was most useful, because it was in a
format that allowed for analysis.
The available data did not provide any basis for discovering what factors determine the
length of schedule estimates. Justification for schedule estimates is not required, unlike for cost
estimates. To conduct meaningful research on the schedule development process, I would clearly
have to collect original data.
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Acquisition Program Baselines: A database of program baselines is maintained by the SPELL OUT
API of the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) for all ACAT I programs. These baselines consist
of cost, schedule, and performance parameters. The data contained in the files consist only of the
resulting schedules and do not contain any rationale or justification for the duration of the project This
information can provide information on project slip but not insight into the schedule development
process.
Defense Acquisition Executive Summary: DAES is a quarterly report each major program submits to
OSD detailing the progress of a particular program. The reports are maintained in paper form but are
being moved to electronic files. The reports are required for all ACAT I programs. Program reporting
does not occur until after projects begin, which eliminates the possibility of collecting data on the
planning phases that lead to initiation of a project.
Cost Accounting Reporting System: The CARS database includes information pulled from the I)AES
reports that tracks cost and schedule progress. This database contains Information on each major defense
contract, but does not include early information on schedule development.
Selected Acquisition Reports: SAR reports are the official reports OSD submits to Congress detailing
progress on major programs. These are similar to the DAES reports but occur annually. They do not
appear to be useful in analyzing drivers in the schedule development process, but they can Indicate
whether programs are adhering to their planned schedules. Several groups have used the SAR reports for
analyzing cost and schedule performance.
RAND Selected Acquisition Database: The RAND Corp. has developed a database from the selected
acquisition reports that allows easier access to and analysis of the data. This database is limited to major
defense acquisition programs and does not shed light on the schedule development process. only on the
resulting planned and achieved schedules.
Defense Budget Databases: Defense budget databases are available for analysis at the Pentagon Thee,,c
databases could show the amounts allocated for particular programs in a Future Year Defense Plan.
allowing them to be tracked over time. But although data on individual projects may be available in
some cases, a majority of development efforts would be contained within major programs and not broken
out a individual budget items. The data are thus difficult to align with individual development efforts.
Many such efforts receive money from different funding line items, and tracking a entire project budget
is not practical given the complexity of using the database.
Milestone Approval Database: For many years, Air Force headquarters had maintained a database of
major milestone decisions, but the office stopped maintaining the database several years ago owing to
changes in the organization and budget cuts. This database included projected milestones but did not
provide information on development or justification of the project schedule.
Requirements Document Databases: Air Force headquarters maintains a database of operational
requirement documents and mission needs statements. These documents include some of the earliest
actions associated with projects but do not provide a significant amount of scheduling information. Most
of the information is in paper format, with only a limited amount entered into a database.
Program Office Records - Program Office records contain little information on deveiopment of initial
project schedules.

Table 5-1: Available Schedule-Related Information
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E. Research and Data Collection Methods
Because a large number of projects needed to be studied to provide a clear understanding
of the schedule development process, and the required data did not exist, a significant data
collection effort was clearly required. Several methods and considerations were taken into
account in determining the best method for collecting the needed data. Traditionally, research
into defense acquisition issues has primarily focused on case studies and applied lessons from
one project to future projects. This process is complicated by great differences among projects
and the surrounding circumstances. Ascertaining which lessons apply to different projects, and
in what cases, is difficult using the case study methodology.
Several standard research me ')odswere evaluated for collecting information on the schedule
development process. Those methods included interview-based research, archival research, case
study-based research, and survey research. Each process has advantages and disadvantages, and
is appropriate in different circumstances. A short discussion of the issues entailed in selecting
the research method follows. The processes and a short description are included in Table 5-2 and
Table 5-3.

Interview-Based Research: Interviews of key actors are an effective method for gaining a broad
understanding of a process. But interviews do not supply the amount or type of data needed to
convince policy makers within the Department of Defense to change course. Interview data
strongly depend on who is interviewed and are open to significant interpretation on the part of
both interviewee and interviewer. Groups with senior members such as the Defense Science
Board often rely on interview-related research to change policies, but a less senior researcher
relying on that approach was unlikely to be successful. Thus I conducted many interviews with
people working at the Pentagon, Program Offices, and defense contractors to establish the scope
of the research and identify the issues involved, but did not rely on them as the primary source of
data for this research.
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Archival-Based Research: Archival-based research relies on reviewing program documents and
gathering the required information from them. A review of Program Office records was
eliminated as the primary research method owing to the lack of recorded information on the
processes used to develop initial project schedules. Other researchers reported similar findings. "

Case Study-Based Research: Case studies provide an opportunity to examine a few projects in
depth, allowing for through analysis of the processes entailed in those programs. The major
issue is whether the results from a few programs adequately represent a majority of projects, and
whether circumstances surrounding those projects are unique. The applicability of the results is
highly dependent on the projects studied, and the number of case studies that might have been
undertaken was limited by resource and time constraints.
Nevertheless, I did conduct an in-depth case study as well as several more limited case
studies to identify and frame the issues. This research was invaluable in developing the surveys.

Survey-Based Research: A survey method allows for study of a larger number of projects but
not at the depth of a case study. The types of questions that can be asked and the total length of
the survey limit survey-based research. But proper sampling methods and a large number of
respondents can ensure that the results accurately reflect the population of projects. Such surveys
can reveal the general nature of the process used to develop project schedules. Relying on data
collected from an array of defense development projects provided a more robust database from
which to draw conclusions and base recommendations.

For this research, a broad-based survey of current development projects offered a better
opportunity to specify the general nature of the process. The broad-based survey ensured that the
results would be representative of the schedule process as a whole and not any circumstances
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surrounding a particular project. The survey method was augmented primarily by interviews,
case studies, and literature reviews to understand the issues involved both before developing the
surveys and during analysis of the results. Discussion groups and interviews were conducted at
product centers and within the Lean Aircraft Initiative to review and help interpret the survey
results, to gain a full understanding of their meaning.

Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

Easy to conduct
Does not rely on extensive
data collection

Results dependent on the experiences
of those interviewed

Captures experience of others

opinion
Unlikely to change policies

Archival Research

Data recorded at time of
events

Limited schedule-related data
available. Difficult to understand
issues involved. Poor documentation
of development of initial project
schedules.

Case Study Research

Allows for in-depth
examination of schedule
development issues on
several projects

Limited number of potential projects
Each project has special circumstances
that may make drawing broader
lessons difficult

Survey-Based

Allows for a large number of

Limited insight into each program

Research

projects to be studied
Allows statistical analysis of
results

Limited to size and scope of survey

Many sources on commercial
product development efforts

Few authoritative sources on
developing defense products

Interview
Research/Discussion
Groups

Literature Research

Difficult to rectify difference of

Limited to depth of questions

No literature on developing project
schedules for defense systems
Lessons from commercial projects
may not apply to military projects
Table 5-2: Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages of Various Research Methods
Considered or Used in this Research

" Drezner and Smith Rand Dec 1990; Hazelton and Tofler AFIT 1993; Boyd and Mundt AFIT 1993; Harmon and
Ward 1990; Tyson, Nelson, Om, and Palmer 1989.
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Method

Initial Research Scoping

Schedule Development
Research

Follow-up Analysis
and Interpretation

Interviews and

Many interviews were

Used to develop and test

Interviews and group

the survey. Ensured

discussions were used

data availability

to understand survey
results and screen
recommendations

Discussionconducted with a wide
Discussion

Groups

range of people from
government, industry, and
academia to understand
issues related to

development time

Archival
Research

Case Study
Research

Used to locate available
data. Few useful data
found at Program Offices

A major case study and
several smaller case studies

Results of case studies
used to develop surveys

were conducted to

understand the issues
involved in developing
project schedules
Three surveys used to
collect data on projects

Survey-Based
Research
Literature
Research

An extensive number of

Used to identify

books, papers, articles, and

potential survey

course materiel were
reviewed to set scope and

questions and wording

frame for the research

Table 5-3: Research Methods Used during Various Stages of Research

Analysis based on
database from surveys
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Chapter Summary
This research selected an exploratory vice a hypothesis driven research approach. Little
previous conclusive research and widely varying opinions among defense leaders indicated that a
broader study of the schedule related issues was warranted than hypothesis driven research would
allow. The appropriate level of analysis for this research was selected as the individual project as
it was felt that only at the individual project level could the factors influencing a projects
schedule and the impacts of that schedule be determined. An analysis of the available schedule
related data indicated that significant data collection would be required. To collect the data
survev-based method was selected as the appropriate method as it allowed for a wide array of
projects to be studied.

Chapter 6
Project Surveys: An Overview of Program Office,
Contractor, and Pentagon Surveys
A. Survey Objectives
The objectives of the surveys for this research were to document and describe the
schedule development process and its impact on eventual product development times. The
surveys did this by gathering information about projects representing a cross section of defense
aerospace products. Two of the surveys for this research were conducted jointly with Dr. Eric
Rebentisch of the Lean Aircraft Initiative, who was studying issues associated with managing
programs under funding instability.

B. Overview of the Three Surveys
Prior to developing the surveys, I identified the key players that influence schedules, and
the types of information needed to characterize the schedule development process. I recognized
that respondents' perspectives might depend on the organization to which they belong and the
level from which they view the development effort. To obtain a comprehensive look at the
schedule development process across various organizations, a multi-level set of surveys was
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chosen. These surveys were conducted at the Pentagon, the Program Offices, and the defense
contractors.
The three surveys were designed to collect information on the development of project
schedules and the project's adherence to that schedule. The survey s were structured to gather the
information readily available to people working in the different organizations. The three
overlapping surveys were also designed to provide either corroborating or supporting responses
among organizations, and to identify and highlight the differences.
To obtain information on individual projects, the surveys targeted project managers in the
Program Offices, project managers in prime contractor companies, and program element
monitors or action officers in the Pentagon. These people were in a position to possess the most
knowledge and understanding of the schedule development process, as they make decisions or at
least recommendations for their projects within their organizations. The surveys were time
phased to allow me to identify additional areas of interest, add questions, and change wording on
subsequent surveys. The surveys were completed over a one-and-a-half-year period. The
Program Office survey was mailed in January 1996 and returned through June 1996. The
Contractor survey was mailed in June 1996 and returned through October 1996. The Pentagon
survey was mailed in January 1997 and returned through May 1997. The difference in timing the
surveys did not affect the results, as many of the projects have been in development for
significantly longer periods, and the time required to change the syr,,em is significantly longer
than one year.

C. Survey Development
A literature search was conducted to uncover factors affecting both defense and
commercial product development. A list of potential questions was developed to cover the range
of issues associated with developing project schedules.
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The first survey developed was the Program Office survey, designed to explore issues
associated with both schedules and program instability."5 Several different types of questions
were created to gather factual and perceptual data from respondents. Questions to gather factual
data requested specific information believed to be readily available to respondents based on
pretest results.
Some of the needed information concerned people's perceptions and interpretations of
events and their influence. Thus while most questions were specific to make data analysis easier
and force concise responses, some open-ended questions were included to give respondents an
opportunity to explain specific circumstances. Different scales were used depending on the
nature of the questions and the information desired. In all cases, the questions were structured to
collect the required information and to ease the burden on respondents. The text of the surveys
can be found in the appendix. Examples of questions and the method used to analyze the results
can be found in Chapter 7.
The surveys were organized into major sections that focused on the characteristics of
individual projects, their costs and cost growth of projects, scheduled-related information, and
personal information on respondents. This separation is more evident in the later surveys, as
significant learning occurred during collection of the data from the first survey.
Each survey was reviewed and pre-tested in several settings. Throughout their
development, draft copies were assembled and circulated among fellow researchers for comment.
Early drafts were then reviewed by a sample of program managers at Hanscom Air Force Base
(AFB) in an interview format. After their comments were incorporated,. the survey was given in
final draft form to 15 project managers at Hanscom AFB. These program managers provided
both data and comments on the survey. They also estimated the time respondents would need to
complete the survey (between 1 and 3 hours, depending on their direct knowledge of a project).
and a breakout of the time required for each section. These people's comments and suggestions
on both content and wording were very helpful and incorporated into the final survey.

"9The Program Office Survey and the Contractor Survey were conducted jointly with Dr Eric Rebhintisch with the
Lean Aircraft Initiative. Dr Rebintisch was studying Program Instability in Defense Projects. His research Is
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Subsequent surveys used questions similar to the Program Office survey and were reviewed by
the respective organizations and a representative group of potential respondents prior to their
distribution.

D. Survey Limitations
The survey method has a number of limitations: The number and content of questions
that can be asked are limited, and the length of the survey must be limited to avoid affecting the
response rate significantly. The information collected is also dependent on the respondents'
knowledge of events in question, their ability to find the information, and their willingness to
provide that information. The accuracy and completeness of the responses cannot be controlled.
A target limit was placed on the number of pages of the survey based on survey literature.
Prior experience within LAI also indicated that the response rate would decline proportionally
with the length of the survey. Every effort was made to limit the questions to areas deemed
necessary to describing the scheduling process and instability issues. The length of the
contractor survey was limited even further at the direction of the sponsoring organizations.
Surveys are also limited in their ability to measure prior events, as people's recollections
may fade and later events may affect interpretations. This is a problem with all research. A
decision was made to use the retrospective approach because of excessive the time entailed in insitu research. There was no option other than to rely on respondents' recollection and
understanding of events.
Surveys are also limited by the willingness of respondents to provide information. To
surmount concerns about the use of the information, strict assurances of confidentiality were
provided. I promised that the information would be masked if it became apparent that an outside
person could connect the responses with a specific project.

available through the Lean Aircraft initiative. "Managing Under Program Instabilities" LAI Draft report.
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E. Organizations Surveyed
When determining which organizations to survey for the Program Office survey, Dr.
Rebentisch and I decided to include those focused on the entire selection of aerospace products
across all three services. Previous studies had been severely limited in the number of projects,
which in turn limited the use of statistical analysis. Surveying all aerospace development
projects, and not relying on any predetermined selection criteria, avoided any selection bias. The
projects included would depend only on the cooperation of the organizations and individual
respondents.
Air forces organizations identified included groups from all three services. The Air Force
organizations were the Aeronautical Systems Center at both Wright Patterson Air Force Base and
Eglin Air Force Base, the Electronic Systems Center at Hanscom Air Force Base, and the Space
and Missile Center at Los Angeles Air Force Base. The Navy organization primarily associated
with developing aerospace products is the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR). Army
organizations associated included the Army Aviation and Troop Command (ATCOM) and the
Army Tactical Missile and Missile Defense programs at Redstone Arsenal. Other Air Force
projects run from the Air Force Air Logistic Centers were not primarily development efforts and
were not included in the surveys. Often an associated Program Office within the various
development centers runs many of the development projects for mature systems, primary
responsibility for which is formally transferred to logistics centers. We decided that excluding
the logistics support centers would not compromise the representative nature of the project
samples, and would not impact the integrity of the survey.
The population of development efforts included a wide range of project sizes and a wide
variety of systems. Since the goal was to describe the schedule development process across the
entire rang& of projects, it was important to include the full range within the target survey
sample.
To develop a list of ongoing projects and their project managers, we contacted all the
development centers. Many of the product centers did not maintain a list of ongoing
development projects but instead provided lists of the organizations involved. No centralized list
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could be found, for example, of ongoing development projects at the Air Force level, the center
level, or even the Program Office level. In many cases, it was necessary to call each Program
Office directly and speak with various team leaders to identify the set of ongoing projects.
Despite significant efforts, a suitable list of projects was not developed from the Air Force Space
and Missile Center, and its participation in the study was dropped. In several cases the
organizations requested that the smallest projects be excluded (Aeronautical Systems Center and
ATCOM), or provided only the major programs (NAVAIR). This resulted in a higher percentage
of larger programs in the sample than may occur in the population of projects as a whole. Both
the Aeronautical Systems Center and the Electronic Systems Center provided information on a
large number of projects and significant support in ensuring that the surveys were completed. As
a result, a significant percentage of the returned surveys represent ASC and ESC programs. As
will be shown later, there was no significant difference in survey results between larger and
smaller projects or among different product centers. Thus there did not appear to be any bias
effect stemming from the surveyed population. In total 430 ongoing projects were identified at
the Program Office level, and surveys were mailed to all 430 project teams.
The contractor survey relied on the willingness of the companies to participate and our
ability to identify suitable projects and appropriate respondents. Two methods were used to
identify projects for this survey. The Program Office survey asked the program managers to
identify the contractor program manager and provide an address. And companies participating in
the Lean Aerospace Initiative helped identify projects. The sampled population included all
projects identified in the Program Office survey and all projects identified by LAI associatedcontractors that elected to participate.
An effort was again made to identify every significant development project and send a
survey to each. No effort was made to select or exclude specific projects from the survey based
on performance. In addition, we agreed to shield from people other than the researchers any
identifying information that would allow responses to be associated with a specific project. In
total, 250 individual projects and their program managers were identified for the contractor
survey.
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For the Pentagon survey we adhered to the same philosophy of identifying the entire
population of interest and sending surveys to all. The Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force for Acquisition provided a list of all Air Force program element monitors and associated
action officers. As we attempted to identify Army and Navy program element monitors, we
discovered that those services consolidated their program elements, providing less insight into
individual development projects. We therefore decided not to include Navy and Army program
element monitors in the Pentagon survey.
The list of program elements and program element monitors was screened to eliminate
the elements that clearly did not oversee any development efforts. Surveys were mailed to all
225 program element monitors and action officers who might oversee development efforts.
Approximately 100 of the 225 program element monitors responded that they did not oversee
any appropriate development-related activities.
Since many of the program element monitors oversaw several program elements
containing many development efforts, each monitor and action officer was asked to answer only
one survey for a single project with which they were most familiar. Having the program element
monitors complete more than one survey was not seen as practical nor likely to be successful.
While this allowed less control over the population of projects and may have allowed for some
selection bias on the part of the monitors, the returned surveys matched the general
demographics of the other two surveys. We judged that data obtained on projects with which the
monitors were most familiar would be of higher quality and more accurate than responses on a
project they were only peripherally aware of. Allowing the monitors to select the project was
assumed to boost the response rate.
We did make a largely unsuccessful attempt to direct program element monitors to
projects already included in the Program Office and contractor surveys, to provide direct overlap.
But the limited number of respondents and less-than-optimal response rates resulted in a low
number of overlapping surveys. Only 8 surveys pertained to pro ects in both the Pentagon and
Program Office surveys-not enough for meaningful statistical analysis. A visual inspection of
the responses did not reveal any large differences between Pentagon and Program Office
responses on the same projects.
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In total, 905 potential respondents were identified at the Program Offices, the defense
contractors, and the Pentagon. Surveys were identified by project and addressed to the project
managers or program element monitor of the specific project identified. Program Element
Monitors with several projects were mailed a single survey and asked to select a single project as
described earlier. A survey number tracked each survey.

F. Response Rate and Efforts to Improve It
Prior to and following the distribution of each survey. significant efforts were made to
improve the response rate. Efforts taken prior to the Program Office survey included obtaining
senior management support at the product centers and among the Air Force acquisition staff. Mr.
Blaise Durante, deputy assistant secretary of the Air Force for management policy and program
integration, signed a cover letter directing the Program Offices to complete the survey.
A multi-step process was used to boost the response rate following distribution of the
Program Office surveys. A follow-up letter to each recipient was sent, succeeded by phone calls.
A few weeks later, a message was sent from the commander's office at each product center
directing recipients to return the surveys. A few weeks later a list of people that had returned the
surveys and those that had not was provided to the command sections of each center, and a
second message from the commander's executive officer was sent to each recipient. Later
additional individual calls were placed to individuals to encourage them to return the completed
surveys. Replacement surveys were mailed to those who had lost them, and additional surveys
were provided to the individuals requesting them when contacted.
The efforts to boost the response rate did not have a dramatic effect on the number of
surveys returned. Similar efforts were made for the contractor and Pentagon surveys.
The final response rates for the three surveys were 35 percent for the Program Office
survey, 42 percent for the contractor survey, and 49 percent for the Pentagon survey. This
excludes responses from the Program Element Monitors that indicated that they did not have any
development projects within their program elements.
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G. Respondent Profiles
Between the three surveys, 317 completed usable surveys were received: 151 Program
Office surveys, 104 contractor surveys, and 62 Pentagon surveys. Other surveys and responses
received but incomplete or lacking information were not included in the analysis. The complete
list of projects whose managers responded is provided at the end of the chapter in Tables 6-1, 62, and 6-3.
The projects represented in the responses can be characterized in many different ways,
including by cost, acquisition phase, product type, production cost, and year the project was
initiated. That information is provided to show the types of projects from which the data are
culled. Because no description of the total population of development projects is available, no
comparison to the total population can be made. The consistency of the distribution and project
characteristics across the three separate surveys provides some evidence, although not proof, that
the surveys represent a reasonable cross section of ongoing Air Force development efforts.
The respondents oversee different types of projects, from aircraft-related systems through
software-dominated systems. Figure 6-2 below shows the distribution across different types of
systems. The responses cover a significant number of projects from each category, with a large
number from aircraft avionics programs. The absence of spacecraft-related systems in the
Program Office survey and the contractor survey is due primarily to the exclusion of the Air
Force Space and Missile Center from that survey, and to the focus of the companies involved in
the Lean Aerospace Initiative at that time.
The projects can also be grouped into acquisition categories (ACAT),defined by the size
of the project. ACAT I projects are the largest, with over $355 million in development costs and
$2.1 billion in production costs. These are considered the major defense acquisition programs.
ACAT II projects have between $355 million and $140 million in development costs. ACAT III
and IV projects have less than $140 million in development costs. There was no significant
difference between the distribution of ACAT levels between the Program Office respondents and
Pentagon respondents, indicating that they represented a similar distribution of projects.
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Comparison of the distribution of ACAT projects with the contractor survey was complicated by
the large number of respondents who did not indicate the ACAT level for their development
effort.
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Figure 6-2: Distribution of the Acquisition Category (ACAT) of Responding Projects by
Program Office, Contractor, and Pentagon Surveys

Identifying the acquisition phase of a project provided another way to characterize the
respondents. The largest number of projects were in the engineering, manufacturing, and
development phase or earlier stages. A significant number were in the production phase, and a
few were in the operations/sustainment and closeout phases. Projects covered in the Program
Office survey had a higher probability of being in the production phases than the projects
covered in the other surveys.
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Figure 6-4: Respondents by Acquisition Phase for Program Office, Contractor, and
Pentagon Surveys (Number of Projects = 317)
The projects surveyed can also be characterized by the amount of technological advance
required in their systems. As would be expected, a significant number are based on either a new
technological generation or incremental improvements, and a smaller number are based on
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revolutionary development or little or no improvement. When broken out by survey, the responses
indicate no significant difference between the surveys and expected results if they sampled the same
general population.
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Another way to characterize respondents is by the cost of the development effort they
oversee and the cost of the expected production effort. In the following charts, the cost of the
systems is grouped by the order of magnitude of the cost of the development and production
phases.
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Another way the projects can be characterized is by the year of their initiation. Most of
the projects respondents described are less than five years into their development phase. This
indicates that they represent current development practices. This also indicates that many
respondents had firsthand knowledge of the information requested, or enough of corporate
memory of the schedule development process to answer the questions accurately. Many older
projects were also included by respondents, some dating back a considerable length of time. The
drop off in the number of projects started in 1996 may reflect the timing of the surveys. The
Program Office survey was conducted at the beginning of 1996, so projects begun after that date
would not be included.
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Figure 6-9: Year of Program Initiation by Survey Respondents
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The apparent bias of the respondents toward more recent programs is preferable, in that
they represent current development practices. That means that the survey results indicate how
acquisition processes are presently working, and not necessarily, how they have worked in the
past.
There is a wide spread of development times. The average time from program initiation
to first production item was 76 months. A significant number of projects reported development
times in excess of 10 years.
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Since there is no available list or characterization of all ongoing projects that could be
used as a comparison, it is not possible to determine if survey respondents represented a cross
section of ongoing projects. The similarity of distribution of project characteristics among the
three surveys has already been noted. These similar distributions include the type of project, the
size of projects (ACAT), the acquisition phase, and the scope of the technological advance.
These results provides additional confidence that the surveys fairly represent the set of ongoing
projects.

Chapter Summary
The three surveys were designed to gather the necessary data on the schedule
development process from Program Offices, the Pentagon, and defense contractors. The survey
attempted to survey all military aerospace defense projects. A total of 317 completed responses
were received. Characterization of the responses indicated that they adequately represent current
military aerospace development efforts.
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Table 6-1
Projects Overseen by Pentagon Survey Respondents
(Program Element Monitors and Action Officers)

60K A/C loader
Aces II Ejection Seat
Advanced EHF
Advanced Airborne Interceptor
AIM-9X
Airborne Laser (ABL)
AMRAAM P31 P3
AWACS Multi-Source Tactical System BIB Defensive Avionics Upgrade
B-52 Advanced Weapons Integration
C-130 AW/APN-59 Radar Replacement
C-130 J
C-130 J Aircraft Annex
C-141 All Weather Flight Control
CTAPS 5.2 Software
CV-22
Combat Survivor Evader Locator
Common Missile Warning
Defense Satellite Communications
Deliberate Crises Action Planning
Deployable C3 Communications
DIRECT
EARC Night Vision Imaging System
Environmental Satellite System Evolved
Expendable Launch Vehicle
F-16 NVIS Pre-Block 40
F-16 Onboard Oxygen Generator
F-22

GCSS-AF
Global Weather Analysis and Prediction
Guidance Replacement Program
Have Stare
IMDS
IW Weapon System Vulnerability
KC-135 Multipoint Refueling System
KC- 135 Simulator Upgrade Visual
Joint Air to Surface Stand Off Missile Joint
Strike Fighter
Joint SIGINT Family
JSESST
Life Cycle Cost Reduction Initiative
Milstar Terminals
NCMC- TW/AA System
NPOESS - National Polar Orbiting

Predator UAV
Small Tactical Terminal (STT)
SOF/Rescue
Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS)Space
Warfare Center
Strategic War Planning System
SSMIS Tactical Weather Radar
Titan IV Space Boosters
Theater Airborne Reconnaissance System
Tri-Service Embedded GPS/INS
Wind Corrected Munition Dispenser
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Table 6-2

Projects Overseen by Contractor Survey Respondents (Program Managers)
A-10 Laste
A2100 LDAs
ABL - Airborne Laser Program
AC-130 NAV/FCO TEST BED
Advanced IRST
Advanced Propulsion Materials MA
Affordable Multimissile Manufacturing
Air Route Surveillance Radar Mode
ALQ 131 FMS
AN/ALQ-126B
AN/ALQ-144/144A
AFMSS
APG-73 Phase 2 (Recce)
Advanced Unitary Penatrator
AF Joint Technology Demonstrator
Affordable Composites for Propulsion
Anti Helicopter Munition
ANAPQ-174D MMR EMD
ARPA Advanced Ceramic Technology
Autonomous Intellegent Submunition
AV-8B Remanufacture
B-IB Avionics
B- B Bomber Integrated Logistics
B-IB Conventional Mission Upgrade
B-1lB Productton/AN/ALQ- 161A
B- Training System
B-2 Parts EMD
B-2 Parts Production
Boeing 777 Floor Beams
C-12 Avionics Prototype kits
C-17
C- 17 Aircrew Training System
C-130 H2
C-130J Displays and Computers
Combat DF
Commercial Turbo Prop
CV-22
DELTA III
E-6 Orbit Improvement Systems
EF-I I I System Improvement Program
Exoatmospheric KIll Vehicle Sensor
F-14 Lantirn Integration
F- 15
F- 15 AVTR
F-15 APG 63(V)1 (APG-63 Radar RM
F- 15S to Saudi Arabia FMS
F-16
F/A-18 E/F
F/A-18 E/F AMAD Aircraft Mounted

F-22 RAIU
F-22 CNI
F-22 Main Electric Power Generator
F-22 Radar
F- 117 Propulsion for C-17 Aircraft
F I00 Component Improvement Program F414
FADEC
Gunship Spares
Horizontal Technology Integration Integrated ESM
JDAM - Joint Direct Attack Munition Javelin
Joint Air to Surface Stand Off Missile
Joint STARS
Joint Strike Fighter
JPATS - Joint Primary Aircraft Training LANTIRN
F- 14
Launcher Avionics Package
LCA IFCS
LMD/KP
Longbow
Long Bow Apache
Long Bow FCR
Long Bow Missile
M-1 Tank (General Dynamicst
MAFET Thrust 2
Mast Mounted Sight
Milstar Terminal (AF)
Missile Tracking System
MQM 107D
Navy Landing System
Navy Joint Technology Demonstrator
Peace Shield
RAH-66 Comanche
RAH-66 Comanche CNI
SEA Transmission
Sensor Fused Weapon
Sensor Fuzed Weapon - P31 Improvement
SLAM (ER)
Space Station Communication System
Space Station - Power Module
SR-71 Elint Production
Tactical Endurance SAR
T- IA Trainer
T-56 Turbo Prop Engine
TADIPNVS
THAAI)S
Tier 11+ Wing
TLOS
Trident D5 Missile TMK Translator
V-22

F-22

Wavelet Insertion Demonstration

F-22 EW

Wide Area Munition
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Table 6-3

Projects Overseen by Program Office Survey Respondents
(Program/Project Managers)
AC- 1301U Gunship
Advanced Interface Control Unit
Advanced Cruise Missile
Advanced Strategic and Tactical
Aerial Targets
Aircrew Integrated Helmet System
AIM-9X
Air Combat Command Training Prog
Air-To-Ground Missile Systems
AGM- 129
Alternate Processing Correlation
AMC C2 IPS Info Processing
AMRAAM AIM-120A/B/C/ Missile
AN/ALE-47 Countermeasure Dispen
Apache
Apache Attack Helicopter
AV-8B Remanufacture
AWACS
AWACS - Saudi
AWACS - 767

AWACS RSIP
AWACS Comm Extend Sentry
AWACS Engine Extent Sentry
AWACS PDM Re-Engineering
Avionics Strategic Planning
B- IB Aircraft Program Director
B-I B Aircraft Cony Munition
B- I B Computer System Upgrade
B-IB Defensive System Upgrade
B-IB Mission Planning System
B- IB Training System
B-2 Aircraft Training System
B-2 Aircraft Integration
B-2 Aircraft Production
B-2 Engine
B-2 MSN Planning
Base Information Protection
Big Safari
Broad Based Environment for Test
C-17 ATS Program Branch
CV-22
C-32 (VC-X)

C130() H2 Aircrew Training System
C- I130J Aircraft
C- 141 Aircrew Training System
CCAWS Project Office
Coatings Technology Integration
Cckpit Air Bag System

Combat Intelligence System (CIS)
Command and Control SPO
Command Center Processing
Common Mapping Production
System Common Missile Warning
Directed Infrared Countermeasures
DoD Advanced Automation Systems
DSU-33
Embedded GPS/INS
Engine Model Derivative Program
Engine Component Improvement
F-16
F 16 Block 30 Targeting Pod
F- 16 Common Configuration Implem
F- 16 Common Missile Warning
F-16 FMS
F-16 Night Vision Imaging System
F-16 RWR
F-22
F-22 Aircraft Air Vehicle
F-22 Aircraft -- F-199 Engine
F-117A Aircraft
F1 17 Engine - Propulsion for C-I
Fl 17-PW-100 Engine - Propulsion
Ground Theater Air Control System
H- Marine Upgrades Program
HAE UAV
HIDAR & MEECN
IDECM
Intelligence and Information War
Intelligence Data Handling System
IDHS - Automated Message

Handling
IDHS - MAXI Integrated Avionics
IDHS - Sentinel II Integration
IDHS - IC41 Intelligence Receivers
ITAS
Joint Advanced Strike Technology
Joint Direct Attack Munition
Joint Helmet Mounted Cueing Sys
Joint Primarv Aircraft Training
Joint Programmable Fuze (JPF)
Joint Service Electronic Combat
Joint STARS
Joint STARS - Deployable Mission
Joint STARS - Flight Crew Train Sys
Joint STARS -- TADIL.-J

JTIDS

KC- 135 Aircrew Training System
KC- 135 Improved Aerial Refueling
Kiowa Warrior
Kiowa Warrior
Large Aircraft Directed Intrared
Longbow Apache
MC- 130H Combat Talon II
MILSTAR Terminal Command Post
Pr Mission Data Preparation System
Mission Planning Systems (MPS)
Multiple Launch Rocket S stem
MLRS Project Office - IFCS
MLRS Project Oftfice - ILMS

Mod Miniature Receive Terminal
Non-Developmental Airlift Aircraft
Non-Line of Sight Project Office
Pacer Speak
Patriot Project Manager
Peace Fenghuang. AFMSS
Peace Fox VI. AFMSS

Peace Sun IX. AFMSS
Propulsion Development System,,
Quiet Knight (SOF)
RAH - 66 Commanche -- T-8(H) Lng
RAH - 66 Commanche Program
RAH - 66 Commanche Airtrame

RIGS - Eagle Vision/Commercial
RFMETS
Space Surveillance Network Impro,.e
SOFPARS
SR-71 Joint Airborne Sigint S.,
SR-71 Reactivation
STINGER Product Office
Surveillance and Control SPO
T-2S Simulator For Electronic Co
T-3A Enhanced Flight Screener
TADS/PNVS
TACMS-BAT Army
THAAD Radar Product Manager
Theater DIeployable C1ommunication
Theater Missile I)efense
Tri-Service Standoff Attack Miissile
Utility Helicopters (Black Haw,•k)
Voice Processing Training System
Voice Comm Switch System
Wind Corrected Munitions Dispenser

Chapter 7

Methods Used to Analyze and Present the
Survey Results

The method used to analyze any survey results depends greatly on the type and form of
data collected. The three surveys entailed in this research were used to gather both factual and
subjective data, in continuous, discrete, and categorical formats. Most of the analysis was
accomplished using standard, well-documented statistical techniques, such as independent
samples T-test, and paired samples T-test. These methods will not be described here, but the
reader can refer to any number of texts that cover on standard statistical procedures." The
methods used to analyze the factors involved in developing initial project schedules will be
discussed in detail.

" George Snedecor and William Cochran Statistical Methods 8th Edition Iowa State University Press Ames Iowa
1989.
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This chapter will also discuss the various methods used to present the survey results and
the reasons for their use. It will identify the benefits and shortcomings of each method so the
reader fully understands what is and is not presented.

A. Types of Data Collected and Types of Questions and Scales Used
Both factual and opinion data were collected through the surveys. Factual data were
collected using both continuous and categorical responses. Opinion data were collected using
dichotomous, rank ordering, and interval scales.
A.1 Factual Data
Where possible, factual data were collected using continuous variables. Examples
include questions about budgets, schedules, and various other factors reported as continuous
variables such as dollars, months, or number of people. These responses were used as
continuous variables throughout the analysis. Other types of factual data were collected using
categories or dichotomous responses. These included yes/no questions and selections among a
range of choices.
And example of a continuous variable question is:
B.1
What is this project's current estimate or actual budget expenditure, and what were the
initial planned expenditures for all program expenses in each of the following program phases?
Use actual or projected then year dollars.
CURRENT ESTIMATE
Pre-EMD
EMD
Production

($ million)
($ million)
($ million)

INITIAL PLAN
($ million)
($ million)
($ million)

An example of a dichotomous question is:

C.9
Did the Government, through its RFP or other means, specify an expected project
schedule to the contractors?
0 No.
O Yes.
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Finally, an example of a question with a discrete set of choices is:
A.5

Which of the following .ategories best describes the type of system this project is developing?

71
71
11
7l

Aircraft (airframe and mechanical systems)
Aircraft (avionics and electronic systems)
Aircraft (propulsion)
Spacecraft or launch system

71
O
El
0

Electronic system (non-aircraft)
Missile or munitions
Software-dominated system
Other:

These questions could be answered based on facts available to the respondent.
A.2 Opinion Data
Not all the necessary information could be obtained from factual data. The other types of
data desired included statements of respondents' opinions, beliefs, and views on various aspects
of a development project. Since the respondents were the individuals making most decisions and
thus having the greatest impact on the aspects being measured, their views and opinions were
significant. The actions they took and the decisions they made were based on their perception of
events and the information they were provided. What the surveys measured was their
interpretation of the information on which they base their decisions.
These responses were collected in several formats, including choices between two
opposing responses, choices among preset categories, rank orders of a number of items, and
information on an ordered scale. Examples are provided for each type of question below.
Dichotomous Answers
When it was deemed appropriate to force respondents to choose between two opposing
answers, yes/no or dichotomous questions were used. These questions asked respondents to
select one answer best representing their project from two opposing statements. The answers are
presented as percentage of responses, or they are used to separate groups of cases for testing of
other variables. An example of dichotomous questions is:
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A.16 From each of the following pairs of statements, please select the one from each row
which best represents this project:
Statement A

Statement B

or

71 This project was started as the result
of the normal service planning process.

D This project was started
leader's direction.

El This project is intended to meet a
current operational deficiency.

0

at a senior

This project in intended to meet a future
or projected operational deficiency

Selection of Categories
Where information could be categorized adequately, respondents were asked to select
among different responses based on specific word descriptions. The resulting data were used to
sort the projects into different groups to check for differences in other variables. An example is:

A.12 Please mark the response that best describes the scope of the technological advance in
product technologies required by this project, relative to existing systems:
7)
7J
71
1

Revolutionary new core technologies or concept.
New generation of product architecture or platform.
Incremental improvements to an existing generation of product architecture or platform.
Little or no change to the existing product technology.

Rank-Ordering
In some cases respondents were asked to rank-order a list of factors that may have
influenced their decisions. This method was used when the order of items was important and they
were few, usually four or less. These data were used to present the relative ranking of project
objectives in raw format, and to categorize the projects for analysis of other variables. A sample
of this type of rank question is:
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A.13 Please rank the order of importance of the following considerations in meeting this
project's objectives ("I" indicates the item with the greatest importance in meeting this project's
objectives, "4" indicates the item with the least importance in meeting this project's objectives):
Low acquisition cost.
Low operational and support cost.
Short schedule to reach operational capability.
Superior technical performance.
Interval Scales
For questions where the strict order was not important, or where the number of item
made rankings difficult and time consuming, a seven-point interval scale was used to collect
information. The seven-point scale was seen as providing sufficient distinction among factors but
not overloading respondents with choices. This scale, while discrete in nature, represented a
continuous and equal interval range of the impact of various factors, with one typically
representing the least impact and seven representing the most impact. An example of this type of
question is:

C.6

Please indicate the extent to which you believe the following factors helped determine the
length of the government's initial schedule for this project:

User's Desired Schedule

No
Impact
1

Some
Impact
3
4
3
4
3
4

Defining
Impact
5
5
5

6
6

Service Leadership Desired Schedule

1

Service Planning Process

1

2
2
2

Expected Development Funding Availability 1
Expected Production Funding Availability 1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

Technology Development

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

7
7

7

Engineering Requirements

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Manufacturing Process Development

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Testing Requirements

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Support Requirements

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Dependence on another program

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Other:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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The information collected from these questions was analyzed to determine the relative
importance of various factors influencing initial schedule development and other areas of
interest. The method used to analyze the responses was employed extensively in this thesis and
will be discussed in more detail.
During analysis, data from the three surveys was pooled where appropriate and where
there was no significant differences among responses. Where significant differences were noted
among the three surveys, the analysis discussed those differences in terms of particular questions.
In general, the surveys revealed marked agreement among responses to the three surveys.
What's more, no significant differences appeared among surveys completed for the same project
at the Pentagon, Program Office, or contractor levels. However, the number of overlapping
surveys for a given project was relatively small (8), making analysis of matched surveys
statistically unsound. Thus no matching of projects among the Pentagon, Program Office, or
contractor surveys was used in the analysis.

B. Methods Used to Analyze the Interval-Scale Data and to Determine
the Relative Impact of Various Factors
Several methods were used to analyze the survey results, including visual comparison of
raw aggregated data, comparison of the standard errors of the means, and paired samples tests.
The objective was to distinguish the influence of different factors on project schedules.
Each respondent rated the various factors against the same scale. A difference in the rating
of two factors by that respondent indicated a difference in the perceived impact. If a factor was
systematically reported to have a larger impact than another, this was interpreted to mean that the
factor has a larger impact on project schedules across the development system.
When combining individual project responses to provide a description of the overall
schedule development process, one can look at the distribution of the responses to each question
separately, or at the differences among ratings of each factor within each survey. Various statistical
test.. were used to determine if the differences among responses for factors were statistically
significant. Where statistical differences existed among the distribution of responses for various
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factors, and the distribution of responses for each possible pair of factors, these results were
interpreted to mean there was a difference across the range of projects included in the analysis. The
null hypothesis was that there is no difference among various responses for the two factors, which
would indicate there is no difference between the impact of the factors. The alternative hypothesis
was that responses to the various factors were different, indicating a difference in the impact on
initial schedules between the two factors across survey respondents. Various statistical tests were
used to show that there was or was not a statistical difference between the various factors. For pairs
of factors between which statistical methods cannot distinguish , those factors were interpreted to
have an equal impact on the schedule development process.
B.I. Visual Inspection of Raw Aggregated Data Distributions
Before the statistical analysis was conducted, the database was visually inspected for the
distribution of responses to each question. The visual inspections indicated that several of the
responses had bi-modal distributions, with spikes at no impact and some impact. In many cases
the data collected did not appear to follow a normal distribution somewhat limiting the number
of statistical tests that could be used.
Standard statistical measures were used during the initial screening of the data. Below
are samples of the tabular and graphical data formats used to inspect the data.
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No
Impact
1
2

Order
Asked
I
4
5
7
9
2

Users Desired Schedule
Expected Development Funding
Expected Production Funding
Engineering Requirements
Testing Requirements
Leadership Desired Schedule

13
26
33
15
22
35

6
3
11
10
8

Technology Development
Force Planning
Dependence on Another program
Support Requirements
Manufacturing Development

32
39
53
35
46

Description

7
6
8
18
22
15
22
17
30
45
36

3
14
13
11
35
31
27
30
29
14
41
30

Frequency of Responses
Some
Defining
Impact
Impact
4
5
6
7
41
31
32

46
42
31
40
30
19
27
28

28
38
35
28
29
30
21

43
37
27
24
25
22
25

34
28
27
12
9
17
8

26
18
17
13

22
18
10
19

11
23
1
4

Table 7-1: Distribution of Response to the Effect of Various Factors on the Length of the
Initial Project Schedule (Sorted by Median Value)

Med Median* Mode
ian
1
4
5
7
2
9
6
3
1I
8
10

User's Desired Schedule
Expected Development Funding
Expected Production Funding
Engineering Requirements
Leadership Desired Schedule
Testing Requirements
Technology Development
Force Planning
Dependence on Another Program
Manufacturing Development
Support Requirements

5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

5 028
4.841
4.552
3 951
3.862
3 836
3.571
3.559
2.886
2 727
2.709

6
5
5
4
1
4
4
1
1
1
2

Sum

N

869
809
736
708
671
685
637
619
590
527
508

180
179
173
178
177
180
178
174
175
176
176

Quartile
Range
25%

SO()

4
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
1
1
2

5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

Mean

4 828
4.520
4 254
3 978
3 791
3 806
3 579
3 557
3 371
2 994
2 886

* Calculated as if from grouped

data

Table 7-2: Distribution Statistics for Responses to the Effect of Various Factors on the
Length of the Initial Project Schedule
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Impact of Expected Development Funding
on the Length of the Initial Project Schedule
No

Some

1

2

3

4

Defining

5

6

7

Expected Dev Funding

Impact of Engineering Requirements
on the Length of the Initial Project Schedule
No

Some

1

2

3

4

Defining

5

6

7

Engineering Requirements

Figure 7-1: Distribution of Responses for Impact of Expected Development Funding and
Engineering Requirements on the Length of the Initial Project Schedule
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One then can compare the means and the standard deviations to determine which factors
were rated higher than the others. However, comparisons based on the mean and standard
deviations are flawed, as they assume normal or near-normal distributions, which were not
apparent in some cases. What's more, comparison of the means, while illustrative and helpful,
may not reveal significant differences that may exist in the data, as such comparisons are less
efficient from a statistical standpoint than other methods available. Comparison of the standard
error of the mean and various paired sample methods allows the survey data to be used on a
project-by-project basis, as opposed to aggregate data only.

B.2. Comparison of the Sample Means for Different Factors
The mean of the responses to a given question provided a view of the average response of
those surveyed across the projects. This mean estimated the average of the entire population
within the bounds of standard error. Averaging across a wide array of projects with different
characteristics may hide important variations among those projects. Since the objective is to
describe the system as a whole, the responses averages have some utility. However, they do not
indicate how the various factors affected an individual project.
During the analysis, the survey responses were subdivided into an array of categories,
with the answers to various questions used to look for systematic differences among the
categories. Those included the cost of a project, the type of project, the type of contract, the
development phase of the project, and the amount of technological advance. The rank-order of
the average responses to most questions was found to be consistent or nearly consistent
irrespective of the category or type of project. The analysis of the subsets of projects based on
their characteristics is discussed in the analysis of individual questions.
To analyze the data, the mean responses and the standard error of the mean were
determined using the survey results. Even if the distribution of the raw responses to a question
were not normal, the large number of projects obtained through the surveys indicated that the
sampling distribution of the mean will be near normal in shape, and will allow the use of the
standard T test to compare the distribution of the sample mean of responses.
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The sample mean, and the sample standard deviation and standard error of the mean, are
calculated with the equations below.
Equation 7-1

Sample Mean = X = C (X/N)
Where
N is the number of survey responses
X, is the response for each individual project/survey

Sample Standard Deviation = S = (I (X, - X)2/(N-1))1/2
Standard Error of the Mean = S,_ = S/(N)

Equation 7-2
Equation 7-3

12

The results for the example used earlier are:
Expected Development Funding
X= 4.52
S = 1.93
N= 179
Standard Error of the Mean = 0.144

Engineering Requirements
X = 3.98
S= 1.64
N= 178
Standard Error of the Mean = 0.123

Plotting the means of the responses--and the standard error of the means--for the impact
of various factors on initial development schedule allows the average of the responses and the
expected errors to be viewed graphically.
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Expected Development Funding
Expected Prod Funding
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I
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Engineering Requirements
Testing Requirements

ti-- j

Service Leadership Desires
Technology Development
Service Planning
Dependence on Another Program
Manufacturing Process Development
Support Requirements
g

v

i

•

1

2

No Impact
V•~n +/-I •-

4
Some Impact

6
7
Defining Impact

Figure 7-2: The Average and Standard Errorof the Mean for Responses to the Impact of
Various Factors on the Length Initial Project Schedule
The unpaired sample t test can be used to compare the mean of two factors. The null
hypothesis is that there is no difference between the mean responses to the impact of two
scheduling factors. The following equation is used to calculate the t value for a comparison of
the means of two independent samples tests.
t' =

(X,

-

X 2)/(S,

/N

+ s22

"1/2

Equation 7-4"

where: X, is the mean of the responses for the first factor
X, is the mean of the responses for the second factor
S,is the standard deviation for the responses to the first factor

"9Snedecor and Cochran. Statistical Methods. Analysis of Independent Samples when

cG,o Pg. 97
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S, is the standard deviation for the responses to the second factor
N, and N2 are the number of projects surveyed
The degrees of freedom for the test are approximated to allow the ordinary t distribution
tables to be used. The approximation for the number of degrees of freedom is given by:

V = (-u + )2/(1)12

/V 1- 2/V

Equation 7-5"

where:
u, = S,/n,
U? = S: /n,

v,= n -l
v,= n,- l
The approximate degrees of freedom for t' are given by v', which is rounded down to the
nearest integer so that standard t tables can be used."
Using the example discussed:
t'= (4.52 - 3.98)/((1.93:/179)+(1.642/178)) " = 2.849
v'= ((1.93 2 /179)+(1.642 /178))/2 1 ((1.93:/179):/( 178)+ ( 1.642/178):/(177)) = 346.58

Approximate Degrees of Freedom = 346
The null hypothesis--that there is no difference between the two samples--can be rejected based
on the value of t' and the number of degrees of freedom at difference levels of confidence. With
the sufficiently large sample sizes captured in the research, t' can be estimated by t,and either
calculated from the normal deviate or looked up in any standard statistics reference book. The 5
percent and the 0.5 percent level of confidence for t' is:
t',,,,,= 59C confidence level = 1.96 (346 df)
t',,,,,,= 0.5% confidence level = 2.807

(346 df)"

"ASnedecor and Cochran. Statistical Methods. Analysis of Independent Samples when ,yo: Pg. 97
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Using the t distribution, the probability that the average of the two samples will be equal
is 0.5 percent--well below the 5 percent typically required for demonstrating statistical
significance. More powerful statistical methods are available that use the survey information on a
project-by-project basis.
B.3. Paired-Samples Statistical Methods
Analyzing the multiple-response questions using paired-sample statistical methods allows
the relative importance of factors to be compared on a project-by-project basis. The distribution of
responses can then be evaluated to determine if there is a statistical difference between them. The
pairing of the data within a single project ensures that each factor is affected by the same events
and interpreted by the same person. Using the information in this manner removes the effects of
non-related factors, as each project response is compared only with responses from the same
project. By using the paired responses from each project separately, it is possible to eliminate
differences that result from the specific nature of the projects, or from respondents' different
interpretations of the scale.
When comparing two factors, the response for one factor is subtracted from the response for the
other factor. If there is no systematic difference between the two factors, the distribution difference of
the paired responses should be centered on no difference. Continuing with the earlier example, the
reported differences between the impact of the expected development funding and the engineering
requirements is shown in Figure 7-5. A negative number indicates that the engineering requirements
were rated as having a larger impact on the length of the initial project schedule, and a positive response
indicates that expected development funding had a greater impact on that project. A zero response
indicates that the respondent rated them as equally important. The numbers on the horizontal axis
indicate the difference between the two responses by a single respondent. The numbers on the vertical
axis represent the number of respondents reporting the same difference between the two responses.

" Snedecor and Cochran. Statistical Methods. Analysis of Independent Samples when o,
w Snedecor and Cochran. Statistical Methods. Analysis of Independent Samples when o,;:
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The data are interpreted based on the assumption that the larger the difference between the
reported responses, the larger the differences in the impact of the two factors. For example, if a
respondent reported that the engineering requirements had no impact (and thus rated them a one) and
chose funding availability as the defining impact (thus rating it a seven), the difference between the two
responses would be 6. This would indicate a larger difference than in the case of someone who awarded
the engineering requirements a 5 and the funding availability a 6, as the difference between those two
values would be 1. If the factors are equally important or there are no systematic differences between
them, there should be an equal number of responses indicating a positive and negative difference. The
existence of such a difference can be tested using various paired-sample statistical methods.
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Figure 7-3: Distribution of Differences between the Reported Impact of Development
Funding and Engineering Requirements on the Length of the Initial Project Schedule

Three primary paired-comparison methods can be used with the type of scale data
collected by the surveys. These include paired-samples t-test corrected for continuity, the nonparametric sign, and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Parametric tests make certain assumptions
about the distributions of the data, such as that it is continuous and normally distributed. This
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could not be assured for this analysis, so the parametric tests were not used." Non-parametric
tests do not require such assumptions. Parametric tests are usually more powerful than the nonparametric tests, as they are less likely to indicate a significant difference when there is not one,
and they are less likely to indicate that there is no significant difference when there is one.
Sign Test
The sign test is a relatively simple test that looks solely at the direction of the
differences between two matched responses. It does not measure the magnitude of the
difference. If there is no systematic difference in the responses for the two factors, there should
be roughly an equal number of cases where one factor is rated higher than the other. The null
hypothesis is that the two distributions are equal, and that each paired difference has an equal
chance of being positive or negative. A large disparity in the number of positive and negative
differences would indicate that the distributions are not equal, and that the null hypothesis can be
rejected for the two responses. This test is accomplished for every possible pair of responses (the
test ignores ties. The results of the sign test for expected development funding and engineering
requirements is provided below as an example.
In 88 cases, responses rated expected development funding as having more impact than
engineering requirements on the length of initial project schedule. The engineering requirements
were rated higher in 57 cases, and in 33 cases the factors were rated equally.
Example Sign Test
Expected Development Funding Rated Larger
Engineering Requirements Rated Larger
Rated as Equal
Number of Cases
Number of Non-Tied Cases

9' The

88 + Diffs
57 - Diffs
33 Ties
178
145

results using the parametric and non-parametric tests were similar where checked.
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The normal deviate corrected for continuity is calculated by:

Zc= (12r-nl-1)/n

Equation 7-6"

Where r is the number of positive or negative values and n is equal to the number of non-tied
samples. For the example:
ZC= (12*88-145i-1)/145' " = 2.4914
The two-tailed significance can be calculated from the cumulative normal frequency distribution,
or it can be obtained--as it was in this case--from a statistics table for normal distribution." The
probability that the two factors are actually equal and that the result is a statistical fluke is
0.0180.

2-Tailed P =

0.0180

The sign test is not as efficient in determining differences between populations as tests
that use the magnitude of the difference between responses. The other non-parametric test, the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, uses the magnitude as well as the sign of the difference, and so is
considered more decisive.

Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test
Because the Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-parametric test, it does not require the
assumption of a normal distribution. The use of this test assumes that the larger the difference in
ratings between two factors, the larger the differences in the factors' effects.
In the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, the absolute values of the differences between the
matched pairs of data are rank-ordered from I to n, with the smallest difference as 1. For the

G:
George Snedecor and William Cochran _Statistical Methods_ 8th Edition Iowa State University Press Ames lowa
1989. Pg. 139
"9George Snedecor and William Cochran _Statistical Methods_ 8th Edition Iowa State University Press Ames Iowa
1989. Pg 464.
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responses with equal differences, the average of the ranks is used. The rankings associated with
the positive differences and the rankings associated wILh the negative differences are then
summed separately. Responses with no difference between the factors are not included. The
smaller of the two sums is then used to calculate the probability. For large numbers of pairs the
normal deviate, corrected for continuity, is given by:
ZC = (g- T - 0.5)/a
Where

Equation 7-7"

(a=((2n+l) p16)"?2
J.= n(n+l)/4
T = smaller of the sum of the positive and negative ranks
n = number of pairs

The probability that there is no difference between the two factors can be determined
using the two-tailed significance obtained from the cumulative normal frequency distribution.
For a normal distribution, the null hypothesis--that the two factors are rated equal--can be
rejected at the 0.05 level. Z > 1.96 equates to a probability of 0.05, which signifies rejection of
the null hypothesis and indicates that the two factors are actually rated differently.
An example using the Wilcoxon signed-rank T test to measure the impact of expected
development funding and engineering requirements is shown below. The table on the next page
shows the responses ordered by the absolute value of the differences between the two factors. A
positive value indicates that expected development funding was rated as having a larger impact,
and a negative value indicates that engineering requirements were rated as having a larger
impact. The responses are then ranked from I to 145 by the absolute value of the differences.
The adjusted rankings account for responses with equal differences by taking the average of the
rank of the responses and as illustrated in Table 7-3 below.

George Snedecor and William Cochran _Statistical Methods_ 8th Edition Iowa State Unilersitv Press Ames Ioiwa
1989 Pg 141
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Diffe Absolute
rence Value of
Difference

Raw
Ranking

__

Adjusted
Ranking

23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
645

2
2
2
2
2
2
-2
2
-2
-2
-2
-2
2
2
2

-2
-2
-2
2
2
-2
-2

-2
-2
-2

-2
-23
3
-3
-23

3
-3
-3
-3
-3
3
-3
-3

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

645
64.5
64.5
64.5
64.5
64.5
64.5
64.5
64.5
64.5
64.5
64.5
645
64.5
645
645
645
645
645
645
64.5
64.5
645
645
64.5
645
64.5
645
645
64.5
64.5
64.5
645
645
645
645
645
99.5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5

__

3
3
3
3
3
-3
-3
-3
-3
3
3
3
3
3

-3
-3
3

3
-4
4
4
4
4
4
-4
4
-4
4
-4
4
4
4
4
4
-4
5
5
5

-5
-5
5
-6
6
6
-6
6
6
6

98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
III

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
1229
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140(
141
142
143
144
145

Table 7-3: Ranking Used for Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test on the Impact of Expected
Development Funding and Engineering Requirements on Length of Initial Project
Schedule (33 Responses with No difference Are Not Included)

99.5
99.5
99 5
99.5
99 5
99.5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
99 5
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
1355
135 5
135 5
1355
135 5
135 5
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
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The sum of the ranking for responses rating expected development funding higher is
6737, and the sum of the ranking for those that rate engineering requirements higher is 3916.
Using the minimum of the two sums as specified by the Wilcoxon method,
n = number of pairs = 145
jp= n(n+1)/4 = 145(145+1)/4 = 5292.5
o =((2n+l) p/6)' = ((2*145+1)*5292.5/6)

':

= 506.64

T = smaller of the sum of the positive and negative ranks = 3916

Ze = (t -T-0.5)/a

= (5292.5 - 3916 - 0.5)/506.64 = 2.7159

The probability that the null hypothesis is true, and that there is no difference between the two
factors, is determined by the two-tailed significance obtained from the cumulative normal
frequency distribution. For example, the probability that the two factors are actually equal is
0.0033.
2-Tailed P = 0.0033
This is significantly beyond the 0.05 level typically used to show statistical significance. For the
analysis used in this survey, the statistical tests was conducted using the SPSS statistical data
software package produced by SPSS, Inc."'
A comparison of results from the three statistical tests showed little difference among
factors when they were approaching statistically significant levels. For the analysis, the signedrank test was selected as it was seen as the most efficient test that did not rely on the assumption
of a normal distribution of the data, which could not be guaranteed. The signed-rank test was
used for analysis except were specifically noted.
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B.4. Development of Statistical Groups of Factors
The paired-sample statistics tests indicated that there was or was not a statistical
difference between any two factors. Because there were typically many factors rated for each of
many questions, presenting the results as a factor-by-factor comparison for each pair of factors
was determined not to be impractical. To provide a method for presenting and discussing the
data at a higher level, factors that could be distinguished with statistical methods were separated
into different statistical groups, and factors that could not be distinguished from each other were
grouped together. The resulting groups could then be used to discuss the impact of the different
factors at a higher level.
The different statistical groups were determined by first developing a factor matrix
indicating the probability that each possible pair of factors were equivalent. This matrix was
based on the results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and its initial order wa. determined by the
average of the responses. A visual inspection of each matrix looked for factors that appeared out
of order based on the probabilities. In almost all cases, ordering the factors by their mean values
proved adequate to determine the statistical groups, as described below.
The statistical groups were determined by visually inspecting the factor matrix and
identifying the groups of factors that were statistically different from other groups of factors.
This was done by first identifying statistical differences between adjacent factors within the
matrix, and then checking to ensure there were statistical differences with other non-adjacent
factors. A minimum of 85 percent confidence level (P = 0.15) was used to indicate statistical
significance between adjacent factors. The relatively low level was used because of the large
number of factors and the difficulty of separating adjacent factors. Thus appropriate caution
should be used when making comparisons between adjacent factors across the statistical groups.
The differences between non-adjacent factor, across statistical group, are typically at much
higher levels of statistical significance than the 0.15 level. In some cases, the 0.15 level was not
met, but in the judgment of the researcher the significant difference between close but non-

",SPSS 6 1 SPSS Inc. 444 N. Michigan Ave. Chicago Iil 60611
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adjacent factors indicated that the factors should be in different groups. The few times this
occurred a dashed line signifies that the adjacent factors are not statistically different but that the
other factors are. Generally, adjacent factors within the same statistical grouping cannot be
separated with confidence based on the data obtained through the surveys. However, factors in
one statistical grouping can be separated statistically from those in other groupings.
The factor matrix and the statistical groups for factors affecting the length of a project's
initial schedule is shown in Figure 7-4 below.
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Figure 7-4: Illustration of Statistical Grouping Method Used in Analyzing Data for Factors
Determining Length of Initial Project Schedule
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C. Presentation of the Data
Throughout the thesis, several methods, each with its limitations, are used to present the
data. The major questions in determining how to best present the data were the amount of data
available and how to make the information presentable and understandable without losing the
nuances and meaning contained in the data. Large matrices of the raw number of responses in
different categories were unlikely to adequately convey the meaning of the results. Throughout
the analysis chapters, when there was any question as to whether to include a chart or graph that
might aid the reader in understanding the analysis, the chart was included. In the summary
chapters, much of this detailed information is omitted and the reader is referred to the earlier
chapters.
Figure 7-6 shows the main format used throughout the thesis to present the results. It
combines several types of information. First, the various factors are plotted by their mean
values. About each mean is plotted the standard error of the mean based on the variance in the
data. Superimposed on this are the statistical groups. as determined by the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test. This chart represents many compromises, but was determined to be the most acceptable,
meaningful, and understandable method for presenting the large amounts of data collected.
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Figure 7-5: Example of a Statistical-Grouping Chart Overlaid on Average Responses and
Standard Errors

Other types of charts used to present the data include the distribution of raw responses,
and displays of differences between two factors. Charts showing the latter are used sparingly, as
they show the difference between only two factors at a time. Displaying pairs of charts for all
interested pairs of responses would be prohibitive.
These types of charts are intended to convey the thesis message clearly to a wide range of
audiences. Each chart loses some information contained in the data, and thus caution ILmust h
taken in interpreting the charts.
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Chapter Summary
Throughout the surveys various types of information was collected. To analyze and
present the results of the surveys accepted statistical methods have been used. To analyze the
interval scale data the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was selected because, as a non-parametric
statistical test, it did not rely on assumptions of normal distributions and was considered more
powerful in determining statistical differences than the sign test. This method is used to compare
responses within each individual survey and then to look at the distribution of the differences
across all surveys. From this statistical groups for the different variables were established and a
graphical method of presentation was introduced.

Part 3

The Development of a Project's Initial Schedule
and Its Impacts: Survey Results and Analysis

Part 3: Overview

Part 3 describes the processes used to develop, contract, and execute project schedules
based on the 317 surveys received. Chapter 8 describes tihe development of a project's Initial
schedule by analyzing the survey results. Chapter 9 documents the effects of the initial project's
schedule on the contracting phase. It shows that the initial schedule has the dominant impact on
contractors' proposed schedules and the resulting contracted schedules. Chapter 10 Identifies
schedule-related incentives for users, the Pentagon, the Program Offices, and defense contractors
during the development phase. Chapter 11 highlights the effects of a project's initial schedule
and the subsequent contracted schedule on the actual development schedule. It compares the
project's achieved schedule with the planned schedule. Part 3 provides the foundation from
which Part 4 draws conclusions and makes specific policy recommendations.
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Chapter 8
Development of a Project's Initial Schedule
The development of a project's initial schedule occurs early in the acquisition planning
phase and prior to project approval. Once established, the project's initial schedule forms a basis
for the rest of the acquisition planning. As will be shown in following chapters, the initial
project schedule plays a central role in the time used to develop new products and systems.
This chapter presents the results of the three surveys described in Chapter 6 as they pertain to
development of a project's initial schedule. The areas evaluated include the user's desired
schedule, the priority assigned to a project's schedule, the factors that determine a project's
starting date, the organizations involved in developing a project's schedule, and the factors that
influence the length of a project's schedule. Also evaluated are information and tools usced to
develop a project's schedule.

-1--------
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Select Contractor
and
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Project
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Figure 8-1: A Project's Initial Schedule, as Developed during the Project's Planning Phase
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A. When the User Desires a Project
When establishing a project's initial schedule, a primary consideration is when the user
desires the system. The Pentagon survey asked program element monitors and Pentagon action
officers the date by which users wanted the system and whether it was meant to meet a current or
a future operational deficiency. The respondents indicated that 80 percent of users desired
systems "as soon as possible," with 20 percent listing a specific date. Respondents also referred
to items such as the need to integrate the system with others in development, launch schedule
dates, and projected emerging threats as determining the desired date.

User's Desired Date

"ASAP"

Specified
Future Date

Program Element Monitor Survey

Figure 8-2: User's Desired Date of First Production Item, as Reported by Program
Element Monitors (Number of Projects = 62)

Seventy percent of respondents indicated that the system was intended to meet a current
operational deficiency, while 30 percent indicated that the system was Intended to meet a future
or projected need.
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Operational Need Date

Current
Operational
Deficiency

Future or
Projected
Deficiency

Figure 8-3: Operational Need Date for a System in Development, as Reported by Program
Element Monitors (Number of Projects = 62)

The response indicated that for most development effort,,, the longer the time required to
develop the products, the longer a need would go unfilled. A project schedule niav also depend
on the priority user, give to a project. Both the Program Office and the Pentacon surveys asked
respondents to indicate the priority assigned by the user cormmand., on a scale of I to7 Thirtýolne percent-or 65 of 209 respondents--indicated that their project was the highest prioritx

Over 60 percent selected one of the two highest responses. Only 27 percent Indicated that their
project was average or lower among the user's priorities
Based on the expressed need, users' desired date of "as soon as posshile," and the
reported high priority users placed on projects. a short development schedule would seemn to be a
significant priority. However, that does not appear to be the case
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Figure 8-4: Project Priority for the User of a System (Program Office and Pentagon
Surveys; Number of Projects = 209)

B. Priority of Schedule in Development Projects
To evaluate the pnrorit. assigned to short schedules in the program planning phase. the
Program ()ffice and the Pentagon surveys asked respondents to rank Itour project prioritle-, !km
aciquilsitiofn cost., l(,()pcrational and supp(rt costs, short scheduleIto ).perationil capahilti.
superior technical pertormance
project'

,itand

of ten rated as a
m
Superior technical performance was 1st

highest priority. Low atcquisition cost was most oftcen rated as a project's second

prniority. Low operational cost was most often rated as

pTroject's third pnont\

Shortened

schedule was most often rated as a project's fourth--or lowest--prionty
Figure 8-6 shows the number of respondents rating each objective first, second. third,. or
fourth

Amorn

g 208 projects, superior performance was rated as the first objective in 93 projects.

low acquisition cost was rated second objective in 71 projects, low operating cost were rated
third in 75 project,,, and short schedule was rated the lowest objective in 78 projects
,ignificant differences were noted between the Program Office and Pentagon surveys.
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Figure 8-5: Ranking of Project ()hjectives by Program Mnanagers and Program Element
\Monitors (Program ( )ffice and Pentagon Surveys; Number of Pro.jects = 208)
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Program Objective
Significance Table
Mode Rank

Perform

Acq Cost Ops Cost Schedule

Superior

Performan

.Xt

i

x...

Low
Operational Cost

3rd

<.001

.024

X

4th

<.0001

.025

.09

Shortened

Schedule

X

Table 8-2: Significance of the Differences among Project Objectives Using the NonParametric Paired-Samples Sign Test (Program Office and Pentagon Surveys; Number of
Projects = 209)
Comparing short project schedules with other objectives does not completel, recLeal the
importance of development time, but does indicate its relative position. To determine the
importance of short schedules, the Pentagon and Program Office survey,, asked to what extent at
short acquisition cycle was an important part of a project's overall objectives Among the 206
respondents, less than 15 percent indicated that a quick acquisition cycle was "very important
One-third of the respondents indicated that short acquisition time was a significant priority by
selecting one of the two-highest categories. Over half the respondents indicated that it was a
"somewhat important" or "not important" objective.
The low priority assigned to schedule is consistent with the finding that only 27 percent
of projects are considered "fast track"-- having shorter-than-normal planned development times.
Seventy-three percent are not considered "fast track," and do not attempt to shorten the normal
development schedule.

8 [k'velopment

Not Important

9f a Projt'ct '. flLtLal Schedule

191)l

Very Important
I

Somewhat
Important
_
__

30
I

_I

I~

2

I

37

4

6

Quick Accquilsition as a Program ()bjective
O

Figure 8-6: Short Acquisition Cycle as a Program Objective, Reported bh Project
Managers and Program Element Monitors (Program Office and Contractor Surve,,:
Number of Projects = 206)

Fast Track Vs Normal Projects

Normal

"Fast Track"

Figure 8-7: Projects Reportedly on a Fast Track--Having an Officially Accelerated
Acquisition Cycle (Program Office, Pentagon, and Contractor Surveys; Number of
Projects = 317)
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C. Determining a Project's Starting Date
The Program Office and Pentagon surveys asked a series of questions to determine which
organizations are responsible for initiating projects. and what factors are considered in
establishing a project's starting date.
The Program Office survey asked program managers to identify the organizations that
initially promoted the project concept or provided funding. They reported that the services' user
commands (48 percent) or service headquarters (21 percent) initiated the majority of current
projects. A smaller percentage of projects were started by development and logistics centers (9
percent), other services (4 percent), contractors (4 percent), elected or appointed government
officials (3 percent), the Defense Advanced Projects Agency, (>1 percent), or other entities (10
percent). The individual services, through the users, service headquarters, and development and
logistics centers, initiated at least 78 percent of the projects surveyed.
To understand the process used to select the projects, the Pentagon Survey asked if a
project was initiated through the formal modernization planning process or through specific
leadership direction. As described in Chapter 3, the modernization planning process is intended
to identify and pnontize new systems and modifications needed to meet operational requirements
in each mission area. Survey results indicated that 58 percent of the projects were initiated
through the modernization planning process, while 42 percent of all projects were initiated
outside that process through senior leadership direction.
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(
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Figure 8-8: Number of Projects Initiated by Various Organizations (Program Office
Survey; Number of Projects = 129)

Project Initiation Source

Modernizatio
Planning
Process

Leadership
Directed
Project

Program Element Monitor Survey

Figure 8-9: Percentage of Projects Started through the Modernization Planning Process
and Senior Leadership Direction (Pentagon Survey; Number of Projects = 60)
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The Pentagon Survey asked respondents to rate factors thought to influence starting dates
for their projects on a scale of 1 to 7, from "no impact" to "defining impact." Although caution
must be taken when using average data, they do shed light on the influence of various factors.
Besides the average responses, the factors were also grouped statistically using the Wilcoxon
ranked sign test, a paired-sample non-parametric test.
The results show that the primary influences in setting a project's starting date are the
user's desires and the desires of the service leadership. These factors were rated significantly
higher than any other factor. They were followed by funding-related aspects, including the
expected availability of development funding, the expected availability of production funding,
and the results of the service planning process, which allocates resources.

No

o Impact

User's Desires
Service Leadership Desires
Expected Development Funding F
Expected Production Funding
Service Planning
Technology Development
Dependence on Another Program
Engineering Requirements
Testing Requirements
Manufacturing Requirements
Support Requirements

Some Impact

Defining Impact
.- .
Statistical
Groupings

-

i

I

I~

I

.

2
6----------

Mean +/- 1 SE

Figure 8-10: Impact of Various Factors in Determining a Project's Starting Date
(Pentagon Survey Number of Projects = 52; Error Bars = +/-1 SE'")

-Note. The error bars shown are determined usinmg plus or minu, one standard error of the mean and the
groups are determined using the Wilcoxon non-parametric statistical test as described in Chapter 7

stantstical
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The remaining factors form a third statistical group that includes circumstances typically
associated with actual requirements: technology development, engineering development, and
development of the manufacturing process. This group also includes testing requirements,
support requirements, and dependence on other programs. The Program Element Monitors and
Pentagon action officers report that these factors have a significantly smaller impact. The user's
desires were reported to have a larger impact 6 times more often than technology development
(30 projects to 5 projects). (Technology development was the highest-rated development-related
factor.) Fifteen projects reported the two factors as tied. Table 8-2 shows the number of projects
for which the user's desires were rated as having a larger impact than other factors.

The reported relative impact of the user's
desires vs. other factors on the project
starting date
Other Factor

Service Leadership Desires
Expected Development Funding
Expected Production Funding
Service Planning
Technology Development
Dependence on Another Program
Engineering Requirements
Testing Requirements
Manufactunng Requirements
Support Requirements

Number of
Projects
Rating
User's
Desires
Higher

Number of
Projects
Rating
Other
Factor
Higher

Number of
Projects
Rating
Them
Equal

20
24
25
30
30
29
31
35
31
36

10
10
5
8
5
6
4
1
6
2

21
16
18
11
15
15
15
14
16
12

Table 8-3: Reported Influence of User's Desires vs. Other Factors in Determining a
Project's Starting Date (Pentagon Survey; Number of Projects = 51)

Once a project is started, planning activities used to manage the development begin. One
aspect of planning is development of the project's initial schedule. The parties that develop the
project's initial schedule, and the factors influence its length, will be addressed next.
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D. The Parties Involved in Developing a Project's Initial Schedule
The Program Office and Pentagon surveys asked respondents to indicate the involvement
and influence of various organizations in developing their project's initial schedule. This was
done using a 7-point -cale ranging from "not involved" to "extensively involved. The responses
show that in a majority of projects, Program Offices are significantly more involved in
developing the initial schedule than any other group. The users are the second most involved,
while potential contractors were reported third. Program Offices were reported to be more
involved in developing the initial schedule in 5 times as many projects as the next-highest group.
the users. (The figures were 70 versus 14 projects, with 52 reporting the two groups as equally
involved.) Figure 8-12 and Table 8-3 compare Program Office involvement and the involvement
of other organizations.

Somewhat Involved

Not Involved

Extensively Involved

Statis tical
Grounpinis..S"

Program Offices
Users
Potential Contractors
Serx ice Acquisition Community
Service Budget Community
Potential Sub-Contractors
PEO
DoD Acquisition Community
FFRDC
DoD Budget Community
DoD Planning Community
1

2

Mean +/- 1 SE

3

4

5

SPOs only

Figure 8-11: Organizational Involvement in Setting the Initial Project Schedule (Program
Office Survey; Number of Projects = 137)
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Number of
Projects Rating
Program Office
Involvement
Higher

Number of
Projects Rating
the Involvement
of Other
Organizations
Higher

Number
of
Projects
Rating
Them
Equal

Users
Potential Contractors

70
76

14
14

52
45

Service Acquisition Community
Service Budget Community

105
109

9
7

20
18

Potential Sub-Contractors
PEO

105
110

9
6

15
16

DoD Acquisition Community

113

8

12

FFRDC

103

8

20

DoD Budget Community
DoD Planning Community
Center Headquarters

114
118
111

8
6
3

10
7
17

The relative involvement of the
Program Offices in establishing the
initial schedule vs. the involvement
of other organizations
Other organizations

Table 8-4: Involvement of the Program Office vs. Other Organizations in Establishing a
Project's Initial Schedule (Program Office Survey; N=137)
Involvement in the process to develop a project's initial schedule does not necessarily
imply influence. Pentagon survey respondents were asked to rank the influence of various
groups op their project's initial schedule on a 7-point scale, from "not involved" to "sole
influence." They reported that the Program Office and the users had the most influence, with
those groups rating significantly higher than all other organizations. The next group of
organizations reportedly influencing a project's initial schedule are the service acquisition
community and the service leadership. (This is more influence than would have been expected
from the results of the Program Office survey.) . The influence of other organizations, including
potential contractors, the services, and DoD planning and budgeting communities, was rated
significantlv lower than that of the first four groups. Figure - 14 shows the reported influence of
the various organizations across all projects included in the Pentagon survey. Again, the
Wilcoxon ranked-sign method was used to group factors statistically Table 8-5 conmpares the
reported influence of the Program Office with that of other organl/atlons.
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Program Offices
Users
Service Acquisition Community
Service Leadership
Potential Contractors
DoD Leadership
DoD Acquisition Community
Service Budget Community
PEO
DoD Budget Community
Service Planning Community
DoD Planning Community
FFRDC
Potential Sub-Contractors
Service Cost Analysis Group

Sole Influence

Some Influence

Not Involved

F1

i
I

lronninno

UIVU~tr'X~ICII

i
i
i

Statistical
1
2

I
F
-e-11

I

H
i:H

-HI

,-_

I.

Mean +/- 1 SE

Pentagon Survey

Figure 8-12: Organizational Influence in Setting the Initial Project Schedule, as Reported
by Pentagon Respondents (Number of Projects = 52)
The relative influence of Program
Offices vs. other organizations in
establishing a project's initial
schedule
Other organizations

Users
Service Acquisition Community
Service Leadership Community
Potential Contractors
DoD Leadership
DoD Acquisition Community

Number of
Projects
Rating
Program
Office
Influence
Higher
17
26
29
34
35
35

Number of
Projects Rating
Other
Organizations'
Influence
Higher

14
5
6

4
7
3

Number
of
Projects
Rating
Them
Equal

21
21
17
12
10
13

Table 8-5: Reported Influence of Program Offices versus Other Organizations in
DI)etermining the Initial Project Schedule (Pentagon Survey; Number of Projects = 52)
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The Program Offices reported significant involvement by contractors in the initial project
schedule, but Pentagon respondents indicated that defense contractors had significantly less
influence than the service acquisition community and the service leadership. (In the Pentagon
survey, 48 percent of respondents indicated that the service acquisition community had more
influence than defense contractors, while 24 percent reported that the defense contractors had
more influence than the service acquisition community. Twenty-eight percent reported the
influence of the two organizations as the same.) It is unclear whether these results reflect
differences in organizational perspectives.
As would be expected, the Office of the Secretary of Defense was more involved in the
largest development programs than in smaller programs. However, even for large programs, the
involvement and influence of OSD organizations was still much below those of service users and
Program Offices.
The analysis indicates that the primary organizations involved in developing project
schedules are the Program Offices and the users. Potential contractors are often involved but
have less influence. The planning, budget, and cost analysis groups, federally funded research
and development centers, and potential subcontractors do not play a significant role, nor does
DoD for most projects.

E. The Factors Determining the Length of a Project's Initial Schedule
To determine the influences on length of a pro.!,ct's initial schedule, the Program Office
and the Pentagon Surveys asked respondents to rate a number of factors identified during
preliminary interviews and literature research. The respondents rated these factors on a scale of 1
to 7, ranging from "no impact" to "defining impact." The average responses provide an
understanding of the relative importance of different factors across all the projects. The
Wilcoxon ranked-sign test was also used to identifyt

groups of factors that can be separated from

the others on a statistical Nhsis.
The factors reportedly having the largest impact are the user's desires and the availability
of development funding. These factors were rated statistically higher than all other factors. They
were followed by the availability of expected production funding. The factors typically
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associated with development-related aspects--engineering requirements, technological
development, and development of the manufacturing process-rated significantly lower, ranking
fourth, seventh, and tenth among 11 factors, respectively.

No Impact

Some Impact

Defining Impact
:al
Igs

User's Desires
Expected Development Funding
Expected Production Funding
Engineering Requirements
Testing Requirements
Service Leadership Desires
Technology Development
Service Planning
Depend on Another Program
Manufacturing Process Dev
Support Requirements
2

3

4

5

6

Mean +/- 1 SE

Figure 8-13: Factors Affecting the Length of a Project's Initial Schedule (Pentagon and
Program Office Surveys; Number of Projects = 178)

Both the Program Office and the Pentagon surveys rated users' desires and the
availability of development and production funding as having the largest impact. Notable
differences between the two surveys did appear, such as in the ranking of testing requirements
and service planning. But both surveys reported technology development and the manufacturing
process as having a low reported impact on the length of the development schedule.
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No Impact

Some Impact

Defining Impact

User's Desires
Expected Development Funding
Expected Production Funding
Testing Requirements
Engineering Requirements
Service Leadership Desires
Depend on Another Program
Technology Development
Service Planning
Support Requirements
Manufacturing Process Dev
4

3

5

O

Mean +/- 1 SE SPOs Only

Figure 8-14: Average Rating for Factors Used to Determine the Length of Initial Project
Schedule (Program Office Survey; Number of Projects = 126)

No Impact
User's Desires
Expected Development Funding
Expected Production Funding
Service Leadership Desires
Engineering Requirements
Service Planning
Technology Development
Manufacturing Process Dev
Testing Requirements
Depend on Another Program
Support Requirements

Some Impact

Defining Impact

T
.4

·I

i

K~H

H
HH H1

1

Mean +/- 1 SE Pentagon Only

Figure 8-15: Average Rating for Factors Used to Determine the Length of Initial Project
Schedule (Pentagon Survey; Number of Projects = 52)
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Averaging the data may mask important aspects of the information. Analyzing the
responses on a factor-by-factor and project-by-project basis makes clear that user's desires,
expected development funding, and expected production funding have a larger impact on most
projects than - other factors. The tables on the next page show the project-by-project comparison
of responses regarding the user's desires, expected development funding, and expected
production funding versus other factors.
The user's desired date and expected development funding are rated more important on
approximately the same number of projects. For example, 69 projects rated the user's desires as
more important than expected development funding, while 64 projects rated expected
development funding higher than the user's desires. Forty-four projects rated them equal. These
responses cannot be statistically separated. In contrast, the user's desires were rated as having
more influence on twice as many projects (88 to 42) as engineering requirements.
When viewed across all projects, expected development funding has a larger impact on
the length of the initial project schedule than any development-related aspects, including
technology development, engineering requirements, and development of the manufacturing
process. For example, expected development funding had a larger impact than engineering
requirements in 88 projects, and a smaller impact than engineering requirements In 57 projects.
Expected development funding had a larger than technology development in 100 projects, and a
smaller impact in 42 projects. Expected development funding had a larger impact than
manufacturing process development in 118 projects, while ranking lower in 26 projects. These
differences are significant based on the non-parametric paired-sample sign test at the 0.01
percent, I percent and 0.01 percent levels, respectively. Clearly the expected development
funding plays a major role in the length of a project's initial schedule.
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Factors Influencing the Length Project Schedule
User's Desires vs. Other Factors
Number of
Projects Rating
User's Desires
Higher
69
78
88
98
87
105
96
109
118
129

The reported relative impact of the user's
desired schedule vs. other factors on the
length of a project's initial schedule
Other Factors
Expected Development Funding
Expected Production Funding
Engineering Requirements
Testing Requirements
Service Leadership Desires
Technology Development
Service Planning
Dependence on Another Program
Manufacturing Process Development
Support Requirements

Number of
Projects Rating
Other Factors
Higher
64
53
42
42
20
38
24
3)
26
20

Number ot
Projects
Rating
Them Equal
52
41
47
38
69
34
53
25
31
26

Expected Development Funding vs. Other Factors
Number of
Projects Rating
Expected Dev
Funding Higher
64
41
88
101
91
100
104
96
118
121

The reported relative impact of expected
development funding vs. other factors on the
length of the initial schedule
Other Factors
User's Desires
Expected Production Funding
Engineering Requirements
Testing Requirements
Service Leadership Desires
Technology Development
Service Planning
Dependence on Another Program
Manufacturing Process Development
Support Requirements

Number of
Projects Rating
Other Factors
Higher
69
24
57
51
45
42
38
44
26
29

Number of
Projects
Rating
Them Equal
52
108
33
27
41
35
32
33
32
25

Expected Production Funding vs. Other Factors
Number of'
Projects Rating
Expected Prod
Funding Higher
53
24
78
83
79
88
85
85
99

The reported relati'le impact of expected
production funding vs other factor, on the
length of a project's initial schedule
Other Factors
lUser's I)esires
Expected Development Funding
EIngineering Requirements
Testingm Requirements
Service Leadership Desires
Technology I)evelopment
Setr ice Planning
l)ependence on Another Progranm
Manulacturing 'Process I)evelopment

103

Support Requirements
,

Number of
Projects Rating
Other Factors
Higher
78
41
60(
55
50
47
38
47
20(

Number o
Projects
Ratinmg
Them Equal
41
108
35
36
43
37
40
36
47
40------------i

Tables 8-6, 8-7, and 8-8: Number of Projects Reporting the Impact of the User's Desires,
Expected Development Funding, and Expected Production Funding as Larger, Smaller, or
Equal to Other Factors in Determining Length of a Project's Initial Schedule
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These results appear to contradict earlier results indicating that users wanted 80 percent of
projects as soon as possible. This contradiction was discussed during presentation of the data at
the Aeronautical Systems Center, the Electronic Systems Center, the Pentagon, and MIT. The
strong consensus of participants at each location was that users' desires were determined
primarily by--expected development and production funding--not their actual operational needs.
This is also consistent with results from other survey questions.
In a related question, the Pentagon survey asked respondents to choose between two
factors limiting their project's schedule: funding, and technology and engineering. Seventyseven percent indicated that funding was the limiting factor, supporting the earlier conclusions.

Funding Limited Vs
Technology and Engineering

Funding
Limited

Technology or
Engineering
Limited

Figure 8-16: Percent of Respondents Reporting the Limiting Factor for Their Project's
Schedule as Funding or Technology and Engineering (Pentagon Survey; Number of
Projects = 61)
The finding that expected funding availability has a larger impact than developmentrelated factors is consistent across all types, sizes, and technological levels of projects. This
consistency indicates that the finding is systemic across the entire range of projects and the entire
development process, and cannot be dismissed as resulting from specific circumstances The
following graphs show the average reported impact of each factor on different subgroups of
projects.
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The Impact of Expected Development Funding vs. Engineering Requirements on Length of
a Project's Initial Schedule

B,, System Type

Aircraft
Spacecraft
Electronics
Missiles and Munitions
Softw'are
Other
By Project Size

ACAT I Programs
ACAT II Programs
ACAT III Programs
hb Technological Advance

Revolutionary Product
"~'v'Generation Product
Incremental Improvement
By Organization

P'cntaeon
'Proeram O()tfice

# Projects Rating
Expected
Development
Funding More
Important
35
5
1()
15
13
9

# Projects Rating
Engineering
Requirements
More important

T

24
3
5
6
1()
8

# Projects Rating
Expected
Development
Funding More
Important
32
14
42

# Projects Rating
Engineering
Requirements
More Important

# Projects Rating
Expected
Development
Funding More
Important
1(
30
46

# Projects Rating
Engineering
Requirements
More Important

# Projects Rating
Expected
I)evelopment
Funding More
Important

# Projects Rating
Engineering
Requirements
More Important

t'

#Ratiring
Them
Equally
Important
14

8
2
24
26
23

# Rating
Them
Equally,
Important
9
6
17

Total Number

5
3(0
86

#Rating
Them
Equally
Important
1
1()
22

8
22
27

16

73

5
3
3
6

18
10
28

i

To':l Number

Total Number

19
62
95

#Rating
Them
EIquall
Iimportant

i

ITotal Numnher

I1
i

Table 8-9: Number of Projects Reporting the Impact of Expected D)evelopment Funding as
Larger, Smaller, or Equal to Engineering Requirements in Determining Length of Initial
Schedule (Pentagon and Program Ofilce Surveys: Number of Projects = 178)
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Impact of Expected Development Funding vs. Technology Development on Length of
Initial Project Schedule

I All

Projects

By System Type

Aircraft
Spacecraft
Electronics
Missiles and Munitions
Software
Other

By Prolect Size

ACAT I Programs
ACAT II Programs
ACAT III Program,,s
B1 Technological Advance

Reolutionarv Product
New Generation Product
Incremental Improvement
By Organi/ation

Pentagon
Program Office

Expected
Development
Funding Rated
More Important
0100

Technology
Development
Rated More
Important
1
42

Rated
Equally
Important
35

Expected
Development
Funding Rated
More -Important
43
5

Technology
Development
Rated More
Important
17
3
5
4
6
7

Rated
Equally
Important
13
0
5
6
5
5

Expected
Development
Funding Rated
More Important
36
16
48

Technology
Development
Rated More
Important
12
6
23

Rated
Equally
Important
li
8
15

Expected
Development
Funding Rated
More Important
9
35
55

Technology
Development
Rated More
Important
8
17
17

Rated
Equally
Important
2
10
23

Expected
Development
Funding Rated
More Important
26
74

Technology
Development
Rated More
Important
16
1
26

10
14
15
11

Total Number
177

Total Number
73
8
20
24
26
23

Total Number
59
30
86

Total Number
19
62
95

Rated
Equally
Important
2

Total Number

[

52
12

Table 8-10: Number of Projects Reporting the Impact of Expected Development Funding
as Larger, Smaller, or Equal to Technology Development in Determining Length of Initial
Schedule (Pentagon and Program Office Surveys; Number of Projects = 178)
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Impact of Expected Development Funding vs. Manufacturing Process on Length of Initial

Project Schedule
Expected
Development
Funding Rated
More Important
All Projects
By System Type

Aircraft
Spacecraft
Electronics
Missiles and Munitions
Software
Other
By Project Su•e

ACAT I Programs
ACAT II Programs
ACAT III Programs
By Technological Advance

Revolutionary Product
New Generation Product
Incremental Improvement
By Organi/ation

118
Expected
Development
Funding Rated
More Important
43
5
13
18
20
18
Expected
Development
Funding Rated
More Important

38
20
60
Expected
Development
Funding Rated
More Important
12
41
64
Expected
Development
Funding Rated
More Important

Manufacturing
Process
Development
Rated More
Important
26
Manufacturing
Process
Development
Rated More
Important
13
1
2
4
3
2
Manufacturing
Process
Development
Rated More
Important
9
3
13
Manufacturing
Process
Development
Rated More
Important
3
11
12
Manufacturing
Process
Development
Rated More

Rated
Equally
Important

Total Number

32

Rated
Equall,,
Important

176

Total Number

16
2
6
2
2
3

Rated
Equall.
Important

72
8
21
24
25
23

Total Number

59
29
86

12
6
13

Rated
Equally
Important

Total Number

19
62

4
10()
17

Rated
iEqually
Important

5

Total Number

Smportan!
Pentacon
Program ()Office

29
89

12
12

11
21

52
124

Table 8-11: Number of Projects Reporting the Impact of Expected Development Funding
as Larger, Smaller, or Equal to Manufacturing Process in Determining Length of Initial
Schedule (Pentagon and Program Office Surveys; Number of Projects = 178)
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Factors Affecting the Length of the Initial Project Schedule
Acquisition Category I Projects
I

Expected Dev Fundng
UsersDetres
Expected ProdFundn
ServLeodership Desi
lonrong
ServAce

k
kH-

Testng Requernnents
Engneenng Requernm
Technrlogy Developme
Marutocturwg ProcD
Dep on Another progr
Suppo~ Reoquements

ID

b.
No Impact

Some Impact

Defining Impact

Acquisition Category II Projects
Users Desires
Expected Prod Fundln
Expected Dev Funding
Serv Leode ship Des
Engineeing Reaqurem
Testtng Requrements
Dep or Another progr
Service Pronnng
Technokogy Developme
Support Requremernts
Monufoctunng Proc C

No

Some Impact

mpact

Acquisition
Use,s Destes

[mpact I

Category
3

Defining Impact

III Projects

4-5
ome ImacDeingIpt

Excected Dev Funding
Expected Prod Fundin
Engneenng Requemrn

AcustoHaeoyIIPoet

Testing Peouirements
Technology Developme
SeMce Ptonnang
Dec on Another progt
Serv Leodersthp Des
Support Peourvements
Proc D
MonufL4ccurnQg

Defining Impact
Some Impact
No Impact
Figure 8-17: Factors Affecting Length of Initial Project Schedule, by Acquisition Category and
Program Size (Program Office and Pentagon Surveys; Number of Projects: ACAT I = 60,
ACAT II = 31, ACAT III = 88)
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Factors Affecting the Length of the Initial Project Schedule
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Figure 8-18: Factors Affecting Length of a Project's Initial Schedule by Type of System
(Program Office and Pentagon Surveys; Number of Projects: Aircraft = 74, Space Systems
= 8, Electronic Systems = 21)
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Figure8-19: Factors Affecting Length of a Project's Initial Schedule by Type of System
(Program Office and Pentagon Surveys; Number of Projects: Missiles and Munitions = 24,
Software-Dominated = 26, Other = 24)
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Figure 8-20: Factors Affecting Length of a Project's Initial Schedule by Technological
Advance of the Product (Program Office and Pentagon Surveys; Number of Projects:
Revolutionary = 19, New Generation = 63, Incremental = 96)
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F. Factors Determining a Project's Initial Funding Profile
Because of the influence of expected development and production funding, the Pentagon
survey asked respondents to rate the factors affecting a project's initial funding profile. The
responses identified the Pentagon's planning, programming, and budgeting system (PPBS) as the
primary factor--rated as having more impact nearly twice as often as the next highest-rated
factor, --the funding profile proposed by the Program Office. All other factors rated consistently
and considerably lower, as shown in Figure 8-23.

No Impact

Some Impact

Statistical
Groupings

Defining Impact

Service PPBS System
SPO Proposed Funding
Expected Dev Funding
Expected Service Budget
Expert Judgement
Expected Production Funding
Contractor Proposed
Historical Similar Program
Bottom-Up Cost Analysis
User Proposed Funding
Parametric Modeling
Comparable Commercial Dev
2
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4

5

6
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Mean +/- 1 SE

Figure 8-21: Average Responses to Factors Influencing a Project's Initial Funding Profile
(Pentagon Survey; Number of Projects = 54)

Another observation is that information-based factors, such as contractor-proposed
funding profiles, historically similar programs, bottom-up or task-based development of funding
profiles, and commercially comparable programs, average near the bottom in impact on initial
funding profile at the Pentagon level. It is possible that these factors are not explicitly
considered at the Pentagon level, being more important in the Program Office funding profile.
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However, the PPBS system appears to overshadow even the Program Office's proposed funding
profile in its impact on initial funding profiles.
Table 8-15 shows the number of projects rating the PPBS process as having a larger or
smaller impact than other factors on the initial funding profile. Pentagon responses rated the
PPBS process as having over 8 times the impact of the user's proposed funding profile. The large
disparity between the impact of the Pentagon PPBS process and the user's proposed funding
profile indicates that funding-related decisions are made primarily at the Pentagon, not at the
major commands.

Programming, Planning, and Budgeting System vs. Other Factors
# Projects Rating
the Impact of the

# Projects Rating
Other Factors

# Rating
Them

PPBS Process

Higher

Equal

Other Factors
SPO Proposed Funding Profile
Expected Development Funding
Expected Service Budget
Expert Judgment
Expected Production Funding

23
23
28
31
26

12
4
5
7
5

18
26
21
16
21

Contractor Proposed Funding Profile

31

9

13

Historical Similar Program
Bottoms Up Cost Analysis
User Proposed Funding Profile
Parametric Modeling
Comparable Commercial development

35
38
34
39
40

5
4
4
5
4

14
12
18
10
10

The relative impact of the PPBS
process vs. other factors in

determining a project's initial funding
profile

Higher

Table 8-12: Number of Projects Reporting the Impact of the Programming, Planning, and
Budgeting System as Larger, Smaller, or Equal to Other Factors in Determining the Initial
Funding Profile
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G. Schedule Information Used to Develop a Project's Initial Schedule
The Program Office survey asked respondents to indicate the source of the information
they used to develop their initial project schedule. (The list of potential sources was based on
interviews and related literature reviews.) The results indicate that the primary sources of
information used by the Program Offices were expected development funding and "expert
judgment" based on the participants' experience. Other factors related to development-related
requirements, such as bottom-up schedule development, historically similar programs, and
parametric modeling rated significantly lower, on average, and on a project-by-project and
factor-by-factor comparison. Comparable commercial development efforts rated significantly
lower than all other sources of information.
Follow-up discussions with program managers and other individuals revealed that the
judgment appeared to rest on an individual's or group's previous experiences. Program
managers most often described "expert judgment" as a best guess.

Extensively Used

Used Occasionally

Not Used
Expected Funding
Availability

Statistical
Groupings
1

Expert Judgement
Contractor Proposal

2
Historical Similar Program
Buttom-Up Schedule
Development

3
4

Parametric Modeling

5

Comparable Commercial
Development
2

3

4

5

6

Mean +/- 1 SE

Figure 8-22: Average Responses Regarding Sources of Information Used To Determine a
Project's Initial Schedule (Program Office Survey; Number of Projects = 130)
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Relative use of expected development
funding versus other sources of
information in developing a project's

initial schedule
Other Sources of Information
Expert Judgment
Contractor Proposal
Historically Similar Project
Bottoms Up Schedule Development
Parametric Modeling or Estimation
Commercial Comparable Development

# Projects Rating
Expected
Development

# Projects Rating
Other Tools or

# Rating
Them

Sources of

Equal

Funding Higher

Information Higher

51
62
64
67
85
96

41
29
30
19
15
12

nding Higher

Information Higher

36
37
34
42
24
18

Table 8-13: Number of Projects Reporting Expected Funding as Greater, Lesser, or Equal
to Other Information Sources in Determining a Project's Initial Schedule (Program Office
Survey; Number of Projects = 130)
Few project managers reported using comparable commercial development efforts as a
source of information in establishing initial development schedules. In fact, a majority reported
that they do not consider such experiences in developing project schedules. These results
contrast sharply with the number of respondents (49 percent) who attest to potential commercial
markets for key technologies in their projects.
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Figure 8-23: Reported Use of Comparable Commercial Development Efforts in
Establishing Initial the Project Schedule (Program Office and Pentagon Surveys; Number
of Projects = 178)
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H. Use of Scheduling Tools to Develop a Project's Initial Schedule
The Program Office Survey asked project managers how extensively they used different
scheduling tools to develop the initial schedule. Five potential scheduling tools had been
identified through interviews and a literature search. These included the standard Gantt chart and
Milestone charts as well as the more sophisticated critical path management and PERT systems,
and product center-based scheduling models. An "other" response was included in the event that
a key tool was missed.
Project managers reported that the primary tool they used to develop the initial schedule
was the relatively unsophisticated Milestone chart (86 of 126 projects used such charts
extensively). Gantt charts were the second most-used scheduling tool, employed in 58 projects.
The more advanced tools were used significantly less frequently: 40 projects used critical path
management extensively, and only 18 used PERT extensively. Just 8 projects indicated that they
used other tools extensively-with Microsoft Project being most often cited. Only 4 projects
used center-based schedule models extensively.
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Figure 8-24: Schedule Tools Used by Program Offices to Develop a Project's Initial
Schedule (Program Office Survey; Number of Projects = 126)
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# Projects
Using
Milestone
Charts
44
65
81
38
96

Other Factors

Gantt
Critical Path Management
PERT
Other
Center Based Model

# Projects
Rating Other
Tools Higher

# Rating
Them
Equal

19
12
9
3
1

55
40
20
8
10

Table 8-14: Projects Reporting Use of Milestone Charts More or Less Often Than Other
Scheduling Tools in Developing the Initial Schedule (Program Office Survey; Number of
Projects = 126)

Scheduling Tools

Not

Numerical rating

Extensively

Occasionally

Used

Used

Used

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Milestone
Gantt
Critical Path Mgmt.
PERT
Other

3
13
13
32
37

1
8
11
13
1

3
5
7
16
1

15
13
27
22
1

18
24
21
12
1

47
30
25
10
2

39
28
15
8
6

Center-Based Model

68

15

5

9

6

3

1

Table 8-15: Distribution of Responses Regarding Use of Various Schedule Tools to
Develop a Project's Initial Schedule (Program Office Survey; Number of Projects =
126)
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Summary on Development of a Project's Initial Schedule.
A project's initial schedule is not determined by technology, engineering, or
manufacturing requirements but instead primarily by funding-related constraints. Respondents
reported that users wanted 80 percent of current projects as soon as possible, and that 70 percent
of projects are intended to remedy existing deficiencies. But despite this reported need and sense
of high project priority, project managers reported short schedules as the lowest project priority.
The starting date for a project is most often determined by the user's or leadership's
desires. Secondary items in determining when to start a project are funding availability and
service planning. Product development-related aspects, including technology development,
engineering requirements, and manufacturing processes, do not play a significant role in
determining when to start a project.
Program Offices primarily control the process used to develop the length of a project's
initial schedule, with users, the service acquisition community, and potential contractors exerting
less influence. Funding-based constraints, including the user's desires as limited by funding, and
expected development and production funding, are most important in establishing the length of a
project's initial schedule. Product development requirements, including engineering
requirements, technology development, and manufacturing processes, rank well below fundingrelated constraints. This finding is consistent across projects of all sizes, types, and levels of
technical advance. Schedules for 80 percent of current projects are limited by funding and not by
technical or engineering constraints.
The primary sources of information used to develop initial project schedules are expected
development funding and expert judgment. More analytically based information as parametric
modeling, historical similar programs, bottom-up schedule development, and comparable
commercial programs have significantly less influence on project schedules. The primary tools
used to develop initial project schedules are the basic Milestone and Gantt charts. The more
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sophisticated Critical Path Management and PERT are rarely used extensively, though many
programs report using those tools occasionally.
The initial project schedule sets the stage for further acquisition planning and approval,
which in turn leads to the contracting phase. The impact of a project's initial schedule on
contractors' proposed schedules and actual contracted schedules is addressed in the next chapter.

a

Chapter 9
The Impact of a Project's Initial Schedule on
the Contracting Process
Defense contractors accomplish nearly all Air Force development projects. The contract
established between the Program Office and the company describes what needs to be done and
when it needs to be completed. This contracted schedule is developed from the government's
initial schedule and the contractor's proposed schedule, which is in turn affected by schedulerelated incentives from the Program Office. As will be shown in Chapters 10 and 11, the
contracted schedule plays the central role in determining the time it takes to develop a project.

Phase
Contracting

Planning Phase

.Development Phase

Select Contractor
and
Develop Contract
Schedule

Develop Initial
Project Schedule

Project
Approval

Actual
Development
Schedule
Contract
Signed

First
Production
item

Figure 9-1: Development of the Contract Schedule During a Project's Contracting Phase
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A. The Expected Schedule Included in the Request for Proposals
A significant number of projects publish an expected schedule as part of the request for
proposal (RFP). To determine how often that occurs, the Pentagon survey asked if the project
had, through its RFP or other means, specified an expected schedule to potential contractors. Of
those respondents, 80 percent said that the Program Office had established an expected schedule
for the contractors.

" Did the Government, through its RFP or other means,
specify an expected project schedule to the contractors?"

Specified
Expected
Schedule

Schedule
Not
Specified

Figure 9-2: Percentage of Projects Reporting a Project Schedule Specified to Contractors.
Pentagon Survey; Number of Projects = 48

These results are consistent with those in a master's thesis completed under the purview
of the Air Force Institute of Technology. Richard Hazeldean and John Topfler found that 20 of
25 development contracts they studied at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base were "pre-scheduled,"
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and had included an expected schedule in the request for proposal."
Before examining the effect of the government's projected schedule, it is useful to look at
contractors' view of their ability to influence project planning prior to release of the RFP.

B. Contractor's Ability to Influence the Request for Proposal
The contractor survey asked respondents to rate their company's influence on various
aspects of the project prior to release of the RFP. The contractors reported having the most
influence on the project concept. They reported significantly less ability to influence the system
performance requirements, and even less ability to influence project schedules. The contractor's
influence on trade-offs among performance, cost, and schedule; program funding levels; and the
project's acquisition strategy fell in the lowest statistical group.

No Impact

Some Impact

Very Large Impact Statistical
ing

Product Concept
Performance
Requirements
Project Schedule
Trade-offs (Cost,

Schedule, Performance)
Budget or Funding Profile
Acquisition Strategy
2

3

4

5

6

7

Mean +/- 1 SE

Figure 9-3: Contractors' Reported Ability to Influence a Government RFP Prior to Its
Release (Number of Projects = 99)

"9Richard Hazeldean and John Topfer. Contracting for Schedule Perfromance. Air Force Institute of Technology.
AFIT/GSM/93S-7 Wright Pattterson Air Force Base, OH. pg. 4-10.
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On average, contractors report having less than "some impact" on the
government's schedule development prior to RFP release. The Program Office survey
indicated that contractors were the third most important organization affecting project
schedule development. Results of the Pentagon survey ranked contractors fifth in
influence on development schedules.
The type of contract award appears to have a significant impact on contractors
ability to influence a program. Contractois with competitively awarded contracts appear
to have dramatically less influence on a project's schedule, as well as on the projected
budget profile and acquisition strategies. No statistical differences were noted in
contractors' abilities to influence performance requirements, product concept, or the
trade-off among cost, schedule, and performance, based on type of award.

No Impact

Some Impact

Sole Impact
** = Difference
Significant at
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Project's Schedule
Project's Budget or Funding
Profile

* = Difference
Significant at
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Figure 9-4: Impact of Competition on a Contractor's Ability to influence Various Aspects
of a Project (Statistical Differences Determined Using the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test)
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C. Contractor Schedule Inputs
If contraciors have little ability to influence the government's expected schedule
prior to RFP release, what impact does that schedule have on the contractor's proposed
schedule? In developing a proposed schedule, contractors consider many factors. The
contractor survey asked respondents to rank five such factors from "no impact" to "solec
determinant." The customer's desired schedule was reported to have the largest impact
on contractors' proposed schedules by a wide margin. The factors associated with the
actual development requirements, including expert judgment, bottom-up schedule
development, historically similar programs, and comparable commercial development,
were all rated significantly lower than the customer's desired schedule. Thirty-two
percent of respondents indicated that the customer's desired schedule was the "sole
determinant," and another 34 percent selected the next-highest rating. None of the other
factors, including "expected funding availability,.... "expert judgment/bottom-up schedule
development," and "historical similar programs," averaged above "moderate impact."

N\0o Impact
Customer's DI)esired
Schedule

Moderate Impact

Sole Determinant
S tatistical
Grouping

0

L-

*1---FI-i

Expected Funding

--

1

Expert Judgment/
Bottom-Up
Historical Similar
Programs
Comparable Commercial
Development

H
Mean +/- 1 SE

Figure 9-5: Impact of Various Factors on a Contractor's Propcsed Schedule (Contractor
Survey; Number of Projects = 96)
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Figure 9-6: Impact of Customer's Desired Schedule on Contractor-Proposed Schedule
(Contractor Survey; Number of Projects = 96)

Project characteristics such as product type (aircraft. spacecraft. electronic sv1tem. or
munitions), product size (ACAT level), and acquisition phase did not have a significant impact
on the reported contractor schedule inputs. The type of contract selection (sole source or
competitive source) also did not have a large impact on the contractor's schedule development.
The customer's desired schedule was rated slightly higher for competitive procurements than for
sole-source awards, but the difference was statistically significant at only the 0. 15 confidence
level. Contractors on both types of contracts reported primarily using the customer's desired
schedule.
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Figure 9-7: Effect of Competition on Contractor Schedule Inputs by Type of Contract
Award (Contractor Survey; Number of Projects = 96)

Comparable commercial development projects were rated as having the lowest impact on
the contractor's proposed schedule, and appeared not to play any significant role in most
projects:. 61 of 96 reported "no impact." Overall, 81 percent of respondents chose one of the two
lowest categories. Comparable commercial development efforts were rated higher than expert
judgment in 5 of 95 cases, higher than historically similar programs in 2 cases, and higher than
expected funding in 2 cases.
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Figure 9-8: Impact of Comparable Commercial Development on a Contractor's Proposed
Schedule (Contractor Survey; Number of Projects = 96)

Tý%- very low impact of comparable commercial efforts would imply that such
efforts are not relevant :o military projects. However, responses to other questions indicate that
it is not the technology of military projects that separates them from commercial projects.
To determine the relevance of commercial development efforts, both the contractor and
Pentagon surveys asked if the key enabling technologies used in the projects had existing
commercial markets. Among 162 projects, 68 percent reported at least "some commercial
markets" for key enabling technologies used in the project. In a separate question, the Program
Office survey asked whether technologies used in the project had more demanding requirements
than commercial technologies, and whether the system should therefore take longer to develop
and field. Forty-three percent did not agree, indicating that they believed projects they were
working on should not take any longer. An additional 29 percent indicated that they "somewhat
agreed," while 29 percent indicated that they "strongly agreed" that the projects should take
longer to develop.
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These results indicate that in many cases commercial development efforts use similar
technologies. The results also indicate that factors other than technology underlie the low impact
of comparable commercial projects on schedules for military projects.

D. Contractors' Incentives and Source Selection Criteria
With contractors reporting that the customer's desired schedule is the dominate influence
on their proposed schedule, it was important to determine the schedule-related incentives that
contractors experience. The surveys thus attempted to determine the importance of the
development schedule in selection of a contractor, and the incentives for contractors to propose
alternative schedules. During proposal development, a company's primary objective is to be
selected for the contract. Failure likely means exclusion not only from development but also
from production and long-term support activities.
The Program Office and Pentagon surveys queried respondents on the importance of the
development schedule in choice of contractor. Among program managers, 78 percent listed
development time as "somewhat important" or "not important" as a source selection criterion.
Fully 30 percent identified development time as "not important," while only 22 percent identified
it as "very important."
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Figure 9-9: Importance of Development Time as a Source Selection Criterion (Program
Office and Pentagon Surveys; Number of Projects = 151)

To determine the impact of source selection criteria on contractors as they develop their
proposals, the Contractor Survey asked respondents to indicate their net incentive to bid a
schedule different from that proposed by the government. Sixty percent responded that they had
"no incentive" to bid a different schedule, while 15 percent indicated that they had a negative
incentive. Only 25 percent indicated a positive incentive, and just 6 programs indicated a strong
incentive to bid a different schedule. The responses reveal that contractors feel little incentive to
bid schedules other than what Program Offices expect.
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Figure 9-10: Contractor's Incentive to Bid a Schedule Different from the Expected
Schedule (Contractor Survey; Number of Projects = 97)

There may be several explanations for the fact that contractors do not view development
time as an important selection criterion, including the lack of overall priority given to
development schedules, as shown in the last chapter. However, experience in the commercial
market might suggest that competition would increase contractors' incentives to reduce time to
market and bid a shorter schedule. But the survey results indicate that the opposite is true:
contractors involved in competitive source selections report that they have less incentive to
submit a proposal schedule different from the government's estimate. In both sole-source and
competitive selection, there appears to be little incentive to bid a schedule different from what
Program Offices expect. Competition based on time to market does not generally appear to
occur in defense development projects.
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Figure 9-11: Distribution of Reported Contractor Incentive for Bidding Different
Schedules, for Sole-Source and Competitive Awards (Contractor Survey; N = 96)

During follow-up interviews, several contractors expressed surprise that
incentives to bid a different schedule were even this high: they believe there is generally a
strong disincentive to bid different schedules. The reason they provided is that the
Program Offices believe thev understand how long it will take to develop the project, and
if contractors bid different schedules they are seen as higher-risk or non-responsive. This
attitude is seen in companies' guidance to proposal development teams outlined in
Chapter 3. Such guidance emphasizes that telling Program Offices they are wrong "is not
a winning strategy."
Contractors often have the option of submitting an alternative proposal in response to an
RFP. Several interviews with Government program managers at the Aeronautical Systems
Center and the Electronic Systems Center, however, revealed that Program Offices rarely
consider alternative proposals. Interviewees believed that submitting an alternative proposal split
the contractor's proposal preparation effort and resulted in two lower-quality proposals, each
with a smaller chance of selection. Contractors also stated that submitting two proposals might
indicate that the company could not make up its mind, revealing a lack of ability to make hard
decisions. They stated that the typical approach is to submit the proposal that stands the highest
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chance of being selected, and then to discredit the other approach in case a competitor has
selected that approach. Such "ghosting " of non-selected approaches is also documented in one
company's proposal development guide

Interviewees at the Aeronautical System Center

stated that an RFP often forbids alternative proposals, and that when not forbidden they are rarely
encouraged. They stated that proposals not meeting the expectations of the Program Offices are
viewed with suspicion and generally automatically perceived to have higher risk. They also
stated that for a company's alternate proposal to be considered, its primary proposal would have
to be in the competitive range and stand a good chance of being selected.

E. Resulting Contractor Proposals
Any effect of schedule incentives would appear in contractors' proposals. The Contractor
survey asked respondents to. quantify the difference between their company.s proposed project
schedule and the Program Office's expected schedule outlined in the RFP. Of 83 respondents.
62or 75 percent said their proposed schedules matched the length of the Program Office's
planned schedule exactly.
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Figure 9-12: Difference Between Winning Contractor's Proposed Schedule and the
Government's Expected Schedule (Contractor Survey; N = 83)

The responding contractors do not represent all the companies that bid on the projects,
only those that won contracts. To examine the larger set of all bidding companies, the Program
Office survey asked respondents to identify all the proposals received. Of the 282 proposals
reported, only 32 were shorter than the government's planned schedule by more than 5 percent.
Some 194 were within 5 percent, and 56 were longer than the government schedule by more than
5 percent.
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Figure 9-13: Proposals Received by Program Offices Compared with Th.ir Expected
Schedule (Program Office Survey; Number of Projects = 83)
The Pentagon survey found similar results. Of the 30 Pentagon respondents who had
completed the source selection process, all but 6 selected contractors who bid exactly the
schedules expected by the Program Office. Four of the 6 winning contractors who bid different
schedules bid shorter schedules, while 2 bid longer schedules.
The effect of competition on contractors' proposed schedule is opposite to would have
been expected from commercial experience. On average, contractors participating in a
competitive selection process proposed project schedules 4.5 percent longer than the Program
Office estimate. Schedules from contractors operating in a sole-source environment were 3
percent shorter, on average, than the Program Office estimate. However, while this difference is
significant at the 92 percent level using the independent samples t-test, caution should be taken
as the number of projects bidding different schedules is small. A vast majority of both
competitive and sole-source proposals are no different from the Program Office's expected
schedule.
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Summary of Contracting-Phase Schedule Results
During the contracting phase, the Program Office selects plans for the development
project as well as a contractor to execute them. This is done through a request for proposal on
which contractors bid. The contracted schedule between the Program Office and the winning
company is very important, as itthat details what the contractor is to accomplish and when.
Development of the contract schedule is driven primarily by the project's initial planned
schedule and not by other factors. Overall 80 percent of projects specify an expected schedule to
contractors. A contractor's primary consideration in proposing a project schedule is the Program
Office's desired schedule. The company's development capabilities are given much less
consideration. When developing a proposed schedule, contractors report no incentives to bid
anything other than what the government has requested. Program Office and Pentagon
respondents report that short schedules are not an important source selection criterion, and do not
give a contractor any advantage in that process. Bidding a schedule different from what is
expected increases the perceived risk to the government and the contractors. Because companies
that bid a different schedule are considered "non-responsive" to the RFP, they are less likely to
be selected. are. Thus industry parrots back government-estimated schedules with few changes.
From these contractor proposals the Program Offices select the winners and award the contracts.
As was shown in the previous chapter. a project's initial schedule is determined r"imarily
by the available funding. The overall result of the planning and contracting phases are that
contract schedules are based primarily on the Program Office's interpretation of a project's
funding constraints, not on its development-related requirements or the contractor's product
development capabilities.

Chapter 10
Schedule Incentives During the Development Phase
Awarding the development contract marks the end of the contracting phase and the
beginning of the development phase. The latter phase ends with the delivery of the first
production item, marking the point when the vast majority of development-related activities are
complete. Although the contracted schedule plays a significant role in setting product
development times, it does not necessarily determine the amount of time it will actually take to
develop a new system. Actual development times can be longer or shorter depending on many
factors ranging from technical problems, to funding constraints, to changing Air Force
objectives. This chapter looks at the incentives for different organizations associated with
project schedules, from the time of contract award until delivery of the first production item.
To understand these incentives three surveys---of the Pentagon, Program Offices, and
contractors-asked respondents to report the incentives to meet or exceed various project
objectives they had experienced.. A series of follow-up interviews with representatives from
each group helped interpret and explain the results.
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Figure 10-1: Project Schedules in the Development Phase

A. Users' Incentives for Reducing Cycle Time
Because the surveys did not target the user community directly, Pentagon respondents, as
the closest available surrogates, were asked a number of questions about users' incentives.
Program element monitors and action officers are the spokespeople for users and projects within
the Pentagon, and as such are expected to be aware of users' objectives and priorities. The
responses indicate that users have a large incentive to meet a project's planned cost, schedule,
and performance goals. The responses also indicated that many users have a significant incentive
to exceed project goals in all aspects of cost, schedule, performance, and reliability. The
incentives for increasing product reliability, reducing project schedules, cutting total project cost,
enhancing technical performance, and reducing unit costs were all positive. The reported
differences between various project objectives were not statistically significant.
Overall, Pentagon respondents indicate that 65 percent of users have a positive incentive
to shorten a project schedule; 47 percent indicated that the users had a significant or strong
incentive to shorten a project's schedule. Of those that provided a description of the schedulerelated incentives for users, many mentioned the need for enhanced combat capability to meet
operational objectives. Others mentioned the lower operational and maintenance costs promised
by the new systems.
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Figure 10-4: Users' Incentives to Reduce Development Time (Pentagon Survey;
Number of Projects = 49)

B. Incentives for Reducing Cycle Time within the Pentagon
To determine the incentives within the Pentagon to meet or exceed project objectives, the
Pentagon survey asked respondents to rate various project objectives as viewed by their
organization, and as they viewed them personally. The survey also asked what impact meeting
or exceeding project objectives had on their personal performance rating and their potential for
promotion.
The survey asked respondents to rank-order four project objective as viewed by their
organizations: low acquisition cost, low operation and support cost, superior technical
performance, and a short schedule to operational capability. The respondents most often rated
superior performance as the first priority, low acquisition cost as the second priority, and low
operating and maintenance costs as the third priority. Short schedule was most often rated as the
fourth of four objectives, and rated significantly lower than each of the other objectives. A total
of 65 percent of respondents listed short schedule as either the third or fourth of the four project
objectives, while 42 percent rated short schedule as the fourth of four objectives.
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Pentagon respondents were also asked to rank-order the four objectives as they
personally viewed them to determine if their views differed from those of their organizations.
Here the most important objective was reported as lowering a project's acquisition cost. Other
objectives such as improving system performance, lowering operating costs, or shortening the
schedule were rated significantly lower. Short schedule was statistically tied with low operating
costs for last of the four objectives.
Given the low priority placed on shortening schedules compared with other objectives, it
is unlikely that program element monitors or Air Staff action officers would push for reducing
project schedules. They would be more likely to work toward achieving either what they view
their organization wants or what they personally view as most important: improving performance
or reducing acquisition cost. Shortening the schedule is not generally seen as an important
organizational or personal priority.
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Figure 10-5: Perceived Project Objectives from Pentagon Respondents.
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Figure 10-6: Respondents' Personal View of the Importance of Various Objecties to the
Development Effort. (Pentagon Survey; Number of Projects = 60)

The Pentagon survey also asked respondents to indicate how not meeting, meeting or
exceeding their project objectives affected their personal performance ratings and potential for
promotion. The most frequent responses in each categor; indicated that the succes or failure of
a program has no impact on respojndent,' performance rating or potential for promotion. (),O rall
85 percent replied that exceeding objectives would have only "'some impact" or less on their
performance ratings. And 75 percent stated that not meeting the project's',

oh.iective 'ould

hatc

some" or small impact on their rating or potential for promotion.
In follow-up interviews, several program element monitors reiterated that the success of a
project had little effect on their personal performance rating or potential for promotion. and
indicated they felt that it should not affect their performance rating. Those interviewed felt that
since they had little control over the success of a program, it would he unfair to rate them hi the
success or failurc of the program. Some program element monitors seemed somewhat detached
friom their specific programs, indicating that they had to support what ,vwas good for the entire Air
Force and could not just push for their specific program. Others were strong advocates and
appeared very active in planning and executing a program. According to regulations, the
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program element monitor is the program's official representative, spokesperson, and advocate
within the Pentagon. Several Pentagon-level respondents indicated that other factors such as
appearance, hours worked, and responsiveness to requests for information were more important
on their performance ratings than program success.
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C. Program Office Incentives for Reducing Development Time
The Program Office survey queried project managers about incentives to meet or exceed
project objectives; whether short schedules were viewed as an important objective; and the effect
of exceeding various objectives on their personal performance ratings. The Program Office
survey also asked about the continuity and tenure of project managers and project staff. To
determine incentives transmitted to Program Offices from organizations within the Pentagon, the
Pentagon survey also asked respondents about incentives the Program Offices had to exceed
various objectives. Again the results indicate few significant incentives for reducing project
schedules in the Program Offices.
The Program Office Survey asked project managers to rank-order four project objectives:
superior technical performance, low acquisition cost, low operations and maintenance costs, and
short schedule to operational capability. The largest number of project managers indicated that
superior performance was the first project objective. Low acquisition cost was rated most often
as second. Low operations and maintenance costs were most often rated as third. Shorter
schedule was again most often rated as the fourth of four project objectives. Shortened schedule
was rated significantly lower than superior performance and low acquisition cost, and roughly
equivalent to low maintenance costs. As with Pentagon respondents, project managers are likely
to focus on what they see as the first or second project objective. Any additional effort on the
part of project managers is likely to be aimed at better performance or lower acquisition cost, and
not at shorter cycle times.
Another question asked government project managers what extent a short acquisition
cycle was an important part projects objectives. As shown in Figure 10-9, the distribution of
responses was spread roughly equally from not important to very important. Manager of 36
projects, or 25 percent, indicated that short schedules were not important. Managers of 59
projects, or 41 percent, said short schedules were "somewhat important." Managers of only 49
projects, or 34 percent, indicated that short schedules were an important project objective. Thus
a substantial number (66

percent) of project managers do not see a short schedule as a

particularly important objective for their projects, even when not competing against other project
objectives.
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The Pentagon survey asked respondents to indicate the incentives for Program Offices to
meet or exceed various project objectives. The Pentagon respondents indicated that the Program
Offices have some incentive to meet project objectives but very little incentive to exceed them.
The incentives for exceeding project objectives were reported to be significantly lower than those
reported for users.
As shown in Figures 10-10 and 10-11, the program element monitors believe that the
Program Offices' incentives for achieving a shortened schedule are significantly lower than for
percent of projects were reported with significant incentives to

meeting the schedule. Only 20

shorten schedule, and 23 percent with a slight incentive. Thus 58 percent of the projects were
reported to have either no incentive (46 percent) or a negative incentive (12

percent) to shorten

the schedule. Program Offices are seen as having a significantly stronger incentive to meet, as
opposed to exceed, program objectives, with 80 percent of respondents indicating they had a
positive incentive to do so.
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Figure 10-10: Pentagon View of Program Offices' Incentives for Meeting or Exceeding
Project Objectives. (Pentagon Survey; Number of Projects = 59)
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Figure 10-11: Pentagon View of Program Offices' Incentive to Reduce Development Time
(Pentagon Survey; Number of Projects = 59)

The Pentagon survey asked respondents to indicate the form or type of incentive for
Program Offices to achieve or exceed objectives. Very few responses indicated any specific,
structured, or formalized incentive. Many mentioned oversight by leaders from the services and
DoD as a motivating factor. Most others indicated "doing the right thing," individual initiative,
and "patriotic duty" as the incentives. Few pointed to a specific organizational or individual
financial, personal rating, or position-based incentive for Program Offices. Many indicated that
the objectives of the program were to achieve their goals and not to exceed them.
To measure personal incentives, the Program Office survey asked project managers rankorder various project goals-completing under budget, completing ahead of schedule, exceeding
technical performance requirements, or exceeding operability/ maintenance requirements-by
their importance to their performance rating and potential for promotion. Meeting project goals
was not included in this question as an option. Of the four objectives, finishing below cost was
rated most often as having the most impact on project managers' performance ratings.
Delivering a project ahead of schedule was most often rated as having the second-largest impact.
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As illustrated in Figure 10-12, exceeding operability and maintenance requirements was rated
last on program managers' report by a wide margin, and was rated last by 55 percent of project
managers. In the comment section or in the margins, many program managers wrote that the
objectives were to meet the cost schedule and performance goals and not to exceed them.
One important note on the responses was that over 20 percent of the respondents took the
time either to write comments that exceeding the objectives had little or no impact on their
performance ratings or had marked all four objectives as the fourth and lowest priority. These
observations were supported in interviews with program managers and with a separate group of
junior acquisition officers. Many officers believe that the performance of their projects does not
particularly affect their performance ratings.

Number of
Respondents

;o rct

Perf Req

Exceeding
Main* Req

Figure 10-12: Perceived Effect of Various Objectives on Program Managers' Performance
Ratings and Potential for Promotion (Program Office Survey; Number of Projects = 142)

Many senior acquisition officers commented on the surveys and in follow-up interviews
that it is much more important to meet the expected schedule, no matter how long, than to try to
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achieve a shorter schedule and risk not fulfilling it. Success appears to be defined as meeting the
planned schedule and not shortening it. Meeting the schedule was stated to be more important
even if the project could be delivered earlier than originally planned. The perceived success of
the program and the ramifications for the personnel involved focused on how the project met
expectations, not on the time required to develop and field it. Managing expectations for the
project was seen as a significant part of ensuring the project's perceived success.
An example of managing expectations was observed in a case study of a successful recent
effort to develop a weapon system. The project received very high Air Force priority and its
funding was not limited. Several earlier tests had already been conducted on prototypes, and the
project relied entirely on proven technologies. Even in this case, the Program Office strongly
resisted significant efforts by several senior leaders to shorten the project's initial schedule
during the planning phase. This occurred despite the fact that the Program had strong evidence
that a significantly shorter schedule was possible, and a contractor that pushed for and initially
bid a significantly shorter schedule. The program manager stated that resisting the shorter
schedule ensured that the project would meet the schedule thus be seen as a success. The
program manager bluntly stated that it was more important for this project to be considered a
success even if the total time was significantly longer than to shorten the planned schedule and
risk of not meeting it. The extra time caused a two-year delay in integrating the weapon into the
flight mission software of several fighter aircraft, as the schedule moved to a later bi-annual
update. This significantly delayed initial operating capability on those aircraft, and the system
was not ready during a threatened action against Iraq in the spring of 1998."
During a discussion group with approximately 20 junior acquisition officers (captains
and lieutenants), it was evident that the group f_!t the performance of the project they worked on
had little impact on their performance ratings or potential for promotion." Captains and
lieutenants are typically assigned as project managers on smaller development projects. Several
stated outright, and most agreed, that how they fulfilled their additional duties, such as

"US Bombs Not Much 'Smarter"' Boston Globe. Page 1. February 20, 1998.
The meeting was conducted with 20 officers at Hanscom Air Force Base in September 1996 It was intended to
address the concerns of the junior officers in the acquisition related career field.
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organizing a unit party, had a larger effect on their performance rating then the performance of
their program.
One potential reason for this apparent lack of accountability is the short period that each
project manager is in charge of a project. Some 65 percent of managers surveyed have been in
charge of their projects for less than 18 months, and 47 percent have been in charge less than 12
months. The average tenure for managers of the 144 projects surveyed is 20 months. And this
figure includes a number of civilian program managers, who typically stay significantly longer
than their military counterparts. The average tenure is short compared with the average of 75
months from start to first production item for the same projects. The result is a large number of
managers per project: 80 percent of projects surveyed have changed managers at least once,
while 57 percent have had three or more project managers so far.
A large number of project managers makes for difficulty in assigning decision-making
responsibility. Eresponsiesponsibility for a decision can be assigned to a particular manager, her
or she has often moves on before the results ensue. In fact, it is standard policy to ensure that
younger officers, who often serve as managers on small projects, change Program Offices every
18 months to ensure that they experience different acquisition positions during a typical threeyear assignment.
The survey data show not only that program managers change positions but that the entire
staff rotates out as various projects proceed, undermining continuity. Figure 10-15 shows the
percentage of original project staff remaining on a project. The Packard Commission report
raised similar concerns 10 years ago.
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D. Contractors' Incentives to Reduce Schedule
The Program Office and contractor surveys asked questions to determine contractors'
incentives to meet or shorten a project's schedule. The Program Office survey asked project
managers to indicate the schedule-related incentives they provide to contractors through their
contracts. The contractor survey asked contractors to indicate the incentives from Program
Offices, and their overall incentives to meet or exceed project objectives based on their
companies' bottom line. The results indicate that contractors have few incentives to shorten
project schedules.

D.1 Program Office Incentives for Contractors
The Program Office survey asked questions about schedule-related incentives the Program
Office provided to contractors for on-time or early completion of a project or major milestone.
The vast majority of project managers report no financial incentives for contractors to either
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meet or reduce the project schedule. Two-thirds of all projects include no financial incentives
for on-time completion. Some 75 percent of project managers report that their contracts provide
no financial incentive for early completion, while 85 percent report that the incentive for early
completion was less than 2 percent of the contract value. The average incentive for on-time
completion across all projects is less than 3 percent of the contract value. The average incentive
available for early completion of a project or major milestone is less than 1.5 percent of the
contract value.
Despite the low schedule-related incentives reported, these numbers may significantly
overestimate the schedule-based incentives. Written comments and follow-up interviews
revealed that many respondents included the entire potential award fee in their responses, and
not the percentage of the award fee associated solely with schedule performance. The award fee
is typically based on a number of factors, including schedule. A contractor may receive all or
nearly all of the incentive because of considerations other than schedule. This would imply that
the amount of incentive specifically available for on-schedule performance or shortened
schedule may be even less than these small averages indicate. The average percentage of
available award fees given to contractors is near 93 percent."'

"))
Based on conversations with Mr. Blaise Durante. Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisition)
Management Policy and Program Integration. SAF/AQX.
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Comments from several industry representatives involved in the Lean Aerospace
Initiative indicate that award fees may play a significantly larger role than indicated by financial
aspects. The percentage award fee is in essence a report card from the Program Office on the
company's response to the Program Office's desires and concerns. Senior managers at the
company use the percentage of the award fee to indicate the project's status.
Another issue is that contract incentives for on-time completion are based on the schedule
as it exists at the time of evaluation or completion, not the original contracted schedule. The
contracted schedule can and often does change by mutual agreement. This allows contractors to
be "on schedule" despite to the fact that the schedule has lengthen significantly.
The observation that there is not a significant incentive schedule fulfillment and reduction
is consistent with the low reported priority placed those ends by the Program Offices.

D.2 Program Office Incentives as Viewed by Contractors
The Contractor survey asked respondents to rate the extent that a Program Office provides
specific financial or other incentives to reduce total project cost, cut unit cost, shorten schedule,
enhance technical performance, and increase reliability and ease of maintenance. A large
majority of respondents reported that the Program Offices provide no incentive for exceeding any
program objectives. Most incentives appear to be based on meeting the stated project goals and
not exceeding them. Incentives to reduce total program cost were rated higher than reducing unit
cost, exceeding performance requirements, or shortening schedule-all of which were
statistically equivalent. Incentives to exceed operational and maintenance requirements were
rated below the others. When viewed across all projects, none of the incentives were rated as
greater than small, with a large majority of projects carrying no customer-provided incentives to
exceed project goals.
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Some 73 percent of contractor project managers indicated that the Program Office did not
provide any incentives, or in some cases provided negative incentives, to shorten schedule. Only
18 percent indicated that the customer provided more than a slight incentive to shorten project
schedules. These findings are consistent with the responses to the Program Office survey
indicating that a vast majority of Program Offices do not provide any schedule-related incentives.
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Figure 10-20: Contractor Preceived Incentives for Reducing Schedule - Distribution of
Responses from Contractors on the Incentives Provided by the Program Office(Contractor Survey; Number of Projects = 102)

The type of contract (cost-plus or fixed-price), and the selection method (sole-source or
competitive), did not significantly affect contractors' incentives. Most working under both fixedprice and on cost-plus contracts indicated a very small incentive to shorten project schedules.
Similarly, companies working under competitive-selection and sole-source contracts report few
incentives to shorten project schedules. There do not appear to be any significant customerprovided incentives to shorten project schedules even when there is direct competition to win a
contract. Respondents represented roughly equal numbers of fixed-price (41) and cost-plus (46)
contracts, and equal numbers of competitive (53) and sole-source (46) contracts.
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D.3 Contractor's Bottom-Line Incentives
To measure a company's overall or total incentive associated with a project, the
Contractor survey asked project managers to indicate the bottom-line impact or net financial
impact of exceeding various project goals on their company. Such impacts may include followon business and factors such as increased company stature. These incentives were reported to be
significantly higher than those provided by the Program Office. The objectives with the highest
incentives were reducing total program cost and reducing unit costs. Shortening schedule was
rated significantly lower than cost but above exceeding performance and reliability requirements.
The goals of exceeding performance and maintenance requirements were statistically equivalent
and rated significantly lower than other objectives. A large percentage of respondents indicated
that they had no net or overall incentive to exceed performance or maintenance requirements.
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Figure 10-23: Contractors' Total "Bottom-Line" Incentives for Exceeding Various Project
Goals (Contractors Survey; Number of Projects = 101)
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Figure 10-24: Average "Bottom-Line" Incentives to Exceed Project Objectives (Contractor
Survey; Number of Projects = 101)

When looking specifically at schedule related incentives, 59 percent of contractors report
little or no incentive to reduce schedule. 41 percent indicate that they had that they do feel some
form of overall incentive to reduce schedule. During follow-up interviews, several project
managers indicated that reducing schedule is seen as integral to reducing cost. This is consistent
with the results of analysis of the reported incentive by the contract type, either cost-plus or
fixed-price.
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Schedule (Contractor Survey; Number of Projects = 101)

The type of contract between Program Office and contractor played a significant role in
determining contractors' total incentive to exceed project objectives. Companies with fixedprice contracts account for a disproportionate share of those reporting incentives to reduce total
program cost, reduce unit cost, and shorten schedule. Companies with fixed-price contracts
reported significantly higher net incentives to exceed cost goals than those with cost-plus
contracts. Companies with cost-plus contracts report only a slight net Incentive to reduce cost,, or
shorten schedule. Most companies with cost-plus contracts report Program Office- incentives
and bottom-line incentives as equal, indicating that these companies have little internal incentive
to exceed project goals. Companies working on projects with fixed-price contracts reported a
slightly higher incentive to reduce schedule than those with cost-plus contracts

Both companies

with cost-plus contracts and those with fixed-price contracts reported few incenti\es to exceed
performance and reliabilitv goals.
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Summary of Schedule-Related Incentives
Pentagon respondents report that users have significant incentives to exceed program
cost, schedule, performance, and reliability goals. Users' incentive to reduce project schedule is
rated slightly higher than users' incentives to reduce cost or increase performance. Overall 80
percent of projects are reportedly desired as soon as possible, and 73 percent are reportedly
needed to meet current operational requirements.
Analysis of Pentagon responses indicates few incentives at the Pentagon level for reducing
schedule in the majority of development projects. The principle Pentagon actors on individual
development efforts--the program element monitors and the Air Staff action officers--do not
see shortening cycle time as either an important project or personal objective. They rate
shortening schedules as the fourth of four project objectives, and indicate that shortening
schedules has little impact on their performance rating or potential for promotion. Higher-level
Pentagon actors, such as mission area directors, oversee many development efforts, and the
outcome of a single project has less of an impact on their careers.
As shown, few incentives within a Program Office aim to shorten a project' schedule.
Incentives for project managers are to meet the project schedule and not to shorten it The
Program Offices report shorter schedules most often as the fourth of four objectives, and do not
rate short schedules as particularly important on its own. Shortening the prolject schedule is not
seen as having a significant impact on a program manager's performance rating or career, and
there is apparently little personal accountability for project performance. Given the riultiplicity
of project managers per project, it is difficult to assign either credit or blame to a project manager
based on a project's performance. Across most projects there appears to be little incentive to
reduce project schedules within the Program Offices.
The Program Office, also provide few Incentives for contractors to exceed project
oblectives. Meeting the objectives--not heating them--appears to be the overall goal in a
maljority of projects. Program Offices report providing practically no contract-based incentives
for either on-time or early completion of a major milestone or a project. Incentives perceived by
contractors focus on cost and depend largely on the type of contract. Projects with fixed-price
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contracts account for a large portion of reported net incentives to reduce cost by reducing
schedule. Projects on cost-plus contracts report little Program Office or overall incentive to
exceed project goals.
The lack of personal and organizational incentives for defense contractors, Program
Offices, and the Pentagon indicates that the goal is to meet project objectives, not to exceed
them. There is little perceived incentive to exceed a project's objectives at any level. Reducing
schedules is most often the last of project objectives. Additional efforts and resources, if
available, would likely be placed on the higher-rated objectives of reducing cost or improving
performance, not on reducing project schedules. The effects of the low priority accorded to
shortening development schedules, and the lack of incentives for doing so, can be seen in the
schedules' execution.
The original schedule is based not on a project's development requirements but on
expected funding limitations. In the contracting phase, the original DoD project schedule is the
central factor in determining the contract schedule; contractors have no incentive to bid anything
other than what the government expects. Nor is there any mechanism to rectify the influence of
the original project schedule on development To reduce development times, DoD must improve.
redesign, or dramatically alter the process used to develop project schedules.
The impact of the project scheduling processes and the lack of schedule-related incentives
can be seen in the results of the projects surveyed. The impacts include few accelerated projects.
many delayed projects, project instability, and higher costs. These Impacts are addressed in the
next chapter.

Chapter 11
Executing Project Schedules during the
Development Phase
Although the contracted schedule plays a significant role in product development times, those
times can grow or shrink depending on technical problems, funding constraints, and changing
Air Force objectives. The execution of a project's development schedule also depends on the
appropriateness of the schedule, the contractor's execution, and responses of the Program Office
and the contractor to unforeseen events. The responses to unforeseen events, in turn, depend on
the schedule-related incentives experienced by various organizations.
This chapter looks at the execution of project schedule during development. First, it
investigates differences among the planned time, the achieved schedule, and the estimated time
required to develop the projects based on their technical requirements. It then looks at the cause,,
of deviations from project plans, and the tradeoffs made in reeponse to changes in the plan. It
identifies how often and to what extent these changes occur. This chapter also identifies the
primary barriers to shortening project schedules.
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A. Achieved Project Schedules in the Development Phase
The extent to which projects achieve their planned schedule is one measure of the
effectiveness of the schedule development process. Another measure is planned time planned
versus the time posited to be required to perform the development-related activities. Technical
barriers would indicate that the schedule development process underestimated the necessary
time.. Large differences between the project schedule and the estimated time needed to fulfill
the requirements would indicate significant slack in project schedules and longer-than-necessary
development times.

A.I. Achieved versus Planned Project Schedules
To compare achieved times with planned project schedules, the three surveys asked
respondents how much their project had changed from its initial schedule. The amount of
schedule change was based on delivery of the first production item or other appropriate milestone
versus the initial project plan. The surveys also asked respondents to provide the dates of key
milestones for both the initial and the current schedule.
The responses indicated a large number of project slips. The average project slip
measured across all projects surveyed was 12. 1 months. This might indicate that planned
schedules may be too short to allow for required development activities. The average schedule
slip, however, is misleading, as a significant fraction of projects do not slip. Among those that
do slip, most schedule changes are reportedly due to external factors and not to technical
problems. The surveys indicate that 106 of 271 prolects--or 39 percent-- are within 3 months of
their initial schedule. Some 77 projects, or 28 percent, are reportedly between 3 months and I
year of their initial schedule. Only 57 of the 271 projects, or 27 percent, are reportedly more than
1 year behind their initial schedule.
Thesurvey results also show, that despite the large number of development pro.ects that
are exactly on schedule, few are ever completed early. Of the 271 projects, only 14--or 5.2
percent--were reportedly ahead of their initial schedule by 3 months or more.
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Figure 11-1: Project Schedule Performance Based on Initial Project Plan (Pentagon,
Program Office, and Contractor Surveys; Number of Projects = 271)

Differences in project duration do not account for the amount of project slip. The average
annual slip for the 225 projects whose managers provided the necessary information is 2.71
months. This indicates that in each year of development, the average project makes only slightly
more than 9 months of progress toward completion. A few projects--13, or 5.8 percent-reportedly had annual schedule slips of 12 or more months. This indicates that those projects are
getting further from first production delivery every year. A project's large average annual slip
may result from significant slip early in its development. Calculated annual project slips are
shown in Figure 11-2.
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As Figures 11-1 and 11-2 indicate, a large number of projects are exactly on schedule.
Therc are many possible reasons for this record. Despite the clear wording of the questionnaires,
respondents may have compared their project's performance to the current schedule--which had
already been modified from the initial schedule. Another reason may be that project managers
often do not admit to slips until the final stages, when they realize that they cannot recover from
earlier shortcomings. However, respondents' answers to other questions provided support for the
results as presented. The slip for projects calculated from the initial and current schedules are
similar to respondents' estimates of the amount of slip from the initial plan.
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Similar results appear in databases from other sources. The RAND Corporation collected
information on all major defense acquisition projects since 1960 as reported in selected
acquisition reports to Congress. Of those, some 100 projects included the information needed to
calculate the amount of slip from project initiation to first production item or operational
delivery. The slip per project--and the distribution of slip across many projects--are equivalent to
those found in the three surveys.
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A.2. Causes of Project Schedule Slip
The simple number of projects that slip, and the amount of schedule slip, do not provide a
complete picture of the ability of a project to meet its initial schedule. Completing the picture
requires examining the causes of schedule slips. To determine what is causing schedule slips, the
three surveys asked respondents to estimate th, percentage of any slip stemming from funding
instability, requirement changes, technical problems, or other factors. The impact of these
factors can be seen in the magnitude of their effect across projects, and in the number of projects
they affect.
The average amount of slip for projects at least 1 year into development was 12. 1 months.
Respondents attributed 5.2 of those months to funding instability. 3.1 months to technical
problems, 2.6 months to requirement changes, and 1.2 months to "other causes." The average

"'"Jarvaise, Drezner, and Norton. "The Defense System Cost Performance Database: Cost Growth Analysis Using
Selected Acquisition Reports." MR-625-OSD Santa Monica CA: The RAND Corporation. 1996.
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schedule slip attributed to funding instability across all programs indicates that it is the primary
cause.
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Figure 11-5: Average Slip for Projects at Least 1 Year into the Development Phase, and the
Portions Attributed to Different Causes (Pentagon, Program Office, and Contractor
Surveys; Number of Projects = 271)
Analyzing the data on an annualized basis yields similar results. Across all projects in
development for at least one year, the average project slip was 2.i months per year. Of those
months, 1.0 per year was attributed by respondents to funding instability, 0.5 per year to
technical problems, 0.4 per year to requirement changes, and 0.2 month per year to other causes.
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and the Portions Attributed to Different Causes (Pentagon, Program Office, and
Contractor Surveys; Number of Projects = 175)

Respondents reported that technical problems account for only 25 percent of the observed
slip. Factors not related to technical requirements, including funding stability, requirement
changes, and "other causes," account for 75 percent of the total amount of slip. These results are
also observed when slip is viewed on an annualizcd basis. Of course, unlike technical factors,
funding instability, requirement changes, and "other causes" are typically outside the control of
Program Offices and contractors.
In number of projects, 84 of 271 reported no schedule slip, and 120 reported less than 3
months' slip. Some 107 attributed some portion of their schedule delay to technical problems, 97
attributed some delay to funding instability, 89 attributed some delay to requirement changes,
and 65 projects attributed some delay to "other factors." Of projects attributing slip primarily (at
least 50 percent) to a single cause, 62 pointed to funding instability, 54 reported technical
problems, 35 projects pointed to requirements changes, and 33 projects reported other factors."':
Thirty-five projects reported funding instability as solely responsible for the schedule slip, and

"•'
Those projects not attributing 50% to any factor are not included and those attributing 50% for two factors are
included twice.
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20 projects reported technical problems as solely responsible. For 130 of 187 projects reporting
any schedule slip, external factors such as funding instability, requirement changes, and other
factors were the primary cause.
In terms of technical problems, the responses indicate that 105, or 39 percent, of all projects
attributed some portion of schedule slip to such problems. Some 164, or 61 percent, of all
projects reported no schedule delay stemming from technical problems. Of the 107 projects
reporting some delays attributable to technical problems, 54 projects indicated that they were not
the primary cause (accounting for less than 50 percent). Of the projects that attributed schedule
delays primarily to technical problems, only 14 had delays longer than 1 year. This compares
with 33 projects with over 1 year of delay that reported funding instability as the primary cause.
In all 40 of the 54 projects that reported slip primarily owing to technical problems report 12
months of delay or less. Twenty-four of those projects reported delays of 6 months or less.
Overall, 198 of 271 projects-.or 73 percent--attributed 25% percent or less of schedule slip to
technical problems.

Percent of
Project Slip

Funding
Instability

Technical
Problems

Requirement
Changes

Other

174
97
76
62
36
35

164
107
73
54
32
17

182
89
59
35
17
8

206
65
46
33
24
21

Attributed

No Impact
Any Impact
25% or Greater
50% or Greater
75% or Greater
100% of Slip

Table 11-17: Number of Projects Attributing Schedule Slip to Funding Instability,
Technical Problems, Requirement Changes, and Other Causes (Pentagon, Program Office,
and Contractor Surveys; Number of Projects = 271) ""

~0'Note'

Those projects not attributing 50% to any factor are not included and those atiributing 50q, for two factors
are included twice.
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constrained by technological and engineering requirements. It may be possible to shorten
development time so that technical requirements are the determining factor, without increasing
technical risk or sacrificing performance. This could be done by aligning resources with actual
development requirements and removing funding-based schedule limits.
This analysis indicates only the causes of schedule slip -

not whether schedules are

planned longer than necessary. As shown earlier, technical requirements are not the primary
concern in establishing initial project schedules, nor are they contractors' primary consideration
in proposing schedules. Development-related requirements are not the cause of schedule delays
for a majority of projects. This would be expected if schedules were either set appropriately or
were longer than necessary for the planned activities.

B. Required Versus Scheduled Development Time
It is difficult to determine the minimum time required to develop a product based on Its
technical requirements without a detailed understanding of the project and significant experience
on similar projects. To measure the time required to develop projects based on technical
requirements, the Program Office arid Pentagon surveys asked respondents how long they
believed it would take to deliver the first production item, given strong incentives and proper
resources. While not a definitive measure of required time, the answers indicate that respondents
believe projects could be completed in significantly less time than currently planned.
The Program Office survey asked project managers how long it would take to field the
first system if it was deemed as essential in a war The responses were compared vwith the time
remaining in the schedule until delivery of the first production item. Of the 37 projects with I
year or more remaining in development, project managers estimated the time required to field the
first production item was 52 percent of the current schedule. Thus, the minimum time required
to develop a project is significantly shorter than most schedules. No project manager reported
that their project schedule could not be shortened.
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Figure 11-9: Ratio of Planned Schedule to Required Time Estimated by Pentagon
Respondents, Assuming No Resource Constraints (Number of Projects = 35)

Program Office and Pentagon respondents did not base the ability to accelerate projects
on a different technical approach. Thus these respon:;es may significantly underestimate
reductions in development times that are possible.
While these results do not provide firm evidence that projects could he completed faster
than currently planned, they do indicate that the people most closely' inxolved believe that could
occur without loss of technical capability. This indicates that Program Office and Pentagon
respondents believe the time allowed in current schedules is significantly longer than required to
accomplisn the specific development tasks. The data suggest that reducing funding-based
constraints and focusing on project schedules could cut development times by 25 to 50 percent-without changing the character of the projects.
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Experiences the commercial sector support the notion that a focus on cycle time can yield
dramatic cuts in development times and costs, boost product quality, and help companies meet
customers' needs. Many commercial firms have cut development times from 50 to 70 percent.'"

C. Causes of Changes in Project Plans
To determine the major causes of changes in plans, the Program Office and Contractor
surveys asked respondents to rate potential sources of project instability. The list was compiled
from available literature and interviews with program managers. The surveys asked respondents
to rate the impact of each factor on their project, from "not a factor" to "the primary factor." The
results show that the most significant causes of program instability are changes in annual budget
allocations. Rated significantly lower were unanticipated technical challenges and changes in
users' requirements. Still lower were long acquisition cycles, staffing changes among
contractors and Program Offices, changing service priorities, and poor contractor performance.
Rated lowest were technical problems in associated projects.

* Dr. Chris Meyers "Lessons From Industry" Lean Aerospace Initiative Plenary Session Hartford CT Sept 1997
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Figure 11-11: Average Responses on the Causes of Program Instability (Program Office
and Contractor Surveys; Number of Projects = 245)

Of the factors affecting project instability, budget allocations were rated a larger factor
than technical challenges in 124 projects, while technical challenges were rated as more
important in 86 projects. Thirty-five project managers rated them the same. Changes in budget
allocation had more effect than changes in user requirements in 115 projects, while changes in
user requirements rated higher in 93 projects. Changes in requirements and technical challenges
were rated roughly equal, with 97 project managers indicating technical problems and 90
managers indicating user requirement changes as exerting a larger effect. Sixty-one project
managers rated them equal. This indicates that budget instability is the most pronminent factor in
project instability, but technical problems and changes in user reouirements also play a
significant role.
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Figure 11-13: Effects of Program Instability Reported by Government Program Managers,
Contractor Program Managers, and Pentagon-Level Respondents

The contractor and Pentagon surveys asked to what extent managers could head off
program instability before it occurred, and to what extent they could mitigate the effects ot
instability once it did occur Neither the Program Offices nor the contractors reported much
success in avoiding instability or mitigating its effects But both groups were reportedly more
succes.ful in mitigating negative effect, than avoiding instability in the first place Fe-c
responded that they were "very successful" in avoiding or mitigating the negative effects ot
instabilityv When efforts to avoid project instability fall, managers must alter their plans. making
choices and tradeoffs based on perceived objectives and incentives

"'The research on program instability was conducted in collaboration with Dr Eric Rebhintisch of the Lean
Aerospace Initiative. For more detailed Information please see his report "Managing Under and With Program
Instability" Lean Aerospace Initiative Working Paper,
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Sixty-six respondents indicated that they were equally likely to change. The statistical
significance of the difference in the performance/schedule trade-off using the sign test is 99.99
percent. The statistical significance of the difference in cost/schedule tradeoffs is greater than
98.5 percent. These results are consistent with previously reported project objectives.
The results were similar when separating Pentagon and Program Office respondents. On
average, Pentagon respondents reported that all itcms were slightly less likely to change than
reported by Program Office respondents. The relative order of the factors was the same, and
schedule was reported as the most likely to change in both surveys.
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Figure 11-15: Likelihood That Cost, Schedule, and Performance Would Change in
Response to Unforeseen Events to Achieve Project Objectives (Pentagon and Program
Office survey; Number of Projects = 205.
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Figure 11-16: Likelihood That Cost, Schedule, and Performance Would Change in
Response to Unforeseen Events (Number of Projects = 205)

Significant differences appeared between respondents working under cost-plus and those
working under fixed-price contracts, hut not in the relative order of the responses. For example.
project managers of fixed-price contracts were more likely to change schedules and less likely to
change product performance than managers of cost-plus contracts. But managers on both types of
contracts reported that they were more likely to change schedules than to change performance
requirements

This is consistent with the view of the ,chedule as the lowest project priorit,
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of Contract (Pentagon and Program Office Surveys; Number of' Projects=205)

E. Project Changes during Development
To determine the amount of change that occurs in a development project, the Pentagon
Survey asked respondents to indicate to what extent cost, schedule, and performance
requirements had changed since Milestone 1 or its equivalent

The amount of change that occurs

during the development phase is significant. The largest amount of change was reported in the
budget profile and schedule areas, with significantly less change in performance requirements
This is consistent with earlier findings. One-third of all projects reported a significantly, different
or entirely new budget profile and schedule.
The changes in the budget, schedules, and performance requirements are not driven by
external changes such as changes in the threat or mission concept. The respondents reported
significantly less change in service acquisition priorities, mission concept, and threat or
adversary that the system was meant to address.
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There is a significant correlation between the reported level of change in the project
schedule and the level of change in the budget profile. The Spearman correlation coefficient
between the two changes is 0.72, indicating a strong positive link. This is consistent with the
earlier finding that funding instability (changes in budget profile) is a primary cause of schedule
slip. The correlation between changes in performance requirements and in budget profiles, and
between changes in performance requirements and in project schedules, were much lower (0.35
and 0.32, respectively), indicating rather weak links. The link between changes in performance
requirements and changes in the cost and schedules was also weak.

E.1 Project Schedule Changes during Development
To obtain a more quantitative measure of the frequency of schedule changes, the surveys
asked all respondents to indicate the number of times schedules had been "rephased, rebaselined,
or significantly altered" since the project was initiated. The responses show that a considerable
number of schedule-related changes occur across many projects. Across all three groups
surveyed, the number of schedule changes averaged more than two changes per project. The
distribution of responses for the number of rephases per project is shown in Figure 11-20 and 1121--which indicate that many projects have been rephased numerous times.
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Figure 11-20: Number of Rephases, New Project Baselines, or Significantly Altered
Schedules per Project from Program Initiation to Time of Survey (Pentagon, Program
Office, and Contractor Surveys; Number of Projects = 260)
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The responses were consistent across the three surveys. Less-than-optimal wording on
the Pentagon Survey may have led respondents to indicate an extra rephase, or a single rephase
when none occurred. •"
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Figure 11-21: Distribution of Number of Rephases by Three Different Surveys (Pentagon
N=50; Contractor N=97; Program Office N=113)
To determine at what point rephasing or establishment of new baselines occur, the
surveys asked respondents to indicate whether changes occurred in the pre-engineering
manufacturing development phase (pre-EMD), the engineering manufacturing development
phase (EMD), or the production phase. On a project-by-project basis, no systematic and
significant differences were evident in the number of changes in the pre-EMD phases, the EMD
phase, and the production phase. However, 45 percent of all projects were rephased twice or
more solely in the EMD phase.
Several cautions are required when viewing the data presented below. First, the total
number of rephases by project phase exceeded the total number of reported rephases per project.
This indicates that many of the rephases affected multiple phases of a project. Second, the lower

O The Pentagon Survey question B. 11 asked "How many times has the project been rebaselined, rephased, or
significantly altered after it began" and in the space for the answer had "Total number of project baselines or project
plans." It appeared the less then optimal wording may have caused confusion. The answer as originally provided is
used above.
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number of rephases during the production phase may be affected by the lower number of
projects that have progressed into the production phase, not more stability in that phase.
Approximately 50 percent of the projects had entered production at the time of the survey.
None of the phases seem to be less susceptible to schedule changes than others.
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Figure 11-22: Number of Project Rephases by Acquisition Phase (Pentagon, Program
Office, and Contractor Surveys; Number of Projects = 260)

E.2 Contract Changes during Development
Another measure of change in development programs is the number of contract changes.
The Contractor survey asked project managers to indicate both the number of contract changes
and the areas that the changes affected in each phase. Only 7 of the 92 projects responding
reported no contract changes. The largest number of contract changes concerned scope and
requirements, followed by funding-related changes. Many contract changes dealt with schedule
and the number of deliverables.
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Figure 11-23: Number of Contract Changes per Project (Contractor Survey; Number of
Projects = 92)

The type of contract did influence the number and type of contract changes. Managers of
fixed-price contracts reported more changes in the number of productionitems, funding, and
schedules. Managers of cost-plus contracts reported more changes relating to project scope and
requirements. This is consistent with the conventional wisdom that managers can more easily
change requirements on cost-plus contracts than on fixed-price contracts. A large number of
changes occurred per project under both types of contracts, with each type averaging nearly 50
contract changes to date.
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Only 23 percent of respondents reported no schedule-related contract changes during the
EMD phase. And only 30 percent reported no schedule-related contract changes in the
production phase. Over all phases, only 18 percent of contractor respondents reported no
schedule-related contract changes.
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Figure 11-25: Number of Schedule-Related Contract Changes by Project in the Engineering
Manufacturing Development Phase (Contractor Survey; N = 39)
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Because incentives provided by the Program Office are based on adherence to the current
schedule, not the original schedule, any schedule changes affect those incentives. With threequarters of development efforts changing their contracted schedule, the few incentives for
completing projects within the original contracted schedule are often lost.

F. Barriers to Shortening Project Schedules
The Pentagon and Program Office Surveys asked respondents about the difficulty of
shortening project schedules, the amount of time required to obtain approval for a shorter schedule,
and the likelihood of gaining that approval. The survey also asked about the factors entailed in
deciding whether to approve shorter project schedules, and in evaluating the technical possibilities
for shortening a project.

F.1. Lengthening versus Shortening Project Schedules
The Program Office Survey asked two questions about the difficulty of lengthening or
shortening project schedules by 20 percent. Project managers reported that it was much easier to
lengthen a project's schedule than to shorten it. For example, 70 percent said was very difficult
to shorten schedules, while only 19 percent indicated that it was very difficult to lengthen the
schedule. In all, 111 project managers stated that it was more difficult to shorten a program than
to lengthen it, while only 25 project managers reported the opposite. Twenty-five project
managers reported that it was equally hard to shorten or lengthen the schedule.
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F.2. Critical Factors in Shortening Development Schedules
The Pentagon survey asked respondents to rate factors influencing their decision to
approve or disapprove a contractor's proposal to shorten a project schedule by 25 percent. The
question specified that the new schedule would require the same amount of development
funding. The respondents indicated that the most important factor in such a decision was the
ability to change the production funding profile, or in what year the money was available to be
spent. The next-highest consideration was changing the development funding profile. The
lowest-rated item was obtaining the user's approval to accelerate the schedule. Figure 11-27
shows the number of responses indicating that a specific factor would be either critical or a nonfactor in deciding whether to approve a schedule reduction. Some factors such as training and
logistics issues did not play a significant role, in the view of respondents. The primary drivers
appeared to be funding issues and the Program Office's ability to meet the new expectation for
budget and schedule.
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of total funding. The average time required to obtain either approval or disapproval was reported
to be 6 months. While many projects indicated that a decision could be reached in 3 months or
less, many other projects indicated that it could take significantly longer.
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Figure 11-28: Estimated Time to Approve or Disapprove a Proposed Reduction in a
Project's Schedule, Given the Same Amount of Total Funding (Pentagon and Program
Office Surveys; Number of Projects = 180)

F.4. Probability that a Schedule Reduction Will Be Approved
The Pentagon survey also asked respondents to specify the probability that a contractor
proposal to reduce project schedule by 25 percent would be approved, given the same total
funding. The average of the reported probability was 49 percent, but that figure does not tell the
entire story. The largest number of managers reported that a proposal to shorten the schedule
would not be considered let alone approved, and the second-largest number stated that such a
proposal stood only a 50 percent chance of being approved. Only 8 of the 41 projects responding
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indicated a 90 percent or greater chance that a proposal would be approved, aiXl' only 15 of 41
indicated that it stood a 60 percent or greater chance of approval.
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Figure 11-29: Program Element Monitors' Estimate of the Probability That a Proposed
Schedule Reduction Would Be Approved, Assuming the Same Total Funding (Pentagon
Survey; Number of Projects = 41)

The Pentagon survey also asked respondents to note the factors they primarily consider in
deciding whether to approve of a schedule reduction of 25 percent. The primary consideration
most often cited was the availability of funding--named in 55 percent of responses. The ability
to develop the product and to accept program risk was the primary consideration in 29 percent of
the projects. Operational considerations were mentioned by 16 percent of respondents. These
results are supported by another question revealing that schedules for 77 percent of all projects
are limited by funding, not by technology or engineering-related aspects.
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Summary of the Analysis of Development Schedules
Changes in annual funding levels, technical problems, and revisions in user requirements
most often drive changes in development plans. The project schedule is the most likely aspect to
change in response to these unforeseen events. Development projects average two significant
schedule rephases. When schedules change, they are relatively easy to lengthen and very
difficult to shorten.
The primary concern when shortening project schedules is the availability of production
and development funding. Program element monitors estimated that a decision on a contractor
proposal to shorten project schedule by 25

percent would take an average of 3 months and as

long as 3 years, even if such a change would not require an increase in total funding. Program
element monitors' estimate of the probability of obtaining approval to shorten a project's
schedule by 25 percent was 50 percent, even without any increase in total funding.
One result of schedule-related incentives was that development efforts usually either slip
or end exactly on-schedule. Over 39 percent of all projects finished within 3 months of their
schedule, and 30 percent were exactly on schedule. Less than 5 percent of projects finished
ahead of schedule. Respondents attributed the primary cause of schedule slip to funding
instability. Only 20 percent of all projects, and 30 percent of projects reporting schedule slip:;,
named technical problems as the primarily reasons for schedule slips. This further indicates that
technical requirements are not the primary driver in a majority of development projects.
Program Office and Pentagon respondents indicated that significant reductions are possible if
schedules are given significant priority and required funding is made available. On average, the
Program Office managers estimated that, if needed, projects could be completed in roughly half the
remaining schedule. Pentagon respondents estimated that the time required to develop the project
without resource constraints was 73 percent of the planned schedule.
The influence of the planned and con!racted schedule on the length of the development
period is evident in the fact that few projects are ever completed ahead of the Initial schedule.
The schedule established early in the project's planning stage essentially sets the minimum time
it will take to complete the project. As shown in earlier chapters, the initial project schedule is
not based primarily on development-related requirements but rather on the expected availability
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of funding. Once the initial schedule is established, incentives throughout the contracting and
development phases encourage managers to meet the planned schedule and not reduce it. The
outcomes of project schedules show that this is the case.

Part 4
Conclusions, Observations, and
Recommendations
Part 4: Overview
Part 4 draws conclusions from the research results on the project level and makes
observations regarding the overall development process. These lead to specific policy
recommendations on the steps considered necessary to shorten development times for new
military systems.
Chapter 12 discusses the schedule development process and draws specific conclusions
on that process based on the research. Chapter 13 makes observations on the overall
development processes that can be drawn from the research and identifies key problem areas that
must be addressed to reduce development time. Chapter 14 presents specific recommendations
for addressing those problems. Chapter 14 concludes with a discussion of the potential changes
in weapon development strategies made possible by dramatically shorter development times.
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Chapter 12
Conclusions Regarding the Process Used to
Develop and Execute Project Schedules
Data from the three surveys and discussion of the process used to develop and
execute the project schedule leads to conclusions about the impact of the schedule on the
eventual outcome. These conclusions are based on information from 317 separate
projects as well as interviews conducted at the Pentagon, Program Office, and the
contractor levels. While these results do not represent what occurs on a specific project
under specific circumstances, they do represent the processes used across the great
majority of Air Force development projects.
These conclusions can yield specific recommendations on how to change the
schedule development process and the organizational focus to shorten the time required to
develop new projects.
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Conclusion 1: Short development times are not a significant priority for
military development projects.
Despite the fact that 80 percent of Pentagon program element monitors report that
users want systems "as soon as possible," and that 70 percent of projects are needed to
meet current operational deficiencies, (Figure 8-2 and 8-3), shortened schedules most
often ranic fourth of four project objectives (Figure 8-5). This goal ranked significantly
lower thain bettering project performance and lowering acquisition cost. As shown in
Figure 8-6, only 15 percent of Program Office project managers and Pentagon program
element monitors ranked short schedule very important; over half of the respondents
indicated that a short acquisition cycle was only "somewhat important" or "not
important."
The lack of priority placed on schedules can also be seen in the contracting
process and the criteria used to select the contractor. As shown in Figure 9-9, 65 percent
of project managers and program element monitors indicated that development time was
only "somewhat important" or "not important" as a criterion for selecting a contractor.
Figure 9-10 reveals that the vast majority of contractors indicated they had no incentive to
bid a shorter schedule.
The results are seen in projects' schedule-related results. Figure 11-1 and Figure
11-4 reveal that very few projects are completed ahead of schedule--despite the estimate
by project managers, shown in Figure 11-8, that the average project could be completed
in half the time remaining and the estimate by the program element monitors that the
programs could be completed in 65% of the original planned time as shown in Figure 119.
From these results and analysis across the planning, contracting, and development
phases, I conclude that shortening development schedules is not seen as a high project
priority within the current Air Force development system.
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Conclusion 2: The initial project schedule has significant influence on
the minimum time taken to develop a project.
The effect of the initial project schedule can be seen in the contracting and
development phases. As shown in Figure 9-2, 80 percent of requests for proposal specify
an expected project schedule. As revealed in Figure 9-5, the Program Office's expected
schedule becomes the primary input to the contractor's proposed schedule. As shown in
Figure 9-6, 66 percent of contractor respondents indicated that the initial schedule was the
sole determinate, or nearly the sole determinate, of their proposed schedules. Figure 9-10
shows that contractors say they have no incentive to bid a schedule different from the one
the Program Office expects. Figure 9-12 and 9-13 shows that a large majority of
schedules proposed by contractors exactly match the government's expected schedule.
These proposals form the basis for development contracts.
In the development phase, the objectives of the Pentagon, Program Offices, and
contractors are primarily to meet cost, schedule, and performance goals and not to exceed
them. Figure 10-11 shows few incentives for Program Offices to shorten schedules,
while Figures 10-16 and 10-17 show that the Program Offices provide few incentives to
contractors to meet or shorten project schedules. Figure 10-18 shows that the contractors,
in turn, feel little incentive to exceed project objectives.
Chapter 11 similarly revealed little evidence of any incentives to exceed, as
opposed to meeting, a project's cost, schedule, and performance goals at the Pentagon,
Program Office, or contractor levels. As shown in Figure 11-1, 39 percent of surveyed
projects are within 3 months of their initial schedule. Very few--less than 5 percent-report being ahead of schedule. As illustrated in Figure 11-4, these results are consistent
with information in the RAND database drawn from selected acquisition reports for all
major defense projects.
From these data showing the clear links among the initial project schedule, the
contracted schedule, and the resulting development time, I conclude that the initial project
schedule has a significant impact on the minimum time it takes to develop a project.
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Conclusion 3: Initial project schedules are determined primarily by
expected development and production funding rather than developmentrelated requirements.
This conclusion is supported by results from many questions in the three surveys.
Figure 8-13 and figures 8-14 show that the user's desired date, expected development
funding, and expected production funding were the most significant influences on the
length of a project's initial schedule at both the Pentagon and Program Office. But the
process for allocating resources described in Chapter 3 and significant discussions
outlined in Chaopter 8 reveal that the user's desired date is determined primarily by the
availability of funding.
Figure 8-16 shows that 77 percent of respondents report that their schedules are
limited by funding, not technology or engineering. Tables 8-8 through 8-10, and Figures
8-17 through 8-20, show *hat expected development funding rated more important on
more projects than engineering requirements, technology development, and development
of the manufacturing process in every category, including size of project (ACAT I, II, III
levels), type of project (aircraft, spacecraft, electronic, missiles, software, or other), and
amount of technological advance (revolutionary product, new generation, or incremental
improvement).
As shown in Figure 8-22, the information most influencing development of the
initial schedule is expected development funding and expert judgment. Contractor
proposals, historical similar projects, bottom-up schedule development, and parametric
modeling were all reported to have less impact on development of the initial schedule.
Comparable commercial development efforts were rated significantly lower than any
other factor.
Figures 11-5 and I 1-6 underscore the fact that a majority of respondents report the
primary cause of schedule slips to be funding instability and changes in requirements,
not technical problems. If technical development issues were the limiting factor, one
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would expect more than 20 percent of projects to report technical problems as the primary
cause of schedule delays (see Table 11-15).
Based on this information, I conclude that the length of the initial development
schedule is primarily determined by the amount of expected funding for a project, and not
development-related requirements.

Conclusion 4: There are few incentives at any level to reduce project
schedules and development time.
This is evident from responses regarding project objectives in the planning phase,
incentives during the proposal stage, and incentives at the Pentagon, Program Office and
contractor levels during development.
The incentives associated with a project begin with its objectives. As shown in
Figure 8-5, Figure 10-5 and Figure 10-8, short schedules are the lowest priority compared
with increasing performance and cutting acquisitions and operating costs, in both the
Pentagon and the Program Offices.
Figure 9-9 shows that 65 percent of project managers and program element
monitors did not report development time as an important criterion in selecting
contractors. In Figure 9-5, contractors reported that the government-proposed schedule
was the primary consideiation, and in many cases the sole determinate, in their proposed
schedules. Figure 9-10 shows that the contractors felt "no incentive" to bid a schedule
different from the government's expected schedule, and Figure 9-11 shows that this was
consistent for both competitive and sole-source contracts. Figure 9-12 and Figure 9-13
show that the vast majority of proposals exactly match the government's expected
schedule.
The incentives during the development stage to reduce development time are also
reported to be small. As shown in Figure 10-5, Pentagon respondents indicated that the
first and second goal of a project is to increase performance and lower cost. Shortening
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schedule was reported as the fourth of four objectives at the Pentagon and Program Office
levels. As shown in Figure 10-10 the incentives provided to the Program Office
primarily center on meeting project objectives and not exceeding them. As shown in
Figure 10-11, in over half the projects the Program Office project managers are reported
to have no or even negative incentives to shorten cycle time.
Contractors' incentives to shorten cycle times are similarly weak. As shown in
Figures 10-16 and 10-17, Program Offices reported that in a vast majority of projects,
contracts do not include any financial incentive for on-time or early completion of the
project. In Figure 10-18 contractors reported that they feel no incentive to exceed any
project goals. Figure 10-20 also shows that 73 percent of contractors reported no or
negative customer-provided incentives to shorten project schedules. In only 18 percent of
the cases did contractors indicate that the Program Office provided more than a slight
incentive to shorten schedule. Figures 10-21 and 10-22 show that the type of contract
(Fix Priced or Cost Plus) or the presence of competition had little or no effect on the
incentive to reduce schedule provided by the government. As shown in Figure 10-28.
contractors involved in fixed-price contracts did report slightly higher levels of overall
incentives than those on cost-plus contracts.
Based on this information, I conclude that there is a lack of significant incentives
at all levels to shorten project schedules and development cycle times.
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Conclusion 5: There are significant structural, cultural, and
organizational barriers in the schedule development process that inhibit
shorter schedules.
Once a project is under way, project managers consider shortening the schedule
very difficult, as Figure 11-26 shows. Figure 11-27 similarly reveals that program
element monitors believe the critical factor in deciding whether to approve a proposal to
accelerate a project is the ability to change production and development funding profiles.
As shown in Chapter 3, the development funding process is elaborate, cumbersome, and
difficult to change late in the budgetary process. Figure 11-28 shows that Program
Offices and program element monitors estimate that 6 months would be required for a
decision on a contractor's proposal to shorten a project's schedule by 25 percent, even
without any increase in total project funding. As shown in Figure 11-29, program
element monitors estimated the average probability of approval for a proposal to shorten
schedules without increasing total program funding at 49 percent. The largest number
reporting the chance of approval at 0 percent. The primary consideration was the
availability of changing funding. This is consistent with Figure 8-16 that shows 77
percent of the projects report to be funding limited as opposed to technology or
engineering limited.
The cultural barriers begin with the low priority placed on project schedules: they
are seen as dictated by funding-related decisions and technical requirements. Schedulerelated feedback from Program Offices and defense contractors is limited primarily to
when the schedule cannot be met. Once schedules and funding are determined, Program
Offices do not have the authority or ability to adjust allocated resources to match the
optimal project schedules. The result is that available funding drives the schedule, but
the possible schedule does not appear to drive funding decisions.
Based on these factors I conclude that there are significant structural, cultural, and
organizational barriers to shortening cycle times. Within the schedule development
process, significant hurdles block effective feedback on schedule-related issues.
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B. Review of the Data and Conclusions
The data and conclusions from this research were presented to a number of
organizations as an aid to interpreting their validity. Representatives from the acquisition
reform offices within the Pentagon, the Aeronautical Systems Center, and the Electronic
Systems Center agree significantly with the information.
The results and conclusions were also presented to representatives from
government organizations, program offices, and representatives from the major defense
aerospace companies at the Lean Aircraft Initiative Plenary Workshop in October 1997.
Following the presentation, each group was asked to review the data from one of the
development phases in detail and then asked to report, through a written survey, whether
the results and conclusions of the research matched their personal experience. The results
were surprising only in their near-unanimity: among 90 responses, 88 people reported
that the data matched their personal experiences. Only 2 reported being neutral on
whether the data match their experiences. No one reported that the data and conclusions
were contrary to their personal experiences.
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Figure 12-1: Responses from the Lean Aerospace Initiative Plenary Workshop as to
Whether the Data and Conclusions Match Their Personal Experience LAI Plenary
Session Hartford CT. 8 October 97 (Number of Respondents = 90)

Summary
Based on the analysis of survey data on 317 projects drawn from a wide cross
section of current development efforts, and the strong acceptance of the results and
conclusions of the research by those experienced in the defense acquisition processes, the
data and conclusions must be accepted as accurately representing the processes and
procedures used to develop and execute project schedules. The data and conclusions,
while not representing what occurs on a specific project under specific circumstances, do
represent the general processes employed across the great majority of Air Force
development projects. The conclusions on the schedule development process and its
impact on development time lead to specific observations and recommendations on how
to change that process and organizational focus to shorten development time.

Chapter 13
Observations on the Overall Product
Development Process
The overall observations of the defense product development system focus on four specific
areas: a lack of clear and consistent leadership on schedule reduction; the lack of schedule-based
information from which to make decisions; the lack of schedule-based incentives at all levels: and the
overriding influence of the funding process. Within each area, specific observations about the
development system will lead to specific recommendations addressed in the next chapter.

1. Lack of Leadership on Cycle Time
Observation lA: There has been I!ttle leadership or emphasis on reducing the time to
develop new products, and shortening development time is not seen as an important
priority.
Development organizations focus on increasing performance, reducing cost, and staying within
the allocated budget. Schedule is most often seen as an outcome of these other objectives and not
something to be actively managed. The reason is that there is no consensus on or appreciation of the
impact of cycle time within the development community. The survey and interviews indicate this at all
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levels, from senior Air Force and DoD leadership down to project engineers. The most prevalent view at
each level is that shortening schedules is a low priority.
I believe the reason for this view is the significant lack of reliable information on which to base
judgments. Those interviewed view cycle time as it affects their job and their organizational goals; their
experiences and the limitations they face do not allow them see how long cycle times affect the
development process, cost of systems, or military capability as a whole. What is clear is that no one has
made a clear and compelling case for reducing cycle time for military projects. No rationale has been
presented connecting the issue of cycle time to warfighters capabilities. No case has been made on the
effects of long cycle time on the budget. No case has been made on the effects of long development
times on the acquisition community. Without a consensus among key personnel on the importance of
reducing development times, little progress will be made on reducing them.

Observation IB: There is no visible or widely held goal of reducing cycle time.
Throughout this research effort, no goals related to reducing cycle time were found to be
accepted or used across any of the services or development organizations. Significant goals are
associated with increasing performance and reducing cost--survey respondents rate them as the
first and second priority.

Observation 1C: There is no advocate for reducing cycle time.
Users, who one would expect to be the strongest advocates for shortening development
time, have not made doing so a priority. Instead users have traditionally stressed better system
performance and improvements in reliability, maintainability, and supportability, and focused on
starting additional projects rather than on reducing development times. The acquisition
community has traditionally advocated new technology and systems, although it is now focusing
on cutting acquisition and life-cycle costs as part of reform efforts. The budget and oversight

communities have also stressed annual cost reductions and accountability. No organization was
found to be a strong advocate, or to have responsibility, for shortening development times.
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2. Lack of Schedule-Related Information and Tools
While significant effort is placed on determining the required cost of a proposed project,
relatively little emphasis has been focused on accurately determining the required schedule. As
shown by the research, project schedules are based to a greater extent on expected funding:
Relatively little effort by the Pentagon, Program Offices, or defense contractors is devoted to
analyzing the appropriateness of schedules vis-a-vis development-related requirements. This
absence of rigor stems from the overall lack of emphasis on schedules, the lack reliable
information, and the lack of effective tools for analyzing schedules.

Observation 2A: Schedules are based on factors other than the actual time required to
develop a project. Once established, these schedules determine the minimum time it will
take to develop a product.
Project schedules are not based primarily on the time required to develop the project, as
determined by technological and engineering requirements and the manufacturing process..
Instead, schedules are determined primarily by expected development and production funding.
This was found consistently across all sizes and types of projects. These schedules determine the
minimum time that it takes to develop a project, since very few are ever completed ahead of
schedule. Once established, the initial project schedule becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Observation 2B: Little rigorous schedule-based information is available to plan, manage,
or evaluate timetables for development projects.
This research entailed significant efforts to locate detailed schedule-based information,
but little such information other than the resulting schedules was fouind for most projects. The
only schedule information generally available is based on acquisition milestones or major events,
which do not evaluate the appropriateness of the schedules or allow comparisons among projects.
The scheduling rationale and possible alternatives are typically not documented. Several other
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researchers have made similar observations."'

The schedule information that is available

concerns funding. Thus, schedule becomes the output, or dependent variable, of the cost and
performance of the project.
The lack of schedule-related information makes it difficult to evaluate the feasibility, risk, and
appropriateness of alternatives. With little supporting data and analysis, discussion and decisions
are based mainly on people's limited experiences and judgment, and on elaborate cost models.

Observation 2C: There are no effective, accepted, or widely used schedule-estimating tools
for military development projects. The lack of such tools limits the ability to make
decisions based on good information.
The lack of rigor in used to develop initial schedules can be attributed partly to the lack of
available and easy-to-use schedule-estimating tools. The research turned up no scheduling
guides or standard references for devising a breakdown of activities and their expected duration.
Tools dependent on information from other projects, such as bottom-up schedule development
(based on engineering requirements), comparison with historically similar programs, and
parametric modeling, are not used. Comparisons with other programs are difficult because very
limited schedule-related information is available.
The surveys indicated that no project had made significant use of schedule-estimating
tools or parametric models. Most rely instead on rudimentary Gantt and milestone charts.
Though many projects reported "occasionally" using of critical path management tools or PERT,
less than a third (40 of 126) reported extensive use of either in developing the initial project
schedule. No other scheduling tools were found to be widely used to forecast development time
based on the project's development-related requirements.
The lack of emphasis on scheduling tools stands in stark contrast to the effort placed on
estimating costs. Several major organizations at both the DoD and the service levels have been
established to develop and maintain detailed cost models, which are used to ensure that a
development effort can be accomplished within the allocated budget. The cost models do not

'07Rand's Smith and Drezner. AFIT Halzelden and Topfler
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estimate project schedules or the cost of development time. Based on discussions with cost
analysts in the DoD and each of the three services, I conclude that these models are not
significantly affected by the length of the project schedule, except in a few minor areas. People
in charge of such models

'imated that the models would predict that doubling a project

schedule would increase a project's total cost by 5 percent, owing to higher managerial costs to
the contractors. '"" To achieve such dubious results, the cost models ignore many important
considerations.
One such consideration is the fact that the longer a project lasts, the more its costs g ow
Among the projects surveyed he average cost growth owing to funding instability and
requirement changes alone was 4.6 percent per year. The reported total annual cost growth was
6.4 percent. The Rand database shows that annual cost growth for major defense acquisition
programs averages is 5.2 percent.""
The models also fail to include the opportunity costs of delaying a system's availabilitv
Because these models use costs largely as a fixed input and not an output, they are not capable of
estimating required or optimal schedules, or of determining the impact of various schedules on
cost.
Previous attempts to identify relationships based on project characteristics, have proven
largely unsuccessful and have been hampered by lack of data, and have not had an impact on
development times. The data that are available do not separate the effect of funding limitations
from technical limitations. Most schedule-related efforts have tried to Identify the causes of
schedule slip, not the adequacy of the planned schedule. Without detailed schedule-related
information and tools to analyze it, scheduling decisions will continue to be unsupported. And
schedule-based arguments are not likely to have the impact of other cost-based arguments backed
by analysis.

"• Interviews with representatives from the DoD (Cost Analysis Improvement Group, CAIG) and the various service
cost estimating organizations were conducted during the spnng of 1998 at the Pentagon
""Calculated from the Rand SAR database from the development cost estimate and the actual or current projlected

cost for 72 MDAP programs.
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Observation 2D: Contractors base their proposed schedules on the government's expected
schedule, not on analysis of the actual time required to develop the product.
Not only did contractors propose development plans to meet the Program Office's
expected schedule, but those that did analyze the required schedule reported that it had less than a
moderate impact on their proposed schedule. Contractors did not report using any effective
schedule development and ana!ysis tools, nor were any observed.
Bidding a different schedule than that calculated by the Program Office is not seen as a
winning strategy. Program Office project managers stated that different schedules are presumed
to carry higher risk or be non-responsive. Without detailed information on the contractor's
proposed schedule and the ability to analyze it effectively, there is no way to refute this
assumption.

3. Lack of Schedule-Based Incentives
The surveys uncovered few incentives associated with reducing development times at any
level of the development process, at the Pentagon, Program Offices, or contractor levels. The
few incentives that do exist are associated with meeting but not beating project cost, schedule,
and performance goals.

Observation 3A: There are no effective incentives for reducing development time at either
the Program Office or the Pentagon levels.
The lack of schedule-based incentives stems partly from the lack of priority placed on
development time and shortening project schedules. No metric or measurement is used to track
schedule performance across the range of projects in development. Few visible metrics are used
to track a specific project's schedule performance other than its current, though often changed,
plans. Project slips are viewed as based on budget cuts or technical problems.
Project managers are apparently not held accountable for schedule slips, reporting that
schedule performance had little effect on their performance rating and promotion potential. One
reason there is little schedule-related incentive is the high turnover rate for Pentagon p element
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monitors and Program Office project managers. The average program element monitor has held
that position for fewer than 15 months, the average program manager for fewer than 18 months.
These tenures are short compared with the average 75-month development time for surveyed
projects. High turnover means that accountability for schedule performance is spread among a
number of people, making it difficult to hold anyone responsible. The schedule incentives that

project managers do report are based on meeting the planned schedules.

Observation 3B: There are no effective incentives for contractors to reduce development
times.
The strong incentives that companies report during the contracting phase are to match the
government's expected schedule and not to change it. The result is that nearly all proposals

match exactly the government schedule. Similarly, contractors report few or no incentives to
beat schedules as a project proceeds. The schedule-based incentives that do exist are based on
meeting the schedule.

Observation 3C: No effective measures are used to evaluate schedule performance across
different organizations, or within the development process as a whole.

The lack of schedule-related incentives appears to stem partly from the conspicuous
absence of metrics for many projects. The only schedule-related metric found to be used was
whether the project met its planned schedule, and how much slip had occurred. And the limited
schedule data that are available are used on a project-by-project basis only. No attempt at any
level was found to look at schedule performance across a portfolio of projects. including among
different development centers, mission areas, or defense contractors. Thus, no one knows
whether one organization is doing better or worse in terms of schedules, or whether one approach
is more effective than another. Without metrics, it is also impossible to determine the schedulerelated performance of the development system as a whole.
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Observation 3D: No effort is made to compare a project's development time with the time
that should be required to develop it.
Tied to the issue of schedule-related incentives is the difference between planned
development time and required development time. No effort was found to identify the time
necessary to develop a project, despite estimates by program managers' that projects could be
completed in half the remaining time, and by program element monitors that they could be
completed in 60 percent of the original time. No follow-up reports address the schedule
Because of the lack of tools and information, any measure of the required time is difficult
to establish with confidence. Nor is it possible to deter mine which projects are attempting to
adhere to an aggressive schedule and which are simply fulfilling an excessively long schedule.
Schedules lacking an estimate of required development time would appear to encourage project
managers to push for longer-than-necessary timetables to ensure that they can be met.

Observation 3E: The absence of incentives for schedule reduction is partly due to a lack of
awareness of the importance of cycle time and its effects on the overall development
process. Participants have little knowledge of commercial practices that reduce
development time.

The absence of internal incentives appear to stem from a lack of awareness of the effects
of long cycle times, and of what can be done to shorten them. Most people involved in the
development process want to do what is best for the country, based on their understanding of
priorities and options. But because leadership does not emphasize reducing project schedules,
other objectives receive more effort. This problem also stems from lack of awareness, education,
and training on improvements in commercial development practices. Few people in the defense
acquisition system can claim recent experience in commercial product development. Military
officers, who make up a majority of the project managers, enter service at a young age and
cannot exit and reenter. The few programs that expose acquisition officers to industry activities
focus primarily on defense companies, and these hands-on programs are limited and currently
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being scaled back.
According to a senior faculty member at Defense System Management College, courses
for project managers teach approved defense policies and practices and not necessarily the best
available practices. A review of those courses found few, if any, that relied on commercial
examples or experiences.
What's more, few project managers studied product development as part of their formal
education. The surveys showed that only 1 in 5 project reported taking a course related to
product development at a college or university. Yet, the recent commercial emphasis on
reducing product development time has spurred the creation of many university and continuing
education programs. These are located primarily at the premier schools, which are not typically
available to military officers or government employees owing to the government's unwillingness
to pay the high cost of tuition. Very few officers are allowed to attend business schools full
time.""

Without a common understanding of commercial development practices, managers of
defense projects are unlikely to obtain similar results.

4. Overriding Influence of Funding-Related Constraints
As the research shows, the funding process is the dominate influence on development,
and on the creation and execution of project schedules. Funding limitations were found to be the
overriding cause of long cycle times. Funding issues also consume most of the attention that
managers should be devoting to supervising the projects effectively.
The constant focus on the budget process changes the organization's strategic goal from
quickly satisfying the user's needs to fighting for money. In this environment, dilemmas
associated with product development time appear to be overwhelmed by constant acrimonious
budget battles and negotiations. This leads to several funding-reiated observations.

""In 1998, the Air Force has 6 officers attending full time business schools of which only I is attending
a top ten rated school.
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Observation 4A: Projects are not funded based on the optimum required development
schedule.
Budget requests from the Program Offices are based on the level of the funds the offices
think they can get, not on what they consider optimal for their projects. Funding considerations
are driving project planning to a far greater extent than project planning is driving project
funding. The program managers and program element monitors estimated that with full funding
and a strong emphasis on short development time, a project could be completed in half the
scheduled time.

Observation 4B: There are too many projects in the development process to be efficiently
supported by the available resources. This is a key cause of lengthening development
schedules.
Across all types of projects from large to small, from and revolutionary to incremental,
funding limitations were reported to be the primary factor in determining schedules. Funding
limitations were also the most significant barrier to shortening project schedules. These results
lead to the observation that the resources available are not adequate to support the projects in
development. Simply put, too many projects are competing for too limited resources. The result
is that few projects are being completed in an efficient and timely manner. (Similar observations
are common among companies with sigrificant problems in their development systems.")
This situation is due to several factors. One is that despite a dramatic decrease in the
development budget since 1986, the number of projects has not been concomitantly reduced.
This has produced a virtual logjam in the development process, lengthening average
development time and allowing schedules to slip owing to funding limitations. The result is an
increase in the number of projects in development at any one time.
This is not a novel observation for military development projects, and it is not only found

"' Clark and Wheelwright, Smith and Reinersten, others
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during reductions in defense spending. In 1983, during the Reagan era growth in defense
spending, the Affordable Acquisition Approach Study found too many projects in the
development pipeline to be efficiently supported. ' ' The report stated that programs were being
squeezed and stretched to accommodate available funding.
Nor is overextending development resources unique to military projects. Most
companies with significant problems in their development system face a similar cause. . The
results are often similar to the military experience as well: long schedules, significant project
slip, inefficient allocation of resources, and products that do not meet changing customer needs.
In the commercial marketplace, however, competition provides effective feedback, as ether
companies with more effective development processes boost their market share and profits, and
inefficient firms either improve or go out of business.

Observation 4C: There are few limits on the number of projects in the development
process. Any limits that do exist are primarily based on the ability of a Program Office to
obtain funding.
Another problem is an inability or unwillingness on the part of Program Offices to limit
the number of projects entering or remaining in the development process. The primary
consideration in such decisions is whether development plans are adequate and the required
funds can be located. As the research showed, project schedules are most often changed to
reflect the funding. Because no apparent formal limits exist, significant effort failed to identify
the total number of military products in development.

"2The Affordable Acquisition Approach Study. Air Force Systems Command 1983.
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Observation 4D: There is no effective screening process to control the number and types of
projects entering development and to ensure that they are optimally planned
The inability to limit the number of projects results partly from the lack of an effective
screening and selection process. Despite the fact that nearly all resources for each mission area
are supposed to be allocated through the modernization planning process, 42 percent of all
projects surveyed were initiated outside that process by senior leadership. It could not be
determined if other projects were canceled or their funding levels were reduced to make room in
the budget for these added projects. The reasons so many are initiated outside the formal process
may include changing requirements that biannual planning does not account for, a lack of faith in
the results, or a lack of discipline in adhering to the results. One very senior former Air Force
official expressed displeasure at how the modernization planning process worked and its inability
to stay within expected funding allocations, and indicated that the process was turning into a
formality rather than a serious exercise.
Decisions as to which projects were begun, continued, or advanced appeared to be spread
among various major commands and Pentagon organizations based on the negotiated funding
decisions. The decision to advance a project to the next stage did not appear to be based directly
on the need for the system or the performance of the project. The process of generating and
validating requirements did not appear to effectively limit the number of projects. Hundreds of
approved operational requirements documents and mission needs statements exist for unfunded
projects. In many cases when senior leadership initiates a project, the project begins before the
requirements document is complete. The requirements processes were found to slow the
initiation of some projects in specific instances where key leaders doubted the importance of the
project, or the project threatened other budget-related priorities. Many of the arguments that
occur within the requirements processes appear to be due to their impact on resource allocations,
and do not concern operational requirements.
The acquisition milestone decisions as now used do not limit the number of projects
initiated or in development. The milestone decisions primarily ensure that a project has met the
requirements needed to enter the next phase, and that the funds to support the project as planned
are allocated within the program objective memorandum (POM). The milestone decision
process is not used to determine which projects, which type of projects, or how many projects
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should be in the development process at any one time. A project almost always passes a
milestone decision unless it has obvious technical problems or a significant shortfall between
planned and allocated resources. If a significant funding shortfall exists, the project is usually
rephased to ensure that the funds and the plan match.
For their part, the major commands establish a preferred order for projects but do not
determine the number initiated. Each major command tries to begin as many of its desired
projects as possible based on the results of the funding process.
The resource allocation process is the primary method used to limit entry to the
development process, but even this process does not effectively control the number of projects .
The Pentagon resource allocation process is a multi-level, broad-based, staff-driven process
through which participants attempt to gain the "corporate position." Any such process is more
likely to yield compromises and incremental changes rather than bold decisions, allocating less
funding than requested to competing projects. The use of the resource process to select new
projects and control entry is undermined by the practice of underestimating a project's initial
cost, and the use of optimistic projected funding levels. Other than the elaborate funding
processes, no other central organization or process controls the number of projects initiated.
The fact that the funding process, or any other process, does not limit the number of
projects to remain within the number of projects that can be most effectively executed is evident
by the number of projects that are funding limited at initiation, and the number that later
experience slip owing to funding instability.

Observation 4E: There are no funds available to accelerate projects, and the lack of such
funds is a major impediment shortening project development schedules.
The fact that thousands of desired projects are waiting to be initiated means that 100
percent of development funds are committed to various projects at any one time. Funds that
Program Offices do not committed to specific projects may be lost to other offices, the major
commands, and other services. Cost overruns and other must-pay bills absorb any additional
funds that might have been used to accelerate individual projects. The result is that only a small
percentage of projects come in ahead of schedule.
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Summary of Observations
These observations, while painting a stark picture of the defense development process.
actually provide evidence that the system can significantly improve. Areas in need of attention
include schedule-related information and tools, incentives, and the processes for selecting
projects and allocating funds. Few of these sectors require changes in law or higher-level
regulations, but most do entail changes in organizational emphasis and leadership direction.
Implementing the changes will require strong leadership and hard decisions.
The people interviewed are hard-working, well-intentioned, and doing what they believe
is in the best interest of the country and their military service. Those people are not the problem.
Rather, the process drives them to actions that seem optimal from a project standpoint but that
produce less-than-optimal results for the system as a whole.
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Summary the Observations
1.Lack of Leadership and Emphasis on Cycle Time
Observation IA: There has been little leadership on the issue of reducing product development cycle
time. Reducing Product Development Schedules is not currently seen as an important priority of
the product development system.
Observation IB: There is currently no visible or widely held goal or objective for cycle time reduction
Observation IC: There is currently no strong advocate for cycle time reduction
2. Schedule Information and Tools in the Development Process
Observations 2A: Schedules are currently based on factors other than the actual time required to
develop the project. Once established these schedules determine the minimum time it will take to
develop the project.
Observation 2B: Little rigorous schedule based information is available to be used to plan, manage,
or evaluate the schedules of development projects.
Observation 2C: There are no effective, accepted, or widely used schedule estimating tools for
military development projects. The lack of effective schedule estimating tools limits the ability to
make decision based on the schedule information available.
Observation 2D: Contractors base their proposed schedules on the government's expected schedule
and not the analysis of the actual time required for the development phase of the project.
3. Lack of Schedule Based Incentives
Observation 3A: There are no effective incentives for cycle time reduction at either the Program
Office or Pentagon levels.
Observation 3B: There are no effective incentives for cycle time reduction at the contracter level.
Schedule incentives in the contracting phase are only to meet the government expected schedule.
There are few contract incentives for cycle time reduction during the development phase.
Observation 3C: There are no effective measures or metrics that are used to evaluate the cycle time
performance of a project. As such meaningful schedule-based metrics are difficult to establish
Observation 3D: No use of any measure or estimate comparing the planned or actual development
time to the time necessary to develop a project was found.
Observation 3E: The lack of incentive for schedule reduction is in part due to a lack of awareness of
the importance of cycle time and its effects on the overall development piocess or the ability to do
anything about it. There is little awareness of the current commercial methods and practices
available to reduce development time or of their success in doing so.
4. Overriding Influence of Funding Related Constraints
Observation 4A: Projects are not funded based on the optimum project development required
schedule but based on other funding constraints
Observation 4B: There are currently too many projects in the development process to be efficiently
supported by the available resources. This is a key cause of the lengthening development schedules.
Observation 4C: There are no current limits on the number of projects in the development process. Any
current limits that do exist are primarily based on the ability of the project office to obtain funding
Observation 4D: There is not an effective project screening process to control the number and types
of projects entering the development process and to ensure that they are optimally planned.
Observation 4E: There are no funds available to accelerate projects; and the lack of such funds is a
major impediment to efforts to reduce project development schedules.

Table 13-18: Summary of Observations of the DoD Product Development Process

Chapter 14

Policy Recommendations and Development
Strategies
The observations on the overall development process lead to specific recommendations for
shortening cycle times for military products. These recommendations are not a complete set of the
needed actions but include the necessary first steps toward making the process faster and more effective.
A shorter development process will allow for a change in the strategy used to supply warfighters with
new and modified systems--one that provides military capability when needed and allows the armed
forces to quickly adapt to new technologies and a changing world. Both the specific policy
recommendations and the changes in overall development strategy they make possible are discussed in
this chapter.
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A. Recommendations for Shortening Product Development Time
This research leads to five sets of recommendations that will reduce the programmatic
constraints on military product development time. These recommendations address what was
found to be the limiting factor in shortening cycle times. They encompass focusing encompass
leadership, information, incentives, resources, and demonstrated results.

Overarching recommendations:
1. Provide clear leadership on reducing cycle time.
2. Develop and use schedule-based information.
3. Provide incentives for reducing cycle time.
4. Mitigate funding-based constraints on development projects.
5. Show results through near-term demonstration projects.

Within each of these areas are specific steps to remove programmatic constraints. The
recommendations do not address the organizational and managerial changes contractors and
Program Offices need to make, as described in Chapter 4. T%wever, those factors do not appear
to be the primary barrier to shorter development cycles. But as programmatic limitations decline,
those factors will have to be addressed to further reduce development time. Until then, much
needs to be done in areas controlled by government.
The most important recommendation is to adopt a time-driven development strategy, and
to make short cycle time an important priority for each project. Today's 10-to-12-year average
development time cannot keep pace with technological change or respond to emerging threats,
and it raises costs significantly.
The Packard Commission recognized the importance of cycle time when it stated that
excessively long development times were the central problem in defense acquisition. The
commission's core recommendation was to cut these times in half for major weapon systems.
But although the commission's recommendations for reaching this goal were implemented, cycle
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time did not shrink: the acquisition system did not change from one focused on budget and
performance to one concerned with quickly meeting users' needs.
Without this overriding objective, it is this author's view that the system will not change
and cannot change. If cycle times do not become a significant focus they will likely continue to
grow and the defense development process will remain ineffective and inefficient.
Making the decision to change the major focus of development is not easy, nor will such
a change likely happen quickly. Significant obstacles must be overcome. Below are specific
recommendations to begin the process of overcoming those barriers. (For additional information
on the research supporting these recommendations and their implications, see Appendix 1.)

Recommendation 1: Provide clear leadership on reducing development cycle
time.
Reorienting organizations to accept schedule as an important factor and shorter cycle
times as an important objective, will require significant leadership at all levels. Leaders will
have to show that shortening development time relates directly to the ability to provide an
effective and affordable defense. Leaders will also have to set aggressive goals for reducing
cycle times and remain strong and powerful advocates for them, holding organizations
accountable for meeting the goals.

Recommendation 1.1: Make a clear business case for reducing development cycle time.
Recommendation 1.2: Establish quantifiable goals for reducing development cycle times.
Recommendation 1.3: Appoint an advocate for reducing development cycle time.
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Recommendation 2: Develop and use rigorous schedule-based information
and tools.
Accurate information and analysis are required to make informed decisions on project
schedules. Today schedules are primarily based on expected funding levels and not on rigorous
evaluation partly because of a lack available and easy-to-use tools. Three steps could help
address that need. First, a formal estimate of development time, and an analysis of the factors
limiting schedule, must be part of the project approval process. This could take the form of a
"should take" analysis-- similar to the "should cost" estimate of how much a project would cost
if done as efficiently as possible. Such an analysis would rely on a comparison with other
projects, parametric estimation of the required time, and a bottom-up estimate stemming from
engineering requirements. This analysis would provide senior leaders with the information they
need to make informed scheduling decisions and allow them to establish realistic project goals.
Such an analysis would also highlight the barriers to shortening project schedules early in a
project's planning phase. Similar analysis should be included by the contractors when presenting
their proposed schedules.

Recommendation 2.1: Base initial project plans on development-related requirements and
perform a "should take" analysis.
Recommendation 2.2: Develop and use effective tools for estimating and evaluating project
schedules.
Recommendation 2.3: Require contractors to include a "schedule proposal" section in their
overall proposals.

Recommendation 3: Provide incentives that encourage shorter cycle times.
Some negative schedule-related incentives may change when leaders place a greater
emphasis on shortening project schedules and explain their rationale. But even with such
leadership, strong disincentives to reducing cycle time will have to be consciously removed and
significant positive incentives established for the Pentagon, Program Office and defense
contractors for significant changes can occur.
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Incentives for contractors can be applied both before and after the contract award.
Making the length and risk of the proposed schedule a significant criterion for winning a contract
will encourage companies to schedules that are both short and achievaule. Then, incentives in
the contract itself can encourage contractors to achieve the planned schedule and further shorten
it. Contracts should also include penalties for as well failure to achieve the specified schedule.
A significant training program must be established to convince the defense acquisition
community, including contractors, that shortening cycle time is important, that it is possible, and
that the commercial sector has done so through a variety of means that can be emulated. Such an
effort will require an awareness of the best product development practices from a wide array of
industries.
Recommendation 3.1: Provide incentives at the Program Office and Pentagon levels.
Recommendation 3.2: Provide incentives at the contractor level.
Recommendation 3.2.1: Make the length of the development schedule and the associated
risk a significant criterion in contractor selection.
Recommendation 3.2.2: Provide significant schedule-based contract incentives.
Recommendation 3.3: Provide extensive training on best product development practices from
commercial industry.

Recommendation 4: Mitigate funding-based schedule limitations.
The foregoing recommendations are unlikely to have a noticeable impact without
significant changes in the method by which the services and DoD fund development projects. To
create products efficiently and effectively, projects must be funded at the levels determined by
their development-related requirements. And each should be funded according to its most
effective and efficient schedule. These changes will require controlling the number of projects
under way at any one time.
All these goals can he achieved by establishing a formal screening process to determine
which projects are highest priority and which can be fully funded within the available resources
and the planned time. A multiple-level screening process would also allow projects to compete
for approval to proceed to the next development phase.
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To ensure sufficient funding to fully support each project, the number of projects within
each phase at any given time should be limited. This could limit could be reached by completing
many projects more quickly while delaying, postponing, or canceling others. .
Once a project is in the development process, it is important to ensure that it can move
through it as quickly as possible. To make that possible, funds for accelerating the schedule as
opportunities arise must be readily available. Priority in the use of funds that become must be
given to accelerating and completing existing projects rather than to initiating new ones.

Recommendation 4.1: Require that all projects initiated be fully funded based on developmentrelated requirements.
Recommendation 4.2: Establish an effective project screening process.
Recommendation 4.3: Limit the number of projects in each phase of development.
Recommendation 4.4: Clear the logjam of current projects.
Recommendation 4.5: Ensure that resources are available to accelerate projects as opportunities
arise.
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Recommendation 5: Show results through near-term demonstration projects.
Since is DoD has little experience in reducing cycle times, and lessons from the
commercial sector are not always directly applicable, demonstrations can help verify the impact
of the aforementioned changes.
The effect of many recommendations, including enhancing the incentives for reducing
development time, can be observed by selecting individual projects as demonstration vehicles.
The impact of other recommendations, such as establishing a screening process, can be seen only
when applied to a portfolio of projects. In that case, a Program Office that oversees a large
number of smaller projects can be selected as a "reinvention laboratory" and given wide leeway
to implement the recommended changes. While this would require significant coordination and
high-level support, it could demonstrate the cumulative and interactive effects of the
recommendations across an entire development organization. Such a result would give DoD
confidence to adopt the recommendations across all weapon systems.
Once the ability to produce products quickly, effectively, and reliably is demonstrated,
significant other changes can occur in the strategy use to develop weapons.

Recommendation 5. 1: Establish pathfinder projects that demonstrate the effectiveness of the
cycle time reduction approach.
Recommendation 5.2: Establish a reinvention laboratory that demonstrates the effectiveness of
the approach on products within an entire Program Office or Product
Center.
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Summary Table of Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Provide Clear Leadership on Reducing Cycle Time
1.1 Make a Clear Business Case for Reducing Cycle Time
1.2 Establish Quantifiable Goals for Reducing Cycle Time
1.3 Appoint an Advocate for Reducing Cycle Time

Recommendation 2: Develop and Use Rigorous Schedule-Based Information and Tools
2.1 Base Initial Project Plans on Development-Related Requirements and Perform a "Should Take"
Analysis
2.2 Develop and Use Effective Tools Estimating and Evaluating Project Schedules
2.3 Require a "Schedule Proposal" Section in Contractor Proposals

Recommendation 3: Provide Incentives That Encourage Cuts in Cycle Time
3.1 Provide Incentives at the Program Office and Pentagon Levels
3.2 Provide Incentives at the Contractor Level
3.2.1 Make the Length of the Development Schedule and Associated Risk Significant Criteria in
Contractor Selection
3.2.2 Provide Significant Schedule-Based Contract Incentives
3.3 Provide Extensive Training on Best Development Practices

Recommendation 4: Mitigate Funding-Based Schedule Limitations
4.1 Require All Projects to Be Fully Funded Based on Development-Related Requirements
4.2 Establish an Effective Project Screening Process
4.3 Limit the Number of Projects in Each Phase of Development
4.4 Clear the Logjam of Current Projects
4.5 Ensure That Resources Are Available to Accelerate Projects as Opportunities Arise

Recommendation 5: Show Results through Near-Term Demonstration Projects
5.1 Establish Pathfinder Projects That Demonstrate the Effectiveness of the Approach to Reducing Cycle
Time
5.2 Establish Reinvention Laboratories That Demonstrates the Results within an Entire Program Office
or Product Center

Table 13-19: Recommended Actions to Reduce Development Time for Defense Products
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B. Longer-Term Recommendations for Changing the Development Strategy
Shortening the time required to develop weapon systems is important in developing better
systems faster and at lower cost. However, it also represents a key step in allowing a larger
change in the way military systems are developed and fielded. A fast development process will
provide the U.S. with a long-term, sustainable military capability to respond quickly to changing
threats and emerging technologies. A shift in strategy from developing a wide array of systems
to cover all possible emerging threats to one that is more responsive to specific threats will
ensure that the right weapons are developed and ready to be fielded at the right time.
The military worth of a system is based on two inherent aspects. The first is its
performance advantage over an opposing system. The second, often not fully considered, is the
length of time that system can retain its technical advantage and avoid compromise by
countermeasures. To head off such compromise, the services usually call for significant
technological superiority in a broad range of areas to ensure dominance even if an enemy finds a
way to counter a specific system. Thus, the U.S. Air Force now builds systems "just-in-case"--as
insurance against a "pop-up" threat. This is one argument for the F-22 and Joint Strike Fighter,
both intended to counter threats that may develop over the next 30 years.
The net effect is that many systems are developed to meet threats that never materialize.
and when systems are finally fielded they face a dramatically different mission than they were
designed for. While Pentagon respondents indicated that 70 percent of projects were designed to
meet current operational deficiencies, they indicated that fully 30 percent were intended to meet
projected needs that may not materialize. This leads to the worst type of inefficiencydeveloping and producing the wrong weapon at the wrong time with obsolete technology. The
B-2 and Milstar systems are visible examples of systems designed to meet a mission that never
materialized or disappeared before they were completed. Such systems are then pushed into a
service for which they were not designed and may be ill suited. A specific example is using the
Milstar as a tactical communications terminal instead of as a strategic system during the ,econd
stage of a nuclear exchange.
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The just-in-case strategy forces the U.S. to spread its resources over many systems, a
practice that results in longer development times. Revamping the basic strategy from just-in-case
to just-in-time requires two changes. First, the U.S. must be able to develop new systems
quickly, and second, it must be able to produce enough units rapidly.
T he U.S. now takes 10 to 20 years to develop and field major weapon systems. These
systems are expected to be in operation for 20 to 25 years. That forces the country to project
threats and military and commercial technologies 40 years into the future-an impossible task.
Such an unrealistic goal is what drives the demanding performance requirements-and the
resulting high costs--off military systems.
The recent response o long cycle times has been to establish a long-term planning
organization in the Pentagon to project required force structure, weapons, and technologies 25 to
40 years in advance. The effect of these plans is to lock in systems and related schedules long
before it is possible to know the actual threats. Once made these plans and schedules prove very
difficult and costly to change.
The system is most closely comparable to the central planning function of Communist
countries with few market or entrepreneurial forces at work. Bureaucratic processes dominate
planning and the results are long development schedules and too many projects in development.
The system also forces developers to make large technological leaps to ensure that systems are
technically superior when they are eventually fielded--further exacerbating the problems. .
A just-in-time strategy would allow a more targeted approach in deciding which systems
are needed to counter real threats. It would also reduce U.S. vulnerability to unpredicted enemy
systems based on new technologies or novel combinations of existing technologies.
A just-in-time approach would not be new--it was the traditional U.S. military strategy
from the Revolution through the Second World War. Only during the Cold War did the U.S. feel
the need to maintain long-term technological superiority over all enemies. During World War II,
the U.S. developed better systems quickly and produced them massively. But the speed and
potential effects of nuclear war and our unpreparedness for the Korean War made the U.S. fear
being caught unprepared. This developed into the idea of the "come as you are war," which
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would be fought in Europe, with the ultimate winner determined in a matter of weeks before any
production could affect the outcome. I believe the chance of this type of total lightning war has
been thoroughly eliminated by the changes in Russia and the lessening of the perceived nuclear
threat. Smaller operations will still be on a "come as you are" basis but will require only
significant-as opposed to massive--inventories of the highest-technology weapons.
A fast development strategy would rely on critical technologies and subsystem
components that are developed to the point where they can be assembled quickly, tested, and
then produced as needed en masse. Such key technologies would be in the areas of sensors,
signal and computer processors, communication systems, warheads, autonomous control, and
navigation. A "develop and test but not produce" strategy would keep the U.S. aerospace
industry's product development capability in shape to ensure that it could be called upon when
needed. Such a strategy would allow for continual design improvements without the cost of
actually implementing the modifications. This strategy is similar to the design, build, and test
policies, known as Silver Bullet, that surfaced during the early 1990s. But those policies were
proposed more because of a lack of production money rather than a shift in overall military
development strategy. The Silver Bullet strategy was not widely accepted for a variety of
political reasons, which may have changed since the end of the Cold War and the move toward
lower defense budgets.
The central enabling aspect of a just-in-time strategy would be reliance on a "civil reserve
industrial capacity," much as the Air Force relies on the Civil Reserve Air Fleet to augment its
transport aircraft with commercial aircraft. This requires that military and commercial
production capacities be merged. Such a merger is the major goal of Dr. Kaminski's, the former
Defense Acquisition Executive, efforts to remove military specifications and production
standards in favor of single commercial standards and processes."' This strategy would allow the
U.S. to maintain defense capacity for times of emergency without incurring the cost of constantly
producing defense products that we do not need at the present time. The strategy also allows a
move away from the need for constant care and feeding of the "defense industrial complex."

"' Statement of the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology. Paul G. Kaminski before the
Subcommittee on Defense Technology.. Acquisition and Industrial Base of the Senate Committee on Armed
Services on Dual Use Technology. May 17, 1995.
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The DoD would pay commercial manufacturers to maintain the ability to shift rapidly to
production of military systems.
But before that can happen, the defense industry must become lean enough to compete in
the commercial market, or commercial firms must be allowed to compete in the defense market
without large barriers. If one reads many of the Defense Science Board studies led by Dr.
William Perry at the height of military spending in the late 1980s, one sees a merger of defense
and commercial industry as a central theme for this very reason."' Such a merger is starting to
occur in the satellite, electronics, and engine industries, but has not yet occurred in the aircraft or
munitions areas.
Both political and technological reasons make a change from just-in-case to just-in-time
strategy not only desirable but also possible today as opposed to 10 years ago. Key military
technologies are now drawn primarily from the commercial sector, which moves faster than
military efforts. Also, open architectures for commercial computer systems are being used in
military systems, the quality of commercial products often exceeds military standards, and a
policy of replacing rather than repairing military components reduces maintenance concerns.
Political changes include reduction of the military threat and a period of clear military
superiority, which provides time to reorganize without risk. Changes also include acceptance of
substantially lower long-term defense budgets, the diminished threat of global war and a focus on
regional conflicts, and the recognition by industry and military leaders that things can and must
change if we are to provide effective weapons over a longer period.
The demonstrated capability to quickly develop and produce weapons is the key factor
enabling such changes to occur. I propose that the long and difficult process required to shorten
development cycle times and increase the effectiveness of our development system begin now.
based on these recommendations.

'" Use of Commercial Components in Military Equipment. Final Report of the Defense Science Board 1986
Summer Study. January 1987. Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition
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Underlying Principles
and Assumptions

* The development system as a whole will be
improved by optimizing each development project
* Schedule based decision must be based on accurate
and available information
* The contractor can better determine how long it will
take them to develop a project based on their
capabilities and their technical approach than the
government
" The government has a responsibility to ensure funds
are spent wisely
" The results of development efforts can not be fully
predicted in advance
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Overarching Recommendations
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Provide Clear Leadership For Cycle Time Reduction
Develop and Use Schedule Based Information
Provide Incentives for Cycle Time Reduction
Mitigate Funding Based Constraints on
Development Projects
5. Demonstrate Application and Results Through Near
Term Demonstration Projects
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Recommendation 1

Provide Clear Leadership
on Cycle Time Reduction
Clear and decisive leadership at all levels will be
required to make cycle time reduction a significant
objective and focus of the development process.
Recommendations:
1.1 Develop The Clear Business Case for Cycle Time Reduction
1.2 Establish Clear Quantifiable Cycle Time Reduction Goal
1.3 Appoint An Advocate or Champion for Cycle Time Reduction

LEANAEROSPACE

1. Provide Clear Leadership

on Cycle Time Reduction

Research Findings:
- No consensus of the importance or effects of long cycle
times or reduction of cycle times
- Fourth of 4 in priority at all levels
- No accepted goals cf cycle time reduction
- Current goal is to meet schedules not reduce them
- No organization assigned responsibility for cycle times
- FM budget focused
- Users performancelbudget focused

- AQ budget/performanceltechnologylnew system focused
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Recommendation 1.1: Develop the Clear

Business Case for Product
Development Cycle Time Reduction

Research Findings:
- There is no clear or widely accepted understanding of importance or impact of
shortening development cycle time
- Widely disparate and contradictory views encountered across all organizations
and all levels on the importance and benefits of cycle time reduction
- Shorting project schedule is currently seen as the last priority

Implications:
- Must develop an authoritative and widely accepted case for cycle time
reduction and the impact of the current long cycle times
Identify and estimate all impacts, both the positive and the negative, of
reducing cycle time at the individual project and portfolio of projects levels
- Should directly address the effect on total and annual cost; requirements,
technology development, engineering development, manufacturing,
operations, and logistics, and opportunity costs
- Estimate impact of changing requirements, technology, missions, and threats
Identify the effects of cycle time on each community, Warfighters, Budget,
Acquisition, and Contractor
Identify under what circumstances cycle time reduction is advantageous
-
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Recommendation 1.2 Establish Clear Product
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Development Cycle Time Reduction Goals

Research Findings:
- No wide spread or accepted goal for cycle time reduction were found
- No schedule performance or tracking metrics were found to be used
- Project managers estimate that the projects could be completed on average in
50% of the remaining development time without loosing capability

implications:
- Establish clear service and DoD wide goal for cycle time reduction
- Time from project initiation to delivery of the first production item
- Must establish current schedule baseline of all projects
- Separated into appropriate categories possibly by project type, size or other
means so that changes in each area can be measured
- Goal must be large enough to spur organizational change
- Recommend 50% reduction in development time
- Stated goal of many groups, program managers estimate of time required,
typical commercial cycle time reduction goal
- Must specify time to achieve the cycle time reduction goal
- 3 years typical commercial goal
- Need to collect schedule metrics to measure progress towards goal
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Recommendation 1.3: Appoint a Strong Advocate for
Development Cycle Time Reduction

Research Findings:
No organization or person was found to have been assigned or to have
assumed responsibility for cycle times or cycle time reduction
- Cycle time issue is submerged and lost during the budget battles
-

Implications:
- Major organizational change will not occur without a significant
organization or person forcing the change
- An strong organization must adopt or be assigned the role of
advocate for cycle time reduction
Must have a significant amount of orga,;zational power
Must have method to enforce changes required for cycle time
reductions
- Suggest the acquisition organizations embrace cycle time
reduction as a major organizational goal and become the advocate
Use the considerable organizational power and legal authority to
enforce cycle time reduction across entire development process.
Cycle time has most direct impact on Acquisition community

LEAN AERGSPACE
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Recommendation 2

Develop and Use Rigorous Schedule
Based Information and Tools
Accurate and available information and analysis is
required to make schedule based decisions
Needs:
2.1
2.2
2.3

Require an analysis and estimate of how long a development
project "should take"
Develop effective project schedule estimation and
evaluation tools
Require detailed schedule information on contractor
proposed schedules for evaluation

LEANAEROSPACE

2. Develop and Use

"

IATIVESchedule

Based Information

Research Findings:
- Little detailed schedule based information

available or used to make decisions
- No scheduling tool were found to be available
or widely used
- Contractors use customer expected schedule

as primary input to develop their proposals
- Schedule information is difficult to evaluate
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Recommendation 2.1: Require an Analysis and
Estimate of How Long a
Development Project "Should Take"

Research Findings:
- Project schedules are primarily developed based on expected funding availability
- There is little technical rigor in development of initial project schedules
- No systematic analysis of the required project length based on development
requirements was found for projects

Implications:
An analysis of the required schedule duration to develop the project
("Should Take" Analysis) is needed early in the planning of a project
- Results of different analysis methods used to evaluate schedule
- Bottoms up schedule development, parametric estimation, analysis of
comparable DoD projects, analysis of comparable commercial projects,
contractor estimates
- Discussion of analysis and its limitations and applicability to this project
- Identification of schedule drivers and associated schedule risks
- An analysis is needed of the cost of the development time to the users
and of the time based user requirements
Cost/benefit analysis of project based on development time
-

Ideas to Include in

LEANAEROSPACE
INrATIE
*

a "Should Take" Analysis

Results of different analysis methods used to evaluate required schedule
-

Contractor estimates, Bottoms up schedule development, parametric estimation, analysis of
comparable DoD projects, analysis of comparable commercial projects
Discussion of analysis and its limitations and applicability to this project

" PM's Estimate of the Range of Time Required to Develop the Project
*

An Analysis of Users Schedule Based Requirements
-

*

Identify Current Schedule Limiting and Risk Factors
-

"

Schedule sensitivity analysis of requirements and other factors
Resource loading/availability

Program Office Proposed Schedule Plans
-

*

When do they need it, when do they want it. and the reasons why
Mission and cost impact of not having it by month/quarterlyear

Proposed project initiation date
Detailed Proposed Project Schedule
Identify logical decision points and key milestones
Identity Cntical and Near Critical Path Items
Schedule Risk Analysis and Sensitivity

Schedule Management Approach Proposed
-

Project schedule goals, objectives, and requirements
Schedule monitoring system, metrics, and incentives to be used at each level
I
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Recommendation 2.2: Develop Effective
Project Schedule Estimation and Evaluation Tools

Research Findings
-

No effective schedule estimation tools or schedule related databases are readily
available or used by the Pentagon, program offices or contractors
- Little impact of historical project, parametric models bottom s up schedule
development on initial project schedule
- The initial project schedule essentially determines the minimum development time

Implications:
- Need a comprehensive data base of project schedule information
Collect current project schedules at a level detailed enough for comparison
- Develop detailed schedule guidelines and benchmarks.
- Suggest use a detailed schedule based surveys of all ongoing projects
- Augment with commercial product development databases and experiences
Need to develop advanced schedule estimation and risk analysis tools
- Need to be able to effectively determine risk in proposed schedules
Suggest control of schedule models stay with the acquisition community
- Must be readily available to PM for regular and easy use for early planning
and ongoing project schedule management
- Maintain schedule models distinct but compatible with existing cost models
-

-
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Recommendation 2.3: Require Detailed

Information on Contractor Proposed Schedule

Research Findings:
- Contractors primary schedule input is customers expected schedule and
analytical tools and analysis do not significantly effect the proposed length
- Contractor proposed schedule related intormation is currently spread across
different proposal sections and is often not well coordinated or complete
- Government members report to view any alternative schedule different from the
government expected schedule with suspicion and presumes a higher risk

Implications:
- Additional information needed to effectively evaluate the contractors
ability to execute proposed schedules and the associated schedule risk
- Suggests some sort of "Schedule Proposal" that details and explains the
proposed schedule and the justification for it.
Justification of proposed schedule with analysis of the projected risks
All critical and near critical paths identified, and discussion limiting factors
Company demonstrated schedule capability and past performance
Should be structured to allow consistent and effective schedule based
evaluation of the capability and the risk for each company
Proposed methods to manage, measure, and provide incentives for schedule

LEAN AEROSPACE

Recommendation 3

INITIATIVE

Provide Incentives That
Encourage Cycle Time Reduction
Aligning personal and organizational incentives with
cycle time reduction will be essential
Needs:
3.1
Provide incentives for Cycle Time Reduction Within the Government
3.2
Provide Incentives for Cycle Time Reduction for Contractors
Make the length of the development schedule and the
associated risk a significant source selection criteria
Provide significant schedule-based contract
3.2.2
incentives to meet and reduce the schedule
Provide a Widespread Training on Best Product Development
Practices
3.2.1

3.3

LEAN AEROSPACE
INTIA TIVE

3. Provide and Align Incentives
For Cycle Time Reduction

0

Research Findings:
- No incentive reported by any level, Pentagon,
Program office, or contractor, to reduce
development cycle time.
- Shortened schedule last of 4 project objectives
- Many projects completed exactly on schedule
- Very few projects ever completed ahead of

schedule
- Schedule first to be sacrificed
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LEAN AEROSPACE
Recommendation 3.1: Provide Incentives To
INIIATIVEReduce Cycle Time at Program Office and Pentagon
Research Findings:
- Little personal accountability or feeling of responsibility for schedule
- Many project managers per project 3.7 average - Current avg. time 15 months
- Shortening schedule seen as lowest priority at Program Office and Pentagon

Implications:
Need personal and organizational incentives for program offices and
Pentagon levels for cycle time reduction
- Develop and track schedule based metrics for all projects to track performance
- Increase program office and project manager schedule accountability
Assign project and program managers to the projects for 3 years minimum
periods
- Use schedule length and schedule performance measures as a significant
performance metric for program office and personal performance ratings.
- Make project cycle time and cycle time reduction a significant part of program
office and personal award programs
- Use development time as a significant factor in the project screening to select
which projects process to the next phase.

b·-
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Recommendation 3.2.1 Make schedule
development schedule and schedule risk a

source selection criteria
Research Findings:
- Program Managers report schedule is not an important source selection criteria
- Government expected schedule contractors primary schedule input.
- Contractors report no incentive to reduce cycle timer to bid a shorter schedule
- Very few contractors propose schedules other than government expected schedule
- Very few projects ever complete ahead of the contracted schedule

Implications:
- Schedule development time and the associated schedule risk
should be a more significant source selection criteria
-

Establish effective schedule-based source selection criteria
Use previously discussed schedule proposal as basis for evaluation.
Develop effective and accepted schedule evaluation procedures
Use development time as a significant criterion at each stage of the project
screening process used to manage the portfolio of projects.
Combine with significant schedule based incentives meet or shorten schedules

LEAN AEROSPACE
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Recommendation 3.2.2 Provide Significant
Contract Incentives for the Reduction of

INITIATIVE

Development Schedules

Research Findings:
-

Contractors report little or no incentive to accelerate contract schedules
Program offices report no contract incentives to meet or reduce project schedules
Few project schedules are ever accelerated
Shortened schedule reported as lowest project priority at all levels

Implications:
Need to provide significant schedule based incentives to the contractor
to meet and also reduce project schedules in the development phase.
- Need an approved framework schedule based contract incentives.
- Needs an accepted and standardized menu of options for schedule based
incentives which are acceptable and for which the implications and
implementation are understood by both government and contractors.
- Incentive structures must encourage meeting and reducing the schedules.
- Incentives must be structured so as not to undermine other project goals
- The government should consider the effect of proposed schedule based
incentives as part of the evaluation of the proposals and its risk.
- Suggests contractors propose the specific incentives structure and levels
that they would like as part of their proposal.
-

LEANAEROSPACE
LEANAEROSPACERecommendation

3.3 Provide Widespread
on Best Product Development Practices

INIIATIVETraining

Research Findings:
-

There is little awareness of best product development practices in other industries
Only lof 5 SPO Project Managers have taken a course in product development
Government acquisition courses appear to teach current DoD policy and do not
teach best product development practices throughout other related industries

Implications:
Require a comprehensive training program to educate acquisition
personal on the best product development practices from all industries
- Suggests a multifaceted training program possibly including:
Individual Efforts - Establish a reading program with discussion groups
SPO and Center Level Training - Establish recurring seminars on best product
development practices with speakers from variety of industries - Use
Commercial Product Development Consultants
Formal Training - Establish lessons in current training programs on best
product development practices based on other industries experience - Bring in
Commercial Product Development Consultants
Formal Education -Establish a competitive scholarship program for officers to
attend top academic institutions to study best product development practices
-
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IRecommendation 4

ATIVEN

Mitigate Funding
Based Schedule Limitations
The available resources must be allocated across the
portfolio of projects and made available in a manner
to allow for cycle time reduction
Needs:
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Require New projects be fully funded based on development requirements
Develop an effective screening process to manage the portfolio of projects
Limit the number of projects in each phase of development
Clear the log jam of current development projects
Make Available resources to accelerate projects as opportunities arise

4. Mitigate Funding

LEAN AEROSPACE

INITATIVEsed

Constraints

Based Constraints

* Research Findings:
- 80% of projects schedules report to be funding constrained
not technically constrained
- Estimated time required to completion average 50% of
current planned time to completion.
- Most initial project plans based on funding constraints not
technical requirements
- Inability to locate funding cited as most important barrier to
cycle time reduction
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INITIATIVE :
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Recommendation 4.1 Require projects be fully funded
based on development related requirements

Research Findings:
Current milestone approval practice requires project be "fully funded" based on
the funding requirements "as planned", not necessarily what is optimal
- Initial project plans were shown to be based primarily on expected funding
availability and not based on the development requirements.
-- 80% of project schedules are reported limited by available funding and not limited
by technical development aspects.
- PM estimate they could finish development in 50% of remaining development time
-

Implications:
- Project funding profiles must be based on the time and resources

required to develop the project - not the perceived funds available
Develop optimal schedule - then allocate funds required through PPBS
process to carry out the project.
- Limit total amount of resources required by limiting number of projects
- Need to manage the portfolio of projects allow optimal funding of the
projects in development
- Funding profiles must be maintained after a milestone decisions
-

LEAN AEROSPACE
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Recommendation 4.2 Develop an effective
project screening process to manage

the portfolio of projects
Research Findings:
- The funding and PPBS process is not effective process to control projects entering
into each phase of development to ensure each is optimally funded
- Current limiting process primarily based on ability to locate funds to initiate project
- Milestone decision process not effectively limiting number of projects (esp. small)
- Only 58% of projects are stated due to modernization planning process

Implications:
- Needs a form of competitive project screening process to allow the highest
priority projects that are fully ready and can be supported by the available
resources to enter each phase of development.
- Select the projects that will be allowed to proceed to the next development phase,
those that will remain in the current phase, and those that will be canceled
- Require all projects to pass through the process (allow very few exceptions)
- Senior leaders to run a form of a "Project Evaluation and Selection Board"
Direct project to project comparisons - Similar to Office Promotion Board
- Selection categories by categories that could include mission area and ACAT level
or some other logical grouping
- Use results of selection process as direct input into PPBS process.

Proposed Project Screening Process Structure

(0

Project

I
k!eon

Board

Milestone I

..

Project

*

Board*

Board

TICertification

"

Selectoard

Milestone II
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Project•

•

selection

lMilestone IIl

Pre-qualification
and Ratings

Pre-qualification states that, if approved, the project stands a very
high probability of completing within its cost, schedule and
performance requirements and that it will meet the operational
mission that it is intended
Pre-Qualification Certifications -Ensure that the estimates in each
area are accurate as stated and level of risk identified
Projected Cost - FM Responsibility

Operational - Users Responsibility
Schedule- AQ Responsibility
Management Plan - AQ Responsibility

Technology Proven - AQ Responsibility
Contract Options Signed and Ready (Milestone II and III)

*

Pre-qualifications certification and ratings would be
obtained from the respective organizations prior to the
Project Selection Board. No project would be allowed to
meet the selection board without them.

LEAN AEROSPACE

INITIATIVE

Project Selection Board

Purpose to recommend or select the projects
that will enter each phase of development
a Formed by Senior Service Leaders or their designees
* Would do a project by project comparison within certain categories
Project areas separated by size and possibly mission areas
* Projects would be rank ordered based on information presented within
each area.
* Senior leaders would select projects based on criteria would be based
on budget allocation.

Final selection made by Service and DoD leadership
a Have option of returning projects to current phase, completing and
documenting or selecting it for the next phase.
o
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Recommendation 4.3 Limit the number of
projects in each phase of development

Research Findings:
- No established limit to the number of projects in the each development phase
- No effective control method - Ability to obtain and maintain funding only limi:
- Little control or incite over smaller projects - too many projects for leaders to
effectively oversee even at program office level

Implications:
-

Need to establish firm limits and controls on the number of projects
allowed in each phase of development at any one time.
Decreasing number of projects per phase.
Force selection be make hard decisions between projects
Encourage to push projects through the development process or stop them
Establish limits based on the amount of projected funding with reserve
Should specify mix of size, projects, weapon system types
Allow trades small Vs large projects with an appropriate weighting (i e. 7
small to 1 large)
Allocate number of projects prior to selection board with opportunity to revisit
following
-

·--2_

Recommendation 4.4 Clearlogjam
of current projects

LEANAEROSPACE

INITIATIVE
Research Findings:

- Log jam of current projects in development is causing large amount of project slip
- Funding Instability accounting for half of project slips
- Number of individual projects in development but the actual number is unknown.
- Recent large reduction in available development funds - few project cancellations

implications:
-

Need to address the large number of projects that are currently in
development
Must identify all current development projects at the project level
Categorize into project types and phases for project screening process
Identify the lowest priority projects and stop them - use resources to
accelerate others
Time phase remaining development projects to conduct a significant number
in serial and not parallel allowing resources to be concentrated

LEAN AEROSPACE
INITIATIVE

Recommendation 4.5 Ensure Necessary Resources
are Available to Accelerate Projects schedules

Research Findings:
- LPi of available funds reason most cited for not accelerating projects
- Very few projects ever accelerated
- Project managers estimate projects could be done in half the remaining time

Implications:
-

Need some for of management reserve that can be used for cycle time
reduction efforts
Give cycle time reduction requests priority for available funds
Earmark fallout funds for cycle time reduction efforts first
Disallow use of fallout money to be used for new starts or additional
requirements
New starts should be controlled by a centralized project selection process
allow Product Centers and PEO to use available funds within their areas first
for cycle time reduction, then allow other PEO and Product Centers to use any
remaining funds for cycle time reduction efforts, prior to initiating any new
projects or project feature or requirement additions
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Recommendation 5

TI

Demonstrate Application and Results
Through Near Term Demonstration Projects
A demonstrated capability and impact of cycle time
reduction efforts is needed at both the project and
portfolio of projects level before full implementation
Needs:
5.1 Execute Pathfinder projects that demonstrate the effectiveness of the
cycle time reduction approach on specific projects (Project Based
Demonstration)
5.2 Execute a Re-invention Laboratory that demonstrates effectiveness of
approach on a range of products within an entire program office or
product center (Portfolio of Projects Based Demonstration)

LEAN AEROSPACE'
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5. Demonstrate Application
Through DemonstrationProjects

Research Findings:
- Very few project ever completed early
- Funding based issues are systematic across all projects
- Examples of similar commercial projects finishing in
significantly less time.
- Commercial constraints are significantly different then in
defense industry
- Few previous efforts to reduce programmatic limitations on
product development cycle time from which to base
decisions
- Few demonstrated examples to show a proper path to
reduce cycle time

LEAN AEROSPACE

-"ecommendation

5.1 Execute Pathfinder projects
that demonstrate the ability to

INITIATIVE

reduce cycle time on specificprojects
Research Findings:
-

Few examples of cycle time reduction - No clear demonstrated capability to
shorten times
- Wide spread skepticism about impact of cycle time reduction on cost and
performance.

Implication:
- Select and run a series of path finder projects that demonstrate the ability to
reduce cycle time on a wide array of project types.
- Select a range of new and existing projects from all product centers as pathfinder
projects to show results of a cycle time focus and cycle time reduction efforts
- Make direct comparisons with similar "control" projects not selected for the
pathfinder status or cycle time focus
Capture data on results reported by all effected organization,
Compare to previously planned and resulting pathfinder approaches
- Capture lessons learned and problems faced at the project level.
- Allow Pathfinders projects wide latitude to take actions they feel are appropriate
to reduce cycle time
-~-~
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Recommendation 5.2: Execute A Re-invention
Laboratory to Demonstrate of
the Effect Over a Portfolio of Projects

Research Findings:
-

Product development cycle time effects not only each project but
effects the development process as a whole
- The focus on cycle time in the commercial industry has been on
across a range of projects and not on one single projects
- No demonstration has been conducted to account for compounding
effects of cycle time reduction on a set of projects

Implications:
- Need a number of program offices with many development projects to
act as Re-invention laboratories to demonstrate the compounding
impact of cycle time focus on a portfolio of projects over time
A basket SPO or a mature development project would have a large
range of projects could demonstrate the effectiveness of this
approach within a controlled environment.
A matching program office without the re-invention lab could
provide a control comparison to demonstrate effect of changes
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Near Term Key Issues

e Provide answers to the following questions:
- Should cycle time reduction be an element of acquisition reform?
- What are the barriers and the benefits?
- What are the best methods to achieve cycle time reductions?
* Develop tools to help the acquisition workforce implement the
required changes
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Near-Term Steps
Address The Following Recommendations:
1.1

A Clear Business Case Or Rationale for Cycle Time Reduction

2.1

Analysis and Estimate of How Long a Development Project
"Should Take"

2.2

Develop Effective Project Schedule Estimation and
Evaluation Tools

3.3

Establish an Education Program on Best Practices in Product
Development

4.1

Pathfinder Projects That Demonstrate the Effectiveness of the
Cycle Time Reduction

4.2

Re-Invention Laboratory That Demonstrates Effectiveness of
Approach on a Portfolio of Products
a
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Appendix 2

Impact of Long Development Times
Long development times impact the DoD in many ways. It impacts our militarx
capability through systems, long in development, not being ready when needed. It
impacts our military capability through systems not meeting the current need when
fielded. It impacts our military capability through fielding of dated technology in our
newest systems. It impacts our ability to quickly respond to new or emerging threats or
to respond to known safety issues. Long development times also result in increased cost
to develop and sustainment of our weapon systems. Examples of each type of impact of
long development times are provided below.

A. Systems Not Ready When Needed
Desert Storm provided a unique opportunity to identify military needs in a
wartime environment and determine the possible impact of equipment in the development
pipeline had it had been deployed more quickly. Seven systems would have mitigate
critical needs during the early part of Desert Shield and Desert Storm.
Long-Range, Wide-Body Strategic and Tactical Airlift: The C-17
In the late 1970s. the Air Force identified a need for the C-17 to supply the newly
formed U.S. Rapid Deployment Force. The request for proposals for the C-X cargo plane
was released in October 1980. Eleven years later. during the earliest stages of D)esert
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Shield and the Gulf War, a critical shortage of heavy-lift aircraft, combined with a lack of
suitable airfields in Saudi Arabia, limited the speed by which the military buildup could
occur. This was precisely the mission for which the C-17 was being developed and
designed. The C- 17 was delayed in part owing to a decision to produce more C
('-5B
aircraft. The ('-17 did not see its first operational use until Operation Provide HIope in
Bosnia in 1995.1:'
Satellite Communications: MILSTAR
Development of the MIILSTAR satellite svstem. designed to upgrade the military
communication system, began in 1981. In 1983. the Air Force issued a contract designed
to provide secure and survivable tactical and strategic communication by the late 1)980s
fight years later, the communication capacity required to conduct the early stages of
Desert Shield proved inadequate. as existing t'VIhF and SIltF systems w.%ere susceptible to
jamming and interference. Communication officers finallI cobbled together an adequate
communication system byv employing leased commercial satellites, repositioning existing
military satellites, and reviving decommissioned communication satellites. " The first
MII.STAR satellite was not launched until FebruarN 1994, and the second satellite not
until November 1995.
Precision Targeting: LANTIRN Targeting Pod
1 he Low, Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared at Night (LANIIRN) system
was initiated in 1979 to give F- 16s and F--15s the ability to navigate at night and to lock
onto targets precisely and use precision guided weapons. During I)esert Storm.

1 \ ears

into a 12-year development effort, onl, six targeting pods were available for 1-I 5ls and
no targeting pods were available for F-16s. "his left most deployed fighters %without
precision bombing capability. This increased number of aircraift required to attack each
target, decreased the lethality of the attack, decreased the distance from the target the

' Information provided b%the C-17 Program
r.lement Monitor and several A lation \k eck and S-pace
Technoloh•
articles from the :arlI 1980(
'Alan ('ampen Ed 77c f'
irst Inforrmanton
i
ar Armed Forces (Communicatlons and I Icctronics
Associatlon Fairfa\ Virginia October 1992 Pg 8
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pilots could release the bombs, and exposed pilots to greater risk. Immediately after
Desert Storm, the targeting pods were produced and fielded at a rate of 28 per month. By
1992, 400 F-16s were outfitted with the LANTIRN system, which had the development
time been shorter may have been available for use in desert storm."'

Secure Data Links: Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
The Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) program was initiated in
I1

Lo enable all U.S. military fighter and command-and-control aircraft to share data on the

location of friendly and enemy aircraft and targets. During Desert Storm. 19 years into a 20year development effort, no fighter aircraft were equipped v.ith JTIDS. The results was less
situational awareness for U.S. pilots, higher risk of fratricide, and the possible escape of
additional Iraqi planes to Iran.'"The system was first deployed in 1993 on the F-I 5s at
Mountain Home AFB. In a matter of weeks, the fighter wing employed ne,, tactics. using a
line formation. that alloxved a dramatic increase in effecti encess due directly to the increase in
situational awareness provided by JTII)S.

Satellite Navigation: The Global Positioning System
The satellite (ilobal Position S,stem (GPS) was initiated in Deccnmber 1973 to prox ide
continuous worldwide, three-dimensional navigation ability to .i.S. air. ground. and sea forces
At the beginning of Desert Storm. 21 years into a 23-N ear development effort. (iPS could
provide only 14 hours of navigation daily. Very fekw (iPS receiver equipment kkas available to
operators of aircraft, vehicles, or to soldiers for personal user. Soldiers' parents purchased
commercially available (iPS receivers and sent them to their sons and daughters.

Ihe Japanese

purchased American-made commercial GPS receivers for I.S. military persor.nel. By the end
of Desert Storm, the launch of additional satellites provided 23 hours of navigation coverage,
but many military units still did not have user equipment. The lack of(iPS field receixers
meant that more soldiers were lost in the desert and captured. The i S. ,A\rm% also atributed

I'
nformation provided by the IANTIRN Program Office
I"
Information provided by a former program director for JII)DS
"'Information provided by a former program director for JTID)S
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most fratricide incidents to armored units that were lost and out of position. '- Because of the
lack of available military receivers that could use the encrypted GPS signals, the U.S. had to
provide the GPS signals without encryption and as a results did not have the capability of
denying the use of GPS system to Iraq while using the signal itself" ':
The Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile
The Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM) was initiated in
November 1978 to give U.S. fighter aircraft an advanced radar system for guiding missiles.
AMRAAM was designed to provide a multiple-target, fire-and-forget capability at extended
range, expanding the engagement envelop over the Vietnam-era AIM-7 Sparrow missile.
During Desert Storm. 12 years into a 13-year development effort, no operational AMRAAMs
were available, although several missiles were used in tests. After Desert Storm testing was
accelerated, and operational capability was declared six months later, in September 1991.
Wide-Area Anti-Tank Cluster Bomb: The CBU-97B Sensor Fuse Weapon
Development of the Sensor Fuse Weapon (SFW) was initiated in January 1983, to
provide the ability for a limited number of aircraft to destroy up to 24 tanks in a single
attack. During Desert Storm, 8 years into a 14-year development program, no Sensor Fuse
Weapons were available. The U.S. thus had limited capability to stop an early Iraqi armored
invasion of Saudi Arabia had one occurred, and additional aircraft sorties were required to
attack Iraqi armor, increasing the risk to pilots and destroying fewer Iraqi tanks."Many other major defense systems under development for at least five 'yearsmere
not available for use in Desert Shield or Desert Storm. Those included the Stingray AntiAircraft Missile, the V-22 Osprey, the AGM-13(0 Powered Glide Bomb, the Mlark XV
Identification Friend or Foe, the Army Brilliant Anti-Tank Weapon, the Advanced
Apache Long Bow and Hellfire Missile System. the ('ommanche attack helicopter, the
A WA('S Block 30-35 upgrade program, the F-22 Air Superior Fighter. and the B-2

SU S Arm,, report on GPS in Desert Stormi
Iinformation provided by the GPS Program Office
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strategic bomber. All these systems were started based on an identified need. Many of
these systems have still not reached operational status 7 years later.
A few systems were rushed through development and made available to troops
during the six months prior to Desert Storm. The Joint SI ARS surveillance plane was
pushed into service and provided critical observations of Iraqi troop mo\ements. A bomb
system, the Bunker Buster, was developed and fielded in 29 days. This rapid action
demonstrated that the acquisition system can move quickly to meet the needs of
warfighters when they are seen as essential. But such efforts are the exception rather than
the rule.

B. Systems Not Meeting Current Needs When Fielded
With the average development time for a new major defense system approaching
10 years, the need for and requirements of anx system in development may dramaticalt1"
change. Many of the systems nou\ in the pipeline are based on the threat and political
environment that existed before the dissolution of the Soviet tnion
1
and the (GulfWar O)f
26 current major development programs in the Rand database and due for completion
between 1995 and 1999, only 6 were started following the end of the ('old War. Tw-elve
began during the early 1980s, when the U.S. faced a radically different environment. One
result is that systems often do not adequately meet warfighters current needs w•hen
fielded.
MILSTAR I
Communication is a significant area where nekCsystems are not meeting toda 's
requirements. During the early 19 80s. for example, the most pressing need was seen as
communication systems that could surx ivc a full range of conflicts. from regionaltoto illlscale nuclear war, and also foil enem, attempts to jam the signals In response to these

Information provided hi the Wide Area Munition program rlement monitor and the Wide Area
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needs, the MILSTAR program was started in 1981. But by the time the first satellite was
deployed in 1994, the requirements had changed dramatically. In the Gulf War. the most
pressing problems were not security and anti-jam capabilities but bandwidth and the
capacity to process data quickly. Even if MILSTAR had been operational in time for
Desert Storm. its low data-processing rate would not have helped meet the large demand
for fast communication A significant portion of communication toda, is in the formn of
digital data and fax transmission, which MILISTAR's 2400-baud data rate does not
effectively support. The development of MILSTAR consumed most of the available
resources to upgrade and maintain other military satellite communication sx stems The
MILSTAR II satellite now in development is projected to increase the data-processing
rate moderatelv. to 9600 baud. but even this nex, design x ill not be able to support
communication needs as the\ existed during Desert Storm.'

C. New Systems Fielded with Dated Technology
In the time now required to dekelop and field a nexw military system. technology is
no longer state of the art, and in some cases it is obsolete and out of production. Ten \car
ago. the Packard Commission stated that long development cycles " lead to obsolete
technology in our fielded equipment. We forfeit our five- ear technological lead b. the
time it takes us to get our systems from the laboratory into the field.":"

This problem is

severell exacerbated by the rapid rate of advance in electronics. 'Technologies are usuallx
selected and " frozen" early in full-scale development, significantly undermining
programs based on fast-moving electronic and computing technologies These effects can
be seen in programs such as the F-22. Joint STARS, and AWVACS Radar S stem
Improvement programs (RSIP), all of which are heavily dependent on computer
processing. Current processors available operate significantly faster. .As a point of
reference•f todax 's technolmogy used in home computers, the current l'entium 11 processor.

\Miunitiont
Pro(ram ()ffice
('ampen. Alan Editor The Irst
I
Informnation War The iStor of ('ommunlcat-ln,,. ('conlputer,,. and
Intellegence S\stcmns In the Pcrsian (Iulf War

I airfa\ Virgnma

.:(',lA International Prc,,s 19
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operating at 300MHz, can execute the equivalent of 627 million instructions per second
(MIPS). !5
AWACS RSIP
The initial computer processor for the AWACS Radar System Improvement
Program, selected in 1986, was the most advanced then available--a specially modified R3000 at 10-12 million instructions per second. In 1995, the production of the modified R3000 was cancelled so the processor was upgraded to a specially modified R-4400 at
running at 33-50 MIPS--at an additional cost of $26 million. In 1998, the manufacturer
again stopped producing the modified processor, and the Air Force made a $4 million
lifetime buy to satisfy all its future needs for the processors for the expected life of the
equipment. Now the service wants to upgrade to the Power PC processor to allow for
additional capability, but no funds are available to pay for another upgrade.

:"

The current

processor is running at near capacity with the existing software modifications leaving
little room for additional functions.

_:'
President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management "A Formula For Action A Report to
the President on Defense Acquisition" (The Packard Commission Report) Washington D C April 1986
!'"Based on analysis of processor performance from Intel Corporation processor facts sheets from ther
web pages.
12"Source AWACS Program Office
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Dated Technology In Newly Fielded Systems
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Figure A2-1: The Progression of Commercial Computer Processors vs. Those

Fielded in AWACS RSIP, Joint STARS and F-22 Aircraft
Joint STARS
The processor for the Joint STARS Main Nlission computer k.as selected in I)99 1
as the DEC' VAX 661)D, runningt at 56 MIPS. The system required three active computers.
three to run mission software and two to operate as ready spares. But the original
processor is out of production. An upgrade program wvas started in 1996 that

~ii replace

the five computers with one operating and one spare processor. to be included in aircraft
delivered in 2005 and later. The current fleet will also be upgraded.
The F-22
The F-22 processor. selected in 1990 as the best available technology. is the
i960mx. which operates at 8-10 MIPS. The electronic varftare system requires 1() such

I:"Source

F-22. AWACS, and Joint STARS Program Offices
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processors to perform its mission. Today a single processor could provide the same
capability. Because the supplier is ending production, the Air Force is making a final buy
of the number required until an upgraded processor can be incorporated into the design of
the aircraft. Processor upgrade programs are scheduled for 2000 and 2005. Xhen the F22 is expected to reach operational capability.

•

Computer processors are not the only area of technology that is rapidly changing
Other areas include digital signal processors. memorx, sensors. cormmunication systems.
autonomous control, and navigation technologies. Mlanv of these technolog\ ad\ ances
are being driven bx the rapid advances within the commercial electronics.

lilitar\

aircraft, ships. and space systems rely heavily on such electronic sý stems to prox ide
communication and control.

D. Slow Response to New or Emerging Threats
Fmerging threats based on new technology or a unique combination of existlng
technologies can pose a significant challenge to U .S. forces. and leave them exposed
('losing the performance gap and quickl]

developing counter-sN stems is an important

aspect of maintaining technologically superiorit%.

( )ne example of the 1'.S. failure to pursue this strateg\ has been dcx elopment of a
counter-svstem to the Soviet Archer AA-11

off-boresight air-to-air missile Off!- oresight

missiles can attack aircraft at a wider angle then standard air-to-air missiles allo\, %ng
aircraft equipped with them to fire on opponents at greater angles from the nose of the
aircraft and significantlh increasing their chances of killing their the opponent before
being shot down.

: Source F-22 Program -lement Monitor and [-22 Program Office
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U.S. Response to Off-Boresight Air-to-Air Missiles
The United Stated learned of the Soviet AA-1 I Archer ()ff-loresight Missile and its
fHelmet-Mounted ('ueing system in 1985, mhen it phot ographed Soviet fighters carrying the
newt missiles near Finland. In I,1989. after the unification of(;ermanx. the I S ohtained
access to many operational AA-I11 missiles from the former Iast (German Air i•orce
Analysis and flight tests of the AA-missiles and the cueing system In Ning-29s indicated a
very significant" combat advantage over F-16,, in close air-to-air combat

' I he Israelis

minimized their exposure to the ness Soviet missilehbx quickl\ de eloping and fielding a
more capable off-horesight missile, w\hich they tested xlithin three
wlthin ninte

ears

cears and had operational

Both the Russian and Israeli missile sistems are no)\ sold to a number of

countries

Ihei

S .A\ir I orce had long .seoen the significant adiantage

horesight missiles in cl)lose a:r combat

Studies in 197() of the 1 - 15 and thiLpropo,,cd

A\I1-82 ( )Off-Ioresight\Iissile shokced a \cr\ drarnatci
draniaticallI (\cr similarl
dccslopced

mpro
ided hi off-

non-equipped aircraft

clefct \•ith kill rat•,s increasix
I he .\

-82 missile

\as
necer
i

In a I41995 article in.llvialtII t'cek. (iencral Roland ' ates. retired A
.\

laterll ('(ommand commandcr, said,.

s ll1 not make any differcnce.'"
"I or the Alr I orce and Na\

%ou

I orcc

I he off-horesight missile and helmet mt, unied

cuei ng svsteCI domicnatc tthe ciosc-in fight
l ýthin
and \ ou do n ot. hc',s go!ng to k I!l

.

miles"If an enem\ has the capahilit\

If he can see •ou. \(ou are dead

Ilen a ' g

iturn

A former senior Joint Chiefs of".Stafl officer stated.

not to ha c a hclmet-mo0untCd c uci ng .sight rand an off-

NMissile Handicap. Part I I '

Intensities I fforts to Nlect iissile Ihrreat" A•%maion c'Ack and SpaIce
16
iMissilue landicap, Part I ' S Intensities I tlorts to Meetr Missilc I hreat % ,iation'%cek and Spacc
I echnolog 16 O()ctober 199S, Pg1~6
,
'The stud was conducted - 1.IfC Lamrr
elchh in 197( and \ an
s know
a the I AC A encer Stud\ It
showed vmer dramatic adantagcs ot Off-horesight rnmissles I1. \Welch later became the Air I or c (Chie
I echnolog

(of' taff

99

16( )ctohber 1•9951 Pg

It is detailed in the P't'ncaig n ,Par,ado bh J.ame,, -,tc enson Na\tal Insminute P'r ess, Arnn1apo,1Is 11)

to

et"

INlissile liandicap. Part I t' S Intensifies I fforts to NMect Nissile Ihireat

I
AN
ASI 1I,(

ct I Q Pt,

A1pt-dl'a 2ImlpacLt oJL/Long

)L 'vcplhpL'nh
ni imc's
~~

boresight missile is absolutely criminal. "'

The I I.S. system developed in response to the new threat is the AIM-9X. which is
expected to reach operational capabilit, in 2002, 17 years after the threat was identitfied
Currently. no I .S.fighter has anm off-boresight missile capabilit'i.

E. Slow Response to Known Safety Problems
The current dex elopment process is also often sloxw to respond to identified safe•t
requirements.

I wko high-visibility programs that highlighted this slo'k response are the

integration of Traffic ('Collision and A oidance Sx stem,, and (ilobal P•';itioning S\ .stem
Receivers on militarx aircraft.
Traffic Collision Avoidance System
The Iraffic ('ollision and A\voidance Sx stem (Tl('.AS)

as fir,,t of'icialli

recommended for installation in Air IForce airclaft in
i 1 9)4 after a near colll,,iton among
two B-52s on an around-the-,orld exercise and a Saudi Arabian 747 ox cr the
Mediterranean Sea '"Similar I('.,AS equipment had been prex iousl\ ordered installed on
all commercial transport aircraft in 1988, A safet

(officer implored that the equipment

also be added to militar, aircraft aftcr another near-miss in 1•99)5. Ahen a ('-5 flcwx
hetx%,een a KC('-10 and the flight oftF- 1I6s it wxas re'luclIng

After the crash of the 1I-43 (foeing 737) carrx in Secretarx of (ommercc Ron
LBrown in 1996, the Air Force was ordered to install the C('AS sx stemn on its aircraft.
Installation on VlIP transport aircraft is to be completed b\ 2001, and on larger transports,
which carrt troops and cargo. by 2006. This response came too late for the crex\s of a
I'.S. ('-141 and a (icmran ('-13(), which collided off the coast of Africa in September
1997, killing 33 people. including 9 1'.S. service members.

'
A ,'S I 16 (()ct I9)o
Pt
P' t
IThis example isbased on the Article b\ Matthex, 3Brelis and Stephen Kurkjian " Ill -quipped Air f-orce

" Mi2ssile

andicap, Part 1 (' S Intenifies •.fforls to Niet Mtissle Ihreat'

Plane ilaunts WidoW'",

Boston ( lobe

December

1997
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GPS Receivers on Militanr Aircraft
The long development, purchase, and installation time in providing (ilohal
Positioning Systems navigation equipment on military aircraft has produced similar
results

(Comnmercial (iPS recetiers have been wNideli aailable

tAA certified aircraft

(iPS receixers are available for commercial and pri' atc aircrafti tr less then severa!
thousand dollars t r aircrati tfor many ye ars Portable handheld rcceix•ers v.ith nml,:'o~g
nmap displays and aero~,autlcal databases designed fO>r aircraft use are aiailable f•r less,
than $600

1Ihe lack of ( i'S capabt
illt,as sited as one of the contributing factors in the

I ,96crash ofta militar; Hocing 717 that killed ('Commecrce Sccretar\ Ro)n, HroIn\.
business, leaders, and crew others
and collidcd ~ ith a motuntain I!
Itas
accident, I tilt vinLig the firn
militarx aircraft

I hec
pilot \;as off coarse on a non-prccision approa,ch
ILund that (i'PS could ha\ c helped a;iL
d tIhe

vin
accident

(i PS equipment kk.aso rdercdJnstalledIon all

( il'could haM\c helped asold other accidents a,
v,\
%ellI.luIdln' the

crash of a ('- 1()presidential support planeinIII
and hit a mountain

"~ 11111

hich

Cnt of c•,Tocr
at I11•ihl

Ihc lak of ( il,na, ication also could ha\ C helped ,i\d al \rVi

hclicopter nadcertenntl \crossing the I)\I/

nt North Korea. crne of the pilt•,,

international incident ensued ,(hcn the North• Kreans shot d•,wn the hlcoptcr
na1•3\ation hal een in dc clopment s•IICC 1097, and has hecn commere~lcrcalI
sinice 1Y9)2

14

integrationvof (iP's

comnplete until after 2002

incttemns
mito alllmnilitarN

died and an
(,PS'.,

aIaaltblc

ircraft is not ex\pected tohbe
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F. Effects of Development Time on Cost
Long development times also impact the cost of the systems that we buy.

It leads

to higher development cost and less money being spent on producing the products.
Increased Cost of Development
Conventional wisdom indicates that the longer the development time. the more a
project \cill cost. The Packard Commission concurred, stating that "I ime is mone~. and
experience argues that a ten-year acquisition ccle is clearlx more expensixe than a fix eSear cx clte.'" "

here is significant ex idence of this effect in commercial development

efforts " I 'nfortunatelv. no data estimating the cost of different dc\ clopment schedules,
are available for specific milltar, projects

Ihe cost models noxk used bh I)ol) and the

serx ices do not account for the effects of time
I)ata on major defense acquisition projects a allable from Rand shos a positi\ c
correlation bentseen dexelopment time and cost

(f the A(ATI 1 program,. those that take

less than 7 years to complete have an average dcesclopment cost of $1.2 billion
that take bet

een 7 and 14, cars have an axerage cost of S1 8 bilin

Prolects,

I hose taking,xer

14 cears average 53 ( hillion in deneclopment cCost

President's Blue Ribbon ('ommission on D)efense Management " A Formnula I or Action A Report to
the President on D)efense Acquisition" (i The Packard (ommission Report) ~ ashington 1) C April 19 86 p
8
" See discussion in Chapter 2

' For the 123 projects in the Rand database \with the nccessarN information, the Pearson corrclation
ith a t\ ocoefficient between the length of project schedules and cost of de\ elopment ispositis c () 25. %%
tailed significance level of 0 005 This indicates that though there is considerable scatter in the data, longcr
progranims oil a erage do cost more
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Similtart,. cost and schedule data on I.54 pro jcc, s of all si/cs Inicludcd inthe
sur Css conducted as part of this research eft`frt Indicate that the correlation bhetx ccil
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l
significant -
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through DIata.

I his does not nccessaril
another will necessarinl

mean that a project scheduled to take longer than

re.sult in dramatic increases in de\ lopinent c•.osts.

nl\ thal

across all projects, development cost is associated , ith the fourth poý%er of the schedule.
This relationship ma he complicated hb a host of factors other than simnply long
developrnment times, including complex requirements for the

capons. Also. long

dcvelopment times may result in design changes in response to changing threats.
technologies, and priorities, raising costs. I lowcver, the data does suggest that longer
programs not onlyv cost more - they cost a lot more
More Funds Towards Development - Less Towards Production
Not onl\ do longer programs cost more to dce clop but a larger percentage of the
total pr0jcct cost is consumed during development

ID)ata from the Rand SAR datatbaise

',
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indicate that projects requiring less than 14 years of development time saw 27 percent of
their cost go to development and 73 percent go to production. Project with development
times over 14 years had 46 percent of their cost go to development and 54 percent go to
production
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bh Development Time'"'

As development programs have lengthened over the years. so has the percentage

of' )oD funding going to research, development, test, and evaluation (t

&RI)
F) RDTi'&

funding for 1997 is $32 billion. representing 42 percent of total I)DoD) investment funding
(RDT)I&E plus production). This is the highest percentage ever The rising percentage
spent on RDI &Irnmeans that a smaller percentage is available for producing nextsystems
or enhancing the operations, training, and readiness of existing forces. While both
RI)'IDT&

and production funds have been cut significantly in the last 10
()years. the

RIDT&F accounts have sustained smaller decreases. This has resulted in fti•ecr ncx%
systems being fielded and made available for the warfighter
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B. Air Force Modernization Planning Process
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Document Generation Process
D. Air Force Planning, Programming and Budgetting System
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E. Air Force Acquisition Planning Process
F. Air Force Contracting Process

Appendix 3a

Organizations and Roles
A. Organizations and Roles
There are many organizations involved with the development of any ne'w weapon s\ stem
The primary organizations are the Department of Defense, the individual services. and their
subordinate organizations. the defense contractor communit,. and the administration and
Congress.

A.I. The Department of Defense
'The Department of Defense was fbrmed in 1947 to oversee and coordinate betveen the
previously independent services and to provide a single advisor to the President on national
defense matters. Over the last 30 years the I)epartment of Defeinse (I)oD) has assumed a larger
role in large development efforts through a series of acquisition related reforms. I Iowever, the
Department of Defense plays many roles, of which acquisition and development is onlx one part.
The Department of Defense is organized into an operational side and a support side. T'he
operational side consists of the unified or war fighting commands. These commands are
responsible ftr planning and executing wars and other operations. These are the organizations
that put bullets. bombs, and missiles on target and carry out the vwarfighting responsibilities. The
unified commands are supplied with fighting units from all three services to fornm a forcc. These
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organizations are headed by Commanders in Chief or CINCs who report directly to the President
and the Secretary of Defense as the National Command Authorities.
The support side of DoD includes the military services (Army, Navv, Air Force, and
Marines), the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Defense Agencies, and much of the ()SD Staff. 'I hese
organizations' primary purpose is to provide trained, combat readN forces and equipment to the
unified commanders to ensure they can accomplish their warfighting missions. Other mission of
the \arious organizations are to provide effective guidance. oversight. and management control
over Department of I)efcnse agencies. and the services to ensure the do so effecti, cl, and
vwithin the guidance provided b\ the President and congress.
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A.2. DoD Role in Product Development
One role DoD plays in the development of new weapon systems stems from its roles as
the developer of national military strategy, its role in the budget process through guidance and
budget submission, and its role as a regulator and overseer of the service organizations. DoD has
a direct role in the authority for major defense acquisition programs. Following a series of
reforms the responsibility of DoD for acquisition program li,s increased significantly since the
1960's.
Currently the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology
(OI'SD(A&T)) is the primary office responsible for all DoD Acquisition activities. The
OI1SD(A&T) is the Defense Acquisition Executive responsible for supervising the performance
of the entire DoD acquisition system. lHe chairs the Defense Acquisition Board and serves as the
DoD procurement executive. Ils organization publishes policies and procedures in the form of
DoD regulations, such as DoD) 5000 series and Defense Federal Acquisition Regulations. which
govern the operations of the Dol) acquisition system and the administrative oversight of defiense
contractors.
OUSD (A&T) also plays a direct role in the management of major defense acquisitions
programs as he is the Acquisition Executive responsible for the execution of the acquisition
program. he chairs the Defense Acquisition Board. and he serves as the source selection authorit\
for many major programs. In these roles for major programs managed by O()SD he and his staff
develops acquisition plans. strategies, guidance, and assessments in support of the acquisition
milestone reviews.
DoD also has several development agencies that report directly to it such as the Ballistic
Missile Defense Organization, the Defense Airborne Reconnaissance Office, the Adxanced
Research Project Agency, and the l)efense Information Systems Agency which carry out their
own development efforts but report to Ot !SD(I)A&T) for acquisition cfforts.
I)oI)'s role in the acquisition process on a majority of non-major defense development
projects is primarily oversight, and coordination. The planning and executing of acquisition
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programs is carried out primarily by the individual services. The level of DoD involvement
depends primarily on the size, scope. and cost of the acquisition effort.
Another DoD organization that is involved in the development and acquisition of any
new weapon system is the Director of the Defense Operational Test and Evaluation. This
separate organization reports directly to the Secretary of Defense and plays a significant role in
the testing and evaluation of major defense acquisition efforts to ensure that they meet the
operational requirements that were established for a development program and to ensure that
systems are operationally effective pr;or to large scale production and deploy ment. Congress.
following a series of operational problems with new acquisition programs. mandated specific
testing and evaluations for any major program before a production decision can be made.

B. Services
The services' missions are to organize, train. supply, and equip forces to ensure that the\
are ready to support the unified commands in executing operational directives. The Air Force.
Army and Navy are all separated into operational and support organizations.

'

The Air Force's

operational organizations include air wings. missile units. and space operations units. This side
of the Air Force consists of the Major Commands (MAJCOMs) such as Air Combat Command.
Air Mobility Command, and Air Force Space Command. The MAJCOMs consists of manx self
sufficient fighting units (Wings) that are maintained in a state of readiness to enable them to be
used h- their various unified commands in the event that they are needed.
These operational units are supported by the support community to acquire. to maintain.
and to man their equipment as they train and fight. The support side is responsible to ensure that
thex are properly manned, trained, and equipped with the tools that will allowx them to be
successful in their combat roles.
Within the Air Force support function there are several different communities or
functional organizations that play different roles. The primarx support organizations include

"' Niany would include the Marines and Special Operations Command as a separate services
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logistics, acquisition, testing, personnel, financial, and contracting organizations. The primary
communities that affect the development of a new weapon system are the planning and
requirements communities, the acquisition community, the research and development
community. and the budget community.

Other groups that are also involved are the testing

community, the logistics community, and the personnel communitý . These support organizations
range from the wing level officers, to the major command staff. to the Air Staff in the Pentagon.
to the secretariat organizations. Personnel, logistics and contracting are part of the Headquarters
Staff and report to the Chief of Staff. The acquisition and financial communities are part of the
secretariat and report to the Secretary of the Air Force. This discussion will focus on those
organizations that most significantly impact the acquisition process. These communities are
discussed because each plays a different role in the acquisition process and are represented on
many of the current integrated product teams associated wvith the development of a nex system
and the Air Force resource allocation process that directly impact the acquisition process.

Secretarx of the
Air Force

Chief of Stafft

IUSAF

II
SAF AQ Acquisiton
SAF'FM Financial Management
SAF SN Space
SAF IA International Affairs
SAF'MI Manpower. Res, Inst & F.nv
SAF'SB Small Business Utilization
SAF GC General Council
SAF 'IG Inspector General
SAF .I. .egilslative L.laison

DCS XO Plans and Operations

Air Combat Command
Air Mobilit\ Command
AF Space Command
AF Special Ops Command
AF Materiel Command
Separate Reporting Units

DCS SC Comm and Info

DCSI)P Personnel
I)CS LG Logistics
AF IN Intellegence
AF TE Test and Evaluation
AF'SE Safety
AF'CE Civil Engineering
AF'PE Programs and
Evaluation
Judge Advocate General
AIF AN(; Air National (;uard
Al- RI Air Force Reserves

E'ach consists of Wings.
Groups, and Squadrons

I

Figure A3a-4: Air Force Organization at the Secretariat and Air Staff Levels
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B.I. Planning Community
Future planning in the Air Force is currently done by three groups: the nex\

long range

planning group HQ USAF/LP. the Mission Area Teams. and the operational commands. Th2
long range planning group which ,was started in 1996 is expected to look at the requirements and
force structure 25 to 40 years in the future. It is centered in the Pentagon as part of the Air Staff.
The Mission Area Teams and their the associated Technical Planning Integrated Product
Teams (TPIPTs) develop mission area plans that look out to the future 25 years. The Mission
Area Plans are divided into mission categories (such as aerospace control which covers offensi\e
counter-air, defensive counter-air and theater missile defense) and are designed to provide long
range direction to research and development investments by the scientific. development. and
contractor communities. The major commands lead the Mission Area Tea
Teams and the TPIP1Ts
are managed by the Air Force Materiel Command and their associated product centers.
Planning for 5 Nears is done on an ad hoc basis at the operational command level. At the
operational commands the organizations that are involved with planning are Command XP'
organizations.
The processes used by this community are defined bx the regulations belowN
CJCS 7

Joint Strategic Planning System

AFPD 10-14

Modernization Planning

AFI 10-1401

Modemlization Planning )Documentation

The planning community is typically staffed by operational militarx oflicers w ith
experience in the various weapon systems. A planning position at the major command or the
Pentagon is considered a significant staff position wxhich is part of a miix of experiences expected
to make higher ranks. Operational officers' paths for adx ancement are through the operantional
side of the Air Force becoming group and %%ingcommanders. Staff oftficers t\picall

spend

between two and four years in these positions before returning to their operational units.
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B.2. Requirements Community
The requirements community is responsible for determining what new systems are
needed and what the capabilities of a new system must be to undertake and succeed at the
missions assigned to Air Force units. There is significant overlap between the requirements and
the planning comriiunities. The requirements community consists primarily of two different
levels of organizations e:ie at the major command headquarters, and one at the Pentagon. The
Deputy for Requirements at most operational commands organizations are responsible to
evaluate the current capabilities and identify deficiencies between the current capabilities and the
required capabilities to carry out the existing assigned operational mission or those that are
proiected to exist in the future. They docu., 1 ent these deficiencies and develop several
documents including the Mission Needs Statements which are precursors to the acquisition
process and the Operation Requirements Documents (ORDs) which specif% the capabilities and
the operational concept of any new or modified system. The requirement communit, is headed
by IIQ I!SAF"XOR who reviews. staffs, and maintains the requirements documents I)epending
on the size and scope of the project. the operational requirements must be validated bh either the
Joint Operational Requirements Council (JROC) at the Vice Joint ('hief of Staff lce el. Its .Air
Force's Equivalent AFROC. or the Air Force Chief of Staff.
Each major development program and program area is represented b%an requirements
officer in IIQ I SAF'/XOR who staffs and defends the requirements documents through the
approval process.
The processes used by this community are defined by the regulations beloxm.
Dol) 5000 1

Defense Acquisition

)oD) 5000 2

D)efense Acquisition management DIocumentation and Procedures,

(JCS 3170

Requirements G(eneration S\ stem

C('JCS MC(M 76-92

Charter for the Joint ()perational Requirement Council

AFPD1)

Nission needs and ()perational Requirement,,

0-6

Al I 10-601

MNi
ssion Needs and ()perational Requirements (juidlance and Procedures

AF 33-103

('4! s, stems requirements , Development and Processing
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The requirements community is typically staffed by operational military officers with
experience in the various weapon systems. A requirements position at the major command or the
Pentagon is considered a desirable staff position. Staff officers typically spend between txo and
four v'ears in these positions before returning to their operational units. These officers typically
have not xvorked in the acquisition community prior to their assignments as requirements
officers. The path for advancement for these officers is through their operational commands.

B.3

Programming Community
The programming community is responsible for developing,. integrating and maintaining

the Future Year Defense Plan and the program objective memorandum wxhich authorizes the
services to carry out specific functions. The programming community is centered in HQ
SSAF:.'PE

and interacts with representation from every organization. The role of programming

is similar to the authorizing committees in congress which allows activities to undertaken by the
government. The programming function is a central piece of the Planning. Programming an
Budgeting System (PPBS) that is used to plan and budget all Air Force activities.
The programming community organizes the Air Force corporate deliberatixe process
using with an array of integrated product teams and panels at various levels to rex iey, and
provide a wide array of options for the development of the Air Force program and requested
budget. The lowest lexel in the programming community is the Program Element NMonitor x\,ho
is the official representatix e of that activity within the Pentagon.
The Air Force Planning community has its own set of regulations that guide its actions.
Thcy are:
DoDD 7045 14

Planning, Programming, and Budgeting S\stem

AFPI) 16-5

Planning. Programrning, and Budgetingi

AF 16-50)1

Sstem

ontrol and I)ocumentation of Air Force Programs,

AFP)ID 16-3

Prior!icS 'or Resources Management

AHF 16-301

IS Air Force Priority System for Resources Management
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The programming community is also typically staffed by mid grade operational military
officers with experience in the various weapon systems and augmented with defense civil
servants. An air staff programming position at the Pentagon is considered a significant staff
position. Staff officers typically spend between two and four years in these positions before
returning to their operational units and major commands.

B.4. Budget Community
The budget community consists of the Secretary of the Air Force Financial Management
Office (SAF/FM) and the FM organizations at each base and the product centers. SAF!FM is
responsible for building, submitting, and distributing the Air Force budget. They produce the
Budget Estimate Submission (BES) based on the FYDP programming.

The BES goes to DoD

to become part of the Defense portion of the President's Budget. Once the budget is passed and
signed, the budget community is responsible for distributing the budget as dictated by Congress
and tracking expenditures to ensure that no money is spent that is not allocated and appropriated
for a specific project element. Allocated funding is usable fbr 1, 2. 3. or 6 years numbers of year
depending upon which designation is it assigned. FM tracks the authorized moneys and ensures
that no funds are spent that are not current and authorized by law.
The Budget Community has specific regulations and laws that govern direct their actions.
The instructions detail the procedures used to develop the budget and distribute the money.
Below are the regulations that effect the product development process and the development of
the budget submission.
AFPD 65-1
AFPD 65-2
AFPD 65-5
AFPD 65-6
AFI 65-201
AFI 65-501
AFI 65-502
AFI 65-503
AFI 65-504
AFI 65-601V1
AFI 65-601V2
AFI 65-603

Management of Financial Services
Internal Management Controls
Cost and Economics
Budget
Internal Management Controls Program
Economic Analysis
Inflation
US Air Force Cost and Planning Factors
Independent Review of Commercial Activity Cost Comparisons
Budget Guidance and Procedures
Budget Management for Operations
Official Representation Funds-Guidance and Procedures
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SAF/FM is a staffed by a mixture of military officers and defense civilians. MilitarN
officers in the budget field are known as financial analysts and they receive specialized training.
While there is significant overlap and cross training with the acquisition officers. the career
tracks are different and they have separate routes for advancement. Nlany officers assigned as
financial analysts spend a majorit, of their careers in various part of the budget field. but spend 2
to 4 years in each position. Defense civil servants can spend tens ofs ears in a single
organization. Many financial analysts have had assignments in program offices and have
significant experiences with the acquisition process. Financial Analysts Nwill become base,
center, and Air Force comptrollers as they advance their careers.

B.5. Acquisition Community
The Acquisition Community consists of the Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition.
the Program Executive Officers, Air Force Materiel Command, the Product and Logistics
Centers, and the Program Offices.

These orianizations execute the acquisition effort and buy

the systems the Air Force needs.

Assistant Secretar for Acquisitio;:
The SAF/AQ organization is the Air Force's Pentagon focal point for acquisition
efforts. The Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition is also the Senior Acquisition Fxecutive
(also known as the Component Acquisition Executive - CAE) and is responsible for any servicerun acquisition effort. The Senior Acquisition Executive reports to both the Secretary of the Air
Force and the tInder Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology on acquisition efforts.
SAF/AQ is divided into the different mission areas that manage related projects and development
efforts -- Global Power (combat aircraft), Global Reach (airlift and tanker aircraft). Information
I)ominance. Space, and Weapons. These different areas are led by Mission Area I)irectors \\ho
coordinate between different acquisition efforts within the same category of weapon systems.
Within these mission areas reside the Program E•lement Monitors (PE'Ms) and Air Staff action
officers fbr each acquisition program. For modifications to operational systems for xhich
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responsibility has been transferred the operational community the PEMs are typically found in
the XO community but there is typically an AQ action officer who oversees the project from
SAF/AQ. PEMs play a central role in the PPBS system.

Program Executive Officers
The Program Executive Officers were developed by the Packard Commission to
provide a direct line of authority from the Senior Acquisition Executive to the Program Manager
for the execution of major defense acquisition efforts. PEOs have authority on the execution
phase of the development effort. They are organized around mission areas such as Battle
Management; Command and Control; Space: Airlift: and Tankers, Fighters and Bombers, and
Weapons and they oversee all major defense acquisition programs in their respective areas.
PEOs are supported by a small staff of officers and are located at the Pentagon.

Air Force Materiel Command
Air Force Materiel Command provides the support structure. people. and training
to the program offices. It also provides policy and guidance and functional expertise for the
program offices. Air Force Materiel Command is responsible for both the Product and Logistics
centers that develop and maintain the Air Force equipment. Materiel Command with its product
centers also leads the Technology Planning Integrated Product Teams and does early planning
for new weapon systems prior to the establishment of a program office

Product Centers
The four product centers are organized around different mission areas -Electronic Systems Center focuses on electronic systems; Aeronautical Systems Center focuses
on aircraft and weapons systems: Space and Missile Center focuses on space and missile related
programs; and Human Systems Center focuses on the personal equipment and human interface of
systems. Logistics Centers are organized around the operational systems that they support. The
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Commander of these centers are designated Defense Acquisition Commanders (DACs) and have
significant authority and responsibility for the execution of non-major defense acquisition efforts.
Each development centers supports a wide range of program offices with people, facilities,
training, and staff support.

Program Offices
The Systems Program Office (SPO) is the acquisition executing organization.
They actually put the development effort on contract and buy the systems.

They are the ones

interfacing with the contractors and the users and making the day-to-day program decisions.
Each SPO is headed by a System Program Director who reports to either the product or logistics
center commander or to the program executive officer for that program, depending on the size
and cost of the system under development. The systems program office can be dedicated to a
single product such as the F-22 or could be a conglomeration of like products in what is known
as a basket SPO. SPOs range in size from smal! teams to over five hundred personnel.
These program office carm' out the majority of the acquisition related activities to comply
with the various laws, federal. defense, and Air Force regulations, and program decision
guidance to met the Air Forces needs. Program Offices are not allowed to be advocates for the
specific programs and their funding that they are acquiring but instead are an executing agency
for the operating commands. The operating commands and the Secretariat are the program
advocates and funding advocates.
The acquisition community and its actions are directed by the following regulations:
DoD 5000.1 Defense Acquisition
DoD 5000.2R
AFPD 63--1

Defense Acquisition Procedures
Acquisition System

AFPI) 63-3 Competition Advocacý
AFI 63-101

Acquisition System

AFI 63-107 Integrated Weapon System Management Program Planning and Assessment
AFI 63-114 Rapid Response Process
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The acquisition community is staffed by a mixture of military and defense civilians.
These officers have specialized training in the acquisition process. The acquisition officers
include program managers, developmental engineers, and scientific career fields. Limited
opportunities for cross training allows some officers to obtain operational experience. These
officers typically spend most of their careers in the acquisition related assignments. Thev
typically spend between 2-3 years in a specific position. Their path for advancement is through
the acquisition carce" field to eventually become a program director or mission area director.

B.6. Other Communities Involved in the Development Process
Contracting Community
The contracting community is the organization that maintains the regulations and ensures
that all Air Force contracting activities within the appropriate federal regulations and lax s. The
contracting community is headed by the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Contracting under the
Assistant Secretary for Acquisition. The contracting community is involved in everx are on everN
base. in every procurement. and every development program in the Air Force. The contractin,,
officer with a warrant is the only one who can commit the Government to spend money. The
contracting officer is liable to ensure appropriate rules and laws are followed. In order to obtain a
warrant contracting officers attend significant training courses and schooling and have specific
tenure and experience requirements.
The contracting community supports all Air Force activities including acquisition efforts
A significant portion of the contracting officers are involved in the acquisition process .At least
one contracting officer is assigned to each program office. Contracting officers can be either a
defense civilian or a military officer. Contracting officers follow a separate career track from
other officers and defense civilians. This career path leads them to become the head of
contracting at the base, the MI.AJC(()M. and then at the lPentagon.
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Science and Technology Community
The science and technology community consists of the labs and other research
organizations that develop many ;cf the new technologies used in nevw weapon systems. The
Laboratories are represented on the Technology Planning IPTs (TPITS) that help define future
technology requirements for new weapon systems.

Logistics Community
The logistic communitx is responsible for maintaining all systems in the Air Force
inventory. The Logistics Community consists of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and the
Air Force Materiel Command's Air Logistics Centers and Depots, and base logistics
organizations. The logistics community is involved in evervthing from toilet paper and pencils
to the most advanced xweapon systems. These organizations make plans to support the nex,
systems. Any new, system that is being developed and produced will require support and
potential modification. Once a system is fully operational authority for the system is transferred
to the logistics community although manvy systems that have been operational for long periods
have not been transferred such as the AWACS aircraft system. The merger of the Logistics
Command and Systems Command and under the Integrated Weapon Systems Management
(IWSM) process this transfer is supposed to be seamless with both the logistics and acquisition
organizations supporting a weapon system reporting to a single program director. The logistics
community is responsible for any system upgrades to operational systems for which
responsibility has been transferred.
The logistic community is governed by the it own set of regulations. Some that effect the
development of new systems include:
AFP[D 20- I
AFI 20-10I

ogistics Strategic Planning
logistics Strategic Planning Procedures

The logistics community is staffed by a mixture of military officers and defense civilians.
These officers are specially trained in the logistics career field and have a separate career track.
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Despite the merger of Logistics and Systems command to form Air Force Materiel Command the
logistics and acquisition communities continue to be separate organizations. Crossflow between
the two communities has increased. Officers still have different career field and career tracks.
The logistics officer's career track objective is to become a logistics center or depot commander
and then more to the logistics staff at the air staff.

Personnel and Manpower Communities
The personnel and manpower communities are involved supplying the people and the
training required to carry' out the missions assigned to each organization. This community serves
the entire Air Force and extends from the Pentagon to each base. They are responsible for
authorizing and assigning people to each organization.
The Personnel and Manpower organizations face several constraints, the first is that the
total number of people in each service is dictated by Congress through authorized end strength
levels and personnel payroll accounts. A second factor that is not common in civilian
companies is that new people can not be hired as they are in a civilian company. Military career
paths and promotion systems does not lend itself to staffing organizations from external sources
by new hiring. Military officers and enlisted people enter in the junior ranks and progress
through the ranks at regular intervals, gaining the experiences that will enable them to do the
higher level jobs. They also expect to be able to remain in the military until they reach retirement
age at 20 years.
In order to maintain the proper skill levels and distribution of ranks within the
organizations. great care is taken to manage the force. This is further complicated by the large
number of career fields that represents people with certain experiences and a different expected
career path which they must be able to follow in order to have a high probability of being
promoted and remaining in the service.
Because of these constraints, quickly changing the manpower levels and personnel
requirements is extremely difficult if not impossible. If the personnel system does not take care
of the people and their careers in the services, many will decide to exit the service. Again, these
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people can not be replaced easily as it takes time for people to move up the ranks and gain the
necessary experiences.
The development of a new weapon system will require personnel resources to train.
operate, and maintain. These manpower requirements along with the personnel required to fill
them must be taken into account in the planning stages of any new system. This is to ensure that
the people with the appropriate skills are available to accomplish the jobs required.

The personnel and Manpower systems are governed by the following regulations:
AFPD 36-21

Utilization and Classification of Air Force Military Personnel

AFPD 36-26

Military Force Management

AFPD 36-5

Civilian Personnel Resource Management

AFPD 38-1

Organization

AFI 38-101

Air Force Organization

AFI 38-201

Determining Manpower Requirements

AFI 38-204

Programming USAF Manpower

AFI 38-205

Managing Wartime and Contingency Manpower

The personnel and manpower communities are manned by a mixture of militar, officers
and defense civil servants. The career paths of these officers is separate from other officers.
They start at the base level and progress to staffs at various organizations leading to a director of
perF-nnel or Deputy for Personnel position at the Pentagon. Manpower officers spend 3-4 years
per assignment. Civil servants can spend tens of years in a position.

T'esting Community
The testing community is a semi-autonomous community that reports to the C('hief of
Staff and the Director of Operational Test and FEvaluation at the DoD level. Prior to an, system
entering full production is it required by law to be tested to ensure that it meets all its operational
requirements and that it is useful to the people who need to use it. The testing comrnmunity was
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made an independent organization responsible to the Secretary of Defense following several
system that did not perform as expected.
The testing community in the Air Force is primarily located at the test centers at
Edwards Air Force Base and Eglin Air Force Base. Planning for test resources occurs early in a
program. Limited testing resources require planning to ensure the availability of people and
equipment to undertake the testing programs for new systems.
The testing community is governed by it separate regulations which are listed below.
AFPD 99-1

Test and Evaluation Process

AFI 99-101

Developmental Test and Evaluation

AFI 99-102

Operational Test and Evaluation

AFI 99-103

Test and Evaluation Process)

AFI 99-105

Live Fire Test and Evaluation

AFI 99-106

Joint Test and Evaluation)

AFI 99-109

Test Resource Planning

The Operational Test Community is manned again by a mixture of military officers.
defense civilians, and support contractors. Military officers in the testing community have a
different career field than the acquisition officer and the operational officers. Military officers
cross train into the testing career fields by attending Flight Test School as either a pilot or an
engineer. While there is cross flow into and out of the testing community the testing community
is a separate organization with a separate career path that advances up to a Test Center
Commander.

C. External Organizations
C.I. Administration
The administration plays a high level role in setting national priorities and allocating the
federal budget between major areas. The administration typically gets involved on only the
largest defense programs as the time devoted to defense procurement issues is limited by the
large number of other issues addressed at that level. The office of Management and Budget is
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the overseer of the Presidential Budget process. It implements the allocations of the budget
between the various agencies and departments as the president has decided.

C.2. Congress
Congress plays a key role in the development of major weapon systems as they are the
final authority on the budget process. Their are two sets of full committees in each of the House
and Senate that are involve in the budget process. The authorizing committees determine the
approved activities for the services to carry out and the appropriating committees allocate the
funds to carry out those activities. The appropriating and authorizing actions are addressed in the
discussion of the budget process.

C.3. Defense Industry
The defense industry plays a central role in the development of any new defense system.
Nearly all development programs are accomplished by the industry as the DoD does not develop
new system in house. The market this industry faces is a near monopsony with the Department
of Defense the sole buyer. Export markets due exist but traditionally account for only 15% of the
total market. Further more exports must be approved by DoD and the state department.
The market is very competitive of the development of a major system. Several large
prime contractors compete in most areas. The recent consolidations in the industry may reduce
the number of competitors for certain weapon systems, competition is still intense.
The companies in the Defense market typically focus a large percentage of their
companies on the defense market. Many mixed companies have recently sold their defense
related components to companies hat are focusing on the defense market. Due to regulatory and
oversight issues the defense units of mixed firms have been separated from their commercial
counterparts. These defense related units focus on the defense market.
The nature of the competition is also significantly different than in the commercial sector.
Although it may be done in several stages, the competition for a development contract for a
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major weapon system is wim:er take all. The loser can not typically re-enter in the future for any
market share. The winner of the development contract can expect a long production contract,
many modernization efforts, and a long-term sustaimnent program lasting upwards of 40 years if
the system is competed and enters development.
The contractor selection process is rigid and governed by many laws and regulations.
The history of the industry has exhibited little price sensitivity with the selection process being
focused on performance and contractor responsiveness to the details in government request for
proposal.

D. Organization Summary
The organizations described all play different roles in the large system that develops new
defense systems. The process is separated into several parts with different players taking the lead
role at different times. The center of activity and responsibility for the development effort is
passed from the operational commands to the acquisition community to the defense industry.
The pre-acquisition activities are lead by the using commands and the programming and
budgeting organizations. The acquisition phase is lead by the program office. The actual
development phase is lead by the contractor community as they develop, design, and produce the
system. All of these organizations impact the development of a new defense system and the time
that it takes to produce and field.

Appendix 3b

Air Force Modernization and Planning
Process
A. Air Force Modernization Planning Process
The Air Force Planning Process is process to determine Air Force needs for new or
improved capabilities to ensure that Air Force units can accomplish their assigned missions.
The planning process starts with the President's National Security Strategy which in turn is
developed into the National Military Strategy "' and the preliminary Defense Planning
Guidance"' by OSD and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. These provide direction to the Unified
Command CINCs and the military services in terms of what is required and what resources will
be available to carry out the requirements. The National Military Strategy is then. through a
process called strategy-to-task, developed into theater, campaign and operational level objectives
and tasks that are required to carry out the military strategy. This airpower force planning is
accomplished to determine the Air Force needs and to provide the Secretary and the Chief of
Staff information and assistance shaping the National Military Strategy and assist in the
development of the Defense Planning Guidance. Airpower Force Planning is also accomplished
to communicate with the major commands in terms of fiscal constraints on force structure and

4:2
National Military Strategy defines at the highest level how the US Military would carry out it mission. It defines
which Unified Commands would undertake which missions and the range of conflicts that the Military should be
prepared to undertake. The CINC then develop plans to undertake the assigned missions
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objective assessments of force capabilities.

It also transfers infonnation about " the complex

linkages among planning priorities, fiscal reality, and potential Air Force programs." "4
The analysis of the capabilities iil each Air Force mission areas are accomplished by
Mission Area Teams (MATs). Analysis of other cross mission Air Force activities is
accomplished by Functional Area Teams (FATs). See tables on next page for a list of teams.
These teams report to the respective major commands and are made of primarily officers in the
requirements and operational specialties. These teams are led by the headquarters of the major
commands or functional organizations and are typically headed by a colonel. These Mission
Area Teams are supported by both subteams associated with each individual weapon system and
by Technical Planning Integrated Product Teams. The sub-teams are specialists on a particular
weapon system such as the F-15C. The weapon system teams are headed by a major or lieutenant
colonel from the Major Command.
The Technical Planning Integrated Product Team is contains the representation from the
program offices, the laboratories, and the industry. The TPIPTs are designed to identify the
potential future systems and concepts to meet the Mission Area Teams needs. They also identif\
future technology needs to direct laboratory research. The TPIPTs are lead by the appropriate
product center. They also include one or two representative from industry through an industry
association. The TPIPTs are typically headed by a lieutenant colonel from the planning shops at
the product centers. The figure below shows the relationships between the Mission Area Teams.
the Technical Planning Integrated Product Team and the national and defense laboratories. The
subsequent charts show the notional representation of the Mission Area Teams and the xeapon
systems sub-teams, the list of mission area teams, and for illustration purposes the membership
of the Aerospace Control MAT. Also shown are the distribution of TPIPT among the product
center and the make of the Aerospace Control TPIPT

"' The Defense Planning Guidance provides the expected funds that each service be authorized in the upcoming

budget ccle and represents the total dollar amount that each service is expected to plan its program to meet It the
first documents in the annual budget process
1'4

AFI 10-601
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MAJCOM MATs
Iwo

Feedback

Figure 5 Relationship between Mission Area Teams, Technical Planning Integrated
'' .
Product Teams and Laboratories

"• Modified from AQ/XO briefing on Modernization Planning
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NOTIONAL MISSION AREA IPT MEMBERSHIP AND WEAPON
SYSTEM/CAPABILITY/FUNCTIONAL IPT MEMBERSHIP

(NOTIONAL)

Mission Area Team Membership

Advisors
SG
Legal
inancial
Contractors
Experts/Specialists

Core Members
Team Leader (Normally 0-6)
TPIPT Chief
Intel
Logistics
Functional Team Leaders

ExutComtti
Weapons System/ Capability/
Functional IPT Membership
CoreMembers
Team Leader (O-4/O-5)
Program Management
Functional Experts
- Operations
- Logistics
- Test & Evaluation

Labcratory(s)
Tactics Development
(For Weapons Systems)
TPIPT Representative

(NOTIONAL)

Advisors
*C4

*Training
-Specialists
"SG
*Intel
Analysts
*CE
PPBS/Financial
*R&M
Contr•:tor(s)

*SP
Executive Committee

Plans
Legal

*Weather
* Core when serving as functional experts
" Same as above but represent disciplines like avionics
software engineering, bioenvironmental, etc.

Table 20 - Notional Membership on a Mission Area Team
and Weapon System Team "'

146 AFI

10-1401
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Major Command Mission Area Teams
ACC
Combat Delivery
Precision Employment
Contingency Base Operations
Aerospace Control

Space Control
Force Enhancement
Space Forces Support
Force Application

(Counterair/Theater Missile Defense)

AMC
Airlift
Air Refueling

Surveillance &
Reconnaissance
Theater Battle Management
Strategic Air Defense
Counter Information
Electronic Combat
Rescue
AFSPC

Accessions
Education
AFSOC
Force Application
Provide Mobility of Forces in
Denied Territory
Aviation Foreign Internal
Defense
Joint Air/SOF Battlefield
Interface
PSYOPS

AETC
Training

Functional Area Teams
Intelligence
Logistics
Personnel
Inspector General

Modeling and Simulation
Weather
C41
Civil Engineering

Medical
Flight Standards
Test & Evaluation
Information Warfare

Table 21 Mission by Major Command and Functional Area Teams
Sample MAT membership
Aerospace Control MAT Membership
DRAM (MAP Leader)
DRSR (Training Rqmts)
LGFI6 (F-16 Logistics)
DRAC (BMC4I Rqmts)
SMO-22 (F-22 Rqmts)
LGMA (Acq Logistics)
DRAO (F-15 Rqmts)
SMO-P (Mission Plng Rqmts) LGWM (Munitions Logistics)
DRAW (ABL/Weapons
SMO-IC (Interoperability
SCCS (Comm/Computer Svs)
Rqmts)
Rqmts)
SGPX (Human Factors)
DRBT (Special Prgms)
SMO-J (JSTARS Rqmts)
XPFA (Force Structure)
DRCT (AWACS Rqmts)
DR-XP MAST (MAP process) XPJD (Doctrine)
DRCP (GTACS Rqmts)
DOTW (Air-to-Air Ops)
XPJT (Arms Ctrl)
DRFP (EW Rqmts)
DOXE (Exercise & Ops
PAC(AF/DOQ
DRFR (Airborne Recce
Mgmt)
I SAFF/I)()OQ
Rqmts)
DOYG (BM Ops & Tmg)
AF/XORT
DRFS (Space & Intel Rqmts)
INAA (Threat/Intel)
SAF/AQPT
DRMR (RAMS)
INXP (Intel Rqmts)
*ASC/XRC (TPIPT Chieft)
DRPF (F-16 Rqmts)
LGFI5 (F-15 Logistics)
Table 22 Membership on the Aerospace Control Mission Area Team
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Air Force Material Command Technical Planning Integrated Product Teams

ASC

ESC

Air-to-Surface
Electronic Combat
Aerospace Control
Special Operations
Air Base Systems
Aircrew Training
Mobility
Rescue

Weather
Theater Battle Management
Recce/Surveillance/ Intell
Strategic Air Defense
Modeling/Simulation
Information Warfare

HSC
SMC
Space Control
Force Enhancement
Space Forces Support
Strategic Deterrence
Table 23 Membership on the Aerospace Control

Environmental, Safety. &
Occupational Health
Human Systems Integration
Operational Medical Support
Mission Area Team

Sample TPIPT Membership
Aerospace Control TPIPT Membership
ASC/XRC (TPIPT Chief)
ASC/LAAT (Attack Ops)
ASC/LPA (Propulsion)
ASC/LY (Common Avionics)
ASC/RA (Recce)
ASC/RAX (ISR)
ASC/RWWZ (EW Support)
ASC/SD (Aircraft PSO)
ASC/VF (F-15)
ASC/YA (A/A JSPO)
ASC/YFEX (F-22)
ASC/YPRI (F-16)
ESC/XRS
FSC'Z.JI (Combat ID))

HSC/XRS (Human Factors)
SMC/XRT (Missile Warning)
AL/CFPP (Armstrong Lab)
PL/XP (Phillips Lab)
RL/XP (Rome Lab)
WL/XP (Wright Lab)
Lincoln National Lab
Los Alamos National Lab
MIT Lincoln Lab
Sandia National Lab
AFIWC/CA (Info Warfare)
AFMC/DRJ (Special Programs)
NSIA
DPAS
*ACC/I)/RAM (MAT Le.cader)

Table 24 Membership on the Aerospace Control Technical Planning Integrated Product
Team
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Figure 6 Modernization Planning Process Flow"'

These Mission Area Teams follow, a process to determine what the current capabilities
are, what they need to be, and how I est to fill in any deficiencies now and in the future The
NIMATs look over a long period of time. projecting our capabilities and potential enemy forces and
capabilities 25 years into the future. The process that is used starts with the National Militarv
Strategy and uses Mission Area Assessments (MAA) and Mission Needs Analysis (NINA) to
determine current and future mission needs. Mission Solution Analysis (MISA) is then used to
determine preferred solutions and operational requirements to fill deficiencies in current or
projected capabilities.

Mission Area Assessment - Mission Area Assessments are an analysis of the abilit\ to undertake
the assigned tasks by the I;nified CINCs and the major commands defined bh the concept ot
operations identified for a militar\ contingency plan. Through a process kno\\ n as strateg\ -to-

"-Frorn

A()

bX()
ricfingz on Planninge
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task'", it identifies the tasks required to accomplish the mission and evaluates what capabilities
are needed to carry out that mission.

Mission Needs Analysis - Mission Needs Analysis starts following the MAA and uses a process
known as "task-to-need" to determine if the existing forces can meet the current and future
assigned missions. Here many modeling and analysis groups use tools to determine whether •he
existing forces can accomplish the current and future tasks and what deficiencies exist now and
are predicted for the future. Identified Mission Needs are documented in a Mission Needs
Statement. For any development effort for a new or modified system, mission needs statements
must be developed to support a milestone 0 decision. Several hundred mission needs statements
developed are each year; only a few will progress to a milestone 0 decision point.

Mission Solution Analysis - Mission solution analysis evaluates potential solutions and produces
an " unconstrained set of preferred options"

."'

These options may include ops tempos, readiness,

training procedures and tactics, modification programs, force structure changes, new
acquisitions, and science and technology programs. Mission solution analysis starts with a
Concept Call for any and all ideas from industry, operational and acquisition personnel.
laboratories, and other defense research agencies. These solutions are evaluated and ranked
according to mission performance, cost, and program risk. One mission area team considered
over 600 potential solutions to 100 identified mission deficiencies. The selection process the,
used was a modified Quality Functional Deployment and Delphi method with people
subjectively ranking both performance, cost, and program risk. From these solutions the
"unconstrained list of preferred options" are developed representing the best solutions to meet
the mission deficiencies.

' Strategie.s-to-tasks-Strategies-to-tasksprovides a link from broadest national objectives and strategies doln to
operational activities at the tactical engagement level. The framework explicitly disaggregates these activities into
key functional elements encompassing the tactics. organizations, and systems that enable the successful execution of
missions: it also gives high visibility to the interrelationships among these elements. (RAND Strategies to Tasks
study) AFI 10-1401
'. Breifing by HQ USAF/XOXP
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Mission Area Plans - Mission Area Plans are then developed from the Mission Solution
Analysis. Mission Area Plans cover a period of 25 years and use the results of the Mission Area
document the most cost effective means of
Assessment and the Mission Needs Analysis to "'
correcting task deficiencies from among non-material solutions, changes in force structure,
system modification or upgrades, science and technology applications, and new acquisitions"

'°

The Mission Area Plans are comprised of individual weapon system/capability modernization
roadmaps outlining the modernization plan for each weapon system in the mission area. An
example of a weapon system modernization roadmap is shown in the figure below. These
Mission Area Plans are developed by the Mission Area Teams. The structure for this Mission
Area Plan is detailed in AFI 10-1401. Functional Area Plans cover the cross cutting systems that
support multiple MAJCOMs and services and follow the same basic process. The next step
following the development of the Mission Area Plans is to limit the solution set in the mission
area plans with the real fiscal constraints.
The culmination of the modernization planning process is the Four Star Review of senior
Air Force leaders. Here the various mission area and functional area plans are reviewed and
approved and fiscal constraints are taken into account. Here the potential solutions included in
the proposed MAPs are "racked and stacked" to determine which will be pursued and funded
and which will not due to fiscal constraints. The panel is briefed by the mission area team
members. Following the review, the finalized mission area plans are developed, and they
identify all of the Major Commands' intentions for the current planning cycle. Projects are
projected for the 25 years included in the mission area plans.
From the updated MAPs will be developed a list of systems to undergo modification and
a list of programs to be included in the major commands' program Objective Memorandum
(POM).m' In addition, direction for science and technology efforts and doctrine and tactics

i5o
AFI

10-1401

"' Program Objective Memorandum (POM)-A biennial memorandum submitted to the Secretary of Defense
(SECDEF) from each Military Department and Defense agency. It proposes total program requirements for the next
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changes will be approved. Material based solutions will begin the acquisition process;
operational requirements documents will be drafted and program offices will begin the preacquisition planning. Non-material solutions will be implemented by the major commands. The
MAJCOM POMs forecast the start of a new development effort by including the development
effort with its expected funding levels in the POM.

F-15C Modernization Roadmap
(Sample Programs)

Planned/Potential Enhancements
Descriotion
Fast, more reliable fault analysis

Status
Funded

MSIP

Avionics Upgrade - required for AMRAAM

Funded

Sec Pwr

Replace CGB, AMAD, etc.

APG-63M
Data Link

Incorporation of the APG-63M Radar
Expanded Situational Awareness

HMS

Helmet Mounted Sight for cuing

Name
Downsized
Tester

_~_

Tails/Sparsj

___

~_

Unfunded
Funded
Unfunded
-_

New Design - Upgrade to 8,000 Flight Hours

Unfunded
Funded

6 years. It includes rationale for planned changes from the approved Future Years Defense Plan (FYDP) baseline
within the fiscal guidance issued by the SECDEF. (AFM 11-1)
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Figure 7 Sample Modernization Roadmap for the F-15C Weapon System'1 2

The list of unfunded programs contained in the mission area plans are used to document
the unfunded needs of the major commands and the Air Force which are used as input into the
development of future Air Force positions and justification for input into defense planning
guidance which allocates the expected defense resources to the respective services.

Role of Defense Contractors in the Planning Process
During the modernization planning period the industry attempts to influence the outcome
of the planning process through marketing activities at all levels. from the fIur star level to the
junior captains at the program office and requirements officer level. Contractor input is directly
sought through concept calls where companies and individuals propose different solutions to
problems. An industry wide representative of the industrial associations participates on the
TPIPTs.
Individual companies naturally try to influence the selection of the " preferred solutions"
through marketing activities at all levels. Their objective is to assure that their compan\ can
compete and be selected for as many of the funded projects as possible. And they want to ensure
that the program definition at the earliest stages dictate requirements that only their specific
companies have the solution for and hence the greatest chance of being selected in any
subsequent acquisition effort. Industry also listens to gain early insight into which expected
development programs or modifications may be selected so as to get an early start on preparing
proposals and technology development efforts to gain an upper hand in any subsequent selection
process. Company representatives are not directly part of the Mission Area Teams or the
Technology Planning Integrated Product Teams but seek to influence the outcomes of the
Mission Solution Analysis by providing ideas, information, and analysis on various ideas to
individuals at the program offices, requirements officers. and at the senior levels.

'5: AFI 10-1401
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B. Directed Programs
An alternative method to the Air Force modernization planning process for starting a new
program is a d - cted program. HIere a senior leader directs the beginning of a system that may
not have been included in prior mission plans or in a MAJCOM POM. This top down vice
bottom up process appears to be used frequently. These programs may be the result of a new
technology, a high visibility identified deficiency, or personal interest ofa national or service
leader. These directed programs will be incorporated into future Mission Areas Plans and the
PO()M planning cycles for the major commands. In this situation, a mission needs statement or
operational requirement document is generated referencing the senior leader's direction.
New"concept weapons and systems typically start through this process as opposed to the
official planning process where the staff processes by their nature of compromise and consensus
lead to incremental solutions and do not lend themselves to far reaching innovative steps Some
of the systems that have been started as directed programs include the Airborne L.aser Program.
the Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM). and the Joint Strike Fighter. Other non-revolutionarN
programs also start through this process such as the Tactical Reconnaissance Pods (TAC( RFCCL
POD). began when operational deficiencies were identified. Little or no data, other than
anticdotal, exists as to the percentage of programs that started as result of the formal planning vs
the directed programs.

Appendix 3c

Mission Need Statement and Operational
Requirement Process

A. Mission Needs Statement and Operational Requirements Document
Generation Process
One outcome of the mission planning process are identified mission needs and a set of
preferred solutions. The mission need statement and the operational requirements document
generation process is designed to turn operational deficiencies from the Mission Needs Analysis
into a set of operational requirements that are the basis for the specifications and requirements of
a development effort. These are the first steps in the formal acquisition process. Decisions must
be made as to how to fulfill the need, how the system should work, and what the operational
characteristics of the system should be. This is done through a process of evaluating alternatives,
performing cost and operational effectiveness analyses (COEAs), determining what the
operational parameters for the specific system are, and then finally the development of the
operational requirement document and shepherding it through the approval process. This process
begins with the various outputs from the planning process, specifically the Mission Area
Assessment, the Mission Need Analysis, and the Mission Solution Analysis.
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Figure 8: Mission Needs Statement and Operational Requirements Document Relationship
with the Planning and Acquisition Processes

Mission Needs Statements - Mission Needs Statements document the capability required to
accomplish a certain operational task and an inability to fulfill the requirement with a change in
training, tactics, or other non-materiel solutions.
The mission needs statements includes six sections containing information that defines
the need and potential ways tomeet it. The first section identifies the mission area and long range
planning objectives that it addresses and how the requirement fits with the long range investment
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planning. Section two identifies the current or predicted mission deficiency and the threat
projections upon which it is based. Section three discusses potential non-material solutions and
describes why these are inadequate. Section four discusses potential material solutions and
identtifis a range of alternatives. It also indicates initial preferences for emphasis. These
alternatives become the basis for the concept studies that are performed after Milestone 0.
Section five details the constraints and interfaces placed on any s"ystem to meet the need and the
operational environments that the system is expected to operate in. The last section indicates the
potential for joint service use.
Once a Mission Needs Statement is submitted it must pass through an approm al and
validation process. I)epending on the scope and the potential cost of the solutions, mission needs
statements are approved at the Joint Operational Requirements ('ouncil at the Vice Chief of Staff
level or the Air Force Operational Requirements Council. its Air Force le\ el equivalent. A
validated Mission Need Statement is required for a Milestone 0 I)ecision that allo, s for earl\
studies of alternatives and operational and cost implications of a nev\ acquisition system The
Mission Needs Statements are developed b%the MAJCOMs and document the deficienc% and
propose a preferred way of meeting that deficiency. These are generated from the outcome of the
Mission Needs Analysis and the modernization planning process.

Milestone 0 - Concept Studies Approval
A validated Mission Needs Statement is required for a Milestone 0 decision. The
Milestone 0 decision is made by the Milestone Decision Authority (MDA), either the
OUSD(A&T) or SAF/AQ depending on the size of the program. Following a Milestone 0
decision an acquisition decision memorandum (ADM) will be generated and a Program
Management Directive (PMD) will be issued directing the major commands to complete the
Phase 0 activities.

Phase 0 - Concept Exploration and Definition Activities
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Phase 0 is the time when the specifics of the system to be developed is determined. From
a validate Mission Needs Statement potential solutions are identified. Studies are run and a cost
and operational effectiveness analyses is performed. From this an operational requirements
document is written, and then firms the basis for a subsequent acquisition effort. Also during
Phase 0 the acquisition process is started. Acquisition related steps will be discussed in a later
section.

Analysis of Alternatives
Following a Milestone 0 decision much of the analysis of alternatives is accomplished in
the Mission Solution Analysis and its purpose its to identify alternative methods of meeting the
operational requirements and meeting mission deficiencies. Here a Concept Action Group
(CAG)is established to study the alternative concepts. The results of these concept studies are
used to prepare the Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis.

Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA)
The purpose of the Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis is to assist decision
makers in selecting the most cost effective material method to satisfy a mission need. It is
designed to compare several solutions on the basis of cost and operational effectiveness and
document the rationale for choosing the preferred solution.'" COEAs are required for all
potential ACAT I programs and other programs designated by the Milestone Decision Authority.
III, and IV programs.
They are not typically required for ACAT II,
There are two phases of the COEA: COEA I to support Milestone I and COEA II to
support Milestone II. COEA I for Milestone I is based on the Mission Needs Statement and
builds on the mission area assessment and the mission needs analysis. COEA I evaluates a broad
range of alternative concepts to meet the operational need. An example would be the need for a
reconnaissance capability and potential alternative solutions may be manned aircraft, unmanned
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aircraft, and satellites. This ('()A identities the performance, operational characteristics, and
capabilities most affecting the outcome of the campaign so program design and cost objectives
can be established for the Milestone I decision. ('O1-A II is performed during the l)cmonstration
and Validation phase of a program after program initiation at Milestone 1. In ('()I',A II specific
hardware alternatives are analyzed such as should an aircraft have one or to%() engines or have
one or two crew members.
'Ihe C'()iAs are organized and executed b the majoir commands with assistance from the
other acquisition and testing communities as required. Eiach ('()*"A is defined Kban approved
('()A Study Plan ,which identities the parameters for the study. The plan identifies the
functional objectives, the measures of performance, and the measures of effectiveness to be
evaluated. It also defines the threat, the sources of data, and the models to be used in the analysis
as well as the schedule and resources available for the study. I'or major programs, a C(OtA
Oversight Group (CO(i) and a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) are established to oxersee the
methods and assumptions used by the major command studies. These organizations ensure the
COEA plans represent the senior leadership's consensus on the analytical foundations before
submitting it to the approval authorities and DoD organizations"' . The COEA plan is rex iewed
in draft by the COG and the TAG prior to its formalization and approval. The COG is chaired by
the Vice Chief of Staff and composed of representatives from the interested organizations. The
TAG is composed of technical and cost analysts and supplies the COG chairman with analysis on
the content and completeness of the COEA plan and the COEA results.
Operational effectiveness of different operational concepts is accomplished by modeling
and simulation organizations. This process also identifies the key performance parameters that
provide the system its effectiveness. These are documented in Measures of Effectiveness and
Measures of Performance which will be used in the development of the Operational
Requirements Document, the Acquisition Program Baseline and the Test and Evaluation Master
Plan.

•
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Cost and performance expectations are estimated using parametric estimating techniques
into broad intervals ranging from low to high values. Rough cost estimates are developed for
development, operations, support, and disposal costs. The C'(O)A I is used to support the
selection of the preferred solution and is used to establish the program baseline and the earl\
acquisition planning activities for Milestone I. The analysis is accomplished %whenthe concepts
have been sufficiently demonstrated into point estimates using estimating techniques appropi iate
for the different levels (If maturity. "'
The CO(A is often perfbrmed unde. contract by one of many defense ser' ice contractors.,
that regularly support and are under contract for such activities. ihe COA() is reviewaed in draft

form by interested organizations at the deputy chief of staff level functions in the Pentagon
then reviewed and validated by the MAJICO()

It is

commander prior to its formal review%by the

CO()(. The COG then forwards the CO(-A with its comments to the Chief of Staff' v ho endorses
it prior to its approval by the Milestone D)ecision Authority. )uring the time when the COA()is
being accomplished the service is establishing the projected cost of the system through another
group of financial analysts in the SAF/FM organization. The SAF'FM Cost Analysis Group
(CAG) develops the Service Cost Position for the development of the system. If differences exist
between the two groups' cost estimates the differences are rectified. No discussion of'
development schedule considerations are discribed in the description of the COEA Process in
the Air Force instructions.
Following the COEA Process. the next step is the development of the Operational
Requirements Document.

B. Operational Requirements Document
The Operational Requirements Document (ORD) is the central document that describes
the concept of operations and what the new system is supposed to accomplish. It captures the
results of the key performance parameters, the measures of effectiveness, and the measures of
performance from the COEA and other analyses to form the basis for the requirements for the
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subsequent acquisition efforts. The Operational Requirements Document establishes both
threshold and objectives. No acquisition effort can proceed through Milestone I without a
validated Operational Requirements l)ocument.
The initial Operational Requirements D)ocument used for the Milestone I decision
contains general information that is required for Milestone I. Subsequent versions of the ORI)
at Milestone II and III contain additional information as the system is further defined. [he
progression of these requirements is documented in the Requirements Correlation Matrix ( RCM)
that tracks the changes of the requirements over time and documents the reasons foir the chang:es.
The ORI) defines the general system characteristics and capabilities needed to satisfyt

he

needs documented in the Mission Needs Statement. If defines the system capabilities such as
range, lethality, and maneuverability and the characteristics such as weight, size, and shape
Critical characteristics that have typically driven cost, such as stealth and electromagnetic pulse
hardening, are also defined. Both threshold (the minimum acceptable levels) and objectives (the
desired levels) are defined. Key performance parameters are defined which if the system can not
meet, then the continuation of the program must be reviewed. These key performance
parameters are included in the Acquisition program baseline and are reviewed at the milestone
decision points.
The Operational Requirements Document is developed by the Major Commands using
the results of the COEA studies and operational analysis. The ORD has eight sections. Section
one describes the operational capabilities and is an overview of the system requirement, mission
needs. and the process used to direct the development of the ORD. Section two identifies the
threat that the system is designed to counter. For major programs this references a Strategic
Threat Assessment Report generated by the intelligence community. Section three identifies the
shortcomings of the existing systems and why they can not meet the need.
Section four identifies the capabilities required. Listed are the capabilities and
charateristics of the system desired. Measures of effectiveness and performance threshold and
objective values are included. Section five describes the logistics support system for the
proposed system including the maintenance planning, support equipment, manpower and training
and force structure requirements, and other logistics requirements. Section 6 identifies the
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infrastructure and interoperability requirements such as basing and adresses how ('31
considerations will be integrated. Section 7 identifies the number of systems needed tfor both
operations and training. The last section identifies schedule considerations. It defines what
actions when completed signif' initial operational capability and full operational capability
indicating the system is ready for use. It will also state "if availability in a specific time frame i.s
important" and will specitf an objective IOC and "state the impact if that objective is not
achieved."

'~

Both the Operational Requirements Document and the Mission Needs Statement must bce
validated and approved to be used for a milestone decision.

C. MNS and ORD Approval Process
For a potential acquisition program to proceed past Milestone I and become an
acquisition program it must have validated and approved Operational Requirements Document.
The process to obtain approval is designed to ensure that all concerns and issues are dealt with
prior to the release of the document. The process is illustrated in the figure below.

The major

command level review allows the functionals within the major command to comment and work
issues at their level prior to its review at the Pentagon. The Pentagon level revieu process is lead
by HQ USAF/XOR, the Directorate for Requirements. A draft document is reviewed by the
requirements review council which has representation for each of the functional areas.
Following the resolution of issues the major command will forward a final ORD with the
commanders' signature. HQ USAF/XOR and the Requirements Review Council will again
review the final document, obtain final Deputy Chief of Staff level review from the functionals.
and submit the ORD to the Air Force Operational Review Council, a two star level review by the
Deputy Chiefs of Staffs. The finalized document is then sent to the Chief of Staff for his
approval. Following the Chief of Staff s approval, depending on the size of the potential project.
the ORD is sent to either the Joint Operational Requirement Council for validation and then to
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the IJndersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology or to the Assistant Secretary of
the Air Force for acquisition as the milestone decision authority.

USAF STAFFING & VALIDATION
DEFICIENCY OR
OPPORTUNITY
IDENTIFIED

DRAF'I

\ REQ
REQUIREMENT
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COMMENT
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REVIEW COUNCIL

MAJCOM INTERNAL
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45 Days Review
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45 Day Review
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Signs
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Figure 9: MNS and ORD Approval and Validation Process'"

"' Taken from AQ/XO offsite briefing on requirements process.
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Appendix 3d

Air Force Planning, Programming and
Budgetting System (PPBS)

A. Resource Allocation Process and The Planning, Programming, and
Budgeting System
The resource allocation and the Planning, Programming, Budgeting System are annual or
biannual processes used to authorize, allocate resources, and develop Air Force and DoD budgets
for all activities. The programming process documents and authorizes every activity in the Air
Force. The resource allocation process is part of this process and determines the apportionment
of dollars, manpower, and equipment resources for each activity. The budgeting process takes
the results of the resource allocation process and develops the annual budget requested from
Congress. Once the budget is passed it then distributes and tracks the money received. The
PPBS system dictates many of the actions. The Air Force uses its corporate process to make
programming and resource allocation decisions. Through these processes the money and
resources available to a development effort and all other service activities are decided.

A.I. Planning Programming and Budgeting System
The basis for the these activities is the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System
(PPBS) which is directed by DoD Directive 7045.14. The PPBS system was started in 1960
under then Secretary McNamara to try to bring a more results focused process to defense
budgeting.

The PPBS system is designed to provide an orderly process with which to allocate
429
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the resources available to the DoD in order to achieve the greatest military capacity. At the
foundation of this process is the Future Years Defense Plan (FYDP). Future Years Defense
Program is the official document that summarizes Secretary of Defense-approved programs for
the Department of Defense (DoD). The FYDP projects detailed resource requirements for 6
years and force structure for 9 years. During the PPBS process, the FYDP is updated three times
every year to reflect the Services' Program Objective Memorandum, Services' Budget Estimate
Submission, and the DoD portion of the President's budget.'5 " The FYDP is the official record of
all financial management decisions that have been made and is the nucleus of the DoD resource
management system."'
The FYDP is structured around major force programs: strategic forces: general purpose
forces; intelligence and communications; airlift/sealift; guard and reserve forces; research and
development; central supply and maintenance; training: administration: and support of other
nations. These cross-service major force areas include programs from all services and DoD
agencies and allow policy makers to see the resources allocated to the different major mission
areas. Ostensibly the FYDP has as inputs the appropriations from Congress that should result in
outputs of military forces and capabilities; however, the system is primarily used in reverse to
plan, develop, and justify the proposed budget sent to DoD and Congress in the form of the
President's Budget. Following passage of the budget the fiunds are allocated down to the
program element.
Program Element is the lowest subdivision or building block of the PPBS system. The
program element represents a specific activity or mission and contains the authorization for the
forces, the equipment, and the money to carry out that mission. There are nearly a thousand
Program Elements in the Air Force alone, each representing a separate activity. Each major
development activity will have a separate program element specifying its resources. funding, and
objectives. The management of the program elements are overseen at the lowest level by the
program element monitors. These Captain, Major, and Lieutenant Colonel level action officers

", AFI 10-601

',, Przemieniecki, J.S Editor Acquisition of Defense Systems. Washington D C. American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics. 1993. pg 127.
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at the Pentagon are the representative of their program elements and the programs they represent
at the Air Staff level. They are the primary interface between the PPBS system and the people
carrying out the mission efforts. For acquisition related activities most PEMs are in the SAF/AQ
organization and for mature weapon systems they reside in the HIQ USAF/XO organization.

Figure 10: The Structure of the Future Year Defense Plan is Separated by Major Mission
Area, Military Service, and Appropriations

The Air Force's section of the Future Year Defense Plan is maintained in a computerized
database system known as ABIDES (Automated Budget Interactive Data Environment System)
which is maintained by SAF/FMB. The ABIDES Database is a system that was developed in the
1970's and is difficult to use and requires dedicated people with specific training to manipulate
and retrieve data. One report stated that AB3IDES "requires thorough user training". It. however.
is reportedly in the process of being updated. This system is used to run various exercises to
determine the impact of changes in funding levels on the Air Force in the development of the
proposed budget.
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Figure 11: The Planning Programming and Budgeting Process takes two years to
complete. Above is the rough schedule for the various steps in the process.'"

There are three key players in the PPBS system. Planning is headed by HQ USAFiXO
and is expected to assess the threat and determine resources and forces needed to meet national
objectives. Programming is headed by HQ IUSAF/PE which integrates fiscal, manpower. and
material requirements with expected available resources. Budgeting is led by SAF/FM who
refines costs estimates for the proposed program, and develops the proposed Budget Estimate
Submission (BES)for the Air Force.

Many of the longer range planning aspects have already been discussed in the
modernization planning process which result in the MAJCOM POM inputs. The PPBS planning

"'Przemieniecki, J.S. Editor. Acquisition of Defense S,,stems. Washington D.C American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics. 1993. pg 122.
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aspects are directly tied to the allocation of resources where the modernization planning process
is designed to identify the best technology and weapon systems for the future. Planning with
respect to the PPBS system produces fiscal forecast, planning guidance, and program guidance."'
During the planning phase, the MAJCOMs develop program objective memorandum describing
their plans for the upcoming budget cycle. This process takes preliminary high level guidance
from DoD and the Air Staff and develops it into a detailed plan for forces and resources to carr
out the specific missions each Major Command is assigned. The primary input into the Pentagon
planning is the MAJCOM POM input detailing the expected level of resources required.
preliminary Defense Planning Guidance from OSD, the previous year's approved FYDP,and the
MAJCOM develop Mission Area Plans described earlier. In the MAJCOM POM inputs, the
MAJCOMs identify' any initiatives which are new proposals for additional funds; any
disconnects which identifies missions that are unexecutable because a mismatch of resources and
the approved program; and any offsets which identify resources to '"
pay" for the disconnects and
initiatives.
The MAJCOM POM inputs provide information to the Chief and the Secretary- with
specific and detailed information to support the Air Force position in the development of the
Defense Planning Guidance at the OSD level. The Defense Planning Guidance specifies the
apportionment of defense resources and funds to the services and is the culmination of the
planning phase.

B. Programming
The programming phase begins with the issuance of the program guidance and results in
the service Program Objective Memorandum (POM) and the OSI)

Program Decision

Memorandum (PDM). This process develops the Air Force portion of the DoD Future Year
Defense Program.
The Air Staff adjusts the content of Air Force programs to meet content and resource
levels allocated by the Defense Planning Guidance. The Air Staff then updates the AF planning

" AFPD 16-5 Planning, Programming, and Budgetting System, 29 July 1994
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and program guidance that details the proposed force structure and resource allocations within
the DPG levels to the Major Commands. The MAJCOMs identify any new initiatives,
disconnects, and offsets that resulted from the expected levels and that result from the defense
planning and Air Staff programming process.
The decision process in the programming phase is the resource allocation process. The
resource allocation process links the planning. the programming, and the budgeting process The
outcome is the Program Objective Memorandum that details the Air Force proposed program and
is forwarded to OSD. The completion of the POM process with it associated resource allocation
process is the primary decision point for most programs' authorized activities and budgets. The
new process that is used to make these decisions at the Air Force level is the Air Force Corporate
Process. The final POM decisions are made by the Secretary and the Chief of Staff receiving the
recommendation from the Corporate Process.
B.I. The Enhanced Air Force Corporate Process
The current Air Force Corporate Process is an enhancement of the previous corporate
structure and involves more people at each level. The previous process involved an Air Force
Council and Air Force Board which reviewed the results of numerous resource allocation teams.
The enhanced structure has further developed this process to include five levels and formalizes
many of the aspects that were previously accomplished on an ad hoc basi. It is intended to
provide the senior leadership with the "corporate position while retaining the responsibilities of
the functional organizations". '"

The enhanced Corporate Process of 5 levels of organizations with final review by the
Chief of Staff and the Secretary. These are depicted in the figure below.

'":AF Corporte Process draft writeup. Obtained from AF/XPP
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The Air Force Corporate Structure
Corporate Review Structure
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Figure 12: The Enhanced Air Force Corporate Structure

The Air Force Council - The Air Force Council is a four star level review. It consists of the
senior leaders from the various functional areas and major commands. [his group approves the
Air Force corporate position. which is then presented to the Chief of Staff and the Secretar, for
review.
The Air Force Board - The Air Force Board is a two star level review, of senior leaders. The
enhanced corporate structure enlarged the Air Force board to include additional functional areas.
It now consists of 23 core functional areas and 7 other members.
The Air Force Group - The Air Force Group is the first corporate integrated revie\w

it consists

of 23 core members and 7 other members representing the functional areas of the Air Force.
Members are colonels or civilian equivalents. During the P()M process this group is empovwered
with "off-the-table" decision authority as it brings forward ideas to the Air Force Board. This
group reviews the program options for compliance with Air Force guidance: validates cost,
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schedule and completeness of the program options; develops new options as needed; entertains
new initiatives to meet core competencies of the Air Force and receives briefings as necessary to
make informed decisions on programs. This group does much of the preliminary screening of
programs before the Air Force Board.
Group members are assigned to and reside in their functional organizations and are
linked electronically. No additional manpower authorizations are provided.

Mission and Mission Support Panels - Ten new panels were developed by realigning the Air
Force Resource Allocation Teams with the core missions and supporting functions in the Air
Force. These panels serve as the Air Force "Centers of Expertise" and represent the first level of
corporate review of the mission areas. Panel membership consists of cross staff functional
expertise from HQ USAF organizations to ensure that all aspects of a proposal are thoroughly
evaluated before being presented to the Air Force Group. While retaining a corporate
perspective for programs within their mission areas, Panels must still play the role ofh"advocate

"

within the corporate process.
Panel members are assigned to and reside in their functional organizations and are linked
electronically. No additional manpower authorizations are allowed.

Mission Panels

Mission Support Panels

Air Superiority
Power Projection
Global Mobility
Information Dominance
Space Superiority

RDT&E
Logistics
C41
Installation Suipport
Personnel and Training
Other Panels
National Foreign Intelligence
Special Access Required

Table 25: Mission, Mission Support, and Other Panels in the Air Force Enhanced Corporate
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Integrated Product Teams (IPT) - The lowest level of the corporate process is the weapon system
level IPT. This IPT formalizes the informal process previously used within the Air Staff. The IPT
is the single point of contact to the major commands for their specific programs. IPT membership
consists of the applicable program element monitors, and representatives from each functional
organizations experts who have interests or responsibilities in the program, process, or issue. The
IPT members speak on behalf of their functional organizations within the constraints placed on
them by their parent organization. The IPT chief is the designated Lead PEM or " Program
Monitor". There are expected to be about 70 separate weapon system IPTs.
The IPTs were developed in response to DoD guidance to use IPTs in the Acquisition
programs and the AFMC suggestion for a single point of contact for weapon systems. IPT
members are assigned to and reside in their functional organizations and are linked electronically.
No additional manpower authorizations will be provided.
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This corporate review process results in the Program Objective Memorandum (POM) which is
approved by the Secretary and the Chief of Staff and submitted to OSD. This represents what
actions the Air Force requests to do for the years covered by the POM. The POM is submitted to
OSD in March and covers a time period 2 to 11 years in the future. This then begins the OSD level
review process

OSD Level POM Review Process
The proposed Air Force POM is reviewed by the Commanders in Chief of the Unified
Commands, the Joint Chiefs of Staff. and the Defense Planning and Resources Board. The CINC's
comments are included in the Chairman's Program Assessment which he provides the SecretarN of
Defense with an assessment of the program risk associated with the submitted POMs. the JCS views
on balance between the services, and the JCS recommendation on how to achieve improved defense
capabilities within the funding levels directed by the OSD and a mobility force analysis. OSD then
initiates a review of the entire DoD program and with the assistance of the Defense Planning and
Resources Board identifies alternatives and approaches for major issues identified at that level.
During this process there are many budget exercises at the Air Staff level as they work to
respond and justify the Air Force program to various requests from the OSD staff: " What if' drills
with large program resource swings and very short suspenses are common throughout the
development of the Air Force POM and the DoD PMD. The primary person responding to these
drills is the Program Element Monitor, the associated IPT. and the Mission Panels.
for each
The Secretary of Defense then issues a Program Decision Memorandum (PDDMI)
service that documents his decision as the authorized programs for each service. The Program
Decision Memorandum limits the items the services can include in the development of their
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proposed budgets. This is done to limit the expected programs to what DoD can realistically
afford. '"
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Figure 14: OSD POM Review Process"'

The issuance of the Program Decision Memorandum (PDM) marks the end of the
programming process and the beginning of the budgeting Process. Changes are made to the Air
Force FYDP as directed by the PDM.

'"Przemieniecki,
and Astronautics.
I"' Przemieniecki,
and Astronautics.

J.S. Editor. Acquisition of Defense Systems. Washington D.C : American Institute of Aeronautics
1993.
J.S. Editor. Acquisition of Defense Systems. Washington D.C.- American Institute of Aeronautics
1993. Pg. 124
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C. Budgeting Process
Following the Program Management Decisions, what the services will do has been decided
by the Secretary of Defense. Now begins the development of the budget w.hich requests the funds
from Congress to carry out the program that has been agreed to. The budget process includes
several more reviews and major decision points and is likely to program change programsas it
progresses forward. Reviews at the Air Force, OSD, OMB. resident, and congressional committees
still lie ahead.

Air Force Budget Preparation
Developing the Air Force budget for submission to OSD, the President. and the congress is
the role of the SAF/FM organization. This organization takes the information contained in the
approved PDM and the updated FYDP in the ABIDES database and refines the pricing models and
updates the information with the required OSD guidance, economic models. current inflation
predictions, and commodity prices. They then develop the Budget Estimate Submission (BES) for
the approved program while staying within DoD fiscal guidance. The program content is adjusted
to keep the total budget request within the DoD guidance. The BES details the cost of the approved
program for the planned year. The BES is submitted to OSD in September, a year prior to its
enactment.

OSI) and OMB Review
The BI3S is then combined with those from the other services and D)ol agencies to foirm the
IDefense Budget. This budget is then coordinated with the Office of Management and Budget to
align it with the President's priorities as the full President's budget is developed. (SI) then issues
Program Budget Decisions that document the OSI) decisions on the proposed President's Budget.
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Major Budget issues will arise from this process that will be worked at the Secretary level. Again
the content of the Air Force program will be adjusted to account for changes that may occur at this
level. This process results in the President's Budget submission to Congress in January the year of
enactment.

Congressional Budget Enactment
Congressional review of the President's Budget is accomplished by a range of committees.
The process starts with the Concurrent Budget Resolution where House and Senate budget
committees agree on overall spending levels for different components of the federal budget.
The Defense Authorization Bill is approved in the house by two house subcommittees, the
House National Security Committee, and the full House. The Senate Defense Authorization Bill
includes reviews by six senate subcommittees, the Senate Anned Services Committee, and full
Senate. A conference committee works out the differences between the two bills which is then
approved again by the House and Senate and signed by the President. This authorizes the activities
of the Department of Defense and is similar to the programming phase which authorized the actions
of the Department.
The Appropriations Bill is reviewed and approved in the house by two subcommittees, the
House Appropriations Committee, and the Full House. The Senate Appropriations process includes
two subcommittees , the Senate Appropriations Committee and the full Senate. A conference
committee works out the differences and it is passed by the House and the Senate and signed by the
President.

Budget Execution
Following the enactment of the Defense Budget, modifications to the Defense program must
be undertaken to comply with those authorized and appropriated by Congress and the budget
authority must be distributed to those who can obligate and expend it to buy things and pay people.
The Budget Authority is passed from Congress to OMB through OSD, to the services and then to
the MAJCOMs. Different appropriation categories of funds have different Obligations Availability
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Periods and must be obligated before that time. Development funding can be obligated for up to
three years. Research and development funding can be obligated for up to two years. If it is not
obligated to a contract prior to this time it is returned to the treasury. The services go to great
lengths to ensure that all resources are used.
The result of the Budgeting systems is an authorization for the services and MAJCOMs to
spend money to carry out their programs. The budget dictates the amount that can be spent in each
area, each year, and on which tasks. While money can be shifted by realigning funds within a
Program Element or reprogrammed between program elements the process is difficult, time
consuming, and accomplished on a limited bases. The Air Force can approve reprogramming up to
$4 million in development and $10 million in production funds. Above that level congressional
approval is required.
According to several Pentagon staff personnel, once the budget is passed there is little desire
to reopen discussion on its content. Decisions have been made and the effort turns to execution of
that budget and the development of the next years' and subsequent budgets.
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D. Resource Allocation and Planning, Programming, and Budget
Outcomes.
The modernization planning and resource allocation process are precursors to the start of the
acquisition process. This process authorizes a development activity to occur and determines the
resources available to carry it out. An allocated funding profile and authorization for the program
element are required to proceed past a Milestone I program initiation decision. The available
resources will also impact the program development planning. The smallest unit in this PPBS
system is the program element. The program element is overseen bN a program element monitor
that is the official representative in the Pentagon of that program. The program element monitor is
the person in the Pentagon most familiar with an individual development effort and the effects of
the funding process on that program.
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Air Force Acquisition Planning Process

A. The Acquisition Process

Acquisition Program - a directed,fimded effort designed to provide a new. improved, or

continuing weapon system capability in response to a validatedoperationalneed.
Source: DoD 5000.1

The acquisition process is designed to take a user's requirement for a new system and
design, build, and field that system in a cost effective manner. This process is detailed in the
Federal Acquisition Regulations, DoD 5000 series regulations, AFPD 63-1. AFT 63-101. and the
Air Force Acquisition Model. An acquisition program officially begins at Milestone I Program
Initiation, but many activities are accomplished prior to the Milestone I decision. In the Pentagon
the execution of the acquisition process is managed separately from the planning function described
earlier.

The key players in the execution of the acquisition efforts are the program offices, the
Program Executive Officers, the AFSARC, the Defense Acquisition Board. and several lexels of
integrated product teams with representation from the various functional organizations. The people
445
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and organizations involved with the execution of the acquisition effort overlap significantly with the
earlier integrated product teams in the resource allocation process within the Pentagon. These
organizations are responsible for carrying out the acquisition efforts within the allocated resources
provided to them.
There are three periods within any acquisition process; the acquisition planning period. the
contracting period, and the execution period. Acquisition planning includes actions such as the
requirements specification, the program schedule development, the acquisition strategy
development, and the development of the request for proposal. Within the contracting period is
contract planning, the solicitation process, the source selection process, negotiation. and award
processes. The actual engineering and manufacturing process development efforts are
accomplished in the execution phase by the contractors with the oversight of the program offices.
These contracting cycles may be repeated within a development project as the selection processes
weans the number of contractors competing in each acquisition phase to a single contractor for the
EMD or production phases.
During the acquisition process there are three primary organizations involved: the Pentagon,
the program office, and the defense contractors. Each organization plays a different role during the
different periods. The acquisition planning and contracting efforts are led by the program office.
Decisions and planning approvals for major ACAT I and II programs remains at the Pentagon level.
For smaller ACAT III and IV programs decisions are often made by the Center commanders.
Defense contractors provide input to strategy, develop proposals, and carry out the development
after contract award. The activities of each organization will be discussed in each acquisition
periods.

B. Phases and Milestones
I)ol) 5000 series or regulations establishes that major defense acquisition efforts are diN idcd
into acquisition phases that develop the program into a full system. These phases are intended to
take a system from an idea to a operationally effective fielded system. The four phases that are
separated by milestone decision points where senior leaders review the progress made to date and
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determine whether or not to proceed to the next phase.
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The decision whether to proceed are made

by either the Defense Acquisition Board in the case of ACAT ID programs or at the service level for
ACAT IC and other programs. Different activities headed by the groups identified earlier plan
different roles in each of the phases. The phases are defined as:

Pre-Milestone 0
Phase 0
Phase I
Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV

Determining Mission Need
Concept Exploration and Definition
Demonstration and Validation
Engineering & Manufacturing Development
Production and Deployment
Operations and Support

The phases are seperated by milestones. The definition for the milestones are:
Milestone 0
Concept Studies approval
Milestone 1
Concept Demonstration Approval
Milestone 2
Development Approval
Milestone 3
Production Approval
Milestone 4
Major Modification Approval
The pre-milestone 0 activities are not officially part of the acquisition process as the acquisition
process as the acquisition process responds to plans and requests from the Air Force planning and
requirements processes discussed earlier. An actual Acquisition program is not initiated until
Milestone I.
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ACQUISITION MILESTONES AND PHASES
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Figure 15: DoD Acquisition Phases and Milestones

The requirements for completing each of the phases depends considerable upon the size and
importance of the acquisition effort. Large expensive systems receive considerable oversiuht from
the services and from DoD). Smaller programs have simplified approval processes with decisions
made at lower levels.

Program Size
The processes used to run the defense acquisition system depend on the size and scope of
the project. Major defense acquisition efforts have more process and reporting requirements than
smaller programs as the cost and visibility of potential problems are significantly larger. " ,Major
Defense Acquisition Programs" are either designated as by 0)1OSI)(A&TI) or are estimated to cost
more that $355 million in research and development or more than $2. 135 billion for procurement in
FY 1996 dollars. Programs are further separated mainly by development and production costs into
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acquisition categories or ACATs. ACAT I Programs are the major defense acquisition programs
and are the largest programs with either development costs over $355 million or production costs
likely to exceed $2.135 Billion. ACAT I programs are further designated as a Defense Acquisition
Program (ACAT ID) or a Component Acquisition program (ACAT IC) indicating whether the
Defense Acquisition Executive (DAE)'"' or the Component Acquisition Executive (CAI) has
authority over the program. ACAT II programs are programs below the threshold for ACAT I
programs but above $140 Million in development dollars and $645 Million in production in 1996
dollars. ACAT II are typically run by the Component Acquisition Executive but can be designated
by OUSD(A&T) as a DoD level program and fall the same reporting requirements. The ACAT
level for any program is designated by the Defense Acquisition Executive OtSD)(A&IT).
Category III and IV programs are considered small and are typically run by the product
center commanders which are referred to as )DefenseAcquisition Commanders (DACs)'"

which

indicates their acquisition authority. The separation between the two categories is ambiguous but
effects some of the reporting requirements and is an effort to push authority for the program to a
lower level.

16(,
Defense A.,cquisition Executive (DAE)--The principal advisor to the SecretarB of Defense (SFICDf.FI) on all matter,
pertaining to the Department of I)Defense acquisition system and programs The IUnder Secretar\ of Defense
(Acquisition) is the DAL (AFPD 63-1)
Defense Acquisition Board (DAB)--The Department of Defense corporate bod\ for system acquisition providing
advice and assistance to the Secretary of Defense. (DoD Directive 5000 49)

16 7 Designated Acquisition Commander (DAC)--The individual who functions as the program executive officer (PEO))
on programs that are not assigned to a PEO. The commanders of product divisions and air logistic centers act in this
capacity DACs, like PEOs. are accountable to the Air Force Acquisition Executive (AFAE) (AFPD 63-1)
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Production
Costs
$2.135 B

Decision
Authority

Acquisition
Categories
ACAT I
ACAT ID
ACAT IC

Development
Costs
$355 M

ACAT II

$140 M

$ 645 M

CAE

ACAT Ill
ACAT IV

Less than $140M
Less than ACAT III

Less than $645 M
Less Than ACAT III

CAE, DAC
DAC or lower

Development
Cost

Life Cycle
Costs

Maximum
Cost per year

$120 M
Less than $120M
Less than ACAT II

$360 M or
Less than $360 M
Less Than ACAT III

$30 M
$30M

DAE
CAE

Automated Information Systems

ACAT IM
ACAT III
ACAT IV

Decision
Authority

ASD(C31)
CAE, DAC
DAC or lower

Table 26 Acquisition Categories, Dollar Amounts and Decision Authorities
Numbers listed in 1996 dollars.

The size of an acquisition effort effects the processes used to develop and approve the
program. Larger programs because of their larger dollar value receive considerabl) more attention.
The underlying process is the same for large and small programs. All include aspects of the
dveloping requirement, identifying resources, and accomplishing the acquisition process.

C. Acquisition Planning
During the acquisition planning period the entire development effort is defined, scheduled.
and structured. This process takes the requirements from the user's Operational Requirements
Document and turns them into executable plans within the identified resources that can be used to
run an acquisition effort from program start to final deployment. These plans cover areas such as
acquisition procedures, integrated logistics support, test and evaluation, and program goals.
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specifications, and requirements. This effort is accomplished by the newly formed program office
or by a team within an existing program office. The program office will typically begin a market
survey of potential contractors to learn about capabilities and technologies that may be used in the
acquisition effort.
Much of this planning process is accomplished prior to the Milestone I program initiation.
The scope and the extent of the acquisition planning phase are captured in the reports and
information that is required for the Milestone I decision. Much of the acquisition planning period is
spent developing the plans and capturing the information for the reports required fro Milestone I.
these reports are indicated in the Table below:

Acquisition Strategy Report
Acquisition Program Baseline
Affordability Assessment
FYI)P Funding Profile
Analysis of Alternatives
Component Cost Analysis
Cost Analysis Requirements Description

Description of I)ata Requirements
Exit Criteria
Independent Estimate of Life Cycle Costs
Operational Requirements Document
Program Office Life Cycle Cost Estimate
System Threat Assessment Report
Test and Evaluation Master Plan

Table A3D-27: Information Required for Milestone I Decisions for Major Defense
Acquisition Programs

C.I. Establish Program Office

For new weapon systems the pre-Milestone 0 and early Phase 0 activities are typically
supported by the Plans and Programs (XR) organizations at the various product centers. When it
becomes clear that a program will be established, a program office is established and a program
manager is assigned. According to the DSMC wall chart, the program manager is to be assigned
within 6 months of a successful Milestone I decision. For modifications to exisiting s)stems a
program office may already exist, and a new team will be formed from within the existing office.
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C.2. Acquisition Strategy
The acquisition strategy is a roadmap for the program execution from initiation to postproduction support. The acquisition strategy covers the essential elements of the program. Art a
minimum, it covers the objectives for the product, risk management. cost objectives. contracting
approach, management approach, environmental considerations, and sources of support. The
acquisition strategy includes the events that govern the management of the program.
The acquisition strategy is developed by the program manager for program initiation and
approved at the Milestone I review. The acquisition strategy is updated and changed as needed to
reflect programmatic and system changes. Changes are coordinated with the working-level IPTs (to
be described later) and approved by the milestone decision authority prior to release of the RFP.
The acquisition strategy identified the sources that are available to develop the intended
system taking into account commercial equivalent systems, industrial capability and socioeconomic preference factors. In the area of risk management, key risk drivers must be identified
and tracked. Risk includes cost, schedule, and performance risks. Strategies to minimize risk are
identified.
The acquisition strategy is reviewed by a panel of senior acquisition officers in an
acquisition strategy panel. Here constructive feedback is provided to the program manager.
The acquisition strategy is captured in the Acquisition Strategy Report'"" which is one of the
required documents for a Milestone I decision. It is also included in a more detailed acquisition
plan maintained at the program office.

""Acquisition Strategiy Report (4SR)--Describes the acquisition approach, to Include streamlining,
sources, competition, and contract types, throughout the period from the beginn!ng of Phase I,

Demonstration and Validation, through the end of production. (I)oI) Instruction 5000.2'Air Force
Supplement 1)
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The acquisition strategy development is the first part of the contracting process. Much of
the contracting procedures are dictated by the Federal Acquisition Regulations and other federal
laws. The contracting officers are responsible for ensuring that all laws and regulations are followed
in the contracting activities. Acquisition strategy development is documented in the Acquisiton
Strategy Report.

__
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The Acquisition Strategy Report Content
Intelligence Support
Requirements Evolution
Analysis of Alternatives
Affordability
Supportability'
Program Structure
Program Goals and Thresholds
Acquisition Program baselines
Acquisition Phase Exit Criteria
Acquisition Strategy
Potential Sources
Risk Management
Cost as an Independmnt Variable
Objectives
Contract Approach

Competition
Best Practices
Cost Tracking Approach
Management Approach
Streamlining
Joint Program Management
Program Executive
Responsibility
Oversight
Sources of Support
Warranties
Test and Evaluation
Test and Evaluation Strategy
DT& E

Table 28: Outline of an Acquisition Strategy Report

C.3. Acquisition Program Baseline
The Acquisition Program Baseline (APB)'` " is formal agreement betwxeen the key players in
an acquisition effort. It represents an understanding of the key aspects of the program which are
critical to its success. Every acquisition program is required to have an acquisition program
baseline (APB). It is intended to enhance the program stability and provide a reference with which
to judge the progress and status of a program.

'"Acquisition Program Baseline (APB)--A succinct document that consists of cost, schedule. and

performance (including support) parameters that establishes the commitment between the program
manager and the applicable Milestone Decision Authority. (AFPID 63-1)
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The APB documents the cost, schedule and performance objectives and thresholds for that
program. The APB is limited to only the most important parameters of performance, schedule, and
costs. The performance section identifies both objectives and threshold values for key performance
parameters that are identified in the Operational requirements and maintainability parameters. The
threshold values are the minimum acceptable parameters which if not met require a revievw by the
milestone decision authority to determine whether or not to proceed with the program. The "trade
space" with which the program manager can operate without MDA approval is the difference
between the threshold and the objective parameters. The schedule section of the APB details the
significant expected events each year. Schedule milestone examples may be milestone decision
points, major design reviews, first delivery, major tests, and initial and full operational capability.
The cost section of the APB details the program baseline costs by appropriation type and year. It
also identifies unit procurement costs and total procurement quantities.
Baselines are approved at each milestone and cover the remainder of the program. The
baselines are refined at each successive review. The baseline approved at Milestone I is known as
the concept baseline. The development baseline approved at milestone II is further refined. and the
production baseline approved at milestone III. This successive refining of the program baselines is
intended to prevent premature commitment to a system specific solution.
The breach of a program baseline brings on high level reviews and increased scrutin lifor
a
program. An APB breach can be brought on by an inability to meet performance thresholds; a
schedule slip of 6 months: cost growth exceeding 15% in RI)T&E, MILCON. or unit procurement
price; or a growth of 5% in total procurement price. Program breaches are reported with a Program
DIeviation Report or typically by a baseline change request prior to the breach.

C.4. Program Plans
Program plans are detailed descriptions of the activities required to develop and implement
the acquisition strategy. These program plans are controlled by the program office with oversight
by the PEi)or the center commanders. These plans are detailed roadmaps for the entire acquisition
and development effort leading from Milestone I to the end of production. The plans are intend to
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ensure all issues have been addressed prior to the acquisition process initiation. The plans are
coordinated at the functional representatives at the command level by the program offices and
Pentagon levels by the working and overarching IPTs. Here the interested functional parties can
provide input and flag concerns that are to be addressed prior to the milestone reviexk or run the risk
a of "non-concur" from a Pentagon functional area on their program approval during the milestone
review process. Officially these plans are not part of the milestone documentation process but the,
are summarized or attached to the integrated program summary that initiates the milestone rex iew,
process. Varying levels of detail for each plan are included at each of the milestone reviews and
progressively become more detailed over time.
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Various Program Plans

Acquisition Plan - The acquisition plan is maintained by the procuring contracting officer and
details the steps required to procure the system and its support through the contracting plan. Ihis a
plan is vetted through an acquisition strategy panel. The acquisition plan will be discussed further
in the contracting process below.
Source Selection Plan - The source selection plan is developed prior to RFP release and details the
procedures and evaluation criteria that will be used to make the source selection decision. This ,will
be described in more detail in the contracting section belox,.
System Engineering Plans - The Government Work Breakdown Structure. S,stem Engineering
Master Plan, and the System Engineering Master Schedule are intended to pro', ide support to the
acquisition planning process and to identify the key system engineering items in the development
process. 1 he WBS. SEMP and SEMS are described in the System Erngineering NMilitar, Standard
499B.
WVork Breakdown Structure (WBS) - The government develops a xork breakdown structurc for
the development effort based on the currentlx defined specification tree for the s\stem. IThis \\ork
breakdown structure is used to develop an organizational structure tfr both the government and the
contractor. It is also used to structure key source selection criteria. The contractor is expected to
extend the xwork breakdown structure as part of their proposal to a level necessary to complete the
contractual requirements.
Systems Engineering Master Plan (SEMP) - A System Inngincering Master Plan is de, eloped b\
the program office for planning purposes in its acquisition effort and addresses:
- Life cycle roadmap for key system engineering activities and who (government or
contractor) is responsible f,,r their accomplishment
- I he goernment organizational structure and responsibilities for overseeing the
contractor's technical efforts.
- Plans and criteria for transitioning keN product and process technologies
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- Key trade studies, scope of' system effectiveness assessment, priority of measures of
effectiveness, technical risk management plans, critical technical parameters, and tracking
requirements for those parameters.

Systems Engineering Master Schedule (SEMS) - The government SEMS provides top-level
events, accomplishments, and accomplishment criteria for the entire program.
Together the government SEMP and the SEMS provide the detailed information for the next
acquisition phase and engineering effort to identify\ the specific events. accomplishments, and
criteria necessary to satisfy the planned and required technical exit criteria. The Government SEMP
and the SEMS are often provided in part or total as part of the Request for Proposal Package. When
it is included in the RFP it is intended for " guidance only".'"

The contractors are required to submit

their System Engineering Master Plans and the System Engineering Master Schedule with their
proposals. The contractors also develop the System Engineering Detailed Schedule that shows how
the contractor is planning their work to meet the Master Schedule. These represent the contractor's
specific plans to carry out the development effort. The contractor SEMP is approved for compliance
by the government. The negotiated contractor SEMS will be placed on contract and requires a
contract modification to change. These documents, along with the work breakdown structure
(WBS) become the critical management control documents following contract award.

Integrated Logistics Support Plan (ILSP) - The Integrated Logistics Support Plan is the
government's formal planning document for logistics support. The document is prepared b,, the
program office deputy program manager for logistics. It is the result of the Integrated Logistics
Support Analysis (ISA) which is covered by Mil-Std 1338-1A and 2A/2B. Integrated logistics
analysis is a key determinate in the lifecycle cost estimates used at the Nilestone I decision. 1.SA
includes 10 elements that are included in the integrated logistics support plan. They includemaintenance planning; manpower and personnel; supply support: support equipment: technical data:

"Mil-Std-499B para 6.4. IApplication Guidance
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training and training support; computer resources support; facilities; packaging, handling, storage,
and transportation; and design interfaces. Each element listed has own set of processes, procedures,
and techniques used to satisfy the different requirements of each element. The process is intended
to identitf" cost drivers following system deployment and identift

and plan for the resources

required to support it. The Integrated Logistics Support Plan is developed prior to the milestone I
review and is updated and reviewed at the each Milestone review.

Test and Evaluation Master Plan - The Test and Evaluation Master Plan"' details the
entire testing program to be used at the start of the acquisition process to test the system, including
the Development Testing and Evaluation (DT&E) and the operational testing (O&1'&-) prior to a full
rate production decision. The TEMP identifies the approaches, the resources required, and the
facilities required. The development of this plan is accomplished by the Test Planning Working
Group an integrated product team of program office, user, AFOT'EC, contractors (once selected).
and test center people. The TENMP is a requirement for a milestone 1decision. It includes the
system information. a program summary, a detailed Development Test and E\aluation plan outline.
a detailed Operational Test and Evaluation plan outline, and a detailed resource summarx

[he

I)1 &E and OT&I: plans describe how the critical operating issues, measures of performance and
measures of effectiveness drawn from the operational requirements document and requirements
correlation matrix will be evaluated. The resource summary identifies the resources and schedule
for the test program including test articles. instrumentation, test facilities, support equipment. and
funding. manpower, and personnel requirements. To obtain test support a program manager can -'se
the ex ting resources within the DoI) test community, go through the Test Investment Planning and
Programming Process, send funds to the test facility for an upgrade, or pay industry to develop the
test equipment The last two require additional funding from the program office and are seen as the
last optionn lhe IMtNP is updated and refined at each milestone re, iexN

-' Te.st anid Evaluation Master Plan (TIEIP)--The basic planning document for all test and evaluation related to a

particular ,ystern acquisition \khich is used in planning, revie ming, and approving test and evaluation
Instruction 5000 2)

(1I01)
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Human Systems Integration (HSI) Plan or Integrated Manpower, Personnel, and
Comprehensive Training and Safety (IMPACT) Program Plan (IPP) -- The Human System
Integration Plan documents the manpower, force structure. and training requirements for a new
program. This plan is responsive to the manpower communities so they can ensure the necessary
resources are available for the deployment of the system. The Air Force implements HSI through
the Integrated Manpower, Personnel, and Comprehensive Training and Safety (IMPACTS) Program
Plan (IPP) and the Preliminary IMPACTS Program Plan. It is also the background analysis and
justification for the Manpower Estimate Report (MER). The preliminary IMPACTS Program Plan
is reviewed prior to Milestone I

Intelligence Support Plan (ISP) - The intelligence support plan documents the intelligence
resources required for the implementation of the new system. It identifies the resources required
and the level, timeliness. and accuracy of the information required. This plan is coordinated with
the intelligence community to ensure they are capable and staffed to support the newx system.

System Threat Assessment Report (STAR)--The STAR is an intelligence document that sernes as
the single reference for threat information regarding a weapon system acquisition program

It

describes the lethal and non-lethal threats against the proposed 1 S sy stem and the threat
environment in which the system will operate. (AF'M 11-1)

C.5. Cost and Manpower Estimates
Prior to program initiation detailed life cycle cost estimates are required. The program office
develops detailed estimates that are "comprehensive in character. identify all elements of cost that
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would be effected by a decision proceed."

'"

The basis for these estimates are the program plans

developed by the program office and analysis from the functional areas. The Cost Analysis
Requirements Document defines the factors to be analyzed for the lifecycle cost of a system and
provides a structure for the three cost estimates: the program office cost estimate, the component
cost estimate, and the independent cost estimate.

Cost Analysis Requirements Document (CARD) - The Cost Analysis Requirements Document is
the description of the salient features of the acquisition program and the system proposed for
Life Cycle Costs include all the

development for the basis of the life-cycle cost estimates.

procurement and fielding costs plus the operations and support, military personnel. modification
and disposal costs. Having a common basis between estimates allows for comparisons. This
document is developed by the services and forwarded to the program office, the service cost
analy sis agency, and the DoD Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) at least 180 da\ s prior to
the Overaching IPT meeting prior to a Defense Acquisition Board review or a component reviex,.
This is to allow adequate time for analysis of the expected lifecycle costs of the proposed s,stem.
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Program Office Cost Estimate - The program office cost estimate is the life cycle cost estimate for
the proposed system. The program office estimate is developed by the financial management
organization within the program office.

Component Cost Analysis Estimate - The component cost analysis estimate is developed in the
Air Force by the Air Force Cost Analysis Agency (AFCAA) under SAF/FM. It is an analysis of
program cost, as well

Independent Cost Estimate - The Independent Cost Estimate is developed by OSD staff to provide
decision makers with estimate from outside an advocating service. This estimate is developed by
the Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) that was established solely for this purpose.

Cost As Independent Variable (CAIV) Objectives A recent initiative known as Cost as an Independent Variable (CAIV) is designed to include
life cycle cost as a critical factor in making performance tradeoffs. The intention is to establish
affordability goals for the program and treat the cost not as an outcome of the development process
but to use cost as a driver of the performance tradeoffs. The CAIV objectives indicate the cost
objectives and thresholds for the program. The CAIV objectives are also reviewed at the working
and overarching IPT levels.

Following the completion of the program plans and the other Phase 0 activities, the final
step in preparation for a milestone decision is the development of the integrated program summary.

Integrated Program Summary - The Integrated Program Summary is the summation report of the
previous phase with all the pertinent information to justify a decision to proceed to the next phase. It
is the decision document that once approved by the Defense Acquisition Board allows the program
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to proceed. It includes summaries of the Acquisition Strategy, the status of the program, the threat.
the alternatives explored, the risks identified, the cost drivers, and summaries of the various
program plans. The completion and submission of the Integrated Program Summary initiates the
milestone review process.

D. Acquisition Milestone Approval Process
The milestone approval process is the formal process used to allow a program to proceed to the next
phase of activities. It is designed to ensure that all necessary issues are addressed prior to the
approval of the program to proceed. The process has undergone significant changes in the last
decade and the average approval process once all the issues have been resolved has been cut
dramatically in the last several years. The development of the Working-level IPT and Overaching
IPT structure has increased coordination on DAB packages prior to the actual meeting of the
Defense Acquisition Board to the point that all the issues are expected to be worked by the
respective level IPT before the DAB meets.

MILESTONE REVIEW PROCESS
I

* VA
* AS

Figure 17: Milestone Review Process
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This has allowed the actual cancellation of the DAB meeting and the use of what is referred to as a
"Paper DAB". Here the principle functional Deputy Chiefs of Staff sign off on a pre-coordinated
package that is forwarded to the Milestone Decision Authority for final approval that serves as the
official approval decision. Prior to the develop1 ment of the Working and Overachirng IPTs. the DAB
was the place where issues were raised about particular programs and the issues were worked
following the meeting of the DAB. This was by its very nature was late inthe development of
program plans and often caused significant delays in the approval process. The working level IPT
allows for earlier functional input and consultation into the program plans and allows the issues to
be worked prior to the submission of the Integrated Program Summary.

These reforms plus the

shortening of the acquisition chain of command due to the Packard Commission has dramaticallx
shortened the time required for program decisions. ' This does not mean that the time required to
work the issues prior to the meeting of the DAB has been reduced but it does mean that delays
during the approval process because of issues rising out of an unsuccessful DAB are reduced or
eliminated.
For a point of reference of the size of the Overaching and W'orking Level IPTs, the F-22 has
29 organizations from OSI). JCS and the Air Force represented on its OIPT and 60 different
organizations represented on its WIPT. Smaller programs will have fewer groups interested and
involved in the IPTs. '' The information required for the milestone decisions at each milestone
review is listed in the tables belov.
The outcome of the milestone decision is a signed Acquisition Decision Memorandum that
authorizes the next phase of activities. It also establishes the exit criteria that must he met in that
phase before the program can proceed to later phases. For a Milestone I decision this authorized
the start of an acquisition program. With this approval the official contracting process can be
accomplished to select a contractor to develop the desired system.

'"The Packard Commission and its implementing law.s shortened the acquisiton chain of commnd b,estahlishmn the
P1O
)"DBAC structure that reports directly to the SALE This removed Air Force System ( ommand and much ot Air Staff
from the chain of command
G"eneral Hawley's Briefing to the AQ'XO offisite
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Information for Milestone Reviews - ACAT I and ACAT IAPrograms
Information
NOTE MDA may waive non statutory requirements

Reference

Milestone
1 1

0

I

DoD 50002.R

Acquton Decsaon Memorandum(ADM)

X

X

X

Part 5

Acquistion Strategy ( elements see net chart)
Acquaistn ProgramBael•se (APB)
AffordabMy Assessment '
Analys ofAlernmates (AOA)
.
=
Assessment of Arms Control Compliance
Beyond Low Rate IntalProduction (LRIP)Report
(CCA)
Component Coat •nalyss
Cost Analysts Requrements Descripton(CARD)
Descript
onof Data Requrements

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

Part3 3
Part 322
Part 252
Part 24

X

DoDD 2060 1

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Part 6 3 3
Part5 6

10 USC 2400
DoDD 50004
DoDD 50004
DoD 8320 1 M

Part 3 5 1

Ext Critera

X

X

X

Part323

FYDPFundeg Profile
Independent Estnate of FulLe Cycle Cost
Information Securly Certification Plan
Interoperabity Cartof C3Systenms (preparedby DGA)

X
X

X
X
X

X
x
X

Part 2 5 1
Part 3 5 1

10USC 2434
00DoD
52002 R

Part 3 4 9

DoD14630 8
DoDD 5000 1
10 U SC2366

9X

Part 632
Part 1441

10USC 2366
10U SC 2400

X

Part352

10USC2434

Part 2 3

CJCSMOP77

Part 23

CJCSMOP77

X

Legaly of Weapons Under khtemratonalLaw
Live Fre Test & Evakation Watver CertErfcaton

X
X

X

Live Fre Test & Evaluaton(LFT&E) Report
Low Rate intialProducton(LRP) Quantiers
Manpower Estimate

X

Mission
Need Statement (MNS)

X

OperatornalRequrements Documest (ORD)
Overarching PT (O;PT) Leaders Report
OPT SlaffAssessments
Program Office Estnate (POE) (Ie cycle costal
System Threat Assessment
Test

1ouSC 2435

X x

X

X
X

& Evauatn Master Plan(TEMP)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X9

Test ResuRs (DT&E, OT&E LFT&E. etc )

Other

X

Part 54 1

Part 54 1
Part 3 5 1
Part 22

DoDD 5000 4

Prt 34 11

10 USC 2399

Part63 1

Prepared by OSDioompoent staff ; MSOfoACAT IA,MSIforACA TI(may be updatedfor MSI) inormaly not applcabletoACAT A

Information Element

Milestone

NOTE: MDA may waive non-statutory requirements

0I

X X X]
XX
XX
XX X
XX X
X X

Interoperability Cert of C31 Systems (prep by DISA)

X

X
4
_

Low Rate Initial Production (LRIP) Quantities

Test Results (DTIOT/LFT&E)

Other/Related

Core
o Mgmt Issue
DoD 5000.2-R 3.2.2 Core Mgmt Issue
DoD 5000.2-R, 2.5.2 Core Mgmt issue
Core Mgmt Issue
DoD 5000.2-R, 2.4
DoDD 5000.1, D.1.e
DoD 5000.2-R, 1.5
42 USC 4321-47
DoD 5000.2-R, 3.3.6
DoDD 5000.1, D.2.j
DoDD 4130.8, F.5
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X
DoD 5000.2-R. 3.4.9
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X

_
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Staff Assessments
Test & Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) 6

Pnmary

X X X DoD 5000.2-R, 3 3

Acquisition Strategy
Acquisition Program Baseline (APB)
Affordability/FYDP funding
Analysis of Alternatives '
Cost as An Independent Variable (CAIV) Objectives 2
Environmental Health & Safety (EHS) Assessment 2
Legality of Weapons Under International Law 3_
Life Cycle Cost Estimate
Live Fire Test & Evaluation Waiver Certification
Live Fire Test & Evaluation Report 4
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II III

CJCS MOP 77
DoD 500.2-R 2.3
Q
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Figure 19: Information Required for Milestone Reviev s for AC'AT I and A('AT II & III
programs
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Air Force Contracting Process
The contracting process is a very significant part of the development process. Often the
contracting process is not viewed separately from the development process but the development
process is larger and more encompassing than the contracting process alone. The basic contracting
process is dictated by the Federal Acquisitions Regulations and apply across all federal agencies.
The contracting process in the Air Force is covered by the DoD and Air Force supplements to the
Federal Acquisition Regulation. These regulations and the associated policy directives.
instructions, and court findings currently dictate the procedures to be followed in the acquisition
process. The Federal, DoD, and Air Force contracting process are designed to ensure integrity of
the processes, that fair and open competition prevails, and the applicable law.s and socioeconomic
policies are carried out.
The two primary purposes of the contracting and source selection processes are to select a
contractor and to agree on terms and conditions for the contract. The FAR outlines two primary
processes for selecting and awarding contracts: sealed bidding and the competitive proposal process
which is also known as negotiation. Sealed bidding is used when price is the only evaluation factor.
The sealed bidding process is described by FAR Part 14 and does not allow any form of discussion
or negotiation prior to the awarding of the contract. The competitive proposal process is used for
the development of nearly all l)oD systems. In the competitive proposal process of awarding
contracts, discussions and bargaining are permitted. The competitive negotiation process is
described in the Federal Acquisition Regulation Part 15 Contracting by Negotiation which provides
a description of the processes required to be followed.

According to the FAR, the negotiation
467
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procedure includes receipt of proposals from offerors, permits bargaining, and usually affords
offerors an opportunity to revise their offers before award of a contract. The FAR details the
structure of the Request for Proposals (15.4) and the source selection process (15.6). It also
established the guidelines for price negotiations, profit. and the notifications and debriefing
processes (15.8,9,10).
The general requirement for the negotiation contracting process is full and open competition
which is also dictated by the Competition In Contracting Act (CICA). For other then full and open
competition a justification and approval (J&A) is required and is approved only in limited
conditions. Non-competitive procurement or the sole source process is used primarily for
upgrading existing systems that are in production or following a previous selection process for
follow-on contracts..
The contracting process can be separated into three logical periods: the contract planning
period leading up to the RFP release, the solicitation and source selection period leading to contract
award, and the execution period when the work is carried out. This planning process overlaps
significantly and is often indistinguishable from some of the early overall acquisition planning
process.

Appendix 3c A ir Force Contractng Process
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--I

Contract Planning

I
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Finalize RFP
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I

1
Fact Finding

Clearance

Negotiation
Award

Discussions

Request &
Recv BAFOs

SS Brie
& Decision

Source Selection

! igure 8: Generic Contracting Process for Competitive and Non-competitive Contracts

A. Contract Planning - Presolicitation Phase
There are many steps in the contract planning phase. All are required to get a developmenti
program on contract. This process culminates in the development of the final RFUP that is read\ to
be released to industry.
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Market Research - The first step in the contracting process is to accomplish market
research and determine how many companies could accomplish the tasks requested. This is done
by a sources sought synopsis in the commerce business daily. Responding companies are sent a
request for information which is then used to determine if they arc potential source,, ( )ftcn site
visits will be accomplished and meeting are held to gain information from the companies as to their
capabilities. The purposC isto identify any company interested in bidding on the contract and
determine if they have a reasonable chance of accomplishing the tasks for the decelopment of the
acquisition strateg.

I)uring this period the companies , ill often try to present their approaches to

the problems in an attempt to influence the specifications and requirements of the sxi stem in the
RFP.
Ilaing identified potential sources for the effort a strategy can be identi tled to select a
contractor to desin and build the equipment that is desired.
Determine Program Schedule - D)uring this period the schedule for the acquisltion
program is developed. This has typicall

included major milestones and rex iex.s, as established in

the Sstem Engineering Master Schedule or the Intergrated Program Nlaster Schedule
, \ hat the
kkrite Specification/Statement of 11ork/Statement of O)bjecti e - I he detail of
hat the gox ernment xx ants the sx stem to do must be specicfled to
govenrnment %ants to bu\ or k%
prox ide guidance to the contractors as to the desires of the gox\

renment

his, isJdone throuch the

requirements, specifications. and the statement of wxork obiectives included In the RI 'PI he
Industrx 1s consulted as to their input into the requirementn through formnal and infor•nal meet;ngs
herteen the program office personnel and the various interested contractors (Conltract,: s,upport
and Fl RIDC' engineers (such as litre or Aerospace) t picallk assist in the writing of the
specificatons and requirements
Cost Estimate - The costs are estimated for the specil'cations and requirements

idcntitlcd

to

in the R!P to ensure the expected cost of the contract is x •ithin the resources ax ailablc

nofice and mai ntailned
Acquisition Plan - !he .,\cquusit•(n Plan Is dex\eloped b the program
primarilv b\ the program office's contracting officer. Ihis documenti dcscribc, the process that \ ill
be used to get the effort oin contract

It outlinces both the strateg\ to be used. the contractingu process

to be u.sed, and the specific steps that are required to he taken

Italso la\ s out the ti mellinc oi the

-1/fkPOIchi

steps to take.

.3CA

rCc(

Itb1O-

.)nt~l.(J
'LIMp'

roccs.s
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It is the plan that the program office can follow to ensure that all steps have been

accomplished.
The review of the proposed acquisition strategy is done by an Acquisition Strategy Panel
,which consists of senior acquisition experienced people. This re. ic i is to ensure the program plan
is thoroughlN vetted ' his panel also recommends a source selection authorit, to make the final
contract award decision. The level of the reviex% members depends on the size or dallar value of the
program under consideration.
lhe Acquisition Plan is considered a li\ ing document and is updated as required h.C\etcent.
in the program. ( )ften it is either summarized or attached to the A\cquisition Strateg

foir the

mi le.stole re, ie\Ws.
Source Selection Plan - I he source sclection plan details the criteria lto bce used t, m
naike the
sourcc selection decision

It identifies the specific criteria on %hich the prop),osal, \s l he jutdged

and the specific ,keights of those criteria

I he criteria and relatie rankings are inclutded in tilhe

Request f'r Propoals

.An\ factors not specicficall\i contained In the ,,source

sclcCtl(ln pla Can
cmi:t

r,,the contractors

heC u-,ed tC
o matke a souTrce ,election
C 1ccls1011 \\ IthOuIt rclsst~Ul. the rcqutcI 1

proposalf IIhI 1is t eCrsure that the criteria are not changed t liax or a particular re.,spndecnt
I herre are tsoe main dccision rules used in the source selection process - I mkvc.st-prlcedtcchnical l, - acceptable and Best-\ialuc In the I •smest-'Priced- I echnicall\ -A.\cceptaile decision the
agcnesc'

ha,- •rttle discret!In after it identifies the technicall\ acceptable •cttcr

other than to, akard to

the ic,,est price competitor IIn the Best-Value case the acencyx ha.s signific.ntl

n~orc di,,crction a,,

it com pareC and ranks the proposals considering capabilitt and cost
Request for Proposal%- I he Request tfr Proposals is the tfrmal document that
tha tells,, the
contractor.s,,hat
I

oniftirm ( ,ntract

m~ dcl contract

the go, crnment requires

It has txo parts, the " Model (,ontract" des,,crlibd b\ the

I ornmat contained in Parts I-I1 and the solicitation contained in l'Part I\
t1lom1.ws the uniormnn

contract format and has, several parts

Ihe

Part I iý. kno,vas the

schedule and specif'ics the colntract requirements. dellcerahlcs. the ,chedule. and tells the contractors,,

s,hat the goemrnnelnllt needs and i. Ilntending to put on contract. Since the contract•ors are expected
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to provide in their proposal a contract that can be accepted. the offered contract from the company
is expected to nearly match the requirements of the government contract format requirements
The second part of the RFP is the solicitation and describes the procedures and ground rules
to be followved, the basis for selection. and requests the specific information needed to make the
selection. This usuall, asks for a technical proposal, a nianagement proposal. and a price or cost
proposal.

Request for Proposal Package
The Model Contract
Part 1: The Schedule
Section A.. Solicitation Contract I orm
Section 8 Supplies and ScrN Ices
Section ( I)Description Speclfication \Work Statement
Section 1) Packaging and Marking
Section I Inspection and Acceptance
Scction I- l)c) '\cr and Performance Section spccflies time. place., and nIetld ,t
deliver tofpperformancc fo r itells under contract
Sectionl
I (' ontract Administral
c i )ata
Section 11 Special ('Contract Requirement,,
Part II: Contract Clauses
Section (ienc'ral ( ontract ( lause,, " Hler 'late'"
Part Ill: Lists I)ocuments, Exhibits that iill he part of contract
Section
• .1 1 picall\ Work BrrcakL >••',en structure. Statemenit f \\ ork. ( ontr,ct I )ata
Requirements .ýIst I st tof spec ifIcations, list (t,
(1memrnment F-urnmished I quLi pnent
The Solicitation
Part IV: Representations and Instructions
Section K Representations, ccrtifications. and other statements of ofteror,
Section I Instructions, conditions and Notices lto () ferors I ell,,,s oterors x, hat is to
be included in their proposals and hol\v t shlould he formatted
Section I 1"alulation factors for a ard I ell offerors the factors, t be used and
their relative importance

Table 29: Format for the Request For Proposals (RFP)

.4PP(idix

3

e

*-firFr

'rc-i' ( 'Otl~r(.c'l~tulg
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The process used for RFP development includes industry input. While it has not always
been the case, a major emphasis has been placed on getting industrx comments and input on a draft
RFP prior to its official release

This helps insure that major issues. questions, and potential cost

drivers are identified prior to its release which minimi/es the changes once the formal RI-. 1i
released. During this period the contractors help identif\ the areas that \• 111 be used tlir the
ex aluation of the proposals The draft RFP process also allo\ms the industr\ to see the intent ions ,t
the Air I orce earl\ so the\ can begin to dexeltop then proposal. ( urrcntl\ all .lAirI orce R1 I'
scrubbed h\ the Ri-P ,support team to ensure that the\ do not tell the contractor hol

,

are

to Jo thincs as

('Fppsed to simpl\ stating as end cblcctik,',es \•hat needs to he done Ihi,, centrallied teami at \\ rgh
Patterson.. \lr - orce Blase is designed to ensure that the acqulsiton rctrn Iniltlatl\ es t date arc
included in all ne~\

RI Ps

Ihe acquisiLtonll

step

is

planning period is fini,,hed with the completion of the

inal RI P I1hec nc\l

thie stllcitaltion process

13. Solicitation and Proposal Preperation
I he 1'cdcral
l\

Acqlisiton Regulaltlo

erllmlnt contracts

call ir ,1pc1ti. ntllficatllln requirement,, far all

~is
I
includes 1announ11,111cI1ng the'l in the
i ((

proxides for a specific period of time bef re pposal,,s are due

nillc

llles

)dla\

ndll

I his can he dinc 1 putlishinL

'urccs ,~tught sInopsis which identifics potential cclompanies carl\ ilin the pr ccs,

pon rclea,,c ,f

the final RItP those clrnpanics that hale rcsponded are requested to h:d and are miled
lthe
R 1) 1imces to resprond to the final RI' P are limited but can be no shorter than 1()tda\,"s
steps are required to ensure that the competition 1i Open to an
Mlost companies '
RI-P

a

final
Specific

quali fled rand Intercsted co•~

pan\

i be well aw\are of the ccntent and schedule long bef~tr the final releaseI, fCthe

lhe proposal is de\ clopcd hb the contractors in responsec tt, the RI 1P!1

ocntractors proposal process please see appendi\
selection process starts

r aIdescriptimun •fI hte

( )nce the proposals are recei, cd the sourcc
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C. The Source Selection Process

"The objective is to select the source whose proposal has the highest degree of credibhilit
and whose performance can be expected to best met the government's requirements at an
affordable cost."
Systems 200 Course Mlaterial

I pon receipt of the proposals the government starts its source selection process lThe source
selection process is described in the following steps. Prior to the beginning of the source selection
process the program office has dec eloped the acquisition plan and the source selection plan and had
them approved h, the source selection authorit\

Ihe source selection plan describes the process to

be used to cx aluatc the proposals and make the selection

It describes the organil/ation. the

e\aluation procedures, and the evaluation criteria It is approxed bi the Source Sclection .\uthornt\
prior to the release of the REIP

lhe selection criteria and their relati\c importance are included in

the RIt P

I he structure for the source selection process includes a Source Selection I-x aluatolln IBoard
com0pr:sed of sex eral panels to ec aluate different aspects of' each proposal. a Source Select ion
A\dx isorx ('0ouncil. and a Source Selection Authoritx

Ihe Source Selection Ix aluationl

solel\ responsible for evaluating the proposals against the set standards

oard is

[he board does not

cx aluate the different proposals against each other. [he Source Selection Ad isor ('ouncilnI is made
up of senior militar\ and government personnel

I hey revie•e

the SSFB5 findings and compare the

proposals against each other and consider the contractors' past performance

[hex ad\ isc the soLurce

selection authority of their recommendation. The final decision is made h\ the Source Selection
Authority. I he Source Selection Authoritx i. typicall\ the Secretarx of the .Air torce for
Acquisition for

('AAT I and II programs or the Acquisition ('enter ('ommanders or the Program

-ExecutiveOfficers for ACAT Ill and IV programs.

Original
Pages following
have Door text
or
Door Dictorial

quality

1Jpk'ldlLx 3 c
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The Source Selection Evaluation Board is divided into different teams. The technical team
usually within the program office typically fiorms tile teams that evaluate the technical and
management proposals. The cost and contract teams usuall\ consist of cost analysts and the
contracting communit . The PlerOrnmance Risk Assessment (;roup ( PRA( i evaluates the
performance of the xarious contractors ,on pre, ious gevernment contracts to pro\ ide a hi,,torical
perspecti\ e on the companies pertormance

l.ach team is rcsponsible for the e', aluation of the

different proposal areas I he contractor proposals are usuall\ d1 Idcd into1 these same areas,, per
instructions in the RFP

I hce contract deficnllttioni/atinl group inclI udeL the prirncple cnollft

officer and i,, responsible to dLeelop the h rmal contmlract

ith

each

m

the companles

that

ilacl•
\,ill

enacted \lth the companx that is selected

o
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Figure 20: Source Selectioni Organizations for Programs Greater than S300( Million in
Research and I)evelopment Funding

he
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Streamlned Source Selection Organization

Advisors#

Figure 21: Source Selection Organizations for Programs Less than S300 Million Research
and Development Funding.

t-ach team
nealuates all the proposal,,

against the ealuation critcria

I he e,.aluation criteria

'sets out the exact aspects that each proposal will be judgcd against The three types oft criteria
include both spccitic criteria and cost or price criteria. Ihe specific criteria are subdi, ided into areas,,
\mlthin the technical and management areas such as operational utilits within the technical aspects.
tactors. such a., airport operations. and subfactors such as runw ax requirements .t the lowest

l\ cl

the .pecific criteria ma Include specific program related characteristics,, such as minimum take iohf
distance at gross ,weightor range at maximum payload Ihese are e aluatcd in a matri

fashion to

ensure all factors arc rated and include factors in the technical and management sections of the
proposals
I he standards or assessment criteria fir each factor and subtactor are set prior to the receipt
of the proposals. The standards establish a baseline to measure each proposai to ensure thec satisfies
the evaluation criteria

E-ach proposal is evaluated onl\ against the obiectil e standards for each

factor and subfactor. Specific criteria are established to the minimum level that a proposal can be
rated green or acceptable. The evaluators are specifically prohibited from evaluating the proposals
against each other

.1JpLpendlr3c

hlr Aor~c ( ontractini fPr,')cc.s
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The evaluation standards are usually rated by color code vwith the following meanings.;"
Blue - Exceptional - Exceeds specified performance or capability in a beneficial wax to the
Air Force and has no significant weakness
(ireen - Acceptable - Meets e%aluation standards and anx weaknesses are readill correctable
Y'ello%- Nlarginal - f ails to meet evaluation standards. hoxc er, arn, significant deficiencles
are correctable
Red - Il'nacceptable - fIalls to met a minimum requirement of the RI)'t and the deficienc\ is.
uncorrectablc x ithout major re isln of the proposal

[Ihe color coding of the ex aluati0n criteria , ,sxeightedto higher lc el

An\ red criteria

x ould carrx to the highest level lfOr that area I)uinne the technical c\xalkuation dclticienc\ report are
dcx elopcd for each Item in each proposal that does not meet the spectic

c al uatnllm crltcrla i he,,c

reports are included in the final briefing
lhe cost factors are ex aluated fo1r realism. completeness. and reasonablenc-,s
line price , i111
be determined as x.ell as cost anal, si,,of each clemeni of the proposal

Ihe bottom
Also

accomplished is cost and ft c.x aluation and profit fee analisl,, to ensure that the , clighted
guidelines are not exceeded
I hese findin•s are then rex ced bx the Sour.ce Selection Adx i<%rx ( 'ouncil \x\how rex icx• and
comment on themn

he council then compares the x arious proposals against each other. looks, at tihe

past performance (ofeach company. and c a!uates the risks associated xithlli cacti proposal and
compan,
'Ihe risk based on past of performance of the company and the risk in\o!\xed in achle\ lng the
bchectives in the specific proposal is assessed with verbal expressions of l igh. Modcratc. and I. ox
Risk here is a level of confidence that the job can be perfIormed a. proposed. Pertiormance risk is
based on the company's performance on similar previous contracts. It is accomplished h\ the PRA(I
and indicates the Air Force assessment of the likelihood of the company to achic\ e the proposed

, ,, AlTARS Apendix AA-30ib1
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Time

outcomes on a ccmpany basis. The proposal risk is the risk associated with aspects associated with
k
the specific proposal. High risk indicates that significant doubt exists, moderate indicates that some
doubt exists and low means that little doubt exists. These ratings accompany the color ratings.
Briefings are developed demonstrating the evaluation, the strengths. weaknesses and cost of
each proposal and are presented to the Source Selection Authorint

At this point a selection can he

made directly and the contract can he awarded \%ithout discussion to either the contractor , ith the
ilokest price or the one .kith no deficiencies

lIpicall\. hox\c\er, there is a determination of the

competitive range followed b, further discussions with those selected I)eternlination of
competitit

e range is based on the e~,aluation ftictors and includes offerors ,ith a chance Ito

is a s,,ublectl c decision b\ the S)ourcc Selection Authorit\

in

It

and the contractinge officcr S, eral

contracto,rs ar celiminated that are n•ot likel\ t, be selected becau.se of cost ()r technical reason in
their pr()opsal

I All()v lnr this determination the ( ontractlin

Rep(rts (I )Rs)
and

and ( lrinficat in Req uests (('Rs,,)t, the remainingL contraciktrs and requcLt updated

tIddltioal Intormation 1t address I,,uc1s nlt adequatel
C

s1ta11n

( )tficer can relcac I )i,,crcpain.\

co\ered n1the

)rigwnal proposa]i

( arc

)s
tocC'Iurc that info•rmatiotn 1i not spread betc\,cn contractors and that " ccIliical

I c\,cling" Icoaching Irtim the gtl)cinrment) or technical transfusion (sharing )of pr[pr)ictar\
inflltrinatlinll) bet \ccn

•onipelitosr

proposals

ddtos n,,rio)ccui It is

price pti,,titon. ofr \in price

al,o nriot intended 1•t be an1auctl•on bb re\ c.iling

I li, period of dicussion 1Pi intcnded 10 C,,urc that the

pro)p),,als accuratel\ reflect the Air I onrce desires and needs
lIct And Final ()ffncrs (,.l'(
inltormation

) )is

\After the discussions., a call for the

g~u
\cn and the companies submit their final proposal,,s and pricing

I hcse updated proposals are then rc-c\ aluatec and final evaluations are brinefd and

submitted to the source selection authorNit

for the final decclion

-IIl/~t'Pllfl k3C erAII'

(c( nItUC1111
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Figure 22: Ex\amplc of .Matrix Evaluation Presented to a Source Selection .Authorit, '

Ihe soturc- selection authorit\ makc.,es the selection based on me of) tt\
\ aluce or lc,(est cost technicall, acceptable proposal
the,stated c, auduationn ietors and the stated rclatix
man1 regulatins and statuesLc-,

dcision rules". •hcst

I he Source Selection A.\'jthrlt\ i, bO lund hi
Ic clssIimportance
of
cIe is also con,,tra•ined h\

In makin the source selection dcc simn the .,NA ma,

scores. rescore the proposals. or declare difterences insigni ticant

lunre the

lihe selection is. hoxx\\

c r.

susceptible to re\ icx, under protests ( )nce the selection has ben mnade the Source Selection
A\uthorit•

notifics the appropriatc government and congrussional offices. and then the ax\ ard

aIIOLInuncemenCIt is madc
[folloxvingiCthe a ard announcemernt the losimng bidders are debricted as to their rating.,s and
cx;aluatlio onl\
on and the general reasons thex x,erc not selected
compcting contractors' proposals

[hex are not bric`'ed on other

.Losingcontractors can protest the deci sion to the ( iencral

Accountineg )ffice. ("Court of lcdcral Appeals. or D)istrict ( 'ourt.

\hile protests occur frcquentl\.

I•xc arc xxcrc upheld ()f the 47 protests in 1()5 onilI 2 were upheld The Air lorce goes to great

I L',,

"()()( (mr,,c ý,lateri.i I
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lengths to ensure that the source selection process is " fire proof' and can withstand a protest often
at great length and expense. "'

Pro%ided there are no protests of the a-,ard, the contract can then be signed and the
contractor can begin the development effort. The contractor will not he reimbursed for cfftrt., onm
the specific product that it may have spent up to this point. It will be reimbursed fIor bid and
proposal money through its overhead rates on existing contracts. Industr\ Research and
I)evelopment Funds (IR&D) are not allowed to be reimbursed if the\ are used on a specific product
The,, can be used for generic efftirts that build the technolog. to be used

()nc example ,wouldbe a best value source selection that ' as, accompnIished (MIS(
at
A wi nnin'gc.ontractor w a,
selected but not announced A nimaor consulting compan, was hired to ensure impartiallitx and re, Iew' the best \,al1e
selection proces,, After a -ear the same contractor w as selected and the contract a, aw aided

Appendix 4

Surveys

A. Program Office Survey
B. Contractor Survey
C. Pentagon Survey
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Survey

of Defense
Product Development Practices
@ Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1997

(Confidential Questionnaire)

Massachusetts Institutte of Technology
Lean Aircraft Initiative

Report Control Symbol RCS: SAF-AQX(OT)9701
US Air Force Survey Controi Number: (USAF SCN) 96-98

Suggested Products and Projects by Organization
Organization

Project Name

Organization

Project Name

SOFPARS
C-32 (VC-X)

ASC/YSTC
ASC/YrTJ

B-2 Aircraft Training System

ASC.L.AAV
ASC/LBA
ASC/LBA
ASC/LCA
ASC/LDAA
ASC,L"N
ASC/LN
ASC/L\NT
ASC/LNW
ASC,qLNY
ASC/LPC
ASC/LPJ
ASC,'LPP

ASC/LU
ASC/LU
ASCLU
ASC/LU
ASCiLUR
ASC/LUU
ASC/LY

ASC,LY
ASC/LYB
ASC/QLAX
ASC/RA
ASCCRA
ASC /RAJ
ASCJRAPAL
ASC/RF•IC
ASC,SM
ASC,v'C
ASC,'VJ
ASC VX

-%SCX
ASCVXC
ASC,?AR
ASCi/YD
ASC/'YD

ASC,YDQC
ASC/'I)QD
ASC/YFF
ASC,'YFFU
ASC/YFFW
ASCiYG
ASC,'YH
A SC/Y h
ASC/YN
.ASCZ'PR
ASCYyPR
ASC/YPR3
ASC/YPR3
ASC'YPR4
ASC,'YPR6
-\SC,,PX

t SC',YS
ASCiYSB
ASC/YSBZ

C-130J Aircraft

C-130 H12Aircrew Training System
C/KC-135 Improved Aerial Refueling System (IARS)
Multipoint Refueling Syvem (PPRS)
A Broad Based Environment for Test (Abbet)
Advanced Strategic and Tactical Infrared Expendables
AN/ALE-47 Countermeasure Dispensing Systems
Joint Service Electronic Combat Systems Tester (JSECST')
Common Missile Wamrning
Large Aircraft Directed Infrared Countermeasures
(DIRCM)
F117 Engine - Propulsion for C-17 Aircraft
ENGINE MODEL DERIVATIVE PROGRAM
Engine Component Improvement
Combat Talon II (MC-130H)
CV-22

DIRECED INFRARED COUNTERMEASURES
(DIRCM)
Quiet Knight (SOF)
INTEGRATED AVIONICS TEST (RFMETS)
Gunship (AC-130LC•
AVIONICS STRATEGIC PLANNING IPT
JOINT HELMET MOUN TED CUEING SYSTEM
Embedded GPS/INS
F-1 17A Aircraft
Big Safan
SR-71 Reactivation
SR-71 Joint Airborne Sigint System
HAE UAV
Propulsion Development Systems Office !DSO)
Coatings Technology Integration
AGM-129/Advanced Cruise Missile (ACM)
Tn-Service Standoff Attack Missile ýTSSAM)
DSU-33
Joint Programmable Fuze OJPF)
Aenrial Targets
Joint Advanced Stnke Technology Program
B- B Aircraft Spo Director
B-1B Aircraft Conventional Munitions Upgrade Program
- Cluster Bomb Integration
B-I B Computer Svstem Upgrade
B-I B Defensive Sysem Upgrade Program
F-22 Aircraft Air Vehicle
F-22 A:rcraft F-119 Engine
F-22 Aircraft Program Director

AMRAAM AIM-120A/B/C/ MISSILE
Joint Stand-off Weapon (JSOW) (BLU-108/B()
Wind Corrected Munitions Dispenser
Non-Developmental Airlift Aircraft (NDAA)
F-16 Night 'v•sion Imaging System (NVIS)
F-16 Common Configuration Implementation Program
F-16
Targeting Pod for F-16 Block 30
Common Missile Warning Svstcm/40Tr6 Program
F-16 RWR
F-16 FMS
B-2 Aircraft Integration
B-2 Aircraft Production Program
B-2 Engine

ASC,YYU
AkSC/YWMA
ASC/kWMC
ASC/YWME
ASC/YWMG
ASC/YWMT
ASC/YWP
ASC/YWPA
ASC,H'WPC
ASC,YWPD
ESC/AV
ESCiA V
ESC/AV
ESCi'AW
ESC,'AWD
ESC/AWIS
ESC/AWJ
ESC/AW\
ESCiAWZ
ESC/AWZ
ESC/AWZP
ESCIC
ESC/IC
ESC/IC
ESCIC
ESCiIC
ESCIC
ESC/IC
ESC/IC
ESCIC
ESC/IC
ESC/ICD
ESC/JS1C
ESCiJSI M
ESC,'JSS ID
ESC,/MCB
ESC/SRM
ESC,SRM
ESC/TD
ESCTG)
ESC,TG
ESC,TG
ESC/TG
ESC;T(;
ESCTG
ESC.TN
ESC,TN
ESC,TR
ESC.YV'
FSSC,'LV
ESC/YV
ESC,'YV
ESCYV
ESCiYV
ESC.'YV
SA,'ALC

Joint Pnmar)y Aircraft Trainmng System (JPATS) T-lA
Training S,,stem
Joint Direct Attack Munition
C-141 Aircrew Traimng System
JSTARS hight Crew Training System
KC-135 Aircrew Training System
C-17 Air Crew Training System
T-2S Simulator For Electronic Combat Training (T-2S
SECT)
Air Combat Command Training Program
T-3A Enhanced Flight Screener (EFSi Aircraft
B-18 Training System
T-3A Enhanced Flight Screener (EFS, Aircralt
AMC C2 IPS Information Processing Systems
Command and Control SPO
Ground Theater Air Control System

.VWACS Program Office SPO
Theatre Missile Detense
Saudi AWACS
767 AW \CS
RSIP
Communications Extend Sentý
Eneine Extent Sentrs
PD7M Re-Engineering
Base Information Protect
Combat Intelligence System :CIS)
IDHS - Automated Message Handling S)stem
IDHS - IC41I
IDHS - MAXI
IDHS - Sentine! II Integration
Intelligence and Information Warfare S-)
Intelligence Receivers - MATT
RIGS - Eagle Vislon.Commercial Sstems
Vocl.e Processing Training Systems Replacement
intelligence Data Handlion Sstems Product Group
Joint Stars
Joint Stars Deplovable Mission Planning
Joint Stars - TADIL-J
MILSTAR Termina C'ommand Post Production
Altemate Processing Correlation Center
Command Center Processing and Display S stems
JTIDS
DoD Ad&sanced -uoriiatLion Sstems
HIDAR & MEECN Fermtnattion Sustainment
Modified Miniature Receise Temninal
Pacer Speak
Theater Deployable Communications TDC,
Voice Comrmunications Swýitch Sstems
Advanced Interface Control Unit AICI.
Space Surellance Netvwork improvement
Survedlance and Control SP()
B I B Mission Planning
B-2 MS\ Planning
Common Mapping Production System
Mission Data Preparation System
Mission Planning Systems i MPS i
Peace Fenghuang. AFMSS
Peace Fox VI. AFMSS
Peace Su '\.AFMSS
FII '-P -l( Engine
ri
- Propulsion for C-17- Arcraft

Instructions This survey is part of a large, on-going research program involving the US Air Force, a
number of firms in the defense aerospace sector, and academia. The research program is
investigating the application of "lean" practices to the defense industry. This survey is desicned
specifically to assess the impact of various attributes of the Department of Defense (DoD)
acquisition environment on product development practices at the project/product level.
Your answers and cooperation are vital to the success of this study! Information on the
issues addressed by this study is not available from any other source, so your
assistance is vital to gaining an understanding of the issues we are trying to
address.
Please select a single significant development effort (recently planned, ongoing, or recently completed) contained in the programs that you are responsible
for and answer the questions as they refer to that development effort. (if possible
select from the suggested list on the opposite page.) For example, Capt. Geurts is an action officer
associated with the AWACS program. He would select one of the development efforts contained in
the AWACS program such as the Radar System Improvement Program (RSIP), with which he
may be the most familiar. He would then answer the questions as they apply to the RSIP program
only. A development effort may include the entire program such as the F-22 or may be a smaller
integration or upgrade effort on established programs. If the selected project is part of a larger
program office, do not answer the questions as they might apply to that larger organization. but
only as they apply to that particular project or product development effort. If you have any
questions on this matter please do not hesitate to call or e-mail me at the address below.
Please be objective and precise in your responses. We understand that you may have
concerns about confidentiality. Several measures have been taken to ensure that your responses
will remain confidential. Nobody but the researchers associated with the Lean Aircraft Initanve
will have access to the information requested in this surev. Names and program data will be
separated from response data. All analysis of the survey data will be presented in the form of
aggregated statistics. No individuals or individual programs will be identified in the
analysis or reporting of the results. We understand that the success of anyv research
depends upon the quality of the information on which it is based, and we take seriously our
responsibility to ensure that any information you entrust to us will be protected with the same care
that you would use yourself.
This survey has been designed in four sections. Section A asks questions relating to
program planning and execution. Section B asks more detailed questions about the cost and cost
estimate development for this program. Section C asks about schedule and schedule related
planning aspects of this project. Section D asks for some general information about you and your
organization. The survey has been pretested and should take no longer than one hour to an hour
and a half to complete.
When you have completed the survey, please enclose it in the accompanying envelope and
return it directly to MIT. If you would like a copy of the results of the survey, place a check mark
in the space provided at the end of the survey.
Thank you for your help. If you have any questions about this survey or the oblectives of
this research, feel free to contact me at any time
Capt. Ross McNutt
Leanr. Aircraft Initiative
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
18 Vassar Street, Room 20A-0I11
Cambridge, MA 02139

Office: (617) 258-6594
Home: (617) 641-0590
Fax: (617) 253-4235
E-mail: mcnuttrt@mit.edu

*Please answer alV questions as the)y relate to a specific development project or product

Section A: Program/Product Information and Objectives
Please indicate your organization and role in this product/project?

A. 1

E HQ/XO

Org:

SAF/AQ

0

Other:

0 Action Officer

0l

Other:

0

Role: 0E Program Element Monitor
A.2 Project/Product Information

Exampie:

ProiectjProduct Name:

(RSIP)
(AWACS)
(ESC)

Overall Program Name:
Involved Development/ogistics
Center:
- -.

,p

4

-r

A.3

--

~

4_7 -

What is the DoD acquisition category (ACAT) designation for this project and the overall
program: (ID, IC, II, II, IV/V)
Example:
(RSIP- IC)
Specific Product
(AWACS - ID)
Overall Program
I~

A. 4 In what acquisition phase is this project/product currently? (If not designated an official
phase please estimate.)
EC Engineering & Manufacturing Development
E Pre-Milestone 0
0TProduction & Deployment
E Concept Exploration & Definition
E Other:
0 Demonstration & Validation
A. 5

Which of the following categories best describes the type of system this project is developing?
Electronic system (non-aircraft)
Missile or munitions
Software-dominated system
Other:

Aircraft (airframe and mechanical systems)
Aircraft (avionics and electronic systems)
Aircraft (propulsion)
Spacecraft or launch system
A.6

In

What

A.7

your

judgment,

milestone

when

or

event

was

signified

this

particular

the

project

starting

started?

(month/year)

--

point:

When was this particular project approved as an acquisition project (Milestone 1 or equivalent)?
(month/year)

A. 8

When is the first production item or its equivalent planned to be completed?
(month/year)

A, 9

Approximately how long is this project expected to operate in its delivered configuration,
not including major modifications or changes?
years or until the year

(ex. 2015)

A.10 Please estimate the extent of die technological advance required in the product technology
component(s) that are considered critical to fulfilling this project's technical objectives:
All NonDevelopmental

Somc
Development

All New
Development

Reouired

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

A. 1 1 To what extent do commercial markets currently exist for the key or enabling product
technologies being used in this project?
No
muktu
1

2

Some

Many

Markets

Markets

3

5

4

6

7

A. 12 Please mark the response that best describes the scope of the technological advance in
product technologies required by this project, relative to existing systems:
El
E
E
El

Revolutionary new core technologies or concept.
New generation of product architecture or platform.
Incremental improvements to an existing generation of product architecture or platform.
Little or no change to the existing product technology.

A.13 Please rank the order of importance of the following considerations in meeting this
project's objectives ("1" indicates the item with the greatest importance in meeting this
project's objectives, "4" indicates the item with the least importance in meeting this
project's objectives):
Low acquisition cost.
Low operational and support cost.
Short schedule to reach operational capability.
Superior technical performance.
A. 14 To what extent have the following items associated with this project changed since
Milestone I (or project start)?

Ngo Chann

Some Change

Performance Requirements
Mission Concept
Threat/Adversary

1
1
I

2
2
2

Budget Profile
Program Schedule
Program Priority

I

2

1

2

1

3
3
3

4
4
4

Entirely New

5
5
5

6
6
6

5

6

2

7

A. 15 In response to future unforeseen events, to what extent are you likely to change each of the
following in order to achieve the overall program objectives?
Least Likely

Somewhat

g0o.. Changte

Total project cost
Total project schedule length
Product system performance

1
1
1

Likely

Most Likely

to Chanae

toiChbang
2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

A. 1 6 From each of the following pairs of statements, please select the one from each row which
best represents this project:
Statement A
0

or

Statement B

This project was started in response to an
identified deficiency or need from an
operational user.

:

This project was started in response to a
new technology development that alloved
a new capability that the user desired.

0 This project was started as the result of the
normal service planning process.

7

This project was started at a senior leader's
direction

7

3

This project did not follov, the typical
development cycle as described by the DoD
5000 series.

This project followed
the typical
development cycle as described by the
DoD 5000 series.

3 This project is intended to meet a current
operational deficiency

E3 This project in intended to meet a future
or projected operational deficiency.

3 This project has a specific calendar date
when it is needed.

1 This project does not have a specific
calendar date when it is needed.

E This project used a prototype phase prior to
start of EMD to demonstrate a capability'

3 This project did not use a specific prototype
phase and proceeded chrectly with EMD.

3- This project is an upgrade to an existing
system.

3

E3 This project has the significant personal
interest of a high level "sponsor".

7. This project does not have the significant
personal interest i: high level "sponsor".

E1 This project is run by an average System
Program Director or equivalent.

E3 This project is run bN a particularly influential
or effective System Program Director.

E3 This project is run by an average program
manager.

0

3 The schedule of this project is funding
limited.

lI The schedule of this program is
technology and engineering limited.

3

E3 This project does not have a significant
sense of urgency about it.

This project has a significant sense of
urgency about it.

This project represents a nevk swstem.

This project is run by a particularly influential
or effective program manager.

E This project currently, has a well defined
P3I or technology insertion strategy.

3E

3 There are other competing systems or
projects that can meet this project's
objectives.

E There are no other competing systems or
projects that can meet this project's
objectives.

At this time, there are no specific or
definitized plans to upgrade this project

A. 17 Does the funding and/or management of this project/product involve another service,
government agency, or country?
Ol Other Service

0

O Other Country

Other Government Agency

A. 1 8 Please estimate the priority placed on this project in each of the following organizations:
Highest
Average
Lowest
Priority

The User
The Program Office
The Service
The DoD
The Congress

Priority

I1

22

1
1
1

2

Priorit)

5
5

2-

2

6
6

7
7

A. 19 In your opinion, please rate the "Sponsor", the Program Director. the Government Program
Manager, and the Contractor Program Manager for this project with respect to their effectiveness
and influence at getting things accomplished within the DoD, the service, and the contractor
organizations with respect to their peers?
Trul,

NIA h'eak
Program "Sponsor" or advocate
Program Director or equivalent
Government Project Manager
Contractor Program Manager

0

1

0

1

0
0

1
1

A4verane

fExgctional

Sixgag

5

5
5
5

33
7

3

6

7

6

6
6

7
7

A.20 Have the performance capabilities of any of the underlying technologies that you consider
to be key to tne effectiveness of your system (e.g., digital computer processors, advanced
materials) changed significantly during the duration of your program, exclusive of any
technological advances made by this program?
No C•ange
2

Major Ch anges

Some Changes
3

4

5

6

7

A. 21 Is this project/product considered "fast track" (the schedule has officially been accelerated
so as to shorten the total acquisition cycle)?

i No

:1 Yes

A. 22 To what extent is a short acquisition cycle (quick initial operational capability) an important
part of this project's overall objectves?
Not

ImportLant
1

2

Somewhat

Very

Implortani

Im1Lrtant

4

5

6

7

A.23 Please indicate the extent to which you believe the Program Office has incentives to try
to achieve the following objectives for this project:
A Strong
Disincentive

A Strong

No

lu&eIitiy

Meet cost, schedule, performance goals

1

2

Reduce total program cost below target
Reduce unit cost below target
Complete program ahead of schedule
Exceed planned performance requirements
Exceed reliability and maintenance requirements

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3

incertive

4

5

6

7

Please briefly indicate the nature or form of these incentives:

A.24 Please indicate the extent to which you believe the contractor has incentives to try to
achieve the following objectives for this project:
A Strong
A Strong
No
Disincentive
Incentive
Incentive
Meet cost, schedule, performance goals
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Reduce total program cost below target
Reduce unit cost below target
Complete program ahead of schedule
Exceed planned performance requirements
Exceed reliability and maintenance requirements

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

Please briefly indicate the nature or form of these incentives:

A.25 Please indicate the extent to which you believe the user has incentives to try to achieve the
following objectives on this project:
No

A Strong

Disincentive
Meet cost, schedule, performance goals
Reduce total progam cost below target
Reduce unit cost below target
Complete program ahead of schedule
Exceed planned performance requirements
Exceed reliability and maintenance requirements

2
1
1
1
1
1

Please briefly indicate the nature or form of these incentives

A Strong

Inrentive

Incentive
2
2
2
2
2

3

4

5

6

7

Section B: Program Cost and Cost Planning Information
B. 1

What is this project's current estimate or actual budget expenditure and what were the initial
planned expenditures for all program expenses in each of the following program phases?
Use actual or projected then year dollars.
CURREINT ESTIMATE

B.2

INITIAL PLAN

Pre-EMD
EMD

(Smillion)
(Smillion)

($ million)

Production

(S million)

($ million)

($ million)

What were the actual and initially planned development (Pre-EMD and EMD) funding
levels for this project from all sources for the following years: (Then Year S)
<88

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

Actual levels
Initial Project Plan
B.3
FY

96
(SM)
(SM)

What are the projected future development funding levels for this project: (Then Year $)
97
98
99
00
01
02
03
04
05
>05

Current Plan

($M)

Initial Project Plan

(SM)

B.4

Please estimate the expected change to date in this project's development cost (Pre-EMD
and EMD from all sources) using the initial program plan as a baseline. Calculate this
as the amount and percentage change in the current projected cost compared with the initial
projected cost for the entire development program. Treat increases beyond original
plan as a positive change in cost. Use then year dollars.

Total development cost change

(+/- $ million to date)

Total development cost change percent

(+/-% to-date)

Now, please estimate the percentage of this project's cost change (calculated above) that
can be attributable to unplanned changes in your requested annual funding levels (funding
instability), changes in the program's technical requirements, technical problems. or other
reasons, respectively. The sum of the proportions should equal 100%.
of cost change due to funding instability

(+/- %)

%cof cost change due to requirements changes
%of cost change due to technical problems
% of cost change due to other reasons

(+/-%)(please specify:)
100%

B.5

What are the current projected and what were the initial projected unit cost and the number
of items to be produced for this project. Please estimate the unit or "fly-away" price in
then year $.
Current Projected Unit Cost

Initial Projected Unit Cost

Current Planned Quantity

Initial Planned Quantity

B.6

What type of contract does/did your program have with your contractor in the development
phase for this project?
0 Cost Plus
0 Other
0 Fixed Price

B.7

Was the project/product development contract awarded on the basis of a sole source or a
competitive bidding process?
O Sole Source

B. 8

0

Competitive Bid (Number of competitors:

Was the development contract for this project/product part of a contract modification of a
larger contract?
0

No

,

Yes

If yes, please state the reason for the larger contract:
B.9

By what percentage did/does this project's annual budget allocation differ from that
requested in the project's plan, if any? Use + / - to incdicate increases or decreases from
plan, respectively.
This year

(%)

On averaCe

_%)

B. 10 To what extent would you sa, that your program's progress in meeting its overall
objectives during this program phase has been affected by program instability (defined as
unplanned or unanticipated changes in your requested annual budget or other critical
resources, program schedule, or definition of work)?
Some

, Effect
1

2

3

ect
4

IMajorEffect
5

6

7

B. 11 How many times was this project re-baselined. re-phased, or significantly altered since it
began?
Total number of program baselines or project plans:
Please estimate how many of the new baselines or plans above changed your programs
scope/requirements, deliverables, funding (include all types of funding changes). or
schedule? List each type of change by the program phase in which it occurred in the matnx
below. Piease estimate if you don't know the exact number of changes of each type.

Program
Phase
Pre-EMD
EMD
Production

Comments:

Number

Scope/

of Plans

Requirements

Deliverables/
Quantity

Funding

Schedule

B. 12 Please indicate the extent to which you believe the following items impacted the initial
funding profile as it was developed at the Pentagon level for this project :
No

Some

ImAAUI

julglact

Historical similar-program data
Parametric modeling or estimation
Expert judgment
Bottoms up cost analysis
Comparable commercial development
User proposed funding profile
SPO proposed funding profile
Contractor proposed funding profile
Service programming and budgeting process
Expected development funding availability
Expected production funding availability
Expected service budget levels
Other:

Defining

7Imact
7

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
1
I
1
I

7
7
7

2
2
2
2

7

organizations in

B.13 In your opinion, what was the level of influence of the followihg
developing the government initial funding profile for this project?
Not
Some

Involaved

Sole

InfluaIene

IaflatCnc

Users
Pr-ogram Office
FFRDC (Mitre, Aerospace, etc.)
PEO
Service Leadership
Service Acquisition Community
Service Cost Analysis Group
Service Planning Community
Service Budget Community
DoD Leadership
DoD Acquisition Community
DoD Budget Community
DoD Planning Community
Potential Contractor(s)
Potential Subcontractors
Other:
B. 14 To what extent have you been able to successfully achieve the following outcomes when
faced with potential sources of instability in your program?
at A

Avoid program instability
before it occurs
1
Mitigate the negative effects of
program instability after it has occurred

1

2ot

2

3
3

4

5

Very Successful
6
7

4

5

6

ome4hal

7

Section C: Program Schedule and Schedule Planning Information
C. 1

Please estimate the date when each of the following key project/product milestones were
initially planned and are currently estimated to be accomplished for this project. Please
estimate if exact dates are unknown. Please provide the month and year (e.g., 8/93)
or indicate not applicable in each block.
Current Plan
or Actual
Dates

Key Program Milestones (or Equivalent)

Inraiial
Plan
Dates

Start of Pro ect Planning for this Specific Project
Mission Need Statement Approved

Operational Requirements Document Approved
Project/Product Acquisition Start (Milestone 1) or equivalent
Start of the Demonstration/Validation Phase (Phase II or its equivalent
Start of the Eng/,Ianuf Development (Phase III) or its equivalent
Start of the Production Phase (Phase IV) or its equivalent
The Delivery of the First Production Item

The Initial Oerational Capability Date
Projected Develivenr Date of Final Production Unit

Please estimate the total change in this project's schedule using the initial project plan as the
baseline. Calculate this as the difference betw,een your current schedule and the initial
project schedule for delivery of the first production item (or other appropriate milestone).
Treat increases beyond original plan as a positive change in schedule.
Total program schedule change
(+ / - months to-date)
C. 2

Now, please estimate the percentage of this project's schedule change (calculated from
above) that can be attributed to unexpected changes in your requested annual funding levels
(funding instability), changes in the program's technical requirements, technical problems.
or other reasons, respectively. The sum of the proportions should equal 100O%.
% of schedule change due to funding instability
% of schedule change due to requirements changes
1%of schedule change due to technical problems
% of schedule change due to other reasons
(%) (please specifyv )

100%

_

Comments:

C.3

Briefly state how you believe it was determined when to start the development of this
project or product.

C .4

Briefly state what factors wer~ considered important in setting the target Initial Operational
Capability (IOC) date.

C.5

Please indicate the extent to which the following factors helped determine the starting
date for the development of this project:
Some
No
Defining
Impact
Impact
Imact

User's Desires
Service Leadership Desires
Service Planning Process
Expected Development Funding Availability
Expected Production Funding Availability
Technology Development
Engineering Development
Manufacturing Process Development
Testing Requirements
Support Requirements
Dependence on another program
Other:

C.6

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

Please indicate the extent to which you believe the fo:llowing factors helped determine the
length of the government's initial schedule for this project:
No
Lmnact

User's Desired Schedule
Service Leadership Desired Schedule
Service Planning Process
Expected Development Funding Availability
Expected Production Funding Availability
Technology Development
Engineering Requirements
Manufacturing Process Development
Testing Requirements
Support Requirements
Dependence on another program
Other:
C.7

Some

1mn~ai

l
1

2
2

1

2

Defining
Impact

Please indicate the extent to which you believe the following tools or sources of
information were used in the development of the government's initial schedule for
this project :

Occasionally

Not

ULsd
LLed
Historical similar-program data
Parametric modeling r estimnation
Expert judgment
Bottom up schedule development
Expected development funding availability
Expected production funding availability
Comparable commercial development
Contractor proposed schedule
Other:

1
1
1

2
2
2
2

I

2

1

2

1

1

2

1
1

2
2

Extensively

Uhsed

C.8 In your opinion, what was the level of influence of the following organizations in
developing the initial government schedule for this project?
Not
Some
Sole
Inolved
InfiluAce
Inflience
2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

FFRDC (Mitre, Aerospace, etc.)

1
1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

PEO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4

4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

Service Budget Community

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DoD Leadership

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DoD Acquisition Community

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DoD Budget Community
DoD Planning Community

1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

Potential Contractor(s)
Potential Subcontractors
Other:

1
1

2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

Users

Program Office

Service
Service
Service
Service

C.9

Leadership
Acquisition Community
Cost Analysis Group
Planning Community

1

2
2

1

Did the Governments, through its RFP or other means, specify an expected project
schedule to the contractors?
0 No.
0 Yes.

C. 10 Please indicate the percentage by which the winning contractor's schedule at the time of
selection differed from the government's proposed/planned schedule in the RFP or the
government's plan. (Treat times longer than the Government plan as positive).

(+/- %)
Were there other proposals submitted with different schedules than the Government plan?
O Yes -- If yes O Longer and/or D Shorter

0 No

C. 11 Was development time a significant evaluation criterion during the source selection?
Not

ImUnportant
1

2

3

Somewhat

Very

Important

,IRtr.Lat

4

5

6

7

C. 12 If this program were not constrained by resources (money, people, equipment), at what
time would this project's first production item be desired by the Air Force?
E1 ASAP 0 Date:

Reason For This Date:

C. 13 Assume the contractor for this project submitted a proposal today to shorten the remaining
development time to first production item by 25% with the same amount of total development
funding. In your opinion how difficult would it be to re-plan the government's aspects of the
project to allow this schedule reduction to occur? (25% of remaining development schedule =
months)
Not

Somewhat

Difficult

DDifficult

1

2

3

4

Very

.ifficult
5

7

6

To help us further understand the issues associated with shortening program schedules on
this specific proiect, please rate the following items as to how they would impact the replanning
and potential approval of this project's schedule change for the above scenerio.
Not A

A Significant

The Critical

EaiiLn

Eactor

Factor

Obtaining User Approval
Obtaining Service Approval
Obtaining DoD Approval

1
1
1

2
2
2

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

4

5

2

3
3

4

5

6
6

7
7

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

2

3

3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5

2

5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

3

4

5

6

7

Changing The Development Funding Profile

1

Changing The Production Funding Profile
Acceptance Of Program Risk

1

2
2

1

Contractor's Ability To Perform Tasks Within Schedule
Contractor's Ability To Perform Tasks Within Budget
Contractor's Ability To Meet Performance Requirements
Contractor's Ability To Meet Maintenance Requirements

1
1
1
1

Changing The Testing Program
Changing The Logistics Planning
Integration/Coordination With Other Programs

1
1
1
1

2
2

Other:

1

2

Changing The Personnel/Training Planning

3
3

5

In the above scenerio how long do you estimate it would take to approve the reduction in schedule
and what is your estimate of the probability of approval?
Time to Approve

(Months)

Probability of Approval

What would be the primary considerations for the approval decision?

(0-100%)

C.14 Assume that before the contract award for this project, the contractor submitted a
proposal with a schedule that was different than the Government's planned schedule by the
indicated percentages. How difficult would it be to accommodate that schedule into the
government's project plan considering all factors?
Not

Months
+25%
+10%
-10%
-25%

+
+
-

-50%

-

D2ifficul
1
1
1
1
1

Somewhat

Very

iffic.l

Diffic ll

2
2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

C.15 To help us further understand the problems associated with shortening program schedules,
assume that before the contract award for this project, the contractor submitted a proposal
with a schedule that was 25% shorter than the Government's planned schedule (with the same total
amount of development funding) Please rate the following items as to how they would effect the
replanning of this project's schedule for the above scenerio.
A Significant
Facto r

Not A
Fac tor

The Critical
Fctor

Obtaining User Approval
Obtaining Service Approval
Obtaining DoD Approval

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

Changing The Development Funding Profile
Changing The Production Funding Profile
Acceptance Of Program Risk

1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7

Contractor's
Contractor's
Contractor's
Contractor's

1

Ability To Perform Tasks Within Schedule
Ability To Perform Tasks Within Budget
Ability To Meet Performance Requirements
Ability To Meet Maintenance Requirements

Changing The Testing Program
Changing The Personnel/Training Planning
Changing The Logistics Planning
Integration/Coordination With Other Programs
Other:

1
1

In the above scenerio how long do you estimate it would take to approve the reduction in schedule
and what is your estimate of the probability of approval?
Time to Approve

(Months)

Probability of Approval

What would be the primary considerations for the approval decision:

(0-100%)

C. 16 Assume that it was decided at the time of program initiation that the projected schedule for
this project to first production item should be shortened by 25%. In your opinion, how difficult would it
have been to plan the government's aspects of the project to allow this schedule reduction to occur?
(25% of the total development schedule =
months)
Not

Somewhat

Difficult
1

Very

Difficult
2

3

4

Difficull
5

6

7

To help us further understand the problems associated with shortening program schedules for the
above scenerio, please rate the following items as to how they would effect the planning of this
project's schedule.
Not A
Eactor

A Significant
U AFactor

The Critical
E3fac4tor

Obtaining User Approval
Obtaining Service Approval
Obtaining DoD Approval

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Changing The Development Funding Profile
Changing The Production lunding Profile

1
1

2
2

3
3

4

5

6

7

Acceptance Of Program Risk

1

2

3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

Contractor's Ability To Perform Tasks Within Schedule
Contractor's Ability To Perform Tasks Within Budget
Contractor's Ability To Meet Performance Requirements
Contractor's Ability To Meet Maintenance Requirements

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

Changing The Testing Program
Changing The PersonnelTfraining Planning

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Changing The Logistics Planning

1

2

Integration/Coordination With Other Programs

1
1

2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

Other:

2

C.17 Assuming no resource constraints, how long do you estimate that it could have taken to go
from project start to first production item knowing what you know at this point in the
project.
Months
Months Different from Current Plan
C.18 In your opinion what would have been the optimal development schedule to first
production item for this project? (considering all aspects of cost, schedule, and
performance and other factors you feel are important for this program).
Months

Months Different from Current Plan

Section D: Personal Information
D.1

For how long have you worked on this project?

D.2

Including yourself, how many people have filled your position on this project since it was
begun (all program phases to date)?
(# of people)

D.3

On the whole, do you consider yourself more of an operational officer or an acquisition
officer?
D Operational

D.4

0 Acquisition

Please indicate the significant acquisition courses or training that you have taken or
completed:

O

Sys 100 or equivalent
Sys 200 or equivalent
Sys 400 or equivalent
DoD Systems Engineering Management Course
DSMC Program Management Course (PMC)
D.5

(months)

E
E

MBA/Management Masters Degree
Masters Degree in
Product development specific course at a business
school or university

O Other(s)

Please rank from one to four the following items in terms of your perception of their

importance in the development of this project ("1" indicates the most important and "4" the least
importance):

_
_

Lowering Project Acquisition Cost

Shortening Project Development Schedule
D.6

Please indicate the extent that you feel meeting or beating the cost, schedule,
performance, and maintenance requirements for this program (as opposed to other areas
involved in your job) influences your performance rating and/or potential for promotion:
No

Not Meeting the goals
Meeting the goals
Beating the goals

1

Very Large

Some

Impaut

lin
ap

D.7

Raising the System Performance
Lowering the Opertional/Maintenance Costs

Impart

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

2

3

4

5

6

7

Please rank the following items in terms of their importance to your personal performance
rating and your potential for promotion ("1" indicates the item with the greatest importance
to your potential for promotion, "8" indicates the item with the least importance to your
potential for promotion):
Completing project on budget
Completing project under budget

Meeting technical performance requirements

Completing project on schedule

Exceeding technical performance requirements
Meeting operability/maintainabilty requirements

Completing project ahead of schedule

Exceeding operability/maintainability requirements

Comments:

D.8 So that I may contact you if I have questions on your survey responses. please provide your
name, address and phone number
Name:
Mailing

Address:

Mailing Address:
Tel:
Tel:

0

Yes, I would like a summary of the survey results.

If you have any comments or recommendations about the issues in this survey feel
free to write them in the space provided.
Comments:
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Thank you very mch for your timeand assistance!H
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Survey of the Impact of
Program Instability and Program Schedule
on Defense Aerospacce Contractors
© Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1996

(Confidential Questionnaire)

Massachusetts Institute of
Lean Aircraft

Technology

Iniitiativee

Instructions
This survey is part of the Lean Aircraft Initiative (LAI), on-going research program involving the
U.S. Air Force and a number of other government agencies and departments, several firms in the
U.S. defense aerospace sector, and academia. The LAI is investigating the application of "lean"
management practices to a wide range of activities throughout the defense aerospace industry. This
survey is designed specifically to assess the impact of various attributes of the defense acquisition
environment on the application of lean management practices at the program level. If your
customer is a U.S. government agency or department, a similar survey may have already been
completed by your government customer's program office.
Your cooperation is vital to the success of this study! To ensure accuracy and consistency of the
results, we would prefer that the program manager fill out as much of the survey as possible.
Please answer the following questions as they apply specifically
to your
individual program or project (your current contract). The following examples may
help you in determining how you should respond to the questions:
Example #1: You are on contract with your customer to produce a subsystem for a larger
system. Your survey responses should characterize the work on your specific subsystem only.
Example #2: Your firm has several contracts with your customer associated with an existing
system (encompassing different phases in its product life cycle, or different types of work within a
given program phase). Your survey responses should characterize the work associated with one
specific contract only. Separate surveys may be completed for the other contracts.
Example #3: Your firm has separate contracts associated with this product, each with a different
customer. Your survey responses should characterize the work associated with one specific
contract only. Separate surveys may be completed for the other contracts.
Please be candid and honest in your responses. We understand that you may have concerns about
confidentiality. Several measures have been taken to ensure that your responses will remain
confidential. Nobody but the researchers named at the end of the survey will have access to the
information requested in this survey. All analysis of the survey data will be presented in the form
of aggregated statistics. No individuals or individual programs will be identified in the anal-sis or
the reporting of the responses. We understand that the success of any research depends upon the
quality of the information on which it is based, and we take seriously our responsibility to ensure
that any information you entrust to us will be protected with the same care that you would use
yourself.
When you have completed the survey, please enclose it in the accompanying envelope and return it
directly to the researchers. We would prefer that you return the completed survey to us as soon as
possible, but to ensure timely and complete reporting, please return it by the date indicated in the
mailing matenals. If you would like feedback on the results of the survey, please indicate it in the
space provided at the end of the survey. Thank you for your help in this important project.
Program Name:
Company:

All information gathered through this survey is considered
confidential. No attribution of specific data or research results
to this program will be made. All results will be presented in
the form of aggregate statistics.

Section A: Program Management
A. 1

What is the DoD acquisition category (ACAT) designation for your program?

A.2

In what acquisition phase is your program currently?

Concept Exploration & Definition
Demonstration & Validation
Engineering & Manufacturing Development
Production & Deployment
A.3

Please identify your customer(s). Mark all that apply, but indicate your primary customer.

U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army
U.S. Navy
Other U.S. government agency
A.4

Operation & Support
Close-out/Cancellation
Other:

Prime or other contractor
Foreign customer (commercial sale)
Foreign customer (FMS sale)
Other:

Was this program awarded on the basis of a sole source or a competitive bidding process?
Ei Sole Source

Oi Competitive bid (number of competitors:

A.5

What is your total program length (measured as the elapsed time between the program's
start and the actual or planned delivery of the first deliverable item)
(months)

A.6

Which of the following categories best describes the type of system your program is developing?

Li

Aircraft (airframe and mecharucal systems)
Aircraft (avionics and electronic systems)
Aircraft (propulsion)
Spacecraft or launch system

O

Li
Li

A.7

Electronic system (non-aircraft)
Missile or munitions
Software-dominated system
Other:

Please mark the response that best describes the scope of the technological advance in
product technologies required by your program, relative to existing systems:

Revolutionary new core technologies or concept.
New generation of product architecture or platform.
Incremental improvements to an existing generation of product architecture or platform.
Little or no change to the existing product technology.
A.8

Please mark the response that best describes the scope of the technological advance m
process (manufacturing) technologies required by your program. relative to existing
processes:

Revolutionary new core process technology or concept.
New generation of existing processes.
Incremental improvements to an existing generation of process technologies.
Little or no change to the existing process technology.

A. 9

Please estimate the extent of the technological advance required in the product technology
component(s) that are considered critical to fulfilling this program's technical objectives:
All NonDevelopmental
Items

Some
Development
Required
2

1

3

4

All New
Development
Required
5

6

7

A. 10 What percentage of your product's cost to date is related to software?

(%)

A. 11 To what extent do commercial markets currently exist for the key or enabling product
technologies being used in this program?
No
Markets
1

Some
Markets
2

3

4

Many
Markets
5

6

7

A.12 As far as you are aware, how many other active, existing programs (either within your own
firm or involving your competitors) are developing systems or technologies that will
compete to fulfill the same or similar operational objectives as your program?
Within the U.S.
Outside of the U.S.
A. 13 For how long, and during how many program phases (e.g., DEM/VAL, EMD, etc.) have
you been the manager of this program?
(years)

(months)

(total number of program phases)

A. 14 Including yourself, how many different program managers have led this program at your
firm since it was begun (all program phases to date)?
A. 15 How many other programs involving technical or mission objectives similar to this
program's have you managed prior to working on this specific program?
A. 16 How many people currently work at your firm on this program (this program phase only)?
Employees of your firm working full-time on this program
Employees of your firm working part-time on this program
Contractor support (subcontractors, vendors, temporary employees)
Total full-time equivalents (FTE)
A. 17 What percentage of this program's current staff began working on this program at it's start
and at the start of this program phase, respectively, and are still working on this program?
(%)
The entire program
(%)
This program phase only
A. 18 Please estimate the percentage of this program's current staff who worked on at least one
other program that produced a system with similar technical or operational characteristics:
(%)

A. 19 To what extent would you say that your program's progress in meeting its overall
objectives during this program phase has been affected by program instability (defined as
unplanned or unanticipated changes in your requested annual budget or other critical
resources, program schedule, or definition of work)?
No Effect

Some Effect

1

2

3

4

Major Effect
5

6

7

A.20 To what extent do you think the following factors have introduced instability into your
program's planning and execution?
Not a
Factor

The Primary
Factor

Somewhat a
Factor

Changes in annual budget allocations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Changes in annual production or block buy size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Changes in user requirements

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Unanticipated technical challenges originating
within this program

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Problems resulting from technical challenges in
other, related programs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Problems relating to cooperation with
customer(s), partners, or suppliers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Program staffing turnover within your firm.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

Program staffing turnover in your customer's
organization

S

Problems resulting from poor supplier
performance

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Changing customer acquisition priorities

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Long acquisition cycle time

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Other:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A.21 How many times was your program's formal contract management baseline re-baselined
(with customer approval) in each of the following program phases?
Concept Exploration
Demonstration/Validation

Engineering and Manufacturing Development
Production

A.22 How has the level of profit (as a percentage of total program cost) that was anticipated to
result from this program when your firm was awarded this contract been affected by
program instability?
No
Effect

Significantly
Declined
1

2

3

4

Significantly
Increased
5

6

7

A.23 To what extent have you been able to successfully achieve the following outcomes when
faced with potential sources of instability in your program?
Not
At All

Very
Successfully

Somewhat

Avoid program instability before it occurs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mitigate the negative effects of program
instability after it has occurred

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A.24 Please indicate the extent to which you believe the following practices have had an impact
in helping to assure stability (i.e., avoid instability) in your program's funding,
requirements, and/or planning/schedule:
Not Not
Used Significant

Somewhat
Significant

Verv
Significant

Customer involves the product's users (if
different) in developing requirements

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Customer involves contractor(s) in developing
requirements

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Maintain open and frequent communication with
the customer

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use independent experts to assess program plan
and execution

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Structure program around a short overall
acquisition time

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Base design on incremental technology steps

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use off-the-shelf or non-developmental
technologies in the product design

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Manage high-risk development items off the
critical program path

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Schedule interdependent technical activities to
occur within the same budget cycle

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Validate designs using prototypes

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Validate designs using simulation and modeling

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use multi-year procurement

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Maintain contract flexibility (e.g., priced
options, umbrella contracts)
Establish rigid contracts with stiff penalties for
unplanned changes
Aggressively advocate support for your program
to senior officials in customer organization(s)
(e.g., the service(s), DoD, Congress, etc.)

A.25 Please indicate the extent to which you have found the following management practices or
technology tools effective at responding to or mitigating the negative impact of
unplanned changes in budget, requirements, and/or schedule to your program after they
have occurred:
Not

Used

Not
Effective

Somewhat
Effective

Very
Effective

Budget management reserve in the program plan

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use unused funding from prior years

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use your firmn's resources to meet temporary
customer-originated funding shortfalls

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use temporary or contractor personnel for
staffing

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use personnel from other programs on an asneeded basis

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Structure work around integrated product teams

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use computer-aided scheduling and task
breakdown planning

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use 3-D computer modeling for design

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use rule-based or knowledge-based design tools

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use rapid prototyping tools (e.g.,
stereolithography)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use computer-aided manufacturing

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use flexible or tool-less assembly techniques

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Use manufacturing process modeling and
simulation tools

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Develop "fallback" alternatives to key
subsystems using parallel IR&D projects

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

In-source work from or out-source work to
suppliers to meet fluctuation in demand

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Other:

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A.26 By what percentage can your annual budget and/or production rate vary before a significant
amount of effort (beyond that typically required for normal program control and execution)
is required to re-plan the program's work schedule or objectives?
Change in annual production rate
(%)
Change in annual budget
(%)
A.27 By how much has the number of units or systems that are planned to be procured (the "total
buy") over the life of this program changed since the program's start, and how has this
change directly impacted unit ("fly-away") price, if at all?
Production quantity (plan at program start)
Production quantity (current plan)
_ (+ / - %)
% Change in unit price
Quantity produced to date

A.28 How many times has the total number of units that are planned to be procured over the life
of this program been changed in each of the following program phases?
Concept Exploration phase
DemonstrationNalidation phase
Engineering and Manufacturing Development phase
Production phase
A.29 Please estimate the level of effort in your program (in FTEs--annual full-time equivalent
staff or "man-years") that is spent exclusively planning your program's schedule and
execution in anticipation of or as a result of unplanned changes in funding
and/or other key resources:
Planning prior to the annual appropriations ("budget exercises")
(FTE)
Re-planning in response to actual budget changes
(FTE)
A.30 Please indicate the extent to which the existence of planning and resource uncertainty or
instability in your program may have prevented your firm from undertaking the following
actions as they relate to your program (N/A - not applicable/not used):
N/A

No
Impact

Some
Impact

Very Large
Impact

Internal investment in basic technology research

0

1

2

3

4

5

Internal investment In next-generation product
technology development

o

1

2

3

4

5

Internal investment in advanced information
technologies

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Internal investment in advanced manufacturing
process technology

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Internal investment for variability reduction in
existing manufacturing process technologies

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Internal investments in factory floor layout
changes for manufacturing flow improvements

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Employee training and skill development

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Maintaining integrated product team (IPT)
staffing continuity throughout the product life
cycle

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Developing long-term agreements with your
suppliers

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Advanced inventory and scheduling
management (e.g., JIT) with suppliers

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

7

7

A.31 What is the average lead time from placing orders to your suppliers after source selection to
the first delivery of a deliverable item to the customerfor the current production lot for this
program?

"Long lead" items

(months)

All other items

(months)

A.32 What percentage of your total program budget represents work performed or materials
furnished by suppliers or vendors?
(%)
A.33 What percentage of your program's purchases from suppliers represent critical parts,
components, materials, or processes for which switching suppliers is either not possible or
is extremely costly in terms of maintaining budget schedule, or quality goals?
(%)

What percentage of your program's total number of suppliers supplies your program with
these types of critical items?
(%)
What percentage of your program's suppliers of critical items (requested above)
present a realistic potential threat of electing not to compete for future contracts relating to
your program, citing such reasons as the high cost to them of program instability, uncertain
or highly vanable demand in the defense sector, costly defense-unique requirements, or
excessive contractual oversight? _
(0-100%)
A.34 Please indicate the extent to which program instability has limited your ability to establish
or maintain the following types of relationships with your suppliers (N/A - not
applicable/not used):
Some

N/A

hIlmrpi-

Very Large
Impact

Impact

Involve suppliers in IPTs throughout the
product life cycle

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Involve suppliers in the definition of the
product's technical specifications

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Delegate detailed design work on major
subsystems to suppliers

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Integrate key suppliers into capacity-planning
and scheduling systems

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Achieve consistent on-time delivery of materials
from suppliers

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Maintain reliable production base of suppliers
with defense-unique capabilities

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Maintain reliable production base of suppliers
that are process-certified or meet strict quality
levels

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7

A.35 Please estimate the priority placed on your program in each of the following organizations:
Very Lowest
Priority

Very Highest
Priority

Average
Priority

Your customer

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Your division

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Your corporation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

Your suppliers of critical parts, components,
materials, or processes (see A.33 above)

1

Section B: Program Budget and Contracts
B. 1

What is your program's current target or actual budget expenditure for all program
expenses (as defined by your customer), in each of the following program phases? Use
actual dollars and indicate the reference year.

Concept Evaluation
DEM/VAL
EMD
Production

($million)
(Smillion)
($million)
(Smillion)

FY(s)
FY(s)
FY(s)
FY(s)

Target / Actual
Target / Actual
Target / Actual
Target / Actual

(circle
(circle
(circle
(circle

one)
one)
one)
one)

B. 2

Please estimate the change to date in your program's cost (from all sources) using the initial
program plan as a baseline. Calculate tlus as the percentage change in actual cost compared
with the tnitially-planned cost for this point in your program's progress, using actuai-year
dollars. Treat increases beyond original plan as a positive chan2e in cost
Total program cost change
(+/-% to--date I
(indicate baseline yvear)
Now, estimate the percentage of your program's cost change to date (calculated above)
that can be directly attnbutable to unplanned changes in your requested annual funding
levels (funding inmstabilitv), changes in the program's technical requirements, technical
problems, or other reasons, respectively. The sum of the proportions should equal 100%
of cost change due to
of cost change due to
of cost change due to
of cost change due to

B.3

funding instability
requirements changes
technical problems
other reasons

(%)

(%)

(I

%

(please specify )

What type of contract does your program have with your customer in this program phase"

Firm Fixed Pnce (FFP)
Fixed Price with Economic Pnce Adjustment
Fixed Price Incentive (FPI)
Fixed Price with Redetermination (FPR)
Cost Plus Award Fee (CPAF)
Cost Plus Incentive Fee (CPIF)

Cost Plus Fixed Fee (CPFF)
Cost and Cost Shanng (C/CS)
Letter Contract
Indefinite Deliverv/Indefinite Quantity
Other

B.4

In your current contract, what percentage of program cost over-runs or under-runs does
your firm share with your customer near the target price?
Your firm's share of cost over-runs
(%)
Your firm's share of cost under-runs
(%)

B.5

What is your program's total budget level (as defined by your customer) for this year?
($million)

B. 6

By what percentage did/does your program's annual budget allocation from your customer
differ from that requested in your program plan, if any? Use + / - to indicate increases or
decreases from plan, respectively.
On average
(%)

This year(%

B.7

How many times has this program been re-phased (a significantly new program schedule
developed by your customer) in each of the following program phases?
Concept Exploration phase

Demonstration/Validation phase
Engineering and Manufacturing Development phase
Production phase
B.8

How many contract change orders (e.g., "POOxxx" changes) has this program received
from its customer in all program phases to date"

Of the total number of contract change orders requested above, what percentage were
"Incremental Funding Changes"?
(%)
How many of the total number of contract change orders requested above changed your
contract's scope/requirements, dellverables, funding (include all types of funding changes).
or schedule' List each type of change by the program phase in which it occurred in the
matrix below Please esumate if you don't know the exact number of changes of each rvpe

B.9

Reduce

Please indicate the extent to which your customer provides your program with specific
financial or other types of incentives to achieve the following objectives:

total

program

cost

below

target

A Strong

No

Disincentive

Incentive

Reduce unit cost below target
Complete program ahead of schedule

1

Exceed planned performance requirements
Exceed reliability and maintenance requirement

1
1

6

7

5

6

7

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

2
2

2

1

A Strong
Incentive

B.10 Considering the bottom-line impact on your company overall, please indicate the net
financial incentive your program has to achieve the following objectives:
Reduce total program cost below target

1

A Strong
Incentive

No
Incentive

A Strong
Disincentive

2

3

4

5

6

7

Reduce unit cost below target

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Complete program ahead of schedule

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Exceed planned performance requirements

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Exceed reliability and maintenance requirement

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Section C: Program Schedule and Planning
C.1

Please indicate when each of the following key program milestones were accomplished or
when they are scheduled to be accomplished for your program. Provide the month and
year (e.g., 8/93) or quarter and year, as well as indicating the status of the milestone.
Please estimate if exact dates are unknown.

Key Program Milestones (or Equivalent)
Program Start (Milestone I or equivalent)
Concept Evaluation
Demonstration/alidation
.Actual
Engneenng/Manufactunng Development
Production
Delivery of the first production item .Actual
Initial Operational Capability

Start Date

Status
Actual - Planned - N/A
Actual - Planned- N/A
- Planned Actual - Planned - N/A
Actual - Planned - N/A
- Planned - N/A
Actual - Planned - N/A

_N/A

Note N,'A---Not Applicable or no date aailable

C. 2

Is your program considered "fast track" (the schedule has officially been accelerated so as
to shorten the total acquisition cycle))
OLNo.

C.3

l Yes.

Please estimate the total change in your progranm's schedule using the initial program plan
as the baseline. Calculate this as the difference between your current schedule and the
initial program schedule for meeting specific milestones at this point in your program (treat
increases beyond original plan as a positive change in schedule).
(+ / - months to-date)

Total program schedule change

Now, estimate the percentage of your program's schedule change to date (calculated
above) that can be directly attributable to unexpected changes in your requested annual
funding levels (funding instability), changes in the program's technirucal requirements,
technical problems, or other reasons, respectively. The sum of the proportions should
equal 100%.
schedule change due to funding instability
(%)
(%)
schedule change due to requirements changes
_ (%)
schedule change due to technical problems
(%) (please specify:)
schedule change due to other reasons
100%
C.4

By how many months could you accelerate the scheduled delivery of the first deliverable
item for your program if you faced no customer-imposed schedule or resource constraints?
(Months)

C.5

What net incentive (taking into account cost, risk, and other competitive issues) does your
organization have to bid a schedule different from that proposed by the government?

1

A Strong
Incentive

No
Incentive

A Strong
Disincentive
2

3

4

5

6

7

C.6

Please indicate the percentage by which your proposal schedule differed from the
government's proposed schedule in the RFP. A negative value indicates a shorter schedule
and a positive value indicates a longer schedule than the government's, respectively.
(%)

C.7

Please indicate the extent to which each of the following defined the program schedule you
proposed in your response to the RFP for this program:
No
Impact

Customer's desired schedule

Moderate

Sole
Determinant

Inpact
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Expected funding availability

S

2

3

4

5

6

7

Historically similar programs

S

2

3

4

5

6

7

Comparable commercial development

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Expert judgment/Bottom-up analysis

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

C.8

Using the Commerce Business Daily announcement for your program as the starting point.
please indicate the approximate time to accomplish the following program events. Please
indicate the change (if any) from your customer's target schedule for their completion.
Program Event

Months

Pre-Program Efforts (IR&D, Marketing, Etc. )
Commerce Business Daily announcement
Draft RFP Release (If Applicable)
Final RFP Release
Proposal Submittal
Source Selection Announcement
Contract Award
First Production Item or Product Delivery
Initial Operational Capability
C.9

Change from Plan
(Months)

0

Please indicate the extent to which your firm was able to impact the following items
associated with your customer's request for proposal (RFP) for this program prior to its
release:
Very Large
No
Some
Impact

Impact

ImpDact

Program or product concept

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Program schedule

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Overall program budget or funding profile

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

System performance requirements

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Acquisition strategy (source selection process,
contract structure, etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Trade-offs between performance, cost, and
schedule in the program plan

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

If you have any comments or recommendations about the issues addressed by this survey, feel free
to write them in the space provided below:

1:

Yes, I would like a summary of the results of this research sent to me.

Name:
Mailing Address:
Tel:
Tel:
If you have any questions about this survey or the objectives of this research, feel free to contact
either:
Dr. Eric Rebentisch
Lean Aircraft Initiative
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Ave., Room 33-407
Cambridge, MA 02139
tel.: (617) 258-7773
fax: (617) 258-7845
email: erebenti@mit.edu

Capt. Ross McNutt
Lean Aircraft Initiative
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Ave., Room 33-407
Cambridge, MA 02139
tel.: (617) 258-6594
fax: (617) 258-4235
email: mcnuttrt@mit.edu

For more information about the Lean Aircraft Initiative, you may contact us directly or visit the LAI
web page at: http://web.mit.edu/ctpid/www/lai/.

Thank You Very Much!!!!
All information gathered through this survey is considered

confidential. No attribution of specific data or research results
to this program will be made. All results will be presented in
the form of aggregate statistics.
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Survey of the Impact of
the Defense Aerospace Acquisition Environment
on the Use of Lean Program Management Practices
@ Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1995

(Confidential Questionnaire)

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lean Aircraft Initiative

Instructions
This survey is part of a large. on-going research program involving the U.S Air Force, a number
of firms in the defense aerospace sector, and academia. The research program is investigating the
application of "lean" management and prodxuction practices to the defense aerospace industry. This
survey is designed specificall, to assess the impact of various attributes of the Department of
Defense (DoD) acquisition environment on the application of lean management practices at the
program level.
Your cooperation is vital to the success of this study! Please answer the following
questions as they apply specifically to your individual program or project. If your
program is part of a larger program office, do not answer the questions as the\ might apply to that
larger organization.
Please be candid and honest in your responses. We understand that you may have concerns about
confidentiality. Several measures will be taken to ensure that your responses will remain
confidential. Nobody but the researchers named at the end of the survey will have access to the
information requested in this survey. All analysis of the survey data will be presented in the form
of aggregated statistics. No individuals or individual programs will be identified in the analysis or
reporting of the responses. We understand that the success of any' research depends upon the
quality of the information on which it is based, and we take senously our responsibility to ensure
that any information you entrust to us will be protected with the same care that you would use
yourseif.
This survey has been designed in 2 sections. Section A asks questions relating to program
planning and execution, and should require no more than 60 minutes to complete, on average.
Section B asks more detailed questions about the background and characteristics of the program,
and should take no more than 90 minutes to complete, on average. To ensure accuracy and
consistency of the results, we would prefer that the program manager fill out the entire survey.
However, if this is not possible, it is important that the program manager at least attempt to fill out
section A. Please ensure that both sections are completed. however. Also note that additional
information is requested at the end of the survey that may require the program manager's attention.
When you have completed the survey, please return it to the point of contact at your centcr or
command, or enclose it in the accompanying envelope and return it directly to the researchers. We
would prefer that you return the completed survey to us as soon as possible. but to ensure timely
and complete reporting, please return it by February 23, 1996. If you would like feedback on
the results of the survey, place a check mark in the space provided at the end of the survey. Thank
you for your help in this important project.
Program Name:
Project Name (if applicable):
Development/Logistics Center:

Section

A:

Program

Management

A.1

What is the DoD acquisition category (ACAT) designation for this program?

A.2

In what DoD acquisition phase is your program currently?

El Pre-milestone 0
l] Concept Exploration & Definition
ELDemonstration & Validation
E Engineering & Manufacturing Development

[ Production & Deployment
E3 Operation & Support
O Close-out/Cancellation
[]

Other:

Does your current program have its ongins in another program?

A.3

El No.

O Yes.

Is the program office that is responsible for administenng this program a "basket" or multiproduct program office (responsible for the administration of several related programs, in
various stages of the acquisition cycle)'?

A.4

0

No.

- Yes.

Does the funding and/or management of this program involve more than one branch of the
U.S. armed forces or government agencies?

A.5

O No.
El Yes
-

Please indicate your partner(s)
i

, Please indicate the lead oartner
---

A.6

Please

indicate

the

lead

partner

Which of the following groups or organizations originally promoted the technical/operating
concept and/or provided the initial funding that began your program?

Eventual user or focal point command
Logistics community
Service development center/laboratory
Own service headquarters
Another military service
A.7

(D)ARPA
Elected or appointed government official
Contractor/Industry
Other

Does this program involve international cooperative agreements or foreign military sales
(FMS)?

O No.
O FMS planned.
O FMS currently underway.

O International cooperation or partnerships planned.
O Intemational cooperation or partnerships currently
underway.

A.8

How many other existing programs do you know of that are competing to fulfill the same
or similar mission objectives as your program?

Within your branch of the U.S. armed services
Within another branch of the U.S. armed services
Programs outside of the U.S.
A .9

What is your rank and title or position?

Rank or civil service grade:
Title or position:
A. 10 How long have you been the program manager for this program?
(years)

(months)

A. 11 How many different government program managers have led this program since milestone
I (or program initiation)?

A. 12 How many programs involving technical or mission objectives similar to this program's
have you managed prior to working on this specific program?
A. 13 Please indicate the courses or training (lasting at least one week) that you have taken or
completed:
Sys 100 or equivalent
Sys 200 or equivalent
Sys 400 or equivalent
DoD Systems Engineering
Management Course

DSMC Program Management Course (PMC)
Product Development at a business school or
university
l] Other(s)

A.14 Please rank the order of importance of the following considerations in meeting your
program's objectives ("1" indicates the item with the greatest importance in meeting your
program's objectives, "'4" indicates the item with the least importance in meeting your
program's objectives):
Low acquisition cost.
Low operational and support cost.
Shortened schedule to reach operational capability.

Superior technical performance over existing systems.
A. 15 To what extent have the following items associated with your program changed since
milestone I (the program's start)?
No Change

Performance requirements
Mission concept
Threat/Adversary

1
1
I

Some Change
2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

Entirely New
5
5
5

6
6
6

A.16 To what extent would you say that your program's progress in meeting its overall
objectives has been effected by program instability (unplanned changes in your requested
annual budget or other critical resources)?
Some Effect

No Effect
1

2

5

4

3

Major Effect
7

6

A.17 Please estimate your program's cost growth to date. Calculate this as the percentage
change in actual expenditures compared with initially-planned expenditures for this point in
your program's progress, using actual-year dollars. Treat increases beyond original plan
as positive cost growth.
Total program cost growth
(--/-% to-date)
(indicate baseline year)
Now, estimate the percentage of your program's cost growth to date (calculated above)
that can be directly attributable to unexpected changes in your requested annual funding
levels (funding instability), changes in the program's technical requirements, technical
problems, or other reasons, respectively.
cost growth due to funding instability
(%)
(%)
cost growth due to requirements changes
cost growth due to technical problems
(%)
(%) (please specify:
cost growth due to other reasons
100%
A. 18 To what extent do you think the following factors have introduced instability into your
program's planning and execution?
Somewhat
Factor

Not a
Factor

Changes in annual budget allocations
or production rates.

I

Changes in user requirements.
Unanticipated technical challenges
originating within this program.

2

3

4

5

6

7

S

2

3

4

5

6

7

S2

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

4

s

6

7

Problems resulting from technical
challenges in other, related programs.

2

Problems relating to cooperation with
another service, agency, or
government

2
S

Program staffing (government or
industry) changes.

S

The Primary
Factor

2

3

4

5

6

Problems resulting from poor
contractor or supplier performance.

S

2

3

4

5

6

Changing DoD or Service acquisition
prionties.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Long acquisition cycle time

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

Other:

1

A.19 By what percentage can your annual budget vary before a significant amount of effort
(beyond that typically required for normal program control and execution) is required to replan the program's work schedule or objectives?
(%)

A.20 Please estimate the amount of time in your program (in annual full-time equivalent staff or
"man-years") that is spent exclusively planning your program's schedule and execution
in anticipation of or as a result of unforeseen changes in funding or other
key resources:
(FTE)
Planning prior to annual appropriation ("budget exercises")
(FTE)
Re-planning in response to actual budget changes
A.21 Please indicate the extent to which you believe the following practices have had an impact
in helping to assure stability (i.e., avoid instability) in your program's funding and/or
requirements:
Not
Used

Very
Sign ificant

Somewhat
Significant

Not
Si2nificant

User involved in developing
requirements

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Contractor involved in developing
requirements

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Independent experts assess program
plan and execution

()

1

2

3

4

5

6

Contractor involved in developing
initial program schedule

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Short overall acquisition time

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Design based on incremental
technology steps

()

1

2

3

4

5

6

High-risk development items
managed off the critical program
path

t

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Interdependent technical activities
scheduled only within the same
budget years

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Designs validated using prototypes

o

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Designs validated using simulation
and modeling

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Multi-year procurement

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Contract flexibility (e.g., priced
options, umbrella contracts)

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

Aggressively advocating support for
your program to senior acquisition
officials in your service, DoD. or
Congress

i,&
sure stable funding at the requested budget levels for this
A.22 Please estimate the priority
program at each of the follow .g points in the acquisition hierarchy:
Very Lowest

Average
Priority

Pri.rity
UsLr
Development/Logistics Center/PEO
Service
DoD
Administration
Congress

Very Highest
Priority

2
,2

I
I
I

2
2
2

3
3

5
5
5
5

4
4

12

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

A.23 Please indicate the extent to which you have found the following management practices
effective at mitigating the negative impact of unplanned budget cuts to your program after
they have occurred:
Not
Used

Not
Effective

Somewhat
Effective

Very
Effective

Management reserve in the program
plan

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Unused funding from prior years

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using temporary (TEMS) personnel
for staffing

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using personnel from other offices or
laboratories on an as-needed basis

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using Computer-aided scheduling
and task breakdown planning

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using 3-D modeling for design

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using computer-aided manufacturing

0

I'

2

3

4

5

6

7

Using flexible assembly techniques

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Involving User community in
program decision-making

0

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

Involving Oversight community in
program decision-making

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Structuring work around integrated
product teams (IPTs)
Managing all major subsystems
within a single program office
Managing major program subsystems
in separate program offices

A.24 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
"The technologies used in this program have more demanding
requirements than commercial technologies and therefore this system
should take longer to develop andfield. "
Somewhat

Strongly
Disagree

1

2

3

4

Strongly
Agree

5

6

7

A.25 Is your program considered "fast track" (the schedule has officially been accelerated so as
to shorten the total acquisition cycle)?
O Yes.

1 No.

A.26 Please estimate your program's schedule slip. Calculate this as the difference between your
current schedule and the initial program schedule for meeting specific milestones at this

point in your program (treat increases beyond original plan as positive schedule slip).
(+/- months to-date)
Total program schedule slip
Now, estimate the percentage of your program's schedule slip to date (calculated
above) that can be directly attributable to unexpected changes in your requested annual
funding levels (funding instability), changes in the program's technical requirements,
technical problems. or other reasons, respectively.
% of
% of
% of
% of

schedule
schedule
schedule
schedule

slip due to funding instability
slip due to requirements changes
slip due to technical problems
slip due to other reasons

(%)
(%)
(%)
(%) (please specify:)
100%

A.27 In your opinion, how much time does/did the following actions add to your critical
schedule path in months from program initiation (milestone 0) to delivery of the first
production item? The critical schedule path is the sum of all non-overlapping activities that
uniquely contribute to the overall schedule length. The sum of these items should equal the
total development time.
Total Development Time

Months

Requirements Process

Months
Months
Months
Months
Months
Months
Months
Months

Technology Development
Engineering Design
Manufacturing Design

Testing Programs
Support Development
Production
Bureaucratic Deiays
Other

Months

A.28 Please rank the following items in terms of their importance to your personal performance
rating and your potential for promotion ("l" indicates the item with the greatest importance
to your p3tential for promotion, "4" indicates the item with the least importance to your
potential for promotion):
Completing program under budget
Completing program ahead of schedule
Exceeding system technical performance requirements
Exceeding operability/maintainability requirements
A.29 From the standpoint of a program manager, how difficult would it be to re-plan your
program schedule to lengthen your current schedule by 20%?
Not
1

Very
Difficult

Somewhat
Difficult

Difficult
2

3

4

5

6

7

A.30 From the standpoint of a program manager, how difficult would it be to re-plan your
program schedule to shorten your current schedule 20%'?
Not
Difficult

Very
Difficult

Somewhat
Difficult
2

3

4

5

6

7

A.3 1 Assume your contractor submitted a proposal to significantly shorten the total development
time on your program at no additional cost to the government, but which did require a
significant change in the program's funding profile in the out-years. How long do you
(months)
estimate it would take to either formally accept or reject the proposal?
A.32 During war time a number of systems have had their developments completed early in order
to enter into service. In your opinion, if your program were deemed absolutely essential to
a war time effort, how long would it take to field the first production item without losing a
(months)
significant degree of capability'?
A.33 In response to unforeseen events, to what extent are you likely to change each of the
following in order to achieve your overall program objectives?

Total program cost
Total schedule length
System performance

Please

1
I
1

Most Likely
to Change

Somewhat Likely
to Change

Least Likely
to Change
2
2

2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

note that additional information is requested on the last page
this survey booklet that you may be required to complete.

of

Section

B: Proeram Control

How many people currently work on the government side of this program (include all
people working with the government program office such as TEMS and other contract
support)?
Full-time
Part-time
Total full-time equivalents (FTE)
B. 1

B. 2

Place a check mark in any of the boxes where the program phases in the rows are
concurrent (overlap) with those in the columns, according to your program execution plan:

Acu..,iiAtin 1Pkhqc
Concept Exploration (CE)
Demonstration/Validation (DEM/VAL)

CE

IDEM/VAL IEMD I

FRP

rrowtyotZp ltcvepIoIe,

Engineeiing & Manufacturing Development (EMD)
Operational Test & Evaluation (OT&E)
Low Rate Initial Production (LRIP)
Full-rate Production (FRP)
B.3 How many different funding sources are there for this program?
Funding organization(s)
Program elements ("colors of money")
What is your program's current total planned or actual budget expenditure for
related expenses, in each of the following program phases? (use actual dollars
the reference year)
Planned / Actual
FY(s)
.($million)
Concept Evaluation
Planned / Actual
FY(s)
($million)
DEM/VAL
Planned / Actual
FY(s)
($million)
EMD
Planned / Actual
FY(s)
($million)
Production
B.4

B.5

all programand indicate
(circle
(circle
(circle
(circle

one)
one)
one)
one)

What is the current "fly-away" unit cost of your program's product (exclude spares,
training, and support costs)?
($)

-,Please estimate the percentage of the total fly-away unit cost of your program's product
that is represented by off-the-shelf (OTS) or non-developmental items (NDI):
(%)

How many units or systems are planned to be procured (the "total buy") over the life of this
program, and how has this change impacted unit ("fly-away") cost. if at all?
(total number of units)
Initial plan at milestone I
(total number of units)
Current plan
_(+/-%)
% Change in unit cost
B.6

B.7

How many times has the total number of units that are planned to be procured over the life
of this program been changed?

B. 8

Please estimate the extent, on average, to which your budget has been changed from your
original annual submissions at each of the following levels of the acquisition hierarchy:
(+/- % this year)
average)
(+/User
(+/(+/- % this year)
average)
Development/Logistics Cen:cr/PEO
(+/(+/- % this year)
average)
Service
(+/(+/- % this year)
average)
DoD
(+/(+/- % this year)
average)
Administration
(+/(+/- % this year)
average)
Congress
B.9

How many times has this program been re-phased (a significantly new program schedule
developed) since the milestone I decision (or program initiation)?

How many times were these new program plans created in each program phase?
Concept Exploration phase
Demonstration/Validation phase
Engineering and Manufacturing Development phase
Production phase
Operation and Support phase
Cancellation/Close-out phase
B. 1 0 Please provide the following information about the initial planning and the actual and/or
current plan. If the information is not applicable please indicate with an N/A. Please
provide month and year (8/93) or quarter and year. Please estimate if exact dates are
unknown.

iMN/A
Mission Needs Statement

Milestone 0
Milestone I
Initial Acquisition Strategy Plan
Milestone II
Development of EMD Program Schedule
Preliminary Design Review
Crtical Design Review
Milestone 111
Completion Of First Production Item
Initial Operational Capability
Note N/A\--Not Applicable or no date available

Initial Plan

Actual/Current

B. 11 Please select the category below that best describes the type of syst-m your program is
developing:
O
O
El
01

[]
1]
El
El

Aircraft (airframe and mechanical systems)
Aircraft (avionics and electronic systems)
Aircraft (propulsion)
Spacecraft or launch system

Electronic system (non-aircraft)
Missile or munitions
Software-dominated system
Other:

B.12 Please mark the response that best describes the scope of the technological advance in
product technologies required by your program, relative to existing systems:
El Revolutionary new core technologies or concept.
E] New generation of product architecture or platform.
El Incremental improvements to an existing generation of product architecture or platform.
E Little or no change to the existing product technology.
B.1 3 Please mark the response that best describes the scope of the technological advance in
process (manufacturing) technologies required by your program, relative to existing
processes:
E] Revolutionary new core process technology or concept.
El New generation of existing processes.
[] Incremental improvements to an existing generation of process technologies.
E] Little or no change to the existing process technology.
B. 14 Please select the response which best describes the level of technological advance required
in the component(s) that you consider to be critincal to fulfilling this program's technical
objectives:

1

All New
Development
Required

Some
Development
Required

All NonDevelopment
Items
2

4

5

6

B. 15 Please estimate the overall extent to which achieving your program objectives requires the
completion of interdependent tasks across different areas of your program.
Interdependencies occur when developments in one area of the program have a significant
impact on developments in another, and vice versa. Consider the impact of activities
involving contractors, suppliers, users, and related systems being managed by other
program offices as part of your answer:
Very Little
Interdependency
2

Some
Interdependencies
3

4

5

Very Significant
Interdependencies
6

7

B. 16 Have the performance capabilities of any of the underlying technologies that you consider
to be key to the effectiveness of your system (e.g., digital computer processors, advanced
materials) changed significantly during the duration of your program, exclusive of any
technological advances made by this program?

No Chanfe

Major C~hanges

Some Channs
2

4

3

5

7

6

B. 17 Please estimate the percentage of the total cost of this system that is related to software:
(%)

B.1 8 Please estimate the percentage of the staff that started working on this program at milestone
I (or at its beginning) who are still working on this program:
(%)

B. 19 To what extent is a short acquisition cycle (quick initial operational capability) an important
part of this program's overall objectives?
Not

Somewhat
Important

Important
1

2

3

4

Very
Important
5

7

6

B.20 Was development time a significant evaluation criteria during your source selection'?
Not
Important
1

Somewhat
Important
2

3

4

Verv
Important
5

6

7

B.2 1 Please indicate which of the organizations below were involved in the following activities.
Also, please indicate whether or not the organizations indicated met regularly as part of an
integrated product team (IPT).
SPO
_(N)

User

Service

DoD

FFRDC

(~)

()'4

)("4

)v)

GAO
(")

Primes
(4)

Requirements Generation
Acq. Strategy Development
RFP Generation
Performance Trade Studies
Funding Profile Development
Program Reviews
Key:
Pnme--Potential pnme contractors
SPO---Program office, including TEMS and contract help
Subs--Potential subcontractors
Service-Service acquisition community
IPT---ntegrated Product Team
FFRDC--Mitre. Aerospace Corp., or equivalent
GAO-General accounting office or other congressional or governmental oversight agency

Subs
(,)

IPT
(Y/N)

B.22 Please indicate the extent to which the following factors drove the length of the
government's initial system development schedule:
No
Some
Defining
Impact
Impact
Lmpact
User's Desired Schedule
Service Leadership Desired Schedule
Service Force Planning
Expected Development Funding Levels
Expected Production Funding Availability
Technology Development
Engineering Requirements
Manufacturing Process Development
Testing Requirements
Support Requirements
Dependence on another program's progress
B.23 Please indicate the extent to which the following tools or sources of information were used
in the development of the government's initial schedule for your program :
Not
Used

Historical similar-program data
Parametric modeling or estimation
Expert judgment
Bottom up schedule development
Expected funding availability
Comparable commercial development
Contractor proposed schedule

Used
Occasionallk
I-)
12

12
I

2
2
1

2
1

I

2

Extensively
Used

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

3

4

5

6

5

B.24 Please indicate below the number of proposals received by your program that had
schedul es that differed from the initial government schedule estimate:
Total number of proposals received.
Number which exceeded the government schedule estimate by 15% or more.
Number which exceeded the government schedule estimate by 5% to 15%.
Number which were within 5% of the government schedule estimate.
Number which were less than the government schedule estimate by 5% to 15%.
Number which were less than the government schedule estimate by 15% or more.
B.25 What scheduling tools are used in your initial program schedule development?

Gantt
Milestone
Critical Path Management
PERT
System center-based scheduling models
Other:

Not

Used

Extensively

Used

Occasionally

Used

1

i

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

B.2 6 What was the level of involvement of the following organizations in developing the initial
schedule for your program?
Not
Invol',ed

Somewhat
Involved

Extensively
Involved

Users
Planning shops (XT)

SPO personnel
Center Headquarters
FFRDC (Mitre, Aerospace, etc.)

PEO
Service Acquisition Community
Service Budget Community
DoD Acquisition Community
DoD Budget Community
DoD Planning Community
Potential Contractor(s)
Potential Subcontractors
B.27 Please indicate the extent to which the technology or system being developed by this
program will require the following changes with~respect to the user:

i wI
program

Cý C-1 ·
No
Change

User organization
User's equipment and facilities
User's operational procedures
User that controls the mission

UIV·

Some
Changes

1
1

2

1

2

Entirely
New

2

1

B.28 Please select the response that best describes the type contract that accounts for the greatest
share of your program's funding:
Firm Fixed Price (FFP)
Fixed Price with Economic Price Adjustment
Fixed Price Incentive (FPI)
Fixed Price with Redetermination (FPR)
Cost Plus Award Fee (CPAF)
Cost Plus Incentive Fee (CPIF)

Cost Plus Fixed Fee (CPFF)
Cost and Cost Sharing (C/CS)
Letter Contract
Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity
Other

B.29 What is the cost share ratio at which cost overruns or under-runs near the target price are
shared between government and contractor'?

% Government

/

_

% Contractor

B.30 What percentage of your contract cost is available as an incentive for on-time completion of
a major milestone or activity'?

(%)

B.31 Exclusive of any incentive for on-time completion, what percentage of your contract cost is
available as an incentive for early completion of a major milestone or activity?
(%)

If you have any comments or recommendations about the issues addressed by this survey, feel free
to write them in the space provided below:

Please

note that additional information is requested on the last page
this survey booklet that you may be required to complete.

of

In order to gain an understanding of the industry perspective and experience on these important
acquisition issues, we would like to send a similar survey to your counterpart program manager at
the prime contractor(s) for this program. Please fill in his/her name and address information in the
following blanks. You will not be identified as the source of this information, nor will your
responses on this survey be reported in any way that would identify you to your industry
counterpart.
Name:
Company:
Mailing&-I
U Address:

Name:
Companv:
- Address:
MailinMailing
ý..-. - .Address:
. - -

E Yes, I would like a summary of the results of this research sent to me.
Name:
MailingZ Address:
•

w

-

~_

Tel
Tel:
If you have any questions about this survey or the objectives of this research, feel free to contact
either:
Dr. Eric Rebentisch
Lean Aircraft Initiative
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Ave., Room 33-407
Cambridge, MA 02139
tel.: (617) 258-7773

fax: (617) 258-7845
email: erebenti @mit.edu

Capt. Ross McNutt
Lean Aircraft Initiative
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Ave., Room 33-407
Cambridge. MA 02139
tel.: (617) 258-6594
fax: (617) 258-4235
email: mcnuttrt@mit.edu

For more information about the Lean Aircraft Initiative. you may contact us directly or visit the LAI
web page at: http://web.mit.edu/ctpid/www/lai/.

Thank You Very Much!!!!
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